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INTRODUCTION 

The growth and decljne of flying training covers the period from early 
1933, when the Ten Year Rule 1 was abolished, until the end of the 
second World War in August 1945. For the sake of clarity and con
ciseness, the history has been divided into two volumes. This volume 
describes the overall policy and planning which governed the development 
of training : volume II is a detailed account of the training organization. 
The part played by training in the fighting of a war in the air is of supreme 
importance. Without the efficient flying trairung of adequate numbers no 
air war of the magnitude of World War H could have been sustained. 

Before attempting to form any opinion on the · policy governing flying 
training before and during the second World War it is importan t to appre
ciate the background to the subject. Training policy is in a sense an 
abstract study and cannot easily be criticised in the light of present know
ledge. More than any other aspect of air warfare flying training was 
dependent upon extra11eous factors beyond its control. Its policy was 
essentially governed by them and, apart from the basic ideal of maintaining 
a high standard of training, could not remain constant owing to tbeir 
influence and also to the fluctuations of the war situation. 

A certaio phase of the war- the attainment of an objective or the 
implementing of a military plan- can be discussed objectively. In tbe light 
of wh.at took place and the degree of success achieved, definite conclusions 
and criticisms may be formed, and from them lessons learned for future 
undertakings of a similar nature. This, however, is not possible with 
training because its policy was of necessity based on imponderables and 
assumptions. The training planners bad perlorce '10 estimate the require
ments of the future, often twelve to eighteen months ahead and were, 
therefore, strictly subject to the changing circumstances of war which 
frequently could not accurately be foreseen . Almost a ll the major planning 
decisions were of a long term nature. The objectives and aims of the 
planners were constantly being changed and they were often compelled 
to revise plans and abandon or alter programmes before completion. owing 
to the influence of some outside factor. 

The principal factors governing training policy were : -

(a) Aircraft Production. 

(b) Manpower. 
(c) Wastage. 

In the first two factors there was an almost perpetual shortage and, through
out the whole history of the subject, the controversy as to the best use 
to be made of the available resources is always apparent. The third 
factor, wastage, was often the most troublesome because of its indeterminate 
nature. Jt was never possible to accurately assess tbe losses which could 
be expected at any particular time. The scope of this narrative does not 
permit of digression into aircraft and manpower problems, the difficulties 
caused by them to the training authorities must be accepted as such. 

1 Ao assumption, made in 1919, that there would be no major war for ten years. 
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At the conclusion of the fust World War Britain was the leading air 
power with 200 squadrons, so.me 20,000 aircraft, and a considerable training 
organization. Within a few years its force had been reduced to less than 
one tenth. due tb financial depression and disarmament. There remained, 
however. in the Royal Air Force a determination to maintain a high standard 
of training so that the wastage caused by inadequate training would never -
be repeated. The importance of training was stressed by Lord Trenchard, 
in November 1919, when he said, 'The present need is not. under existing 
conditions, the creation of the full · number of squadrons . . . but it is 
first and foremost the making of a sound framework on which to build 
a Service, which while giving us now the few essential service squadrons, 
adequately trained and equipped. will be capable of producing wh~tever 
time may show to be necessary in future '. 1 

.. Although the standard of training was improved and maintained at a 
~igb level during tbe inter-war years, the principle of Lord Trenchard's 
memorandum was not fully implemented. Despite the. fact 1hal the Air 
Stan', _prior 10 1939, were of tb.e opinion that, when jt came, air warfare 
of maximum intensity could be expected, the Government made no pro
vision for sufticient adequately trained reserves to man tb.e War Training 
Organization. Thus, at the outbreak of war. much of tlle training was 
being carried out by squadrons and the Royal Air Force was immediately 
faced with the -double problem of expanding the operational and training 
units from strictly limited resources. This was made possible by the interval 
following ·the Munich qrisis which fortunately lasted until May 1940. ln 
fact, but for this period of grace it is doubtful ·whelher tbe Royal Air 
Force would have been -in a position to provide the vital defence for tbe 
Battle of Britain. 

The -most critical phase of the flying training story was the transi tion· 
from peace to war. This involved. the change over from the specialised, 
individual and more leisurely training of peace time to the mass production 
me'tbods necessary to produce basically trained pilots as economically and: 
quickly as possible to fulfil ,tbe demands of war. 'Jn order -to accomplish 
this lhe Empire Training Scheme was evolved and its launching was un
doubtedly the most "significant event of the whole war as regard£ flying 
training. During this early period the emphasis lay on the production of. 
pilots for immediate operational neeps and_ the planners were faced with 
one of the most crucial decisions they were ever called upon to make. 
In order to ensure an .adequate supply of 1>ilots for ,the future it was 
essential to make provision for their training · without delay and yet, 
at the same time, cater for the urgent demands of tbe current situation. 
The fact that the planners bad the courage and foresight to continue with 
Jong tenn plans in tl1e face of almost desperate short term exigencies 
was one of the major factors contributing to the ultimate overwhelming 
success of th~ a ir offensive. 

Foilowing the crisis of J 939-40 came the period of consolidation a·nd 
development with different problems to be overcome. Beset by shortages 
of a ircraft and personnel the planners were forced to decide as to _the most 
advantageous allocation of the material avajlable. It had not yet been 

1 Outline of Peminnent Organization a[ the R.A.F. Published by H.M.S.O. 1919. 
Cmd . .467. 
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fully realised how great a J?roportion of the total aircraft and personnel 
had ,to ibe devoted to t•raining. As the war progressed the gjze of aircraft 
increased and great advances were made in technical development, involving 
a delicate decision as to the prJority of operatioo,i.J or training units for 
the first use of the latest types of equipment. Experience eventually showed 
that if personnel were n,ot converted or accustomed to the equipment, 
with which they were to operate, until after reaching their squadrons the 
wastage and crash nHe would be heavier, It was then that the problem 
of operational and converSional training assumed paramount importance, 
causing a considerable outlay in aircraft and personnel. More and varied 
training became .necessary as crews increased in size and the situation 
was extremely complicated until the decision to adopt a one pilot policy 
and dispense with. second pilots in bombers had to be taken. The final 
stage of the history was tbe reduction of training as the war situation 
improved. The great difficulty lay fo estimating the respective durations 
of the European and Far Eastern conflicts and their possible requirements. 

The outstanding conclusion t be reached regarding flying training policy 
is merely an extension of the principle expressed by Captain Mahan. • If time 
be, as is everywhere admitted, a supreme factor in war, it behoves countries 
whose genius is essentially not military, whose people. like all free people, 
object to pay for large military' establishments, to see to it that they are 
a·t least strong enough to gain the time necessary to tum the spirit and 
capacity of their subjects into the new activities which war calls for ' .1 
A sound training organization. capable of immediate expansion, must above 
all be m,ajntained so th&t the machinery is ready to meet the most sudden 
demands of war and to provide replacements ju the event of heavy losses 
to operational squadrons, 

-
' Tnjluencc of Sea Power Upon Hislory . Captain A, T. Mahan, Pages 48-49. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PRE-EXPANSION ERA, 1919-1933 

The experience gained io the first World War governed the policy of 
the post war ,period de$pite the drastic ieduction of British air power and 
the Jong period of financial and ,political restrictions. Tile strength of tbe 
training system lay i'n the weJI learned lesson lhat .before the pilot could fly 
he had to ,be thorou,gbJy instructed in the principles of aeronautics. After 
experience of the vicious circle of inferior training, giving rise to heavy 
casualties which in turn demanded urgent replacement by yet more hastily 
trained men, the Gosport system under Colonel Smith-Barry set the pattern 
for the future which :the second World War was a:m,ply to justify. Air 
training as disseminated throughout the Royal Air Force by the Central 
Flying School, the successor of the Gosport School. achieved and main
tained an international reputation of the highest class for a standard of 
instruction in basic flying skill and general level of pure flying ability. F or 
this reason the system of versatility in the pilots manning the operational 
squadrons during the inter-war years was enabled to function most reliably 
and permitted the attenuated air forces 10 fulfi l their task with efficiency. 
The equipment which came into use under this system was likewise based 
upon this same idea of general purpose and represented improved versions 
of the war time aircraft and equipment 

The air forces of the inter-war years were designed to meet Imperial 
commitments in any part of the world, either in policing vast and backward 
areas, in internal security, pioneering air routes, or in representing the 
air component of tbe a rmed forces of Britain, Whose function it was to 
meet any threat from other powers. In addition to meeting these demands. 
the fitst )ioe units had the task of receiving newJy trained pilots 'and 
training them in particular unit functions: the part time air gunner or 
observer element was found a.ad· trained from within the unit resources of 
technical tradesmen, who had thus in peace a dual role, A further measure 
of economy and usefu] employment was the training, by first line units, 
of .a constant flow of short service officers who. after completing their 
term, passed into the reserve. Sergeant pilots were also traioeq, returning 
afterwards to their parent trades. FinalJy there existed the Auxiliary Air 
Force which undertook both the flying and operational training of ' weekend 
pilots' and whose existence represented a valuable potential, particularly 
for H:orne Defence. 

The Royal Air Force of those years was .as much a training organization 
as · a garrison or police force and one whose activities were the more 
valuable because they created a cadre of seasoned pilots who bad. by 
reason of overseas service under varied and difficult conditions, attai.ued 
a bigh degree of flying skill, practical airmanship and operational knowledge 
so far as tlie equipment and woi:k allowed. 
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The Training Orgaoization io 1933 
By the eod of 1933 tbe Royal Air Force coosisted of 74 squadrons ,vorld 

wide, including the auxiliary and reserve squadrons, and backed by a training 
organization which produced approximalely 300 pilots a year. The training 
organization consisted of four schools : the Royal Air Force College, Cra.11-
well. which trained permanent officers ; and No. 3 F.T.S., Gi:antbam, No. 4 
F.T.S., Abu Sueir and No. 5 F.T.S .. Sealand, which trained short service 
officers and airmen pilots. There were. in addition, a few small units 
such as Calshot, Leuchars and Old Sarum which. were used for specialist 
training in flying boa·L and army co-operation work. There was no training 
outside a heavy bomber aod transport squadron for the multi-engiped types. 
The control of training in the Royal Air Force was spread, on a lower 
level, throughout the general service structure. From the Air Ministry 
level it was divided between the departments of the Air Member for 
Personnel, as a.n aspect of personnel efficiency, and the Air Staff, who took 
over the responsibility for unit efficiency. 

Prior to the expansion, with the exception of Cranwell Cadets, who 
underwent a two years course, pilots in their one year of training did a 
two weeks disciplinary and ground training course at the Royal Air Force 
Depot, Uxbridge. This was followed by a ten month course at a Flying 
Training School during which tinie they did up to 150 hours flying in two 
stages, ab iniliO and advanced. In the first stage they flew in the training 
type (Avro T utor) , and in the latter they were instructed on the same 
kind of aircraft as 'those in general use io the Service, although these were 
mostly older or obsolescent. After selection by interview with a board 
the pilots went to theic. squadrons for applied training and learnt night 
flying, navigation and armament. In the case of the more specialised 
roles there was an intermediate course at a training establishment such 
as the Schools of Anny Co-operation, the Flying Boat Training Squadron 
or the Air Pilotage School. In general, however, the difference betwe.eo 
bomber, fighter or co-operation roles was corn para lively small and there 
was· thus ,a fairly smooth transition from flying training to squadron 
training, except for the multi-engined types. The roles of the squadrons and 
the wastage incuJTed by time expiring, sickness and cevecsion to trades 
were fixed so that the small flying training organization was quite adequate 
to support the first line squadrons. 

lo addition there were the tradesmen who were trained in their own 
squadrons as part time air gunners. Tbese represented a much smaller 
proportion. since they were required onJy to man those squadron aircraft 
in active use at any one time. and the initial equipment strength of aircraft 
in squadrons world wide was less than a thousand. When these facts 
are compared with the figures of training production covering the period 
September 1939 to September 1945, it will be seen that a total of over 
117.000 pilots (and 209,000 other aircrew) trained during the war period 
of six. rears represented a considerable increase of which for pilots alone 
jumped from an average of 300 to over 19.000 a year. These are facts 
beyond dispute, but even they hardly tell the full story because there 
was first of all the technical revolution to consider which took place simul
taneously, during which time the old air force equipment was swept away 
even from the training units and which necessitated inareasing the aircrew 
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categories from two (the pilot who was responsil?le for most functions, and 
the straight air gunner) to five main categories witb all their specialised 
sub-divisions. 

Not only was there the necessity for a great change in organization and 
equipment, but there was the fact that the process of re-equipment and re
organization was continuous and that it took place while fighting on a major 
scale jn several theatres was in progress and while training activities were 
under direct and indirect enemy interference. 

Reserve Training 
So far as Reserve trainmg went, the main aim of the post 1914-18 war 

service was an efficient nucleus With a large reserve but, although provision 
had been made for this reserve in 1919, it was not until 1922 when the 
short service idea w.as maturing, tb.at a comprehensive scheme for Reserve 
trairung was drawn up. In January 1923 it was approved and four civjjjau 
operated schools, each with an allotment of 70 pupils, were opened. The 
syllabus varied with the experience of tl1e individual, but it consisted chiefly 
in dual flights in an elementary type s ucb as the Avro with five hours 
solo on the service types such as the D.H.9 or the Bristol Fighter. 'the 
training period was roughly six weeks and the minimum total flying 
was 12 hours. The subsequent annual course was 12 110urs on service types 
with such dual instruction as was necessary. This system lasted until 1933 
and the size of the Reserve, as permitted by the Treasury, was 700 pilots. 

As the supply of war time pilots dwindled, in order to retain the numbers 
direct entry reservists were accepted and their training beg.an at t he end 
of I 925. After an initial period of 30 hours flying instruction in the first 
year, reservists passed to the normal annual training. The intake was 
50 per year until 1927 and was then increased to 60 per year up to 1933 
when the reserve of pilots was increased under Treasury sanction to 1,500. 
In that year, owing to considerations of economy, the four civil schools 
went over to purely Jight training types of aircraft (Tiger Moths and 
Blackburn 2's). This economy enabled the anoual training course to be 
extended from 12 to 20 hours solo flying and the initial course to be 
increased from 30 to 50 hours. This re-organization came just before 
the revision of training in 1934 wbich is described later. 

The Dominion Air Forces 
During the first World War a considerab1e Overseas Training Scheme 

was launched. This was the background to the Empire Air Training Scheme. 
In Canada it began late in 1915 and by July 1917 there were 15 training 
squadrons. When the United States entered the war in April 1917 arrange
ments were made for Canadian training to be carried out in Texas during 
the winter by lO squadrons, and in tbe same way 10 American squadrons 
did their work in Canada during the summer. By 1919 the Canadiah 
organjzation had grown to four wings of five squadrons each, plus specialist 
schools, and by that time 200 trained pilots per mouth were being sent 
to Britain. Australia had established a CentraJ F lying School at Point 
Cook before 1914 and had produced four squadrons by 1916-17. Jn addition 
there was also a training wing in Britain by 1918, entirely manned by 
Australians. New Zealand had two scbooJs for training pilots during the 
1914- 18 war. but South Africans were trained either in Britain or in Egypt. 
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Thus a large proportion of Dominions personnel served in the British 
Air Forces in the first World War, although only the Australians had 
separate units of their own. The precedent therefore existed for overseas 
training and this undoubtedly was a factor when serious negotiations were 
begun after the start of the second World War. As will be seen, the 
financial considerations involved and the growing political conscious1iess 
of the Dominions provided obstacles during the initial stages. However. 
after 19 L9 the same drastic reduction of air power LOok place in all the 
Dominions, as in Britain. Each country formed its own a ir force in 
accordance with its domestic requirements ~ nevertheless each was reduced 
to a cadre wit~ a small tTaining backing and relied upon the creation of a 
R eserve to meet an emergency. The only overseas training unit which 
remained to the Royal Air Force was No. 4 Flying Training School at 
Abu Sueir which was formed in April 1921. 

Training Polky 
Despite the limitations of the inter-war period tbe Air Ministry policy 

was that what little remained of rhe Service should be well traiaed and that 
the t raining o rganization should be in the form of a framework ready 
for possible future ell'.pansion. Any resources remaining after day to day 
Service commitments had been met were devoted to research a,nd experiment. 
Tbe advances made during this era, as evident in the winning of the 
Schneider Trophy by Britain, by the evolution of the super-charger and 
the gaining of the height record did much to prepare tbe Service mind 
for tl:le technical revol-ution which was to follow. 

More important, however. Lhan even t hose considerations was the develop
ment of those doctrines of the Service which were the main spring of 
policy and action when the time came to recreate the air power of Britain. 
her Commonwealth and Empire. The flying training organization was vitally 
essential to the production of air power to an extent previously unparalleled 
- air power, as applied to the war at sea, on land and in the air. using 
in divers ways a complexity of equipment, each with its own special 
difficulties. The o utput of training policy and organization kept pace with 
the growth a nd diversity of air power, both in quaiily and in numbers. It 
provisioned against the delays attendant upon wide dispersal and perilous 
communications ; it replaced the toll of heavy casualties as they occurred 
and it provided that margin over expenditure and immediate planning 
which enabled Jong term projects to be undertaken without consideration 
so far as· skilled men were concerned. The expansion of a i, power was 
limited by the national resources and ,by the competing demands of other 
Services and industries, but not by the lack of adequately trained men. 
gathered together at the coi:rect time and in the correct place. This would 
not have been so had not the Service been based on such. doctrines and 
directed with a policy so consistent that the parallel growth of first line 
and training could proceed along predestined lines to a predicted end. 

The inter-war policy of flexibility and the general duties idea meant that 
the nuclelJS of officers, wbethec engaged in trainfog, operations, staff or 
active flying, had a common doctrine and view point and therefore a 
reserve of knowledge and understan ding of the hannonious develop ment 
of air power. This harmony extended not only throughout the R oyal Air 
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Force but, by means of exchange postings, liaison visits, advisers and in
dividual contacts, to the Dominions as well. There was thus a state of 
wide mental preparation whicb did much to replace material limitations 
and which allowed tbe afr forces to expand as planned with remarkable 
speed, in spite of the many and perplexing handicaps in the detai.led measures 
which had to be taken. 

After 1919 the Air Ministry refought and won tbe battle for independence 
which alone would permit a standard doctrine, unified technical develop~ 
ment and co-ordinated control. There was none of tb.e subordinatio11 to 
other arms, with all its dire consequences sucb as befell ·the Luftwaffe, none 
of the complicatioos of the early R.F.C. days, but a clear idea of the aim 
and purpose of a flexible, balanced and economical weapon. Royal Air 
Force air training, therefore, was based on a far wider concept and directed 
with a far steadier purpose than that of its rivals and owed much of its 
success to this fact 

There was, however, <aJ1 adverse side to the subject du.ring the days of 
political neglect and financial restrictiOk1. The clear sequence of training 
from the selection of the individual to the ·time when he could play bis 
full part on _active service was obscured by the manner in wbicb. operational 
units bad become entangled with training. There was uo centralised direction 
and co-ordination, no authority to represent training as a single problem 
and no clear idea of its long term needs with regard to equipment or 
personnel. Gradually Service thought -adapted itself to the embryonic pro
portions of _post war administra-tion. and experience of the tasks involved 
in the handling of large masses of men and material. the wastefulness of 
modern war and the ponderous nature and complexity of great organizations, 
became obscured. The practice of reducing every idea and its requirements 
to a money problem had given a fa lse basis and over-rigid mould to the 
staff mind when plans for total war in competition with a methodical and 
practical enemy became imperative. Finally, wl1eo first line expansion 
received its initia.l impetus, insufficient weight could be given to training 
ueeds, and it is possible that the dual function of the squadrons had been 
half forgotten so that measures to replace their tra.iniog potential were not 
undertaken soon enough when demands 11pon them necessitated their release 
from training tasks. When the problems of applied training became more 
obvious, both time and material resources to remedy this condition imposed 
handicaps which nearly proved disastrous. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE PRE-WAR EXPANSION ERA, 1934-1939 

There now succeeded, aftec 1933, a period of expansion 1 n answer to Lbe 
obvious failure of collective security measures and the weakness of the war
time Atlied Powers of Europe. In the Far East, Japan had begun her 
chauvinistic career and 1n the West political events shaped towards an even 
greater peril. Thus it was that on 23 March 1932, the Cabinet decided to 
abolish the' Ten Yeac Rule ' wJJich, since it was first laid down in 1919 bad 
postulated ~he. assumption, renewed pedodically, that 1]1ere would be no major 
war for ten years. This event· marks th.e start of the history of flying training io 
the Second World War, for it set in motion those measures whicl1 culminated 
in the training puring the war of over 300,000 men of the British Empire as 
aircrew, over two thirds of. whom received 

0

lhe ir basic flying instruction under 
the various overseas training schemes. 

The First Expansion PJan, February 1934 
In February l934 expansion began with the Defence Requirements Com

mittee plan for the provision of 40 additional squadrons to the existing Royal 
Air Force as a whole and in particula r to r,aise the strength of the Home 
Defence forces to 52 squadrons by 1940. Jn actual fact • a modest upward 
trend' in the shape of four squadrons, of whicb two were for Home Defence, 
were sanctioned in the Estimates of March 1934. At the outset expansion 
was of the ' sh.op window ' variety. The number o( squadrons was increased 
without consideration for 'the creation of sufficient backing to make them 
efficient in war or to sustain their strength. in trained fighting personnel in the 
face of operational casualties. The expansion was therefore unreal, and this 
was chiefly due to the fact that the cost of creating a true measure of air 
power wh.osc depth ,was in proportion to its breadth was such that it was 
avoided. It was not certa in how far expansion would have to be taken before 
its purpose as a deterrent to German aggressive tendencies was achieved. 
Each of the earlier schemes was produced under the same policy : it set a 
limit in numbers and i.n time w,bich ir was· hoped would achieve the purpose 
on a short term basis of intensive preparation to be followed by a more 
leisurely period of consolidation. It was not until expansion had been in 
progress for some two or three years that it became reasonably clear that 
no such period of consolidation was lo be expected but that the succession 
of ever-larger expansion schemes was in fact preparation for war. This 
realisation materialised in t he increasing amount of national resources which 
went into the organisation supporting the first line. 

The Defence Requirements Committee plan was succeeded by Scheme • A ' 
in answer to the German plan for the creation of an Air Division of 400 first 
line aircraft. The programme, lo be completed within two years,. involved 
the addition o{ 33 squadrons for borne defence and 7½ squadrons for the 
Fleet Air Arm and for overseas requirements. To back this increase, a 
thousand more pilots were required in addition to the annual output of 300 a 
year, and this implied the opening of two more flying training schools, These 
events brought about the first re-organisation of training. 
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Incorporation of Civil Elementary Schools 

The Director of Training made sorne far reaching proposals for increasing 
the u·aining potential by transferring the first elementary stage on light air
craft to tbe civilian operated schools which .had been carrying out the training 
of the reservists. By this meaos the Service operated flying training schools 
could then carry their pupils forward on to more advanced work and thus 
free the squadrons of much of their individual training tasks. 

In this developn1ent there were two objects ; the first was to make use of 
civilian resources outside the Service. an expedient wJ1ich not only harnessed 
valuable potenlial, but which also enabled some ot the restrictions of finance 
to be avoided. The second and most important object was to enable the 
training organization to approach more nearly to the ideal of producing a 
pilot who was capable immediately of taking his place, without further 
training, in th.e fuU activities of his squadron. · Actually this jdeal was not 
realised in fu ll until the • New Deal ' re-organization of early 1942 but the 
first step to close the gap between training arid the first line standards had 
been made. There was also , within this concept tbe idea that this plan would 
lay the found,uions of the war training .organization. thereby removing the 
radical difference between the peace and war systems of training and tbus 
facilitating smooth transition in tbe event of war. 

As the original plan stood, the net result would have been an increase in 
the duration of the training period' by the amount which was done in the 
civil schools. As this raised the cost considerably and decreased the period 
of effective se.rv.ice of the short-service personnel, both the civilian and the 
service course lengih were reduced in order to keep uhe total duration o( the 
training to the original period of a year. At the same time tile pupil 
populations were increased from 80 to 96 at the flying training schools. The 
organization was to consist of 13 civil schools and six service schools. 

The 're-organization plan as amended was approved in June l935. but in 
the meantime Germany had claimed tbat she had achieved air parity with 
Britain (approx.. J.000 aircraft) and that her next object was to equal the 
French first line of some 1,500 to 2,000 aircraft. 

Expansion Scheme 'C ', May 1935 
The answer to this situation was Scheme • C' which planned to raise the 

Metropolitan Air Force from 85 squadrons under Scheme 'A' to 123 
squadrons (or 1,5 I 2 aircraft) and the overseas squadrons to a total of 27 
(292 aircraft). This progcamme was to be completed by the end of March 
1937. an accelera tion of two years over Scheme 'A'. 

As was poin'.ed out by the Chief of Air Staff. this E'rogramme was purely 
a show of force to act as a deterrent ; it was basically unsound in that aJt.hough 
it:had improved on the firs t line balance of Scheme' A' by including a greater 
proportion of bombers. it suffeted from the same grave defect in that it made 
but small provision for backing in depth. As it stood. the Royal Air Force 
could not sustain war attrition owing to the limited peace-time production 
capacity of the aircraft industry. It was in this direction ·therefore, tbat first 
expansion efforts for increasing the depth of the Royal Air Force organization 
were directed.' " 

1 C.A.S. Archives. DCM(32) 145, 2 October L935. 
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Trainer Aircraft Production 

The aircraft industry had suffered the same fate as the Service during the 
inter-war lull, and greast dif[iculty had been felt in keeping in existence the 
vital nucleus of experienced personnel of the established aircraft firms. This 
had been accomplished largely by con~entratiog on a limited number (up to 
20) of firms and by keeping them going by small orders for prototypes and 
for the limited numbers of aircraft required for the Service. Competition 
l;>etween the firms, which might have caused the ruin and disappearance of 
some, was avoided by the expedient of having competition ouly at the design 

. stage, The nrm whose prototype was successful was then rewarded by 
obtaining orders for quantity production. This wa_s an expensive procedure 
for the Air Ministry but was the only way of keeping the firms in existence 
and at the same time of ensuring that researcn and development was kept 
in train, and it had the great advantage of retaining a nucleus for expansion. 
From the training point of view, however, it was unfortunate that the same 
degree of research -and development in the complementary training types was 
not similarly in evidence. As expansion proceeded there was the utmost 
concentration upon the expansion and deployment ot industrial resources for 
the manufacture of operational aircraft and of equipment for tbe air forces 
generally. Unfortunately, tbe sole advanced training aircraft designed to 
prepare pjlots for first line aircraft, proved a failure. 

The trend of British air re-armament at this stage was towards the high 
speed monoplane which won -the Schneider Trophy powered by engines 
which showed a marked advance on tl1eir predecessors. In addition the 
development of tht> retractable undercarriage, flaps and improved blind flying 
aids all tend~d to complicate the training problem. T he gap between the 
pilot trained on the Hart va,·iants a.nd the entirely new types under develop
ment suddenly increased to such an extent that tbe equipment of the training 
schools was rendered completely obsolete and unsuitable. In addiiio11 there 

· arose the need for a trainjng aircraft incorporating in simplor form all those 
new characteristics which were demanding a new technique in engine handling, 
particularly on multi-engined types, as well as the new methods of blind 
flying and approaches and landings. In 1935, of course, this revolution, so far 
-as Britain was concerned, was still in the embryonic stage. Nevertheless the 
problem was realised as being of immediate concern. Of particular moment 
was the question of twin-engined experience and night flying. Already i n 
August 1934, the A.O.C.-in°C., Air Defence of Great Britain in a Jetter to 
the Air Ministry had drawn attention to the problem of training pHots for 
the five night bomber squadrons, and be also envisaged this problem extending 
to all aspects of service flying. thus necessitating the subjects of twin-engine 
flying and night flying being taught in the Flying Training Sch.ools·.1 

By August 1935, after the re-organization of training, this commitment 
was recognised when it was real.ised that pupils with as little as 20-25 hours' 
flying were capable of profiting from this instrnction. T hough these prob
lems were . fully appreciated at an early stage of expansion the difficulty 
was that the Flying Training Schools were only equipped, as already stated. 
with obsolete single-engined types. The Director of Trajning in June 1935 
wrote a paper oo this matter to the Chief of the Air Staff in which he dealt 

1 A.M. File 325263/34, 
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with the prospective increase in the near future in the demand for twin
engined trained pilots. He tended, quite rightly in the light of subsequent 
events, to minimise the difficulties of conversion to twin engines. The ques
tion of an added stage in training was discussed, but was dismissed at that 
time .because of the delay which would occur if pilots were to arrive at their 
squadrons in time for these . units to form according to programme. It was 

, also essential, in preparing for training expansion, to keep the number of 
new training units as low as possible in order to lessen the difficulties of 
providing equipment, accommodation and skilled ground personnel. It 
was, however, recognised that training for twin-engined squadrons was an 
essential link in the chain of war training and that eventually it would have 
to be seriously considered when time and resources permitted. 

By September 1935, however, it was realised that the twin-engine training 
problem was of immediate urgency and a specification for a monoplane, 
high performance trainer was laid -down. The upshot was the modification 
of the Anson and the Airspeed Envoy (later known as the Oxford) and the 
Flying Training School syllabus to include the training of one third of the 
pupils on twin-engines during the second half of their course. The first 
schools to be equipped with Ansons were No. 3 Flying Training School 
(Grantham) and No. 6 Flying Training School (Netheravon) in November 
1936. Although the significance and implications of the technical revolution 
taking place were ap;preciated the need to establish a clear ratio between 
the multi-engined operational aircraft being produced and the training air
craft of appropriate type necessary to train an equivalent number of pilots 
to man those aircraft was not realised. Nor apparently was it appreciated 
that these special training aircraft had to be produced in advance of the 
complementary operational types.' 

Training Backing for Scheme • C ' 
In order to reach a first line of 1,512 aircraft by April 1937, it was 

necessary to provide a further 2,000 pilots within rather less than two years. 
To achieve this figure, it was necessary to increase the number of Flying 
Training Schools from the existing six to eleven, and this was done by 
March 1936. Thus began the process of creating machinery for supplying. 
that constant flow of trained men without which the first line could neither 
expand at the rate dictated by the factors of supply and organization, 
nor sustain the drain of casualties in the event of war while this expansion 
was in train. But a new problem arose-the shortage of instructors. There 
were not enough seasoned pilots both to provide the essential stiffening, 
training and leadership element in the squadrons and at the same time to 
man the growing number of flying training establishments. Theoretically, 
in order to provide the necessary flying instructors, 40 per cent. of the first 
line pilots would have been· needed, that is, if existing training standards 
were to be retained. In fact, the re-organization of training, by bringing 
in the civilian instructors, eased this situation, but even so the ' ideal ' length 
of l 3-14 months of the pilots' training course was cut to a year and later to 

· 9 months. In this way, the essential needs of the first line were met while 
the minimum of service instructors was provided. The new system of train
ing started in August 1935 at the original 4 civil schools and a further 

1_ lbid. 
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nine opened in the fo llowing six months. This enabled the service schools 
to concentrate on military flying training for wbicb they were equipped 
with the obsolescent service types of the Hart variety, a few elementary 
aircraft being reta ined solely for instrument flying. 

Under the new dispensation. the course for the regular personnel at civil 
elementary schools lasted normally for eight weeks {10 in winter) during 
which a minimum of 25 hours dual and 25 hours solo flying was carried 
out. At this stage the pupils were civilians although paid by the Air 
Ministry, The serving a irmen element, i.e., those comprising the sergeant 
pilot pupils under the old ab iriitio scheme, wore plain clothes, were 
given allowances and Jived out under tbeir own arrangements. On com
pletion of the civil flying course, the pupil pilots were sent to the R.A.F
Depot at Uxbridge for two weeks' disciplinary training before proceeding 
to their Service F.T.S. The flying training school course was divided in to 
two terms, i,e. the ftyi11g traini1)g (renamed Jnteru1ediate training in 1937) 
and the Advanced Tra ining Squadrons. Pupils spent I 3 weeks (15 in 
winter) and flew about 50 hours in each tenn. A ,new course was accepted 
every three months and the size of the course was 48 pupils (i.e. a total 
training population of 96). The civil school_s were affiliated to individual 
F.T.S.s for tbe purpose of continuity in the instruction of pupils. 

Under the new arrangements, much was done to relieve ·tue service squad
rons of the individual training tasks which had been theirs. Navigation 
training covered map reading and elementary dead reckoning work, in the 
intermediate stage, and during the advanced stages much preliminary anna
meol training was done, culminating in a month's attachment to an Arma
ment Training Camp. In addition the syllabus covered photography recon
naissance a nd formation flying. A new feature was the introduction of 
night flying and twin-engine training. T hese items however, represented 
more a gesture than an effective improvement chiefly owing to difficulties 
of supply, a irfields and administration. This aspect will emerge more clearly 
as the narrative proceeds, but it wil l be realised that the lack of sufficient 
night flying experience during training and the failure of t he supply of 
twin-engined advanced trainers were chiefly responsible for the complaints 
of Bomber Command in late 1941 thal, although 95 per cent. of the flying 
of that Command was done at night, 95 per cent. of. the hours spent in 
flying training was carried out in daylight. 

Summary of Early Expansion 1934-1935 

The end of the year 193~ may be said to see the close of this period 
of the preliminary expansion. Shortly the tempo of (>reparation was to 
quicken, Scheme 'F' was maturing and was soon to be la unched. This 
scheme was the first wbich came nearest to satisfying the true aspirations of 
the Air Staff within the limits imposed from an authority still higher than 
the Air Ministi.;y. Al!bough the first line lacked the depth wbich only the 
adequate harnessing of national war potential could give it, at the same 
time i.t can be seen tbat proper steps within the political limits i mposed 
were being taken. Of these, the re-organization of training in late 1934 
and ead y J 935 was the most significant. Tn the stimulation of Reserve 
training, there was also a great improvement in the potential of trained 
pilots. Under Treasury autho.rity given in 1929. the reserve of pilots was 
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:fiiced at 1,500. but in April 1935 there were l,448 pilots of the R.A.F. 
Reserve . of whom only 137 were fit to go to squadrons on mobilisation. 
By the end of that year, however, the Reserve consisted of 2,307 active 
pilots, 574 nor in training, 268 Auxilia ry Air Force and an estimated 1.300 
civi l pilots} 

Expans\on Scheme' F ', Februar'y 1936 
Duri.ng 1935, from jnforrnation received, it had appeared that although 

Gemiany was not likeJy to be ready for war before 1939, her preparations 
constituted a growing threat which could not be ignored. At t.he same 
time. new developments in aircraft design made it possible for a conside-rable 
increase to be made jn the effective striking power of the first line. Certain 
changes in the composition of the force under Scheme ' C ' were therefore 
proposed. These c.bariges also envisaged an increase in numbers and an 

. earlier completion of the existing programme in order that by the end of 
19'.18 the Sei;-vice shou ld have advanced its state of readiness to the largest 
possible extent. Within tbese p.foposals tbere were na11,1rally many s(gni6-
cant practical measures contained aod . with the usual concession to the 
Treasury in the hape of a cut of two overseas squadrons, the measures 
known as Expansion Schern,e 'F' were approved by the Treasury on 25 
February 1936. The target was now 124 squadrons compdsing 1,736 air
craft by April 1937. (a slight increase on the former 123 squadrons bat 
the warning 1J1at Germany would scarcely be content with less than 2:000 
first line aircraft could not be ignored . 

Scheme • F ' bad the distinction that i.t ran its fu ll course and was the 
only pre-war expansion programme to be completed . In addition, under 
the measures proposed, tbe light bombers were eliminated and the bomber 
strjking force was strengthened since now it was to be composed entirely 
of heavier types of longer range and higher performance. There was a 
great increase i o the sanctioned reserves of war material, aud above all, for 
training. the most significant feature was the recognition of the need to have 
an adequate Reserve training organization. This resulted in the formatton of 
the R .A.F. Volunteer Reserve which planned to recruit and train a total of 
8,100 •pilots, observers and wireless operators (air gunner) -by the end of 1938. 
So far as R 'egular requiremen ts were concerned, Scheme 'F' as it developed 
during 1936 and 1937 demttnded over 4,000 more •pilots and 1.264 observers 
in the four years 1936 to 1939. Translaled into terms of flying instructors. 
these figures meant Lhal if the sequence and length of pilol training were left 
unchanged, about l O per cent. of the experienced pilots in the cadre of the 
Royal Air Force -would .have bad to ibe withdrawn to meet Scheme' A', whilst, 
as already ex.plained over 40 per cent. would have had to be wi thdrawn from 
unit to meet Scheme ' C' and •its modified version (Scheme • F '). This 
formidable call with its unacceptable effects on the rest of the Royal Air 
Force was modified -by using service instructors for ,the minimum of instruction 
and by keeping the nL1-111bers to .be Lrained down to the least figure which · 
would. man the expanding first line. By these means and the .progressive 
shortening of the training course and the increase in pupil population. ihe 
withdra,wal of seasoned pilots was kept down to 20 per cent, but the limttatjon 
thus imposed on ·training expansion was felt late~. 

1 A.M. File S.36677. 
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The prov1s1on of training aircraft was a similar and parallel limiting 
factor. Had the amount of instruction and the number of pupils 11ot 
been kept down Scheme 'C · would have required more training aircraft 
in schools than the R oya l Air Force possessed for all purposes. The aircraft 
industry was hard pressed lo turn out the operational aircraft required for 
first Jine expansion and re-equipment and had little margin for bujldi.ng 
trainers. Training expansion had therefore still to be done with as few 
aircraft as possible and even those few had to be mainly of such oosolescent 
types as the H art and its variants. However, by .means of the various 
expedients which have been described, i11 the middle of 1936 the annual rate 
of output bad reached over 1,500 piJots a year compared with the 300 a 
year during the pr.e-expansion period. It must at this stage be explained 
that Scheme 'C' envisaged stabilisation by 1937, when three of the eleven 
Flying Training Schools (excluding Cranwell) would close down and the 
length of course wh ich, in late 1935 had been reduced to six months, would 
be extended to nine months in the remainder of the schools. However, 
Scheme 'F ' did not contemplate stabilisation until 1939 and the three 
schools remained open to train the additional pilots needed under the latter 
scheme. 

New Crewjng Policy, April 1936 

Preparations quickened a t the beginning of 1936. The rate of output, an.d 
the re-organization of pilot training has already been mentioned and it is 
now necessary to indicate the growth of training activities in the direction 
of the observer which had also been b rought about by the rapid improvement 
in the performance of the new aircraft about to be introduced into the service. 
Under the old system which was a legacy of the first world war, the pilot was 
responsible for navigati;ig his aircraft and for dropping the bombs. The 
new heavy aircraft envisaged tended to ma'ke the actual flying function a full 
time occupation and the navigation and bomb ai ming had perforce to be 
delegated to another man. At the outset there was resistance to change in this 
respect, but the practical problems involved eventually forced the issue. The 
speed and range of the new aircraft had made the navigation and bombing 
function much more concentrated, fast working and complicated, and this 
resulted in the introduction· of the aircrew category of observer and the opening 
of the first Air Observers School on I January 1936. This was the first training 
establishment which included the training of non-pilot aircrew. At .first onJy 
armament subjects were taught to the observers and navigation training was 
carried out in the squadrons, and· it was not until the end of 1937 that a 
navigation course for observers was given in the civil schools before the Air 
Observers School Course. Navigation training at the Air Observers School 
was still reserved for pilots destined for coastal work, and it was not until 
later that the general flow of pilots, apart from those on the maritime squadrons 
was freed from the navigation function. 

Early in 1936 the crewing of a ircraft was laid down by the C.A.S, as 
one. pilot and one observer (with a wireless operator and/ or air gunner where 
necessary) for bomber and two-seater fighter aircraft. For Coastal aircraft 
(G.R.) tl1e crew was to be one pilot and a navigator who was a lso a pilot. 
This was a beginning of the a ircrew as it later developed. Whenever possible, 
bomber a ircraft were given two pilots and special provision was made for 
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the navigation of those bombers which could not carry two pilots by a special 
course of navigation training (or observers. 1 It can be seen (rom tbe foregoing 
that navigation was still struggling to emerge as a full time special function 
for aircrew and that the trailition that the pilot should be reponsible for 
it, was bard to overcome. It was not. in fact, until M ay 1939, that the policy 
of making the observer fully responsible for navigatioi\ was finally decided. 

Early Proposals for Overseas Training 

Little resulted from the first efforts to extend training facilities overseas 
at this particular time (March 1936) but oiscussion with certain Canadian 
business men ·on the subject of the construction of aircraft i'n Canada led to 
consideration of obtaining pilots from the Dominions.' Certain proposals 
had previously been put to the Canadian Government for 15 cadets a year 
to be Lrained in Canada and then to serve for five years in the Royal Air 
Force after which they would join the Canadian Reserve. In addition there 
was a proposal for 25 oft1cers to be selected in Can<1da to be trained by and 
for the Royal Air Force. Neither of these proposals had by that time been 
answered but it was understood that 15 cadets had been entered for training 
in Canada in January 1936, and were to be sent to Britain at the end of 
the year_ The Australian Governo1ent also proposed to send 50 officers io 
1937 a nd 25 a year thereafter. New Zealand had also some similar idea in 
train but South Africa were not in a position at that time to do anything. 

Small beginnings were therefore being made, although they bore no relation 
to the final great wartime scheme. H owever the building up of aircraft 
industrial potential in Canada, Australia and New Zealand at that time con
stituted an important step because the success o f a training scheme was later 
to be shown to have depended largely on the industrial resources immed iately 
available in the vicinity of the training area. 

Changes in the R oyal Air Force Organization, May 1936 
Jn May 1936, there occurred a general re-organization of the Royal Air 

Force which had a deep significance for training because as a result of the 
measures involved, it began to assume a more homogeneous shape in the body 
of the Service.' Briefiy, because of the need to get the higher peace organiza
tion into a form more suitable for that of the war organization, it was reso lved 
to decentralise Crom the Air Ministry many of the functions and responsibili
ties which it had perforce to assume in the early formative years. Thus it was 
laid down that the Air Ministry should be the policy making body and that 
tbe chain of command should go through Commands. Groups and Stations. 
The existing ' Areas ', were to disappear a11d to be replaced by Commands and 
droups on a functional as opposed to a geographical basis. On 14 July 1936. 
Bomber, Fighter. Coaslal and Training Commands came into existence . .) 

Although the operational Commands started without much trouble, Training 
Command had initiaJ difficulties because so much decision and policy not 
necessarily on the highest level was retained in the Department of T raining 
in the Air Ministry_• This was chiefly due to the pressure of events, need 

' A.M. 'file S.40289. 
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for continuity in staff fonctions , and to tbe fact that Headquarters Training 
Command was not established with sufficient staff officers to handle the work 
of the Command . While under the old syt; tem o[ Areas, training units had 
been scattered thro ugh.out the organization they were now chiefly assembled 
in the new Training Co.mmand in place of the old Inland Area which had 
,contained a large proportion of training unit~. Unfortunately under Lhe new 
system. many units outside flying training were also inherited from the Inland 
Area. There were in fact conta ined in the new Command the elements of 
what were later to become three other separate Commands, viz., Technical 
Training, Reserve and Maintenance Commands. This added greatly to the 
complexity and burden of its task. Incidentally an important bloc of maritime 
flying train ing units remained with Coasta l Command. It was originally 
intended tha t these also should be transferred. but. owing Lo the pressure on 
Training Command at that time. this was not done. 

In sho1t, then, Training Command had difficulties under the new organiza
tion which were not resolved until February 1938 so far as adequate staff 
organization was concerned, and later still with regard to relief from the 
responsibility for the maintenance depots, ground training units and above 
all. fo.r tl.1e difficult problems entailed io the great expansion of Reserve 
training activities wbich preceded the outbreak of war. 

lnst.iJutfon of the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve 
This stimulation of reserve tra ini ng activity. brought about by the ever

increasing demand for numbers, had made it apparent that tne existing 
machinery for the training of the Reserve at the civil scuooJs was not 
adequate, and for this reason a proposal was made in February 1936, for a 
Royal A,ir F orce Volunteer Reserve which would have a wide appea l and 
which would be based upon th.e Citizen Yolunleer principle with a common 
mode of entry and promotion and commissioning on merit. This scheme 
was designed to recruit 800 men a year in each of the three years 1936 to 
1938 for training as reserve pilots together with a total of 2,500 observer and 
3.200 wireless operator (air gunner) trainees over the same period. Provision 
was aJso made tor the direct entry of civilians for -training in other branches 
(such as Signals, Equipment and Engineering) . ..1 

So far as aircrew training was concerned, the system was based upon local 
town centres for spare time ground training and upon aerodrome centres 
associated with the town centres for flying trai.ning at the weekends, also for 
a fortnight's a nnual camp. The importance of tbe proposals and tb.e decision 
to embark upon so wide an extension of air training stands as one of the 
chief landmarks of 1936. So far as Training Command was concerned. it 
represented a serious burden which was imposed on it at a difficult time. 
From the point of view of numbers, some indication of the size of the 
commitment will be seen when it is rea lized that by A,pril 1935, the size of 
the ,R.A .F. Reserve was 1,448 . pilots, of Which two-thirds required at foast 
•three montbs training at an F.T.S. before they wei:e fit to go forward to a 
squadron . In addition there were roughly 150 Auxiliary and 1,300 civil 
pilots likewise needing varying forms of training. FinaUy the commitment 

1 A.M. Fi les S-.37628 and S.35435. 
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to recruit and train 2,400 civilians as pilots represented a very heavy task 
at that •padicular ju ncture, necessitating a completely fresh organization with 
all that tllat implied. ' 

Although lhe R.A.F.V.R. Scheme had been sanctioned in August 1936 it 
did not start at t,he Civil Schools until April 1937. The delay had occurred 
because of tbe lengthy and complicated procedure in drawing up contracts 
with tbe civil flying firms and for the acqnisi,tion of the buildings for the 
Town Centres. When Royal Air Force training had been re-organized in 
1934- 35 the nine new civil flying sch,ools involved had come into operation 
over a period of two and a baJf to six moQths, and it was thought that the 
R.A.F,V.R. Scheme would form under similar conditions. Owing, however, 
to a new procedure whereby eigM of the JteW schools were to be run under 
a management contract with aircraft owned by the Service and run by the 
firms, many and unforeseen complications a.rose. 2 There was no depart
mental obstructioQ, but the new conditions involving detailed contracts with 
more individua ls and involving more government departments wasted a 
great amount of time. 

Jn short , although it had been planned to train 800 - pilots a year in 
1936, 1937 and 1938 at l 3 existing and 20 new ci"vil schools, plans were 
modif(ed and the.revised programme provided for an entry of 1,200 pilots in 
1937 and a further- 1 000 in 1938, and the recruiting of observer and wireless 
operator (air gunner) trainees temporarily shelved. The 6rst batch of 50 
pupi ls were attested in January 1937 and started training in April at 12. of the 
13 existing civil schools. By June 276 pupils were can;ying OI.Jl this training. 
By 7 October new cjvil schools opened ,md lby ,the end of 1937 Lhe strength of 
the R .A.F.V.R. was 845. of whom 150 had qualified to fly solo on Hart ait
cra(t. This was made possible iby the fact that the aim of V .R. training was ,to 
bring the pupils up to the standard of the 1ntermedjate Training Squadron 
at the F.T.S. For this reason, the civil schools, previously established only 
with elementary aircraft received service aircraft in the summer of J937: 
So far as th.e Town Centres (for evening ground training) were concerned, 
although by July 1937 there were oorie, by lbe end 0£ the year two had 
opened. 

Expansion Scheme ' B • 
By October 1936, the Air Staff were in possession of evidence which 

suggested that the German programme had been increased to one of 2.500 
first line aircraft (including 1,700 bombers) by April 1938. To meet tbi 
programme a new Scheme (' H ') had been devised and submitted to the 
Cabinet in January 1937, The aim was to have a bomber force equal to 
that of the Germans an_d a fighter force adequate to meet the probable scale 
ot a ttack, and to accomplish this, it was proposed to raise the fhst line 
strength. of the Royal Air Force from 1,700 a ircraft under Scheme 'F' to 
over ·2.4.00 (145 squadrons) by April 1939 and ultimately to about 2,500 
airctaft.• 

.,., A.M. File S.36677. 
2 E.P.M. 22 (37). 
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This scheme, while giving further impetus to expansion as it was running. 
and continued to run under Scheme' F ', was a further unreal 'shop window' 
display involving manipulation of reserves. The only real accession of 
strength lay in the measures to increase the eslablishnient of squadrons from 
12 to 18 aircraft and for the addition of J 1 new bomber squadrons. Jn 
putting lhe programme forward the Air Staff drew attention to the dangers 
of increasing tbe first line without a complementary 111crea~e in backing in the 
eveol of its having to suffer war wastage. In the end, owing to German 
propaganda and to the practical Um,itations set on the rate of expansion, 
the scheme was wit.hdrawn, but not before sanction had been given for 
increased supplies of personnel for ground and air training, and for the 
-0onstruction of 13 m()re airfields. At that stage it was aircraft supply whi.cb 
dominated planning, and the withdrawal of Scheme ' I-l. • made a virtue of 
necessity.' 

lo. the di_rectlo.o. of ti:aining, the impet1,1 given by Sche-me ' H ' continued 
to be felt. During discussions on that programme the fact was revealed 
that had war broken out in January 1937, · there would lrnve been an 
accumulated deficiency of 1,300 pilots by May 1939, on the basis of estimated 
wastage. This emphasised the need for long range planning on a large 
scale for the provision of pilots, especia)ly as the Chie{ of the Air Staff ruled . 
that as soon as sguadrons could be equipped with tbe new t_ypes of heavier 
bomber aircraft, entailing a reduction in squadron aircraft establishment 
from 18 to 14, two pilots should be·carried in each aircra:ft." 

Further Consideration of Dominion Potentialities 
Under the aborti1'e Scheme 'H ', it was the question of •the supply of 

personnel which most received attention. Doubts were expressed as to 
whether the additional personnel req_uired under the scheme would be easily 
obtainable. particularly pilots and apprentices, seejog that under this pro
gramme 10 per cenl. of the total annua) output of tbe public and secondary 
schools of Britain would be required. For tbis reason (he Air Council turned 
their attentions once rno(e to overseas sources of supply. So far as Canada 
was concerned. there appeared to be a distinct difference between the official 
and public alli tudes. The Canadian Government had. by January 1937, still 
not replied to the limited proposals for the local recruitment of 25 cadets and 
the training in Canada of 15 pilots a year. made in March 1936. So far as 
the otl1er Doin.inions were concerned, Australia bad agreed to train 50 pilots 
a year and South Afri ca had offered to run a local Selection and Medical 
Board. but could go no further because she needed all the pilots slie could 
obtain . By April 1937·, New Zealand had agreed to enter 15 cadets for 
training and also to select and send to Britain 25 cadets a year. Th.is latter 
Dominion was most enthusiastic, an advertisement for 12 vacancies in the 
Royal Air Force having produced 350 aprlications. By April 1937, Canada 
had also agreed to the Air Ministry proposals, ·so a start was being made, 
but bow shou tbe official schemes fell behind public desire is demonstrated 
by the fact that over 150 candidates from Canada alone had co'me to Britain 
at their own expense in order to join the Royal Air Force." 

' lbid. 
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J;tevisioo 0£ Navigation Policy 

Up to early 1937, therefore, it cao be appreciated that the civil elementary 
flying training schools were providing a most important element in tbe train
ing system. But the great parL of their efforts were directed towards t·be 
training of Regular and Reserve pilots. Another commitment was emerging 
in the need for the navigation training of another member of the crew, a trend 
already indicated earlier in this narrative. Up to April 1937, the 'pilot 
complex·• pervading Service thought had resulted in a compromise which, by 
adding a second pilot and by increasing tbe standard of navigation training 
given to pilots, attempted to meet both Lhe practical need for a separate 
navigator and at the same time to preserve the ubiquity of the -pilot. The 
observers up to that time were ,trained at ,the rate of 200 a year at the Air 
Observers School at North Coates where they recc{ved instruction in Bombing 
and Gunnery but not in Navigation. In April 1937. however, this policy 
Was revised in respect of those aircraft (Blenbeims, Battles, Wellesleys) wh.ich 
could not carry two pilots, to include one pilot and one observer in the crew. 
To this end the North Coates Course was increased frorn eight to twelve· 
weeks by the addition of four weeks navigation training. This was similar to 
the navigation taught to pilots at flying training schools. 1 

At the same time, the two pilot policy for the other type of heavy aircraft 
created a further demand for navigation trained pilots and squadron naviga
tion officers. To meet the added requirement for _pilots, the F.T.S. co·urse 
length was kept at six months, and the navigation course at Manston was 
reduced from 13 weeks to 10 and the number of pupils per course was 
increased from 12 to 22. This latter expedient was not enough, and it was 
eventually decided to use civilian training resources for pilot navigation 
training, and by July 1937, 67 pilots were under training ort a three months 
course at two civil schools. In addition to the above measures arguments 
for an increase in pilot lra.ining by 10 weeks navjgation on Ansoos were 
strongly pressed and discussions continued throughout 1937. This was 
because the inadequacy of the training on obsolete aircraft together with the 
consciousness of the greatly enhanced navigational problem occasioned by the 
introduction into the Service of modern aircraft were pointing to the direction 
of a further step in training between the F.T.S. and the squadron. At 
tbat time, the issues were not clarified by the urgency of war. and the waste of 
teaching pilots pure navigation, or navigators to be pilot/l where neither 
could in practice do bot)) jobs at once bad not yet become manifest. At 
the same time, the numbers of aircraft required . were helping to check this 
movement to increase the quality in training. Indeed the mathematical 
problem of keeping pilot production in step with aircraft manufacture was 
already engaging the serious attention of the Minister for Co-ordination of 
Defence, as were the problems of reserve of personnel and material neces
sary to tide over the period before wartime production became effective.z 
In these matters the q_uestion of ability to replace wastage. and provide for 
expans,ion were all-important. By the end o( the year one final and im
portant policy decision was taken. The practical difficulties of navigating 
modern ai(craft resulted in the C.A.S. ruling that observers were to be 
capable of navigating an aircraft. In consequence it was decided that all 

1 A.M. Files S.40289 and 638478/37. 
2 A.M. Files S.37680 and S.36043. 
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observers should be trained up to the 10 weeks Manston syllabus and that 
direct entry observers should be recruited.' This direct entry was to be 
tramed in navigation at the four civil schools, originally destined for pilot 
navigation training, and a course in bombing and gunnery was to be given 
at the Seryice Air Observers School. Observers recruited from within tbe 
service continued to be trained at the Air Observers School. Thus. under 
the pressure of circumstances, the function of navigatjon was passing to _ 
the observer. More important still, this departure meant that the uo.satis• 
factory position whereby ground ttadesmeo canied out the functions of 
part-time a ircrew was coming to an end. 

Calculation of War Requirements 
ln mid-1937 there were, in an answer to the Minister, to be seen the first 

serious attempts to co-ordinate tbe various expansion measures and to treat 
first line development and training as a single problem. " Thi11 was a 
significant step. All calculations sprang from tbe size of the force sanctioned 
by the Cabinet and by tbe disposition and effort oe the force laid down 
by tbe Air Staff in accordance with tbe estimated wastage w)iich would be 
incurred. Tbe pilot and crew requirements were calc11lated by the difference 
between peace and war establishments and by war wastage which was laid 
down as tbeing one pilot and two other c1ircrew per aircraft lost. Since 
tJ1e war ti:aining organization was designed to keep the Scheme 'F' force 
of 1,700 aircraft up ,to streng,tb in ,war and since it was estimated that it 
would take seven months for the first ~war entrant to reach his squadron, 
the war training organization was designed to effect replacements for 
casualties sustained on the eighth and succeeding months of the war. 
There was the need for a seveo months reseve of trained crews. This 
amounted to a figure of some 13.700 pilots. On the outbreak of war 
an entry into t aining of 1,000 a month to meet a wastage of 720 pilots 
a month was laid down. So far as the aircraft were concerned it was 

estimated that over 6,300 training aircraft would be needed over the period 
of the first year of war to meet the training commitment entailed in a 
total production of nearly 2.400 aircraft. It was calculated in June l936 
that it would take the ai rcraft industry four months and the war training 
organization seven months before war production would be flowing into 
the first line. Therefore a four and seven months reserve respectively were 
required. 

At that time (June 1937) the war training sequence was 4 weeks ground 
training followed by 8 weeks at an elementary flying training school and 
16 weeks · at an F.T.S.-a total of 28 weeks. It was considered ttiat the war 
training organization would require 21 Service F.T.S.s of which 12 would 
be available (counting Cranwell) and 2l civi l F.T.S.s of wbi.ch 13 were 
al ready in existence. It was hoped that if the R ,A.F.Y.R. scheme with its 
additional 20 civil schools went through there would be enough to make 
up for this deficiency. In the same way 16 Observers Schools were required, 
of which only one existed (North Coates), although it was hoped to have 

1 A.M. Fi-le 5.41243. 
2 A.M.S.O./A.M.P. paper for Co-ordination of .Defence, June 1937. 
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l2 Armament Training Camps converted to Air Observers Schools by the 
outbreak of war. In addition. another Navigation School and another 
Central Hying School were also thought to be necessary. 

It must be eruphasised here that all these calculations were made on the 
basis of the limited Scheme ' F ' (1.700 aircraft) because an investigation 
into tbe prospects of pilot production to meet Scheme ' H' (1,700 to 2,400 
aircraft by early 1938) showed that the training orga.nization would fail. 
by over 2.000. to produce the numbers required. 

It was tated in the paper l?repared by the Air Member for Su,ppJy and 
Organization and Air Member for Personnel in June 1937 that the exact 
size of the reserve needed to tide over the period of the first seven months 
of war could not be exactly determined . Tt was considered sufficient to take 
into account the regular and reserve personnel available to meet the total 
requireme.ots of war together with the war wastage replacements necessary 
during this period or the first seven months. It was for this reason that so 
much importance was placed on the plans to recn1it and tcain J,200 V.R. 
pilots in 1937 and a similar entry in succeeding years. On this basis it 
was calculatecl that if the war t>rnke out on 1 April 1940, there would be 
a deficiency of 334 pilots, but if this did not occur until a year later there 
would be a surplus of over 1,000. All this was. as stated, on the limited 
basis of Scheme 'F ' and already it was clear that expansion could not 
stop there. The above outline of the actual planniog which took place in 
June 1937 does at least show the dimensions and nature of the problem 
as it had developed up to that time. 

Expansion Scheme ' J ' 
The fact that the scope of expansion plans, based on Scheme · F , was 

insufficient became apparent by July 1937, for it was then that convincing 
evidence of German intentions came to band .1 It lranspirecl that Germany's 
new aim was to form a first line of over 3,000 aircraft (including about 
1,500 bombers) by the end of 1939. On the basis of this evidence the Air 
Staff set themselves to make recommendations for a new expansion pro
gramme (Scheme ' J '). The intention was to increase the first Jine strength 
from the Scheme' F' figure of 1.700 first line aircrafL (the Scheme' H ' target 
of 2,500 having been withdrawn to nearly 2.400 first line aircraft. The 
scheme was, on the basis of peace time etonorny, to be completed by the 
summer of 1941. 

Like Scheme ' H ' bef9re it, Scheme 'J' was withdrawn, but it was of 
value to ex.pan ion effort in that it demonstrated that the limit of the rate 
ao.d capacity of te-armament on a peace-time basis had been reached. In 
the meantime Scheme 'F ' was still running its course and behind it were 
gathering the elements of the Service and civilian training organizations 
wbose growth alone would enable the first line to become an effective 
in,slrument of national policy. Scheme J ', a did Scheme' H ' , gave further 
impetus to aircraft production, and made existing planning hypotheses, 
increasingly unreal. ln one other important respect, plans were imperilled 
by the failure to produce up-to-date equipment for training, particularly in 
respect of a modern training aircraft which alone would enable expansion 
plans to be implemented. 

1 C.A.S. Archives, DP(P) July 1937. 
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Difficulties fo Trainer Aircraft Production 
The figures of total aircraft pwduction had climbed from over 1,700 in 

1936 t◊ over 2.000 by the end of 1937. but at the same time, a lthough this 
production consisted of many obsolescent types of aircrafl modern types 
were appearing. On lhe other hand, apart from the Anson, only six Oxford 
type of advanced trainers were produced, while for ingle-engined types o[ 
advanced trainer, the service still had mainly to rely on the outmoded Hart 
variants owing to difficulties with the production of the D .H. Don, which 
was intended to replace them. The dangers inherent in this situation lay 
in the fact that the Don was needed in the F.T. .s to replace the Hart type 
because these had to go out of production to make room for the Hurricanes. 
The Ansons were all required fo,;- Navigation training and were ;being 
withdrawn from the F .T.S.s and at the same time the expansion of the 
Civil Schools rested on their obtaining the Hart types th.rown up wben 
they were replaced in the service by the Don. As it was, the F.T.S.s had 
to retain the Hart types, and to struggle with their increasing unserviceability 
owing to lack of spares. At the same time the V.R. pupils in the civi l 
schools were completing th_eir elementary training far more quickly tbao 
anticipated and needed to go on to more advanced instruction for which 
it was obvious that equipment was going to be increasingly difficull to 
provide. t 

The Department of tbe Air Member for Sup ply and Oi,-gani;zation was 
not satisfied with this state of affafrs but it was apparent that pla nning for 
trainer production was ' rather a matter of guesswork' owing to the fluidity 
of expansion plans and to tne fact that so much depended upon the mass 
production of the Don. whose designers were still struggling with the proto
type. The full gravity of the situation was marked by the fact that training 
could make use of obsolete ai rcraft thrown up on the re-equipment of tbe 
fust line witb improved types .2 By October 1937 the A.M.S.O. was reporting 
that all requi rements in training aircraft could be met although there were 
only three spare afrcraft availab le, after commitments had been met .-, By 
December 1937, the continued fai lure of tbe Don stimu lated demands for 
more twin-engined Oxfords. especially in view of the growing demand for 
twin-engined trained pilots. but even so. these demands were not related to 
any fixed ratio to operational ai rcraft production. At the sa me time it was 
laid down that the aircraft needed to expand the peace training organization 
to wartime size ovei: the first four months of the war would be over 4,000 
aircraft. 

The Link Trainer 
An important development in the field o~ training equipment was the 

introduction into the service of 51 Link Trainers by December 1937 and in 
view of its immediate success. the order of another 150. This lessened the 
gravity of the lack of uitable modern aircraft. This device for teaching 
and p ractising instrument flying and blind landing procedure was so designed 
that it could reproduce all natural manoeuvres under relatively real istic 
conditions. It was fitted with full blind flying equipment and worked .in 

14729 
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conjunction with a n instrument which recorded grapl1ically the manoeuvres 
carried out. Its importance in making possible the transition from flying by 
the senses to precise instrument flying cannot be exaggerated. 

Summary of Expansion by the end of 1937 
So far tben, expaosion under Scheme • F' bad progressed steadily. By 

the end of 1937 the strength of the Royal Air Force was 70.000 men. The 
size of the fi(Sl line bad ,:eached over },800 ai rcraft (149 squadrons) bot 
Schemes ' H' and 'J '. evolved as an answer to tbe German plans fo r o er 
3,000 modern aircraft in their first line by 1939, had been withdrawn. This 
was because there was a limit to the ra.te at which the small cadre of the 
Royal Air Force could train and expand its numbers of men and similarly 
!be nature of mass production made the production of aircraft a slow affair 
at first. Even so, .figures of aircraft production were rapidly increasing, 
expansion was most successfol lbu,l there can ,be no dou,bt that training 
expansion was not keepiog pace. At the same tjme substantial progress was 
n,ade. Tbe R.A.F.V.R. Scheme was at last launched and doing well , within 
its liroitations, though there were only 845 pupi ls against the planned 1,200. 
Nineteen civil schools were carrying out R.yiog training. The only serious 
deficiency was in the provision of ToWii. Centres which were badly behind 
schedule. The number of F.T.S.s remained constant at 11 and regular pilot 
output was still in the region of 1,500 a year. The difficulties encountered 
in carrying out training with obsolete types have been described as were the 
future dangers to the aLtainment of plans in the failure to produce a correct 
proportjon of modem advanced trainers. 

In tlie region of policy, however, some good advances were made, chiefly 
in grappling with the problem of navi,gation instrument flying and in the 
oeed for twin-engine instrnction . The impression remains. however, that 
training was the chief sufferer from dilution of experienced personnel, 
and !act of proper equipment and it was ba ulked in its attempts to create 
overseas facilities . 

Acceleration of EKpansion (Schemes ' K • and ' L ') 

In early 1938 tbe Air Staff resumed its attempts to obtaio sanction for a 
larger and more real istic programme, attempts which had been foiled when 
Schemes 'H' and 'J' had been put forward. The trinity of failure in this 
direction was completed by the submission, to the Minister for Co-ordination 
of Defence, of Scheme ' K • which was a reduced Scheme' J 'owjog to financial 
objections.J It represented 'not even the minimum insurance' which the Air 
Staff considered necessary in the Metropolitan force . 

On tbe 10 March 1938, Germany annexed Austria and Scheme 'K' was 
swepl aside in favour of Scheme 'L' which was urgently prepared and 
approved on 27 April. This was an accelerated version of Schemes I J aod 
'K' aiming at producing a front line strength of nearly 2,400 aircraft by 
early 1940- a programme which would require the provision of 12,000 aircraft 

' C ,A,S. Archives, A.H.B. V/5/ 1 I, 
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within the next two years. Events on the continent caused the abandonment 
of the pt'incipJe of' no interference with civil industry', which at last gave the 
opportunity for measures to be taken more in keeping with the urgency of the 
situation. Only a slight first line increase over Scheme • F · was planned up 
to Ap:ril 1939, but there was to be a great increase in bomber strength during 
the following year. This was made possible by the decision to adopt the 
double shift throughout the aircraft industry. So far as the Air Ministry was 
concerned the chief effect was to be in the direction of consolidating expansion 
achieved under Scheme 'f , after which further ex.pansio.n was to be under
taken. At the same time the C.A.S. called for a drastic departure from the 
existing tempo of defence preparations and ui;ged that there should be a 
' changed outlook in regard to financial limitatious to put us on a war 
footing'. 

It was obvious that the Royal Air force bad entered an intensified phase 
of preparation and the problems of waging air war and of giving resilience 
in the form of a far deeper organization behind the first line were examined 
with much greater realism . All plans were based on the assumption that 
Britain alone would have to face tbe full onslaught of German air power. 
This implied unrestricted expansion of the first line with an appropriate and 
simultaneous tra ining expansion. The requirement was laid down by the 
Air Staff for ' a sufficient war reserve of aircraft, equipment a!ld trained 
personnel, backed by a fully adequate war productive potential both of aircraft 
and trained personnel. to enable the first line force lo continue operations 
at the required scale of intensity '. Finally, they made it plain thal even 
Scheme ' L' was inadequate to catch up on Germany with her population 
of 70 millions which had been on a war footing for the preceding four years. 
Short of national mobilisation on German lines. little could be done to improve 
matters in the dangerous months to come.' 

Revised Aircrew Rcqwrcments 

The training implications of Scheme • L' were that the existing plans under 
Scheme · F' for an en.try of 1,750 pilots and 15,000 airmen a year, should be 
stepped up to over 2,000 pilots and 20,000 airmeo, whilst between four and 
eight Service F.T.S.s and between eight and eighteen civil schools were 
immediately required.~ The key to the situation at that time was aircraft. 
The paradoxical situation had arisen that this shortage of aircraft was causing 
a surplus of new pilots wh.o could not be kept employed or in practice. For 
this reaso11 there was a $lrong motive for extending the F.T.S. course to nine 
months from the existing, and in many ways unsatisfactory six months. Owing 
to the need to complete preparations by the target date, the extension was 
not approved. By this time the Commands were feeling the effects of i;apid 
dilution with newly trained personnel aod the effect of the lower standard 
of training on their ability to wage war. The Air Ministry fully realised that 
considerations of numbers had seriously affected quality and it was for this 
reason that Scheme 'L' did not immediately set a higher first line target. 
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Consolidation behind the first line presonted many difficulties. Chief among 
them was a general Jack of reserves and a serious shortage of observers and 
wireless operators, it being caJculated that the prospective deficiency under 
Scheme · L ' would be 700 observers and over 2,000 wireless operators. The 
slowness in producing these members of aircrew had been due to lack of 
aircraft. At a on(erence ea/led by the Secretary of. State for Air to consider 
this position requirements for crews under Scheme 'L' by 1939 were stated 
to be: -

Pilots 
Observers .. . 
W / T OperaL0rs 
Air Gunners 

Per year 
2,500 
2,069 
3,867 

554 

In additjoJi. Volunteer Reserve requirements amounted to 7,000 pilots and 
'9,250 other aircrew. It was therefore decided that in order to meet the needs 
of both regular and reserve training, eighl F.T.S.s and 25 new civil schools 
were necessary , bringing the totals up to 19 F.T.S.s and 58 civil schools. 
Aircraft requirements to meet this expansion were 512 service aircraft for the 
additional F.T.S.s together with 376 elementary and 800 service aircraft for 
pi lot training and '480 twin engined trainers for wireless operator and observer 
training at the o.ew civil schools. 

The training expansion thus envisaged put considerable additional strain 
on the Service as a whole, the instructor position alone being so difficult that 
in April 1938 it was [JrOposed to revert to the expediei1t of the first world 
war and to take pilots who had just completed their training and put them 
back as instructors. The acute need for observers could not be met at once 
by the measures decided, and in the meantime a bomber station was tem
porarily co.nvertod to bridge the gap until the civil schools started their training 
in AllgUst, 1938. 

Start o[ the Civil Air Guard 

While decisions were being taken on the expansion of the Volunteer 
Reserve, tbe Air Members for Personnel and Supply and Orga11ization were 
inS·tructed to expedite the institution of the Civil Air Guard Scheme on a 
regiona l basis. This scheme aimed to create a reserve of civiJ pilots of 
both sexes by subsidising training in the light aeroplane clubs. Wh,e;1 the 
scheme was launched in July I 938 some 35,000 persons applied for registra
tion an.d a tolal of 4,000 were already in possession of ' A' licences or 
had commenc~ to qualify for them. The scheme provided a good start 
for the Air Transport Auxiliary of the wartime years which did so well on 
ferry and communication duties. 

The middle of Api·il 1938 thus saw the dawn of realistic expansion, but. 
the measures decided to expand regular and reserve training and particularly 
to remedy tl1e shortage of non-pilot aircrew, did not stop there. On 13 April 
the Cabinet gave qualified approval for the entry into the service of the 
full numbers of recruits required to cornple~e the progra·mme.1 

1 Cab, 19(38). 
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Difficulties in Expanding Training 
At last the Royal Air Force had received all the authority they required 

for full expansion, but now, in tbe sphere of training, difficulty was en
counlerecl in. carrying out the full p rogramme for the provision of 2 ,500 
regular pilots a year under Scheme 'L ' . The C.A.S. had to explain to the 
Secretary of State that instead of the addit ional eight Service F lying Training 
Schools needed to produce this 11umber, o.nly four would be opened owing 
to the difficulty in finding the instruc tors.' The first line squadrons had 
al ready given up so many seasoned pilots that their operational efficiency 
had been seriously impaired . A temporary deficiency in pilot strength 
of 720 had, therefore, to be accepted. This deficiency was to be borne 
by those squadrons established with two pilots per ai rcraft. So far as 
Reserve training was concerned the C.A.S. p roposed that four civil elementary 
ftying training schools, which would nave been required to match the can
celled service schools, shouJd now be used to train reserve pi lots. 

Thus the dual competition for seasoned pilots between th.e squadrons and 
training units resulted in a compromise which satisfied neither. Training 
cou ld not expand fast enough to supply the numbers of squ.adrons scheduled 
and the squadrons themselves were so depleted and the reserves were so 
small that the effective strength of Bomber Command was limited to 500 
bombers which, according to tbe rate of casualties encountered could only 
sustain operations for a period of between 7 and 19 weeks. The prospect 
for Fighter Command was similar but set a simpler problem because crew 
training was not involved. In the Reserve, the situation was even more 
unsatisfactory, because oi the lack of faci lities for advanced training. Most 
of the pilots were only trained up to elem_entary standard. T hus, at a 
time when the provision of Service flying training scbools had become the 
vital link in the chain, the foll number required had had to be cut by 
half. The preliminary survey of war needs revealed in broad terms that 
the problem wa .the number of reserve pilots a nd crews estimated to be 
required for the first year of war had been doubled since Scheme 'F' was 
superseded by Scheme 'L ', but the vital F .T .S. facilities had only increased 
by half. 

Review of the War Training Organization 
When the problem of the size of the Reserve W ar Training organization 

and its output was reviewed by a special Air Ministry Committee in June 
1938,2 it was stated that the Reserve should be a bout 20,000 (over 8,000 
pilots) and that the training organization should he :-

33 E lementary F.T.S.s 
33 Service F.T.S.s 
25 A ir Observers Schools 

7 Navigation Schools 

These schools would produce a monthly ou tput of 1,100 pilots and L,800 other 
aircrew and would need over 7.000 additional aircraf t. These calcula tio ns 
were based on achieving Scheme ' L ' by April 1940, and the nui:nbers were 
required du~ing tne first four months of war. 111 the 111ea ntime the exist~ng 
situation demanded attention . 

' A.M. File S.44537. 
2 A.M. File S.32963 . 
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The geoeral picture obtained from the discussions and calculations made 
in early 1938 revealed a situation which was extremely serious because 
regular and reserve training could not accomplish their task by April 1940.' 
The Air Staff demonstra·tod that because no reserves would e ist, the effort 
of tbe bombers and fighters would waste down to nil very rapidly in lhe 
event of full scale fighting. At the same time they took consolation from 
the fact that there were still two years in which to do something o increase 
the flow o[ trained men to maintain tbe first line in action:-

' There seems no reason why we should not be aible to operate a Very 
considerable proJ?ortion at least of our peace first Jine provided thal 
we arrive al decisions at once, and proceed immediately with rea lly 
drastic measures for the provision and training of regular and reserve 
crews. ~nd in those other trades in wnich serious deficie□ci.es now exist.' 

ln brief. then. the situation at the start of Intensified measures for ex
pansion revealed that although there were good prospects for the manufacture 
of 20,000 aircraft in the two years before April 1940, the trained reserves 
to rneet the interim war needs pending the traosition to a war organization 
were not likely to be available in the numbers required. Nor was the 
aircrew war training potential likely to be able -to meet the de01and made 
upoq it during the same period unless something drastic were done. It was 
obvious !hat aircrew and aircraft production had not been precisely co
ordinated, chielly owii~g to the original 'shop window' basis of expansion. 
The mass production system, whether it be for the manufacture of trained 
111en or nmterial, does not lend itself to -the di stracting .and disorganizing 
practice of the short term and violent boo ting of its various constituent 
parts. This is especially so when the lime lag is ·accentuated by the great 
distances and widespread organization wl1ich became so typical of training 
development. 

By September 1938 there were only 818 aircraft (465 elementary trainers 
and 353 obsolete single-eogined types), available for expanding the training 
organization to a war establisl1ment. In all. abou t nine Elementary and 
nine Service Flying Training Schools could be pul on a wa r footing with 
that number of aircraft. There were no additional aircraft available for 
the remaining F.T.S.s or for the Armament Training and Air Observers 
Schools. By putting together all tbe aircraft already at these schools, three 
wartime Air Observers Schools could be formed to work at a reduced 
capacity. Final ly, by taking llinds {obsolete single-engined aircraft) from 
non-mobilisable squadrons, two more Armament Training Schools could 
be used for training air gunners. That was the limit of the War Training 
Organization in September 1938, i.e. in ,place o{ 98 schools, 23 schools could 
be formed . The annual output from the organization wou ld have been 3,100 
pilots, l.450 observers and 1.300 air gunner compared with the l,100 pilots 
and '1,800 other ai.rcrew required every month to meet estimated wastage in 
war. The difference between the 7.000 aircraft required and the 800 available 
for war training was not the· only obstacle. There was also the severe 

'C.A.S. Archives Vol. 31, lJ April 1938. 
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shortage of instructors. In September 1938 there were only 132 reservists 
suitable as instructors over and above the 172 already employed. (By 
August 1939 this num1ber had increased to 500.)' 

Increased Orders for Trainer Aircraft 

As has already been stated, the training facilities required to implement 
Scheme ' L ' had to be increased to an enormous ex.tent as a matter of 
urgency. This principally involved th,e provision of instructors and training 
aircraft. The civil flying facilities were to be greatly expanded but the 
service training phase was limited by half. Soon the problem of passing 
the reservists on to more advanced types of aircraft was to become acute. 
Yet no apparent effort to lay down an emergency programme of advanced 
trainers was made. The Oxford showed promise ; Ansons were being 
produced in limited numbers but the Don, due to replace the outmoded Hart 
types in lhe Service schools, was still in difficulties. Thus it was that in 
the month of April l 938, when all the vital decisions for expanding training 
w.ere being made, the Air Council looked for some other modern training 
aircraft. Tbis was found in the Noi;th American 16, the 'Harvard', which 
it was proposed should be purchased in the O.S.A. At the same time 340 
Oxfords, which were just beginning lo appear in the F.T.S.-s, 1.000 Tiger 
Moth$ and 200 Magisters were to be ordered. I L was even suggested that 
Italian aircraft, some of wb icb. were thought to be suitable for crew training. 
might be obtajned. The position was made more complicated by t rouble 
with the Magister wbich caused more Tiger Moths to be ordered at the 
expense of twin•engined Oxford production. an 1.10fortunate state o f affairs. 2 

Dy Juoe 1938, however, contracts for the purchase of the Harvard were 
completed. although there was a delay in delivery owing to the inevitable 
need for modifications to meet British requirements. Originally, it was 
intended t11at t he Harvard should •be a stop-gap, but eventually most 
overseas F .T.S.s were equipped with this very useful single-engined trainer 
which was admirably suited to operate under conditions varying from those 
of tbe Canadian winter to those of the tropical ru1d mounta inous areas of 
South Africa or Southern Rhodesia. 

Overseas Training Facilities 

By now the pressure on Britain's war potential was making it necessary 
once more to cast about for overseas resources. For this reason another 
attempt to obtain training facilities in Canada was made with the despatch 
of a R.A.F. officer to i:hat country in July 1938.3 His mission was to 
attempt to obtain the 1equivaJent of the output of tbree F.T.S.s. The 
Canadian Defence Ministry was helpful, but' the political atmosphere was 
not generally propitiou-s •a nd ,the financial aspects at that -time provkled a 
great obstacle. On the other hand both Australia and New Zealand were 
keen to help and the latter Dominion in particular had rnade some very 
practical suggestions for setting up her own pilot training organization.4 

Thus the o utline of a great overseas training potential began to appear. 

I A.M . F ile S.46305. 
• 124th Expansion Progress Meeting. 
~ 131st Expansion Progress Meeting. 
• A.M. File S.43124. -
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Progress of R.A.F.V.R. Expansion 

While further efforts were being made to find sources of regular training 
overseas, at home the Volunteer Reserve organization, which had assumed 
so great an importance in war plans, received further attention in July 1938. ' 
It will be recalled that followiog decisions reached in April 1938 wheo 
ac-eelerated expansion measures in connection with Scheme 'L' were 
discussed, the Volunteer Reserve aerodrome centre requtrement should be 
stepped up to 58 in order to handle an -additional 3,000 pilots and 4,550 othe,r 
aircrew, making a total target of7,000 pilots and 9,250 other aircrew. By July. 
however, the delays in carrying out this plan made it evident that the 
numbers required could not be trained by April 1940. Also the Air Staff 
had revised their calculations on the wastage which would be experienced 
in war. The new rates re ulted in a further demand for another 1,000 rilots 
and 2,400 crews over and above the original Scheme ' L ' estimate. To 
meet this added commitment it was hoped to double the output from the 
existing training schools, but even so, a farther 10 pairs of aerodrome and 
town centres were needed, raising the total figure to 68 aerodromes and 
65 town centres. 

At this stage it W,Ls decided that the control of this scheme should 
be taken over by the Air Ministry. and to this end a Director of Volunteer 
Reserve Expansion (D.Y.R.).(.) was appointed. 3 He was attached to the 
Department of the Air Member for Supply and Organization (AM.S.O.) but 
also had direct access to the Under Secretary of State for Aii:. This post 
was filled by the A.O.C. of No. 26 Group in Training ommand. which was 
responsible for the Volunteer Reserve, and he took up his appointment in 
September 1938. 

otwithstanding all the above measures, it was clearly realised that the 
new reserve requirements were so great that they could not be met by 
April 1940.3 Tne best that could be done was to form as many schools 
as possible. The lateness and inadequacy of the start of training meas1Jres 
to back first line expansion was then sharply emphasised. 

Separation oE Maintenance Units fl'om Training Command 

lt wilJ be cJear that the added pressure on Training Command of these 
developments was making it all the more imperative that the A.O.C.-in-C. 
and his staff should be relieved of the many pre-occupations which the 
administration of units unrelated to his chief task were imposing. There 
were no less than 20 Depots and units concerned with maintenance in the 
Command, and the number was growing. It was, therefore, decided to form 
a Maintenance Command for their control. and this step was taken in August 
1938! Training Command was tben left with re pon ibility for Flying and 
T~chnical Traini11g and for the Volunteer Reserve. 

1 130th &paosion Progress Meeting. 
• 133rd Expansion Progress Meeting. 
' 135th Expansion Progress Meeting. 
• A.M. File S.37588. 
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Pre-entry Training 
The picture thus far outlined of preparations for the air war would nor 

be complete without a mention of the University Air Squadrons. the Air 
Defence Cadet Corps, and the Air Contingents of the Officers Training Corps, 
which formed part of the pre-entry training and recruiting activities which, 
in common with all other civil organizations designed lo back the R.AF., 
received stimulus from the service expansion taking place. In order of 
chronology, the University Air Squadrons have quite a long history. those 
of Oxford and Cambridge hav ing formed in 1925. London University 
followed ten years later. The amount of flying given was small (a minimum 
of J 5 hours) but they provided a valuable source Qf recruitment of )ligh 
calibre personnel. 

-· The first steps which gave young men preliminary trammg in aviation 
were taken by the Air League of the British Empire in l 937. and this led 
to the formation of the first Air Defence Cadet Corps Squadron of uniformed 
and disciplined cadet in August 1938.1 By the end of the year 50 squadrons. 
located all over the British Isles, had formed. Each squadron comprised 
between 100 and 150 cadets and training included discipline, games, 
elementary technical subjects, theory of flight, navigation and signals. · The 
keenness of the cadets and the valuable service performed by the corps came 
to be widely recognised. It will be seen later in the narrative how it grew 
to l 72 squadrons by the outbreak of war a nd how it took a permanent place 
in the system of war training. The same form of tra ining extended to the 
Officers Training Corps in the big schools and colleges, when in 1938 the 
War Office accepted a scheme whereby certain O.T .C.s provided facili ties 
for the Air Training of certain of their members. The Air Section of each 
contingent was affiliated to the nearest suitable R.A.F. unit. Arrangements 
were also made . for a member of the school staff to be granted, if possible, 
a commission in the R.A.F.V.R. Courses of instruction, includiog flyin.g, 
were roo under R.A.F.V.R. training arrangements. 

' A.M. File S.95241. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FINAL PRE-WAR EXPANSION, 1939 

April 193·8 had seen a new and increa ed tempo given to preparation for 
air re.armament, but hardly had this irupulse steadied down when a fina·] 
acceleration was given by the crisis with Germany over CzecllOslovakia in 
September 1938. The Munich Agreement allowed a year's breathing space 
to Britain for the final preparations for war, and in these preparations train
ing, if possible, assumed further importance owing to the weaknesses which 
were revealed by the crisis. That there was a very serious position was 
made known to the Cabinet by the Secretary of State for Air in answer to 
the recommendation of the Committee of Imperial Defence for an investiga
tion into the condition of the country's defences.1 In the first place, the Air 
Ministry through the Secretary of State, put forward a survey of expansion 
and future needs which showed that the air defence of this country occupied 
a iposition of very special importance, It was Germany's strength in the air 
and the relative weakness in this sphere of the other powers which was the 
main factor causing the ·unrest and anxiety which then existed in the world. 
Again, from the point of view of world appeasement, ouc weakness in the 
air was obviously a serious handicap to our diplomacy.' 

He went on to describe the anxiety caused internally by this weakness and 
the complicated position of the Government with regard to the pledges given 
to the British people as to air parity. He stated that if Britain had had to 
go to war in September 1938 her position would have been very grave. The 
first line was weak, and so far as reserves were concerned, the position was 
highly precarious. An effective fight could only have continued for a very 
short period. This led to the conclusion that only by a considerable increase 
in reserve strength, accelerated re-equipment with modern aircraft, further 
·development of productive capacity and concentration on building up fighter 
strength could the immediate weakness be averted. This entailed that priority 
should be given to the completion of the fighter part of Scheme 'L ' o that 
its provision.for 40 squadrons should be completed if necessary at the expense 
of Bomber and Coastal Commands. 

Aircraft Requirements 
To illustrate the position as presented by the Secretary of State, tbe British 

first line, still composed of obsolescent aircraft, numbered ome 1,600 a ircrafl 
with 400 in reserve, or less than a week's reserves at a conservative estimate ~ 
whereas Germany's first line was 3,200 with 2,400 aircraft in reserve. Tt was 
estimated that by April 1940 Gem1any would have over 4,500 first-line and 
3,400 reserve aircraft to Britain's 2,400 first line and 3,400 reserves. So far 
as re erve crews were concerned, it was likewise estimated that by the latter 
date Germany would have matched her reserve aiTcraft with reserve crews : 
but. that only in Fighter Command would Britain have do11e the same. 
although ' Lhe position would show a marked improvem~nt by the summer 
of 1940.' So far as the Air Ministry wete concerned their task was now to 

1 C.l .D . 333rd Meetiag, 6 October 1938 . 
2 C.P. 218(38), 25 October 1938. 
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break dimn the last financial resistance to unfettered expansion. and this 
boiled down to full aircraft -production and to the urge.pt measures necessary 
to balance this production with trained crews. 

Up to tl1at time. the Cabinet had (in April 1938) sanctioned the production 
of 12,000 aircraft and an appropriate intake of. personnel to match thal 
production. Jn effect this meant that the strength of the Royal Air Force 
would be increased by 40,000 men in the period up to April 1940. T his 
expansion appeared to be limited by the amount of aircraft which would be 
produced in the time and it was not related to possible German strength. 
However. by that time, the Secretary of State, had demonstrated that by 
such measures as factory extensions, sub-contracting and grouping of firms, 
and by concentration on a limited number of aircraft types, the rate of 
aircraft production need no longer be the limiting factor. This was now the 
rate at which trained crews could be produced. particularly the complex 
trajning required for bomber crews. To sum up, then, the Air Ministry 
wished to complete the fighter defences, both in aircraft and pilots, as soon 
as possible in order to fulfi l the immediate objectives of the protection of 
the British ls!es, and the trade routes. Therea~er, provision for trained 
personnel for general expansion had to be made as soon as possible. 

In the field of general policy, even at this late stage before the war, the 
Air Ministry had coi1siderable difficulty in getting approval for their emer
gency measures. While expenditure on the fighter part of the programme 
was accepted, the Cabinet was alarmed at the expense of the bomber force.1 

In this particular aspect, it was in the increase in aircraft production rather 
than personnel that tbe trouble lay. The Air Ministry wished to go in for 
the heavy bombers. Stirlings, Mancbesters and H alifaxes, because it had 
been proved that an aircraft of gross weight of some 35,000 lb., was 
capable of lifting over 2,400 lb. of bombs, or four times the weight of an 
aircraft half the size and cost. Efficiency and economy also increased with 
structure weight though to a lesser extenL The saving in crews was 
proportionate, i.e., a saving in crews and training establishments 
of 50 per cent. was possible. On the other hand each aircraft 
would cost nearly £30.000, and of course, there would be additional costs 
io runways and general facil ities. The upshot was that instead of full pro
duction of this type being author ised, only sufficient orders were to be given 
to enable development to go ahead and to 'avoid substantial dismissals in 
the aircraft factories concerned '. ~ 

On tbe general subject of the allocation of aircraft used, during the 
Cabinet discussions, an interesting indication was given of how the large 
output of aircraft was allocated to produce quite a modest first line develop
ment. Up to that time the Air Ministry had ordered or were asking per
mission to order some 29.000 aircraft. I t was intended to dispo~e of these 
aircraft as follows: -

(a) First line 
Reserves 

3,525 
7,475 

11,000 

-----------------------------
1 D (38) 2nd Meeting, 28 October 1938. 
> Cab. 53 (38), 7 November 1938. 
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(b} Training and Miscellaneous 
Reserves 

(c1 Wastage for 4 years 

Total 

2,750 
7,250 

10,000 

8,000 

29,000 

It will be noted how small a proportion actually wenl to enlarging the first 
line, ~nd l)ow the training commitment absorbed neady as many aircraft as 
did the fighting element. This was, of course, due to the necessity of relating 
the size of the firsL line to the amount of wastage it could sustain without 
running down. The size of the training commitment was commensurate with 
the number of replacements necessary to keep the first line continually in 
action without its suffering depletion. The increasing complexity of modern 
equipment compelled the necessity for additional stages in training, as the 
war progressed, so that i11 the end the amount of aircraft of all types devoted 
lo training exceeded the first line strength. Therefore, the trend to be dis
cerned in these pre-war figures is clearl.y demonstrated. 

Acceleration o[ Training 
So far as training was concerned, it transpired that under Scheme ' L-' there 

would be a deficiency of Regular pilots of 500 by the end of March 1940 
and that this could not be made good until November 1940. To meet the 
situation it was decided nol only to retain in the service all pilots due to 
pass to the Reserve or to basic trades, but also to accelerate the opening 
of thcee F.T.S.s and to increase the output of existing F.T.S.s. As a special 
measure to provide an additional 200 fighter pilots it was also decided to 
investigate whether it was possible to open two additional service and four 
elementary civil F .T.S.s. These personnel were not to be posted to squadrons 
but were to be held in Group Pools, the scheme for which was about. to be 
submitted to the Air Council. 

Formation of Group Pools 
fn May 1938, the C.A.S. had drawn attention to the fact that although 

the standard of F.T.S. training had gone op despite tbc shortened course 
lengtb, the improvement was still insufficient to make up for tbe increased 
demands on the skill of the pilots by new types of aircraft,t He bad, there
fore. s tated that there was a need to fill the gap between the time of leaving 
F.T.S. and that of entering the servjoe unit. This ought, in his opinion. to 
be done by pupils flying on aircraft with modern characteristics. Until they 
could be provided, he was resigned to this being done on such aircraft as 
were available. At the time he was thinking purely of Bomber Command 
requirements. As time went on this need for operational conversion grew 
more imperative. The shortage of piJots in Bomber Command, coupled with 
the general lack of reserves had. by the necessity for withdrawing certain 
squadrons temporarily out o( the line. made facilities for this new trend 
towards the introduction of another stage in training. At the same time under 

1 A.M. File S.46938. 
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Scheme • L ' bomber expansion was also to be completed as soon as prac
ticable and it was recommended that use sbouJd be made of those squadrons 
of Bomber Command which were on a non-mobilisable basis.1 (Estimated 
at 17 by end of July 1939.) It was likewise recommended, though never 
carried out, that aircrew personnel (observers and wireless operators) could 
only be provided from the R.A.F. Volunteer Reserve by the adoption of a 
scheme for entering them for an initial period of six months continuous 
service in Regular Units. Owing to lack of aircraft the non-mobilisable 
squadrons would also have to be used for this purpose. 

During 1938, the Air Ministry realised more clearly the importance and 
difficulty of providing properly trained crews LO take the place of war 
casualties.2 The quantitative aspect had by the end of the year been dealt 
with, but it had become increasingly obvious that more should be done 
quickly to provide service training facili ties if replacement crews were to 
be trained up to the desired standard to take their place in the fighting units 
when required. There were four sources from which replacements could 
be drawn, viz.: -

(a) Spare crews 011 peace establishments. 

(b) R eserve Pilots (Class A). 

(c) The R oyal Air F orce Volunteer Reserve. 

(d) Output from Service trafoing establishments. 

Owing to the elementary nature of the equipment with which the civil schools 
and Volunteer Reserve Centres were equipped, the first three categories 
urgently needed the provision of up to date facilities for advanced training. 
T be fourth category likewise was in need of an intermediate training stage. 
I t was, therefore, strongly urged in November 1938 tbat Group Pools should 
be established in the proportions of six bomber, three fighter and one coastaJ 
to meet immediate requirements." 

Unfortunately, resources, and the pressure of expansion in the direction of 
basic flying training was such that only one fighter Group Pool could be 
formed before rthe oubbreak of war. Nevertheless this commjtment ha<l now 
emerged as requiring urgent attention, and some advance had been made. 
At the time it must be admitted that the Air Ministry was chiefly concerned 
with tbe question of creating holding uni.ls and reserves lo meet casualties 
behind the squadrons. Nevertheless the trend had considerable significance 
as foreshadowing the vital ope.rational training unit stage without which the 
deficiencies in the quality of training could not have been remedied. 

Observer and Wireless Operator (Air Gunner) Training 

If t)le pilot training position was unsatisfactocy, the crew pos1t10n was 
worse. It is true tbat the observer by October 1938 had emerged as being 
solely responsible for navigation in war under an Air Ministry decision 
of 8 May 1938.'1 But the full 10 weeks' course had had to be given under 
varying conditions and at different standards at the elementary civil sc-hools. 

' A.M. File S.39898. 
1 A. M. File S.39293. 
' 141st Expansion Prog(ess Meeting. 
• E.P.M. 153(38). 
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at the Air Observers School and at sundry Armament Training Camps. 
Under Scheme 'L ' the requirement was for ovet 2;000, but direct entry 
recruiting was disappointing. This was especially unsatisfactory because 
entry from the service meant that qualified tradesmen would have to leave 
their trades just when war •expansion was urgently requiring their services 
j n, that capacity. To make matters worse, -the wireless operators (,air gunner) 
and the 'straight' air gunners were only part time and were also drawn 
from the service trades. 

In October 1938, therefore, changes in the method of recruitment and 
conditions of service of the non-pilot aircrew were indicated. There was a 
full blown scheme for drawing all observer personnel from the wireJess trades 
and for a scheme for offering a permanent career to a proportion. This 
need not concern the main narrative because it was not -possible to imple
ment it. What was important was that it was decided to make the observer 
a full tirne duty. Thjs category was to be drawn frQm wjreless trades and 
by direct entry. Jt was also decided at tb.e same time that all ai r gun
ners, whether wireless operator m: 'straight ', should be drawn from the 
boy entrant wireless operators. Thus ,the commitment unde,: Scheme 'L • 
for 3,800 wireless operators and 600 air gunners would all be trained as 
wireless operators (air gunner} from volunteers among the wireless trade.1 

The importance of the proposals and decisions Jay in the fact that officially 
the observer had at length come to be regarded as being of equal import
ance to the l)ilot. Also both observers and wifeless operators (air gunner) 
became full time aircrew, thus avoiding the dangerous and unsatisfactory 
position under the old part-t.ime system. whereby in war the part-time air
crew would be required full time, while they would be just as urgently 
required in their ground trades. 

Proposed Fonnatioo of Reserve Commaod 

Thus. under the impact o[ the September 1938 crisis, further steps to 
ensuce smooth transition to war organization were taken.2 The crisis had 
revealed that No, 26 Group of Training Command had had to control and 
issue orders to 59 separate elementary and i:eserve training units. The 
staff was therefore overloaded. Furthermore, the Reserve training organiza
tion was still growing to an ultimate target of 20 elementary and reserve 
F .T.S.s (civilian) and 58 R.A.F. Volunteer Reserve Aerodrome Centres:1 Tn 
addition. there were reserve ,tTainjng commitments in the sphere of non-pilot 
aircrew, and ground trades as Well. Broad calculations bad shown that a 
reserve of ·between 70,000 and 80,000 personnel were required under Scbe-me 
'L '. The control of these activities was exercised •by No. 26 Group, 
nominally under Training Command, but in practice controlled directly by 
the· Air Ministry . This was, of course, contrary to the principle of decentrali
zation to Commands. The Joad was too great for Training Command, whose 

1 140th Expansion Progress Meeting. 
2 A.M. File S.47389. 
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responsibility for the war flying training organization under Scheme 'L' was 
now es L1rna ted to comprise : -

5 to 10 Acceptance Units, 

35 to 40 Elementary Flying Training Schools, 

35 to 40 Service Flying Training Schools, 

25 to 30 Observer Training Schools, 

5 to JO Navigation and Reconnaisance Schools.. 

There would also be certain other commitments such as Flying Instructors 
Schools, Torpedo Training Schools aod similar units. All these bad to begin 
to function during tbe first three months of war if war entries were to be 
available in time to meet wastage when. regular and reserve personnel be
came exhausted for casualty replacemeu.t. It was quite obvious, therefore. 
tbat the direct control of so large a number of units by the existing Train
ing Command or by one administrative staff was out of the question. Two 
or more. Commands would be necessary in war. 

111 peace and war alike, the major pxoblem was on the admin_istrative scale, 
particularly with regard to the question of mobilization arrangements. Tbc 
result was that on 23 November 1938 the Air Council approved the for
mation of a Resetve Command divided into four Groups. At the same 
1time. responsibility for mobilization of all reserve personnel. excluding 
officers, was passed to the officer in charge of Records. It was not, how
ever, until February 1939, that the new Command was formed. By this 
step, however. Training Command was relieved of all but technical training 
for the service ground trades and consisted of six Groups: No. 17 for 
specialist flying training ; Nos. 21 and 23 for F.T.S.s ; Nos. 20 and 25 for 
armament and air observer training; and No. 24 for ground and technical 
training. Reserve Command then comprised four Groups (Nos. 26, 27, 28 
and 29), responsible for the Elementa(y aod Reserve Flying Training Schools 
and for Reserve Ground Training organized on a geographic basis. 

By this time, the Volunteer Reserve organization had made fair progress. 
The programme which had started to function on .l April 1938. had called 
for a total of 33 aerodrome centres and 25 town centres to accommodate 
a training population of 2 ,500 Voh10teer Reserve pilots. By l January 
1939 32 aerodrome centres and 14 town centres had been formed and the 
strength of the Volunteer Reserve was 2,493 pilots. 

Jn the meantime, however, expansion under Scheme • L • had called for a 
further 3,000 pilots and for 4,550 aircrew, to meet which demand 25 new 
aerodrome centres were called for. Unfortunately, the recruiting response 
bad been poor, and the facilities for observer training had not even been 
half filled aod tbat of the air gunners was down to 27 per cent. of capacity.1 

The great drawback to the whole scheme was that it took much longer to 
train. volunteers on a part time basis than it would have done if they could 
bave been given con6nuous foll time training for a period of up to six 

. months. There were also difficulties in providing more advanced equipment. 
Chief of all obstacles. however. was lack of instructional staff, there being 
less than half the 438 flying instructors required and but a fraction of ground 

' E.P.M. 174(38), E.P.M. 168(38) and A.M. F ile S.50933. 
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instructors was available. It was for this reason that by the end ot the 
year courses of instruction for armament, wireless and photographic instruc
tors were arranged at the appropriate Service establishments. In addition 
to the foregoing, the-re were a lso difficulties in arrangiJ1g for the actual 
centres themselves. 1 

Summary of Progress io 1938 

So far as regular pilot training was concerned, the number of F .T.S.s 
had gone up to 15 instead of the 19 required under the accelera ted expansion 
measures, and the course length remained at six months. There was thus 
an increasing deficiency of pilots. Observers bad been made full time air
crew, but their training organization was badly behind schedule as was 
that for training air gunners. The provision of train ing aircraft was still, 
with lack of instructors, the chief difficu.Jcy. Nevertheless aircraft production 
was _going up steadily. In 1937 over 2,000 were produced. in 1938 over 
2,500, morever improved bomber and 6gbte( types represented an increas
ing proportion, a lthough too many obsolescent types still persjsted. At the 
same time, ambitious training plans in the sphere of volunteer resei:ve 
training had been laid, but their implementation was hampered through 
lack of facil ities and owing to the late 1,tart which had been made. Finally, 
on the training side, the need for operational training was becoming 
increasingly evident as was the inability of the Air Ministry to provide means 
to ca:rry it out. 

Although air rearmament had received valuable in1petus from Scheme ' L • 
aod particularly after the September 1938 crisis, there were still fioancial 
objections to long term planning, partfoularly with regard to bomber produc
tion. In this can be seen the fact tbat suort term consideration still. persisted, 
which modified the measures which the Air Ministry in their long term view 
considered desirable to take. 

Expansion of Flying Training Schools 

The year l939 opened with technical progress and re-equipment showing 
more clearly than ever t he failµre of training to keep pace with it. The 
chief reason was the lack of measures to create training potential in propor
tion to general a ircraft production. What measures were i.oitiated for the 
provision of suitable equipment came too late. The numbers of Ox.fords 
and Ausons were increasing, but not the quantity required to meet the 
growing demand for twin-engine training (¾rds of all pilots), night and 
instrument flying or crew training. Group pools could not be formed for 
lack of facilities while at the same time the number of Volunteer Reserve 
pilots requiring such training was steadily mounting. 

The narrative up to this point has been concerned chiefly with efforts. 
to e.xpand the basic training facilities, particula rly for pilots; yet. at this 
time the service flying training school was the chief restrictive factor. By 
Apdl 1939 the prospective deficiency of pilots to be provided by April 1940 
had grown to I ,200. It was obvious that intensified use would bave to 
be made of existing facilities. Already the F.T.S. course had been reduced 
to six months and the intake bad been increased to 48. It was, therefore, 
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decided to increase intake to 60 per course, to give each school an additional 
11 aircraft, additional majntenance staff and more Spare parts. (These 
measures could not, however, be implemented until September 1939.) By 
these means it was hoped to increase the annual pilot output by some 470 
a year. ' 

In this intensified use of existing resources there lay much benefit to the 
service, because already in June 1936 it bad been recommended by the 
Director of Training that maintenance, instead of being done on a flight 
basis, should be centralised on the 'garage' system which had long been in 
force iJ1 the civil schools. This suggestion was carried out with the introduc
tion of squadron (Intermediate and Advanced) maintenance at F.T.S.s in 
May l937. At the same time, lack of spares had put the brake on the full 
benefits to be derived from planned maintenance. By the beginning of 1939 
this preliminary step can be said to have shown increasing efficiency in 
making up for the serious lac.I< of training aircraft. 

Problem of Applied Flying 

While. therefore, the expansion of F.T.S. facilities represented tbe major 
need of training, the problem of applied training was of almost equal 
moment. Power operated turrets were being provided in modern aircraft, 
yet there was no central gunnery establishment for the dissem.ination of 
doctrine o.r for essential research a.od development. All training for gunners 
had been on a part-time unit basis. Squadrons visiting the six and a half 
Armament Training Stations were cut down to a visit of three weeks only 
and bad been forced to devote the whole of this time to gunnery training 
alone. Finally, in point of numbers in Bomber Command there were only 
622 trained air gunners (plus 691 under training) against an establishment of 
1,576.2 In the meantime, the demand for improved gunnery training was 
clashing with Observer training. There were only ten -and a half armament 
trafoing camps of which four and a half were used for the observers. To 
meet minimum needs, 300 more attack and target towing aircraft were 
required. There was a cryjng need for co-ordination, and on 10 February 
1939 -a meeing was held in tbe Air Ministry to examine the position. The 
investigation and relevant planning measures extended into late 1940, but 
so far as the first steps went, they were confined to calculations for deter
mining a survey of strength, wastage and .rates of replacement required, based· 
upon forecasts of peace and war production of aircraft over a period of 
the following two years. 

Expansi.on of the War Training Organization 
The problem was chiefly concerned with the reserves of aircraft and trained 

personnel which wou1d have to be built up until war production was capable 
of taking the strain. Above all , it was shown quite clearly that the size of 
tbe training organization was intimately bound up with the whole problem 
of war potential and the operational effort wbich could be exerted. Thus 
everything binged on the forecast of casualties that could be expected. J-J;ere 
the estilllate was that total casualties of all kinds would be nearly 35,000.' 
1 A.M. Pile S.51631. 
2 BC/S. 21581/TV', 23 January !939, A.M. File S, 56180. , 
~ C.S.B. gives the figure of actual casualLies up to September 1941 as being nearly 16,000, 
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This led to reconsideration of the size of the war training organization. 
To meet war requirements it was decided that ,by April 1941 a reserve of 
17,000 ·pilots would -be necessary together with 13.000 other aircrews. To 
produce this number up to 120 flying sc.hools were estimated to be required. 
To raise the establishment of schools from ,peace to war it was estimated 
that over 800 aircraft would be required while nearly 3,000 would be needed 
to meet war expansion, and ove,r 400 would have to ibe supplied, in addition, 
to meet wastage. 

In comparison with these figures an estimated 13,000 pilots were capable 
of being produced by April 1941 by the Reserve organization. However. 
there was not the time for tbis to take place, and on the outbreak of war 
the strength of the R.A.F.V.R. was 20,000 of whicb 5,000 were flying 
personnel, so far had plans failed to come up to requirements. In this the 
time factor was decisive. The above figures of likely war casualties and the 
organization necessary to replace them did at length introduce a rea1istic 
element into planning. They i;evealed the e:,ctent of unpreparedness. 

Early in 1939 yet another shortage was also havir1g a restric!"ive effect, 
that of higher grade ground tradesmen. This led to the Air Council being 
warned of the 'serious consequences which would follow unless further 
demands on such personnel we~e restricted to essentials.' ' From the general 
point of view of expansion there was calculated by March l 939 to be a 
deficiency of 1,400 officers and 8.000 Group I tradesmen of which 4,700 were 
Fitters I. The situation was considered likely to be further affected by 
expansion of the Fleet Air Arm. 1n short, there was the prospect of a 
breakdown unless sacrifices were made in ce(Lllin. directions. 'It was decided 
that the chief sufferers uader the postponement of ex_pansion rendered 
necessary were to be the bomber squadrons who were reduced to a temporary 
one pilot establishment in order to save 366 pilots. The overseas squadrons 
were to remain temporarily on a reduced establishment and the formation 
of a new Armament T1·aining Group was deferred. Most serious of all 
from the training point of view was that instead of five group pools scheduled 
to be formed during 1939-40 only two were to be formed, •both of them 
lighters. So far as Bomber Command was concerned it was decided that the 
nine non-mobi.lis-able squadrons should continue temporarily to serve the 
purpose of group pools. No provision was made for group pools for 
Coastal Comm'<lnd. I t was hoped to form the full number of pools required 
after March 1940. By these means a saving of 1S0 Group I tradesmen was 
effected. 

Notwithstanding handicaps such as have been mentioned, the creation of 
a centralised organizati0n to embody all the various training activities was 
formulated aod issued to all concerned in April J939! The aim was 
to train personnel up to the standard which would enable them to be able 
to carry out their full duties on reaching their first line units. So far 
as oi:ganization was concerned. responsibility for co-ordinating all action 
passed to the Director of Training. This was important because it repre
sertted a further step -in centralising control of training, albeit under a 
Director and not under an Air Member of Council. The principle on which 

1 E.P.M. 57 (39). 
• S.D. 138. April 1939. 
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the organization wor:ked was known as the 'meccano ', i.e., complete sections 
could be added or removed according to the particular requirement of war. 
The time allowed for training in war was reduced to the minimum possible 
without too drastic a lowering . in standards. Training wherever possible 
was standardised and followed the peace organization as closely as possible 
in order to allow smooth transition on the ou tbreak of war. 

The sequence of training laid down in .the War Training Organization 
started with an Ini,tial Trainiog School course of four weeks for all a ircrew 
at which discipline and elementary ground subjects were taught. Thereafter, 
each aircrew category werrt its own way. The pilots were then to pass 
through the civil elementary F.T.S. stage in eight weeks; the service F .T.S. 
in two stages, Intermediate and Advanced, each of eight weeks. The flying 
hours remained at 100 fo r the service F.T.S. a nd 50 for the elementary stage. 
The air gunners and observers were to go to a n air observer school, the 
air gunners flying 12 hours and the observers 45 hours. In addition to the 
main stream of trainees there were also laid down courses for specialists 
such as fly iog, navigation and armament instructors. 

Basis fot De-velopmcnt of Empire Air Training Scheme 
It ls important that this draft organization be borne in mind because it 

set the pattern for training on the outbreak of war and formed the basis 
for the development of the Empire Air Training Scheme when that started. 
ln mid-1939, however, thece were still no signs of that great expansion of 
basic training overseas which was to allow the development o( the a ir 
power of Britain to proceed without hindrance so far as trained personnel 
were concerned. ln fact, since- November 1938 negotiations to train 300 
pilots for the Royal Air Force in Canada had. after vicissitudes resulted in 
an offer by the Canadian Government to train 50 British pupils a year. 
For political reasons this offer was accepted and arrangements were made 
for the first course of 17 to begin training in September 1939 1 

Apart from Canada, discussions had Jong been going on with regard to 
the location of one service flying training school abroad. Various localities 
in the M iddle East, Africa, India, in Northern Ireland and Scotland were 
repeatedly considered, but a ll came up against various and varied objections 
and nothing was done. In Australia and New Zealand, however, a different 
atmosphere prevailed. Australia bad started on her own re-atmamenl by 
the end of 1938, and by May 1939 had to cease sending trained pilots to 
Britain (of whom 176 had received short service commissions). They still, 
however. continued to send locally selected men for training in Britain. 
In New Zealand. arrangements had been made to manufactw:-e Tiger Moths 
and Moth Minors. and at the same time their Government made proposals 
for the training of l.000 pilots on R.A.F.V.R. Unes. Already in ]937. 
New Zealand had laid plans to multiply by five their regular cadre of 28 
officers and 160 other ra'nks. and had borrowed the services of a Royal 
Air Force officer as C.AS. By April 1937 a scheme for training 15. cadets 
a year for Britain had started. The capacity of their F.T.S. was 40 a year, 
the remaining 25 cadets being posted to New Zealand Air Force units. By 
mid-1939 a second F.T.S. was opened and the output was stepped up to 

1 A.M. File S.51649. 
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280 pilots a year. ll is important to note that both Australia and .New 
Zealand had started before the war to create a ircraft manufacturing 
resources, tbus giving their training organization that resilience and independ
ence which was so essential for a widespread system such as the Empire 
Air Tra ining Scheme. In May 1939 the establishment of a school in K enya 
had been approved and by September a plan fo, locating schools in F rance 
had been agreed by the governments concerned. This represented the extent 
of the measures which were taken before the outbrea)c of war to create an 
overseas training organization. 1· 

Military Training ~et 

While plans for wartime tra1mng had been going through, 1t will be 
recalled that norl-pilot aircrew recruiting in the Volunteer Reserve had 
resulted in the training facilities being only 45 per cent. and 27 per cent. 
full, in respect of the observers and air gunners respectively. By May 1939, 
however, with the proposed passing of the M ilita ry T raining Act, there had 
been a sudden improvement, and recruiling offices found themselves over
whelmed wit h applications. In consequence all training facilities were fi lled 
and the reci:uiting programpie promised to be completed ahead of schedule. 
As soon as this happened, the questjon arose as to whether there were 
facilities for train ing this greatly increased flow into the Service, and particu-
1.arly whether training output could ba]ance an aircraft production which 
had jumped from 2,000 a year in 1937, to 8,000 in 1939, and which was 
planned to achieve very sb,ortly a ra te of over 2,000 aircraft a month. Thus 
on one side of the training organization lay sufficient Volunteer Reserve 
recruits, on the other lay a huge acceleraLion of aircraf t production. Part
time training was proving slow and wasteful. taking three to four times as 
long as continuous serviee training. The passing of the Conscription Act 
in May. meant that now the Air Ministry could give this continuous training. 
On 5 July 1939 training was made compulsory for the R.A.F. Volunteer 
Reserve and on 1 September the R.A.F . Reserve and the Volunteer Reserve 
were called out for active service by Royal Proclamation. 2 

At the same time, these measures did nothing to solve the problem of 
finding adequate facili ties. The F.T.S. requirements had increased by 16. 
additional schools a nd there were few aircraft for them. The problem was 
not made easier by th~ fact that there was some difference of opinion 
regarding the types of trainer to be ordered and there was an acute need 
to settle a general policy with regard to future requirements of training 
a ircraft. The instructor position a lso remained acute and, in fact, became 
more so owing to the needs of accelerated e:Xpansio.n. The flow of short 
service pilots into the .Reserve had ceased thus drying up a valuable source. 
of flying instructors for the civil fi rms. The ultimate requirement for 
instructors and staff pilots for Volunteer Reserve t raining h ad risen to nearly 
800 while nearly 400 were required imrnedfately. By August the problem 
was· partially solved by the premature release of 150 service pilots aod by 
recruitment from volunteer sources. This, however, was not a,o unmixed 
benefit, because the service squadrons Jost the services of seasoned pilots, 

' E.P.M. 80(39) and A.M. File S.50935. 
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and were too heavily worked to train Reservists wbich it was suggested 
should be called up to take their place. Altogether, by mid-1939 it was 
obvious that the training organization was heavily overloaded and all 
attempts to increase its potential came up against many obstacles. Even with 
the additional training faci lities contemplated. there was a threatened 
deficiency of 2,000 pilots by early 1941.' 

All this pressure raised the total requirements of the Volunteer Reserve 
aerodrome centres from 58 to 80, but time did not permit the slow moving 
procedure of acquiring facilities for them to mature in time. Nevertheless, 
right up to the outbreak of war it was jn this direction that the Service 
hoped to achieve most in providing for the large reserv~ of 30,000 aircrew 
needed to tide over the transition period at the start of the war! 

Increase in accident rate 
There was a lso another handicap to training progress. Accidents were 

increasing in such numbers that they constituted a heavy drain on extremely 
slender resources. The chief cause of the great increase in the rate of 
accidents was. of course, due to the sudden re-equipment of the service 
with modern types as demonstrated by the fact that the accidents in the 
squadrons equipped with new types were about four times as many. In 
addition it demonstrated clearly tbat training was not preparing pilots suf
ficiently for the advanced types they had to fly. Bad navigation. also accounted 
for a high proportion of those accidents involving crashes into high ground. 
This was because lack of radio and wireless facilities a t F.T.S.s caused 
pilots to rely on visual contact ,vith the ground. 'f'hey only carried out cross 
country practices in good weather and thus were ill-prepared for blind flying 
and cloud flying demanding other methods of ascertaining position before 
breaking cloud.' 

In particular, it was made clear, by the Accidents Committee of the Air 
Mio.istry, that advanced and applied flying training •Was inadequate ; it 
being considered necessary that before a pilot bad completed his traioing, 
he should be given instruction jn flying the modern heavily loaded service 
types of aircraft Once more the demand for group pools ,vas made, or 
failing them, that modern operational t ypes should be aJ]oued to the advanced 
training squadrons of the Service F .T.S.s. In this connection it is interest.ing 
to note that great importance was attached to the giving of dual instruction 
on service types in squadrons, it being pointed out that those types of 
operational aircraf.t not equipped with dual had a high accident rate. 

Effects of Expansion on First Line Efficiency 
Thus in the matter of quality, there had been a deterioration in first line 

standards. This was demonstrated by the Commander-in-Chief, Bomber 
Command who pointed out that technical developments had revolutionised 
the bomber's task and vasUy increased its complication and difficulty. Apart 
from the elaboration of the equipment which the crew had to operate, 
requiring for instance, the memorisation by the pilot of about ten times as 
many operations ,as was necessary in the old .aircraft. The efficient opera
tion of a modern born ber required, because of its increased speed and range, 

1 E.1'.M. 48(39). 
1 E.P.M. 121(38). 
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a far higher standard of navigation, a completely new technique for flight 
in clouds and a gun defence against fighters which had at least four limes 
the hitting power f Lhe old fighter. These comments from an oper.itlon<1I 
commander serve to show the condition of the fir t line. It had been decided 
to give the observers training up to th.e standard of the 10 weeks course 
at Manston, and in addition that the pilots, while taking second priority, 
should eventually b trained to the same standard.' 

The standard of training of the air gunners was the subject of the mosl 
concern. In the inrense competition for Jimited training resources, the gunners 
had been the chief sufferers. There still bad :n.ot been established a central 
gunnery school to evolve techniques for tbe use of the new gun turrets then 
coming into use ; there was no standard teaching and but few lraioing 
i:esources. Training rested with the squadrons, and depended 011 the squadron 
visits to the Armament Training Stations for its chief source of organized 
gunnery training. The Air Mioistry were, of c.ourse, aware of the situation, 
and the answer was the usual one of inadequate facilities, and the fact 
already stated that observers' training clashed with the needs of gunners' 
training in respect of the use of the ten and a half Armament Training 
Stations, six of which h.ad to be d@voted to the observers. It was hoped, 
however, that -by early July 1939, 300 air gunners would have spent four 
weeks at the four and a half armament training schools avajlable. It was 
also anticipated that an Air Gunners School, for ground training, whose 
opening bad been delayed by equipment difficulties would start to function 
by August 1939. Over all the field of gunnery training activity there were 
shortages, of instructional equipment, target towjng and attack aircraft, 
ranges or instructors. Owing to these difficulties and to the fact that this 
form of training took priority after pilot and observer training, gunnery 
training may be said to have been the Cinderella. The change in tactics 
to night operations which followed the heavy daytime losses of the early 
months of tbe war, served to cover to some extent what otherwise might 
have been a djsastrous situation . 

Apart from tbese considerations, the first line suffered increasingly from 
the drain of experienced personnel of all ranks to the rearward services, 
and from the influx of new and inadequately trained replacements. The 
process. under the dual expansion of first line and backing was inevitable, 
but it was the price of inadequate and slow initial preparation and its effect 
was a most unsatisfactory state of preparedness for war. There were also 
problems presented by training a crew of up to six individuals to work together 

· instead of the two people needed to operate the old two-seater bomber. 
The comparative efficiency of the fighter units compared with the bomber 
units at that ,time underlined this point. 

In another aspect, also, expansion had caused a deterioration, namely 
in discipline. The entry of soJ.D.e 1,600 observers after December 1938 had 
resulted in a large number of 'raw civilian ' and junior airmen being given 
the Lime honoured and hitherto hard earned sergeant and flight sergeant 
ranks. The effect ·on the ground trades of this innovation was the cause 
of bitter comment by the Commander-in-Chief. 

1 A.M. Flies S.44223 and S.4?667 
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The lessons to be derived from this view of the state of Bomber Command 
were !bat the mass production of an inferior article from the training point 
of view, was a return to the vicious circle of the first world war, and tha t 
in the long run the policy of concentration on numbers to the detriment of 
quality did not pay. There is no evidence to show that this state of affairs, 
forced -by necessity, was accepted with equanimity. On the contrary. every 
effort was being made to provide more resources for training and to keep 
to a minimum the abnormal demand for experienced personnel. It was a 
question of waiting for the time when resources permitted the creation of 
training establishments to meet both the demand for numbers and for 
qllality. 1 

General Effect of Policy Changes 
Apart from the large increases in strength of the Royal Air Force at 

Home and Overseas, the change from Scheme 'F ' to Scheme • M • involved 
many changes in policy, the most important of which, in their effects on 
training were : -

(a) Change from biplane to monoplane. 

(b) Eventual change from gun to cannon ; disappearance of the syn
chronised gun and increase i n numbers of guns carried by the fighters 
and in the amount of ammunition carried. 

(c) Increase in multi-engined types of aircraft, even fighters being in 
some cases .equipped with tw_o engines. 

(d) Disappearance of the then medium and light bombers and repla~
ment by 'heavy' bombers. 

(e) Large increases in the crews of bornbei:s, two pilots becoming stan
dard , an observer being added and the number of wireless operators 
being doubled . 

(f) Development of war readiness in all units. 

(g) The introduction of the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve and tbe 
organization connected therewith. 

It wiU be appreciated therefore tliat the overall increases in Scheme ' M ' 
requirements over those of Scheme 'F' did not imply a si milar growth io 
first-line strength. In many cases this represented a doubling, or more, in 
the backing required, even if the size of the operational force had not been 
enlarged. The difficulties suffe.red in co-ordinating aU the new and increased 
demands, depending as they did on mass production methods, needed to be 
based in a dear and well-defined long-term forecast of at least two years 
ahead. This forecast depended upon matters of policy and finance outside 
Air Ministry control. For this reason. so much development had taken place 
empirically i1r the absence of firm decisions on a higher level. It was only 
towards the end of 1939 that some idea of the ultimate force capable of 
attainment was clearly perceived and that the training organization began to 
have any hope of building up to ti1e scale required . But hope rested upon 
the provision of the means to do so. and speedily at that. Foe this reason 
tbe vital part played by the Dominions in providing resources for ,the training 
organization can be appreciated. · 
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Summary of Pre-War Expansion 
The story of expansion covering the period 1934 to 1939 can be seen to 

bave been a struggle to expand the Royal Air Force and at t he same time 
prepare that force for war. It is important to bear th.is distiJ1ction in mind, 
because there can be discerned certain laws governing expansion. Tbe chief 
of these Jaws, is that the .fighting potential of a force will be equivalent to 
the value of the equipment and training devoted to it, and it will exert that 
potential so long as the organization and facilities exist to ensure that its 
casualties are promptly replaced by equally well-trained personnel and equally 
good equipment. The first line was thus the final product of all the effort, 
activity and outlay representing the highly con)plex. structure and organiza
tion of a modern service. Any lack of co-ordination or balance in the rear
ward services was speedily reflected in the state of the operational units. 
Jn addition, the creation of the organization and facilities suppJying trained 
personnel for the first line was a slow process and the whole organization 
was inflexible and very vulnerable throughout to any failure or restriction in 
its parts. Moreover, the whole depended upon plans laid far in advance, 
plans which were based upon intelligent guesses regarding what was going 
to be produced, what casualties would be suffered and upon the general I.rend 
of events. While margins of safety or insurance had to be created, care had 
to be exercised tbat they did not become so large that they restricted the tota] 
effort which could be exerted. 

The expansion of the training orgaoization must precede by months that 
of the .first line of attack ; and. m order to maintain high quality in the 
enlarged striking force, the training establishments requi1·e as ins!ructors 
tbe best personnel and the most up to date equipment. Ideally the latler 
ought to reach training units prior to its use in operatfonal units unless 
' security ' would be hazarded by such issue. Throughout the period of 
peace expansion, much of this long term planning and co-ordination was 
lacking with the result that plans did not mature as they were intended. 
Nevertheless, the rate of expansion was rapidly increasing. The beginning 
of 1939 saw the Royal_ Air Force at a strength of over 97,000 of which one
tenth were aircrew (7,400 pilots, 950 observers and 1,100 wireJess operators 
and air gunners). The end of that year saw the number nearly doubled. 
Up to that time the previous two years had seen a great increase in volunteer 
civi1ian activities ·undertaken under the direction of the Service. 

On the- training side it was in this direction tbat most progress had been 
made: the utilisation . of ci.vjl ian operated schools a nd civilian instructors 
for the primary training of regular pilots and observers had proved eminently 
successful, and this in itself proved to be an important factor when the time 
came to transform these resources from a peace time setting to a war basis. 

In addition to the aspect o"f the harnessing of civman resources. were the 
measures that had been taken to foster outside interest in aeronautical 
matters in order to ensure sufficient numbers of volunteers ready to make 
the best use o{ the various training schemes established at all levels of tbe 
community. Thus was provided a nucleus of trained and partly trained 
personnel able, in case of war, to fill tbe gaps in a rapidly expanding Air 
Force. By the outbreak of war the combined strength of this reserve, exclud
ing the twenty thousand odd members of the Air Defence Cadet Corps and 
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University Air Squadrons, was approximately 73,000. The following is a 
summary of the Reserve Organization on .the outbreak of war : -

46 Elementary and Reserve (Civil) F lying training schools training 
between 100 and 200 pupils each. 

34 Town Centres for disciplinary and ground training instruction. each 
for between 100 and 200 'Volunteers. 

✓ 

3 University Air Squadrons. 

20 Auxiliary Air Force Squadrbns. 
61 Flying Clubs operating with the Civil Air Guard and training 7.500 

pilots (of both sexes) up to "A' licence standard. 
172 Air Defence Cadet Corps Squadrons each with between 100 and 

ISO cadets. 

This position represented a considerable achievement when so much was 
done on a voluntary part-time basis and carried out with inadequate equ ip
ment and elementary or outmoded aircraft. The drawback was that time did 
not permit the provision of resources to enable the large number of pilots, 
t rained to elementary standards to be given further advanced training. The 
result was that on the outbreak of war, the War Training Organizatio.n had 
to pass through it a very large pool of aircrew requiring advanced and 
refresher training and conversion to operational aircraft and equipment. The 
ensujng phase was, therefore, largely devoted to the provision of service 
basic and advanced training facilities-to be followed by the increasingly 
important _problem of operational training. 
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PART II 

THE EARLY-WAR PERIOD 1939-1940 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE OUTBREAK OF WAR, SEPTEMBER 1939 

Th,e (undamental policy of the Air Ministry following the outbreak of war 
was to create an offensive a nd defensive force which would not be inferior. 
numerically or technically, to that of an enemy within range of Britain. 1 In 
September 1939 the German Air Force out-numbered that of Britain by about 
three to one and it was estimated that threeycars would be necessary to achieve 
parity with Germany. In order to create a training organization to attain 
this objective- exte11sive J011g range planning was necessary. It was essential 
that the policy guiding this planning remained constant despite any short 
term emergencies which might arise. Also planning bad to conform to tb,e 
basic doctrine that air power be essentially controlled and directed to be 
independent of other branches of the Service. 

The first threat to this policy was the Cabinet decision in March 1939 to 
increase the British Expeditionary Force from 5 to 32 Divisions. The out
come was a move to tie up over 600 first l ine aircraft in a purely tactical 
role. There were insufficient resources to permit such a diversion, but the 
Air Ministry policy had to be conditioned to meet the requirements both for 
a Jong term strategic force and for short term Army needs. Regarding the 
latter it was clear that they could only be met after those of Fighter and 
Coastal Commands, which had first priority in the defence of the Nation. and 
the overseas squadrons." 

Assessment 0£ Aircraft Requirements 

The first step to be taken towards implementing the policy was to assess 
the proportion of operational and training aircraft required and the manu
facturing capacity necessary to provide them. This proportion had to be 
relatively high in the early stages of expansion in order to match the large 
numbers of operational aircra ft which would l.ater be produced. Similarly. it 
was necessary to make good the high rates of war wastage in aircraft while 
simultaneously expanding the first line strength of the force to the size 
required. Unfortunately Britain was not beginning the war with such a force, 
nor was there tile necessary reserve of personnel and aircraft. Some idea of 
the proportion of the effort which had to be devoted to training was given 
in a considered estimate by the C.A.S. that, in otder to maintain jn war a 
force with a total first line strength of some 3,700 aircraft, over 13,000 aircraft 
of service and training types were required in the training units. This was 
a proportion of over 70 per cent. in training to under 30 per cent. in the first 
line." By November 1939, the programme for the Royal Air Force, making 
allowance for increased co-operation with the Field Force on a 32 Division 
basis, had bee1, accepted. To conform to !bis programme a statement of 
monthly aircraft requirements was produced, which in the view of the Air 
Ministry Department at that time concerned with aircraft production 
1 1841h Expansion Progress Meeting. 
2 Cabinet Conclusions 13(38) 14 March 1939, A.M. File S.2102. 
' 195th E.xpaosioo Progress Meeting. 

NOTE. By 1939, whUe the Germans wero producing 750 fii:st liue and 250 training ai(craft 
per month, Britain produced 2,500 in 1938 over 8,000 in 1939 and in 1940 more than 
14,000. This increased productlon coincided with intensified technical advances in aircraft 
lypes. 
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(A.M.D.P.). was generally in harmony with existing plans. The build up of 
the first line was based on 2.550 aircraft a month which it was hoped would 
be reached by August 1942 and took account of Canadian but not American 
production. 1 To meet this expansion it was estimated that some 20,000 
pilots and 30,000 aircrew per year wo11ld be needed/ requirjng more than 
double the training school capacity then available in the U.K. It was obvious 
that additional capacity would have to be created overseas. 

As soon as the Royal Air Force programme had been approved there 
followed the process of projecting training plans to conform to the plan for 
the development of the operational first line.~ The basis of these calcula
tions was the estimated aircraft production over the following three years ; 
the ultimate force at which the Air Ministry was a iming (4,000 aircraft); 
and fin.ally the sustained effort to be exerted including allowance for aircrew 
wastage, which was estimated at 12,000 in 1940, 21,000 in 1941, 60,000 in 
1942. Jt is important to realise the fact that first line e,';pansion could 
only be achieved by a small margin or surplus, if any, after all other com
mitments bad been met. This then was the outline of the Air Staff policy 
and the scale of aircraft production to me11t it. There was however a 
fallacy in the approach to training plans on the basis of the aircraft pro
duction target of 2,550 aircraft per month by August 1942. Whereas it 
was recognised that an e1,1ormous proportion of aircraft would have to be 
devoted to the training backing, a ratio of advanced trainers to operational 
type aircraft had oot been laid down in the aircraft construction programme. 
The avoidance of a stage in training giving experience of a light aircraft 
with all the characteristics of the operational type was found in practice 
to be not impossible, but was too expensive in time and resources." An 
advanced trainer, therefore, was found to be most necessary particularly in 
the case of pilots destined to fly multi-engined aircraft. 

After September 1939 and before the start of the cns1s in May 1940, 
this deficiency had been, to some extent, masked by the numbers of obsolete 
aircraft transferred to training as the squadrons were re-equipped. For 
example, when Scheme' L ' was approved in May 1938 and efforts to expand 
the R.A.F. were re-doubled, the elementary and reserve flying training 
schools were equipped with a ll kinds of aircraft from Moths to Hart variants 
and Battles the latter a fron t line type. Time did not permit the full develop
ment of the advanced trainer problem before tbc outbreak of war when 
all but 19 of the Elementary and Reserve Flying Training Schools were 
closed down and advanced trainer aircraft were thus made available to help 
establish the Service Flying Training Schools on a war basis. Even though 
540 such aircraft were available only nine S.F.T.S.s could be raised to war 
establishment. This was the first indication of a problem which developed 
as the proportion of pilots, reguired to be trained on twin-engined advanced 
trainers. rose steadily from two-thirds to over six times the number of siogle
engined trained pilots, by the end of 1942. Attempts to specjalize schools. 

' R.P.M. 14(40). 
2 As a matter of i11terest, over ~he period September 1939 to September 1945 (six years) 
a total of over 300,000 aircrew were l)roduced. This was almost exactly what the above 
average 1equirements stated. 
3 C.W.E./2/T. 
4 A.M. File S.4828 (See Vol. ll). 
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to train either one type or another, broke down initially because of the 
shortage of twin-engi11ed train.ers ; overseas development was similarly 
affected. 

T he key to tbe situation was the production of twin-engined advanced 
trainers. Not only were tbe schools deficient of this type on the existing 
war establishment. but the proportion of the production of twin-engined 
to single-engined trainers had to be gradually increased to meet the estimated 
needs. Only by excepting inappropriate establishments, that is to say if 
advanced trainers were regarded as a whole without dHiereutiation of type : 
and by converting, wbere necessary, pilots trained only on single-engined 
aircraft after their basic training, was it possible to proceed with the expan
sion of the S.F.T.S.s It was made clear in February 1940 that it would 
be a year or more before the correct proportion of aircraft could be achieved. 
Tt was not until then that a general agreement was reached on a fixed ra tio 
of pilots to aircraft (i.e., the number of aircraft .needed to produce one 
pilot of a given type per month). This was laid down as 3.4 single-engined 
aircraft or 2.8 twin-engined aircraft per pilot. A conference was beld at 
the Air M inistry ,on 6 April 1940 to discuss lhe t raining aircraft programme 
in general and steps were taken to increase production. rt was realized. 
however, that some t ime would have to elapse before the balance between 
twin and single-engined types could be restored.1 

Re-organization o{ Training Schools 

It was found that training could not be increased up to tile ideal level 
because by January 1940 there were only 15 RoyaJ Air Force Service Flying 
Training Schools m operation against an estimated requirement of 17 .. rising 
to 31, by the end of 1940. The ex.paosion of Service Flying Training 
Schools governed expansion of the Elementary Flying Trni.ni.ng Schools be
cause tllei,r intakes were based on S.F.T.S. intakes and the num.ber of 
S.F.T.S.s was governed by the supply of advanced trainers. S.F.T.S. courses 
were shortened from six months to 16 weeks, although the flying syllabus 
remained at 100 hours. Tbe pupil capacities were also grf!dually increased 
from 96 to 152 per school as facilities in the form of aircraft instruction 
and accommodation became available. 

The navigation training carried out by some of the schools was entirely 
divorced from the tra1ning of p.ilots and new units known as Air Observer 
Navigation Schools were formed. So for as the training organization 
generally .was concerned categories of aircrew other than pilot were com
paratively not in such short supply. The Air Ministry continued to produce 
a greater proportion of other crew categories since they could be given 
longer courses and more thorough training. It was easier to slow down 
the training flow than to open new schools. 

At all the civil elementary flying training schoo]s tbe pupils were collec
tively grouped as R-oyaJ Air Force, and the staffs assumed the status of 
serving R oyal Air Force pe11,onnel, their Chief Inst ructors becoming tbe 
Commanding Officers responsible to and approved by Training Command_ 
It had also been planned to increase tbe capacities and shorten the courses 

1 A.M. File S. 2102. 
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of elementary F.T.S.s but. due Lo the Volunteer R eserve act1v1t1es, there 
was a glut of pilots trained to elementary standard waiting to pass through 
S.F.T.S.s. The fact that there were not adequate facilities to train them 
furtJ1er, constituted one of the main restrictions to expansion. For this 
reason the E.F.T.S.s remained on a ten weeks course instead of the planned 
war-time eight weeks course. Jn fact there were so many elementary reserve 
pilots in the early stages of training that a -number had to be returned to 
civil life after mobilisation, to wait until training capacity became available. 
For thi.s reason also war entrants had to wait until the accumulation of 
volunteer reservists bad passed into the schools. 

So far then tbe basic Air Staff policy for the creation of a balanced force 
of both defensive and offensive elements had resulled in the laying down 
of a long term programme of aircraft construction, whose characteristic was 
a growing pr-oportion of heavier multi-engined types of aircraft demanding 
a larger share of pilots and crews to man them. This in turn revealed the 
fact that an intermediate modern training aircraft was essential in large 
numbers, and until these numbers were produced the growth of the training 
organization would be hampered. Apart from Coastal and Bomber Com
mands, Fighter Command, whose ,3ttainment was of first priority, was not 
capable of being maintained unless urgent short term measures were taken. 
This necessity for short term defensive measures, which did not harmonize 
with long term strategic plans, was the greatest single obstacle to the 
training organization as a whole and in particular ·to the Empire Air Training 
S~)lemes. 

The need for Operational Training Facilities 
The necessity to create facilities for an advanced operational stage in 

training became apparent during the ' Phoney War• period when casualties 
were very light and the output from the S.F .T.S.s had r isen sharply. It was 
calculated that, at tbe existing rate of pilot production, the deficiencies would 
be wiped out and a surplus of 1,100 would be created by April 1940. By 
inci:easing the course length at the S.F.T.S.s by 25 per cent. in December 
1939 more q_uality in tra'ining was given and the surplus of pilots was 
adjusted. This did not meet the need fot operational training. lt will be 
remembered that one fighter g,roup pool and )2 non-mobilisable bomber 
squadrons bad to be devoted io this form of training which was designed 
to save tbe squadrons the work of converting pilots to operational stand'<mls 
aod to create a pool of replacements immediately behind the first lfoe. By 
the outbreak of war there were 55 squadrons in Bomber Comn1and of which 
40 were mobilisable and 15 were not. In addition the Commander-in-Chief 
had requested that five more squadrons should be converted to reserve 
squadrons. Therefore, in effect. there were 20 non-mobilisable squadrons 
(with 450 bomber and trainer aircraft) to 35 first line squadrons (with 500 
aircraft). l Large therefore as was this provision for operational conversion, 
a prolonged investigation in the latter part of 1939 revealed that, on a basis 
of 45 "hours flying per pilot in t he group pool, the training facilities for the 
Whitley and Wellington squadrons would have to be trebled before any 
first line expansion could take place. The output from the twin-engined 
F.T.S.s was double th.e training capacity of the non-mobilisable squadrons. 

' A.M. File S.46938. 
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(276 pilots per month compared with ll5) aud Bomber Command require
ments wbjc.b aroow1ted to ~90 pilots a month exceeded even the S.F.T.S. 
output. T ra.ining facHities for observers and air gunners were similarly 
affected. J.t was agreed that wben stability bad been reached one Initial 
Equipment aircraft would be required in the group pool for every three 
pilots wasted per month. Oo 5 September 1939, No. 6 Group became 
respoosible for all operational training in Bomber Command and 12 
squadrons were selected for this purpose, and renamed Operational Trajning 
Units on 28 November 1939. 

Up to this stage, the operational training problem had bulked largest in 
Bomber Command because of the size of tbe crew and the nature of its 
tasks. The fighter aspect was, however, equally important. and in fact more 
urgent owing to the fact that Fighter Command would have to conform to 
the enemy's initiative and could not control its wastage by limiting its 
operations as Bomber Command was abJe to do. 

The Commander-in-Chief. Fighter Command, correctly appreciatmg the 
vital struggle which was about to take place, was concentrating on increasing 
at all costs his first line strength and in • working up ' · to full operational 
pitch. He was therefore most reluctant owing to the .time factor and to 
shortage of aircraft, to devote any resources to operational training. For 
this reru.on he resisted proposals to create a second fighter group pool (or 
O.T.U.). and proposed instead that the aircraft were needed to make two 
half squadrons of Blenheim fighters. 1 It was pointed out, however, by the 
Air Ministry that lack of fighter group pools would mean lack of casualty 
replacements when fighting bec.ame intense and that, in emergency. opera
tional training aircrafL could be used. Fighter.Command therefore reluctantly 
agreed to the formation of a second group pool (No. 12) on 25 September 
1939. Both pools were handicapped by lack of camera guns, reflector sights, 
armoury and radio telephonic facilities. There was also a shortage of fully 
equipped aircraft. This made ,them only capable of producing half the 
planned output of l,l 00 pilots a year. In fact they hardly met, in quantity 
or quality, the requirements of the fighter squadrons in France. At the end 
o{ April 1940, the A ir Ministry overruled Fighter Command's objections 
to the diversion of resources into tbe operational training organiza.tion, and 
two more fighter O .T.U.s were formed and tbe entire establishment of the 
four O.T.U.s was increased. 

Coastal Command had remained self contained with both opecationaJ and 
advanced training units and therefore its problems were tbe least prominent 
of all . The matn burden of operational conversion remruned with the 
squadrons. It was not untiJ November 1939 that the firs t coastal. pool was 
created. This pool became No. 1 O .T.0. 1n February 1940 after a winter 
devoted to wrestling with numerous handicaps and was devoted to land 
plane training. The other two Coastal Training Units, viz .. tbe Seaplane 
T.raining Squadron and the Torpedo Training Unit being in effect O.T.U.s 
were devoted to the fl.yiog boat and strike squadrons respectively. 2 

14729 

'A.M. Fite S.1924 and A.H.B. IIH/1/1 8. 
'A.M. File S.t887. 
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The specialised post-S.F.T.S. course given to pilots at tbe School of 
Army Co-operation was in effect operational training and was treated and 
planned on similar lines to other group pools. The first-line operational 
squadrons requiring training support were four single-engined and four twin
eogined squadrons (96 aircraft) whose estimated wastage was 464 pilots a 
year. By adding another unit, Andover, the combined rate of training 
58 pilots every six weeks b&lanced the estimated w,astage. 

Jt was tb.erefore in the direction of bomber operational training tbat 
there was the greatest need, and indeed the situation was one which urgently 
required a remedy. In this problem. the main complication was tbe heavy 
bomber (later known as the medium bomber when the four-engined types 
came io). The requirements for the other types of bombers and the fighters 
were more reasonable. It was therefore decided to have ooe advanced train 
ing aircraft to every aircraft in a heavy squadron, and a somewhat. lower 
ratio in the other types of squadron_ It was obvious, though. that at Lhat 
time there were not the resources available to keep to these ratios. there 
being in fact less than a third of the aircraft available lo meet the I 00 per 
cent. requirement 

At this stage the Commander-in-Chief, Bomber Command. was asking for 
55 hours flyi,ng for each pilot at tbe operational training stage, whereas the 
Department of the Air Membe,: for Supply and OrgaJJizat ion caJculated tllat. 
no more than 40 hours in six weeks ccrnld be given and that even on this 
basis over 2,000 aircraft in the bomber O.T.U. organization would be required 
to produce 1,200 pilots a montJ1 to meet wastage and expansion.1 It must 
be emphasised that in this problem of the amount of flying hours devoted 
to O.T.U. training, Bomber Command expansion rested on a delicate adjust
ment between the minimum outlay on trajning which couJd be rtJade. to keep 
casualties and accidents down to reasonable proportions and the i:esources 
which remained to expand the first line. Tbis remained the crux of the 
matter throughout the war. 

Wben tbis problem was examined at the end of 1939, the size of tbe 
commitment caused serLous concern. When tbe ultimate size of the Royal 
Air Force was Jaid down as being over 4,000 aircraft it was calculated that 
it. would need to be supported by about 2,000 operational and 500 training 
aircraft, together with an immediate reserve of one-third that number. Ta 
man this organization it was found that 2,760 officers, nearly 40,000 men and 
36 aecodromes each with one satellite would be needed. So far as wastage 
was concerned, for every seven heavy bombers required to replace wastage 
in the first line, one woulp be needed lo replace wastage in the O.T.O.s" On 
the other hand for every four heavy bombers required to increase or to re
equjp the 6rst line, no less than three were wanted to increase or to re-equip 
the O.T.U.s proportionately. These figures, as can be imag ined, caw1ed 
great concern, although their soundness was not questioned . The whole 
problem was considered again at a C.A.S.'s confe(ence on 19 April 1940, and 
the crux of the matter was agreed to be the ' heavy' bomber requirement, 
which amounted to half the total fi:ont line strength and three-quarters of 
the 2,000 operational aircraft needed to support it. By comparison tbe other 
operational training demands were light 

1 A.M. File S.46938. 
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It was agreed that no reduction in the standard of first-line training could 
be accepted and it was confirmed that further training would be necessary 
between the basic trainmg stage and the squadrons. The O.T.U. require
ment could therefore only be reduced by increasing the standard of training 
before the 0.T.U. stage. The Commander-in-Cruef, Bomber Command. 
agreed that if this could be done he was prepared to reduce the amount of 
O.T.U. training to 30 and 35 hours for twin-engine and single-engine trained 
pilots respectively. Failing this, he insisted on the full 55 .hours flying 
requirement wbicb. had already been stated. 1n the meantime the ratio of 
one training aircraft to one squadron aircraft was confirmed. The whole 
matter rested on the standard of tra,iniug that could be attained up to 
and including tbe S.F.T.S. stage. The ttouble was, however, that the 
standard not only of pilots but also of the other members of the crew was 
restricted by lack of facilities, particularly aircraft. T his state of affairs 
was recognised by the authorities, and was one of the reasons for extending 
the S.F.T.S. course length by 25 per cent. Nonetheless tbe fact remained 
that only a small proportion of the numbers of pilots required had been 
trained on twin-engined aircraft. They had done little night flying 
(on an average 2 hours solo), they had had no cloud flying oi: for
mation practice and none on service types. Tn the same way. the 
observers' standard was criticised. While it was admitted that they bad 
a sound theoretical basic knowledge, they bad a minimum of practical 
experience particularly in cm1junction with radio aids to Navigation and 
in operational procedure. So far as the W /T air gunners were concerned. 
they bad a very small amount of air experience in wireless operating, little 
general air experience and none at all in operating tl1e type of turret that 
they might be called upon to use on operations. Of all these adverse factors, 
the standard of pilot training caused the most conce01. and it was particu
Jarly owing to the policy of Bomber Command of having two pilots per 
aircraft that the O.T.U. _problem was so complicated and large. 

Bottle1iecks in Pilot Trainin& 
The lengthening of the S.F.T.S. courses to 20 weeks and the E.F.T.S. 

courses to 10 weeks was accompanied by instructions that more time should 
be devoted to instrument and general flying practice at the E.F.T.S.s and 
to instrument, nigbt and format ion flying at S.F.T.S.s, and there can be 
no doubt that this policy was sound and would have met to some extent 
the criticisms of the standard of training that have been mentioned. Unfor
tunately the winter of 1939-40 was exceptionally severe and the S.F.T,S. 
fly ing hours (ell from a normal monthly average of abom 40,000 to 22,000 
in December, 29,000 in JanuaTy and to 14,000 in Febcuary 1940. The 
effects of the weather were aggravated by the serious unserviceability of the 
existing grass aerodromes. In consequence, the S..F.T.S. courses bad to be 
extended by anythi.ng up to I_O weeks and the actual output of pilots in the 
first three months of 1940 was 550 less than the 20 week courses shouJd 
have. produced and the forecast surplus of J., 100 pilots by April 1940 bad 
completely disappeared. 

Similarly intakes into flying training were reduced by the same factors 
which had restricted the S.P.T.S. output. By February 1940, the initial 
training wings had some 2,500 ·cadets, or nearly a six months supply waiting 
for vacancies. Training Command was pressed to take 20 more pupils at 
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each S.F.T.S. but found it impossible because there was not enough accom
modation. The rate of flow was therefore increased in April 1940 by shorten
ing the S.F.T.S. courses once more to 16 weeks. Similarly the E.F.T .S. 
course was restored to its originaJly planned length of eight weeks. Tn addi
tion, in order further to ease the congestion in the initial training wings the 
total E.F.T.S. capacity was increased by 144 in March and at the same time 
advanced elementary training was starred at two of the E.F.T.S.s. This 
advanced training was in night and instrument flying and was intended to 
keep pupils profitably and progressively employed \rntil th.e S.F.T .S.s could 
absorb them. 

Concurrently with these measures, Training Command proposed and the 
proposal was approved, that the pilots practical armament training should 
be carried out at O.T.U.s. Jn this way training was done on operational 
aircraft and as a crew, in a place where Jess time would be wasted and where 
more concentrated use could be made of the limited facilities in armament 
training stations. While this arrangement was satisfactory for Bomber 
Command, it did not meet the requirements of Fighter Command which could 
not be persuaded to create an adequate operational training organization. 
This emphasised the difference between the training given to single-engine 
pilots (Group I) and twin-engine pilots (Group II). This was because Fighter 
Command demanded that pilots should be given practical armament training 
at S.F.T.S.s. By that time the ratio of twin-engine trained pilots had risen 
to three to one and was destined to increase to over six to one by the end 
of 1941 owing to the growing proportion of multi-engined types being intro
duced into the Service. For this reason, in spite of the. advantage of 
flexibility inherent in the organization of S.F.T.S.s with, combined single- and 
twin-engined training, it was decided in January 1940 to specialise S.ET.S.s 
as single- (Group I) or twin-engine (Group 11) Schools. Armament training 
in Group 11 Schools stopped fortJ1with, but attachments of Group I pupils 
to armament training stations continued temporarily until armament training 
facilities could be p rovided at the Group I S.f.T.S.s. 

No fundamental change in the S.F.T.S. syllabus was involved. Group Il 
pupils still learned am1ament subjects and carried out bombing practice at 
the advanced training squadro.n stage. The essential difference was thal 
bomber pilots did not do high level bombing or live firing until they went 
to O.T.U., and the time thus saved was devoted to training in night and 
·instrument flying. This new departure involved the use of more twin-engined 
advanced trainers than were available, and specialisation could only be 
started at three S.F.T.S.s by April 1940. Moreover, the move of training 
units away from the eastern side of the British Isles precluded air to air 
firing over the sea. so essential for Group I trai.n ing. At that time, then, the 
practical effect of the decision to specialise the S.F.T.S.s appeared to he 
nullified by events. 

In other directions also, S.F.T.S. training received a setback. There was 
an acute shortage of spares. which kept a large proportion of training aircraft 
on the ground and this, coupled with the dilution of skilled maintenance 
personnel with newly-trained recruits, caused an increasing shortage of train.
ing aircraft. Efforts to improve night flying were a lso restricted by lack of 
relief landing grounds in spite of the fact that satisfactory lighting and o.ight 
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flying drill to cope with enemy interference bad been worked out. There 
was also a d ifficulty in finding boOlbing ranges. and cloud and bad weather 
flying could not be practised because the schools had no facilities for wireless 
aids. 

Navigation Training 

At the same time as deficiencies in pilot training were being revealed, the 
standard of navigation was so heavily criticised that the decision of May 
1938 that the observer should be responsible for navigation was thrown open 
to discussion, even to the point that for a short period it was decided to 
increase once more the navigation training of pilots. Fortunately the sounder 
view prevailed that the fa ult lay not in the policy of observer responsibili ty, 
but 111 the training of the observers. In April 1940, the syllabus of flying at the 
Air Observer Navigation Schools was increased to 67 hours, but night flying 
instruction was abolished because of the difficulty of carrying it out without 
wireless ai.ds. As usual at that time there were grea t difficulties encountered 
in giving effect to this policy owing to lack of Ansons a nd instructional 
equipment. 

P ilot navigation tram1ng was also seriously affected by lack of proper 
instructors, and thus tbe full burden of these deficiencies fell on the bomber 
O.T.U.s. Similarly in Fighter Command, pilots unable to use their wireless 
aid~ were often losin,g themselves and there was a demand for one trained 
navigation officer per fighter squadron. Coastal Command was perhaps best 
off owing to the fact that a proportion of their pilots went through the 
School of General Reconnaissance (after leaving Flying Training School) 
whose wartime output was 4 l6 pilots a year · on a 12 weeks course. T his 
was of course insufficient to meet the requirements of Coastal Command 
expansion and a second School of General Reconnaissance was opened at 
Squires Gate in May 1940. 

Armament Training : Formation o.f Central Gunnery School 

The position of armament training was the same as pilot and navigation 
training. The. 10} armament training stations were due, under tbe War 
Training Organization to become Air Observer Schools training observers 
io l\avigation, bombing and gunnery and a ir gunners in gunnery. The 
theoretical annual output was 3,600 observers and 5,400 air gunners. Jn fact. 
as navigation training was impossible. the stations were renamed Bombing 
and Gunnery Scbools in November 1939. Owing to the closing of schools 
in the East coast area and to re-organization, only eight stations became 
available. The usual shortage o( aircraft, equipment. accommodation, and 
so forth was experie11ced and lhe schools were established to only half their 
requirements. In December 1939 rhe general lengthening of courses 
embraced the ·bombing and gunnery schools as well a nd forecast surpluses 
of observers and gunners also became deficiencies during the severe winter of 
1939-40. The number of these aircrew turned out by early 1940 was but 
balf the planned output, and by March 1940 the fact was accepted that they 
could not complete the syllabus. 
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In addition a shortage of competent instructors was experienced owing 
to tbe failure to establisb a Central Gunnery School before the war. lt 
was not established until 5 November 1939 and then it concentrated upon 
the training of Gunnery leaders (20 every four weeks) to the detriment of 
researcn and development.' By January !940 gunnery leaders were 
established in the operational commands. 

So far as the development of bombing technique and equipment was 
concerned. the need for a Bomber Development Unit was discussed but 
nothing was done at that stage to meet the requirement. 

Recruiting Measures : The Deferred Service Scheme 
.Before the war, the Royal Air Force drew its fl ying men from many 

different sources, all volunteer, and sufficient numbers of suitable men were 
a lways forthcoming. On the outbreak of war, however, tbe situation 
demanded vast numbers to m.eet the long term training programme wbicb 
was laid down. both for the expansion of the Royal Air Force and also for 
tbe Air Forces of the Dominions and Allies. In this the time factor caused 
the drastic curtailment of course lengths. and the general speeding up and 
concentration of instruction made great demands upon the quality and 
character of those taking part. It was therefore the responsibility of the 
authorities in charge oi recruiting and selec tion that the limited training 
places and, latec. shipping space. should not be wasted on men who were in 
any way unsuitable. 

It will be appreciated that the Ait Forces had special needs where aircrew 
personnel were concerned and it was essentia l that some system should be 
devised whereby suitable young men of the highest physical, educational, 
and moral fibre should be secured, as they came forward, for service with 
the Royal Air Force in spite of the fact that facilities were not immedia tely 
available to train them. There was a danger that they might offer their 
services elsewhere and thus irreplaceable personnel might have been lost. 
For this reason the ' Deferred Service Scheme' was introduced on 27 
September I 939. 2 Under this scheme, personnel enlisting in the Royal Air 
F orce were selected ; allested and then placed on a period of deferred 
service pending their call-up for regular service. Tbis scbeme became 
increasingly important as the war progressed and the manpower shortage 
became acute. The numbers held in this manner reached their peak in 
April 1941 when there were over 75,000 young men waiting call-up to tbe 
Royal Air Force. The length of deferment varied at different stages of 
the war owing to changes in training policy. In 1940 the perfod was rather 
less than six months. by 1942 it had risen to between six and nine months 
and by mi.d-1943 i t was over a year. The overriding importance of having 
a reservoir of the most suitable young men always available to meet the 
huge demands for numbers, sometimes caused the Deferred List to come 
under severe criticism. This was the price which had to be paid for an 
uniryterr upted flow through tbe training organization and it could not be 
avoided. ln building up the Deferred Service list and in feeding in the flow 
to the service. under pressure to cut down unnecessary wastage, the methods 
of selection became increasingly scientific. 

1 A.M. File S.56180. 
1 A.M. File S.5795?. 
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At the outset, the need was not so much [or the raw recruits, they were 
required for the Jong term programme. What was wanted to meet the 
immediate situation was the ready-made pilot or those who had some air 
experience. For this reason the Auxiliary Air Force was so valuable. The 
Volunteer Reserve also was valuable so fac as it went. but here the price had 
to be paid for iosufficie1it facilities for advanced training, provided before the 
war. 

Recruits from Overseas 

There was also a flow of volunteers from all over the world. Altogether 
some 4.000 from 89 different countries or parts of the Empire were enlisted. 
Jn addition large numbers of Poles, Czechs, French, Dutch, Norwegians and 
Belgians came to Britain after the fall of France in 1940. In May of that 
year for instance there were 350 Polish pilots in Britain. Steps were taken 
to concentrate these different nationalities and eventually to form Allied 
Air Forces. By the end of 1941, the strength of the Allied Air Forces was 
14,476. in addition there were 170 Allied pilots serving in the Royal Air 
Force. and a year later this figure had grown to 18,672, of which the Polish 
contingent was more than half.' Personnel for the Allied Air Forces were 
also recruited from other parts of the world, viz., Poles, from Russia and the 
Middle East, Norwegians. Danes and French from Canada, Yuga-Slavs and 
Greeks from the Middle East. As numbers increased it was possible to form 
special squadrons manned entirely by Allied personnel and by the end of 1942 
there were 27 Allied squadrons serving with the Royal Air Force. To meet 
the immediate short-term emergency, men of a ll countries, and races came 
forward. This was made possible by the abolition of tbe peace time rule 
which laid down that only candidates of unmixed European descent would 
be considered. 

During the initial period of the war wben the first line and training were 
being rapidly expanded, and when basic training was being set up overseas. 
this need for the ready-made pi.lot persisted : but after the successful out
come of the Battle of Britain, tbe main system oE recruitment depended as 
always for its material mainly from the white population of the Empire, 
the main concentrations of which lay on either side of the Atlantic. In 
Canada, so great was the response to the call for recruits in the early months 
of the Air Training Plan tbat training facilities were completely inadequate 
to keep pace with the applications. Rather than lose good material, the 
Royal Canadian Air Force accepted suitable applicants for immediate enlist
ment and placed them temporarily on guard duty while awaiting aircrew 
training. The Canadians did not, however, introduce a deferred service 
scheme until February 1941. In Australia and New Zealand, the recruiting 
for aircrews was organised on similar lines to that of Canada. As in the 
latter country, the response exceeded all expectations and reserve pools were 
established. It was necessary also to organise an education scheme for air
crew while they were waiting to be called up. 

Apart from the Empire Air Training Scheme, there was also recruitment 
in Africa. Personnel from Kenya. Northern and Southern Rhodesia, and 
South Africa were recruited and trained. However the bulk of air recruits 

' A.M. Files S.60600, S.1885 and S.81339. 
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came either from, the British Isles or from Canad ~. Avstralia and New 
ZeaJand. Over the war period 243,000 candidates ·were accepted by Selectioo 
Boards in .Britain alone.1 

In the period immediately following the outbreak of war. only 3,600 
candidates were accepted up to the end of J 939 aod 33,100 up to th end 
of 1940. This was because of the initial delays in creating training capacity, · 
in expanding air power and in extending. its uses. It was, of course, also 
due in part to the large partially trained Volunteer Reserve (5,000), and to 
the Royal Air Force Reserve (23,000) which, with the Auxiliary Air Force, 
did much to meet immediate needs. 

Selection Procedure 
Some indication has already been given of the fact that there was a great 

waste of resources and time when the number of recruits who failed to come 
up ,to standard during training was too large. Jn the beginning of evexy war, 
the standard of recruit bas been very high bot gradually that standard bas 
perforce dete.iorated. Thus in the late war this tendency resulted in the need 
to improve and lengthen training methods and at the same time to make ' a 
science of the process of determining as early as possible which recruits 
showed the most promise and in which direction their talents and aptitudes 
lay. Thus the methods of selection and classificatipn underwent a consider
able revolution as the war progressed. The result was a gradual change 
from tbe system obtain(ng at the start of t)le war, which may be termed 
'survival selection ' under which the candidates were both selected and 
classified solely as a result of the impression made at a personal interview 
with a board of officers, to a scientific system of 'qoa'lity selection .' This 
quality selection system as it emerged by the end of the war involved a series 
of practical and psychological tests, including flying, for which marks were 
given and fron1 which it was possible with reasonable accuracy to forecast 
the employment and the standard of each candidate. This evolution took 
place in five main phases. 

In the first _phase which lasted until early 1942, the method of selection was 
e.otirely by interview and depended u_pon the experience and 9 ualities of the 
selecting officers, who had to allocate personnel in accordance with the quotas 
laid down. [n early 1942, there occurred a great advance in proced ure with 
the introduction of tf)e system of selection by actual flight test prior to entering 
flying training. Men were chosen who were considered suitable fo( the broad 
category of Pilot/Navigator/ Air Bomber (P.N.B.). Those P. .B. candidates 
who showed lbe grea test practical aptitude in the air were graded at the top 
of the li.st. tbose who showed less aptitude took their places on the list in 
order of merit. Subsequently selections were made from the list in accord
ance with the quotas required , the candidates at the top proceeding to pilot 
training, ·those halfway down to naviga tor training and those in the lower 
part to air bomber training. Those candidates outside the P.N.B. Jist, 
namely, the wireless operators. air gunners. and the flight engineers. were 
still classified in accordance with the recommendations of the Interview 
board. By early 1944, a11 categories of aircrew were tested scientifically 

' AD.M. (Slats). Personnel Statistics. 
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for aptitude and ' shadow ' selections were made. The flight test still con
tinued to bi.! used as the main instrument in classifying pilots. Finally in 
early 1945 an Aviation Candidates Selection Centre was formed as a 
centralised unit to select and to classify all candi.dates using the tests evolved 
during the war. 

It is interesting to note that by the end of the war the circle of develop
ment was completed and once again selection and classification Were carried 
out in one movement. The methods employed were very different, particu
larly in Iegard' to pilot training, in that the emphasis moved gradually from 
the educational and intellectual standard of the candidate to a measurement 
of natural aptitude. The new methods as they evolved finally reversed 
the process, the first consideration being the aptitude shown for a particular 
aircrew category ; later the educational aspect could be reinforced by a 
course of preliminary ground training, provided that the candidate showed 
general suitability for aircrew duties. 

Reception and Initial Training 
Before September 1939 and since tbe reorganization of tra101ng in 1935, 

the only two categories of full-time aircrew personnel, i.e., pilots and observers. 
recruited respectively under the short service commission and the direct 
entry schemes-, went straight to their training at the civilian elementazy 
flying training schools or air observer navigation schools as appropriate. 
After completing this qb initio stage, both pilots and observers went to 
the Royal Air Force Depot at Uxhridge for a two weeks' disciplinary and 
ground training course. Tt was at this latter stage tbat the entrants assumed 
!their service status as officers on probation or as airmen. This system 
worked quite well in peace but it obviously could not be suitable for tbe 
wartime expansion, particularly the first rush of volunteers. Some much 
larger organization was necessary, not only to handle the numbers involved, 
,but, during the period of waiting for entry into flying training, to take 
advantage of the opportunity to raise the educational standard of otherwise 
suitable men. This latter consideration became increasingly important as 
the war progressed, and led to an elaborate series of courses lasting in some 
cases up to six months or ·even longer. 

Jn September 1939 the selection of recruits was carried out by an Aviation 
Candidates Selection Board. Successful applicants then proceeded to an 
Initial Training Wing for reception and initial training. T his type of unit 
was envisaged under the War Training organization as being the first stage 
of training ; the course was to last a month and oil its completioo, the 
pupils were to be selected as pilots, observers or air gunners. It was intended 
to form two I.T.W.s on the outbreak of war each with a capacity of 350 
pupils. 

In the meantime in April 1939 Brigadier Critchley who bad had experi
ence of preliminary training in 1917 and 1918 proposed a scheme for 
training 10.000 cadets in preparation for entry iota flying training. By 
August 1939 it was decided to establish Flying Perso nnel Reception Depots 
at holiday camps, universitie-s and Y.R. town centres to accommodate recruits 
prior to their entry into I.T.W.s. A special Group, No. 54, of Reserve Com
mand was formed to deal with these Depots and Brigadiei: Critchley was 
put in charge. There was actually no difference between the new Depots 
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and the I.T.W.s planned under the War Training organization and by 
15 September 1939 they became Initial Training Wings. Four I.T .W.s 
accommodating over 3,000 pupils had formed by the end of 1939. After 
the two stages described above the pupjls p(oceeded to do their flying 
training. l 

Formation of Aircrew R eception Centres 
This sequence (emained constant until early 1941 when the number of 

potential pilots awaiting training had risen to some 10,000. The period 
spent on Deferred Service increased considerably and in order to allay 
public criticism, an Aircrew Reception Centre (A.C.R.C) stage was put 
.in between the Selection Board and the I.T.W. This took some of the 
administrative load from the I.T.W.s and allowed the latter to specialise 
in the training of the different aircrew categories. rt also made possible 
the re-selection of candidates who bad failed their pilot or observer courses. 
Jn February 1943 th.e Preliminary Aircrew Training Scbeme (P.A.C.T.) 
was introduced in order to concentrate on improving the standard of educa
tion of a growing proportion of candidates. This represented an intermediate 
stage between the Selection Board and the Receiving Centre for those re
quiring this trai.ning. Finally in April 1944 tbe whole system of selection. 
dassiflcation and initial training was revised in order that all candidates 
for aircrew should enter on a common footing and have a similat period of 
preliminary training. This placed more emphasis on the Reception Centre 
stage wl1ich needed greater capacity, a far Wider syllabus and a more com
prehensive system of tests. Tbis was all part of tbe scientific trend of 
selection aJready mentioned. From the administrative viewpoint the system 
had become flexible and well de.fined. The whole purpose was to employ 
the cadets usefully while they awaited further progress. The system was an 
inevitable consequence of the mass production process and of the wide 
disposal of training overseas when communications were stretched and under 
constant threat by the enemy. 

The importance of these prelimJoary training stages lay in the fact that. as 
the war progressed, cadets had to spend an increasing proportion of their 
time in the various. pools which made up this non-flying but essential training 
machinery. The large numbers and varied categories and nationalities which 
passed through made the administration very complicated. The main 
difficulty however was to combat the lack of insJ?iration and aimless 
atmosphere whicll prevailed, due to the feeling of repression which young 
men, keen to ny, were bound to experience whilst waiting. 

Re-organization ot the Training Administration 
As the expansion of the training organization increased in various parts 

of the world iL became apparent (by April 1940) that the control of training 
needed re-organizing. P revjously the training of pilots. air observers and air 
gunners was split laterally between Reserve and Training Commands; the 
elemen.tary in the former and advanced in the latter. On the other hand, 
technical training was quite distinct and the numbers involved justified a 
separate command organization. lt was therefore decided to abolish Reserve 
Command for training purposes and transfer its units to T.i:aining Command 

1 A.M. file S.51385. 
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,which wouJd. in turn, hand over all technical gi:ound training to a new 
Technical Training Command. Training Command was renamed Flying 
Training Command. This re-organization reduced the size of the latter 
to 54 stations. 3,200 officers and 26,000 meo, while, Technical Training 
Command had 23 station , 1,650 officers and 69,000 men .1 

Re-or_ganization also took place .in the Air Minisu-y in March 1940. The same 
distinct ion between the col1trol of pure Byi ng training and applied or operational 
training was maintained. The Ai.r Staff remained responsible for operatiooal 
training under a new Assistant Chief of Air Staff with a Directorate of War 
Training and Tactics, and with three departments dealing respectively with 
Bomber and ighter, Coastal and Army Co-operation Commands. The 
Directorate of Training was also re-organized into four deputy directorates 
responsible for flying tr:aining: navigational, naval, armament and technical 
training. MatLers concerning the Empire Air Forces were first handled by a 
Deputy Directorate of Dominion Air Co-operation which was formed in 
November 1939 to co-ordinate the Dominion air forces and their training 
schemes. After the signing of tbe Riverdale agreement this arrangement 
gave place to a standing committee of the Air Council- the Ernpire Training 
Scheme Committee whose function it was to deal with all overseas training. 

Review o[ Factors Determining the Training Output 

In April 1940 a series of progress meetings were held by the Secretary of 
State in order to find out Whether, if sustained operations began, it would 
be possible lo replace casualities in flying personnel ." The factors Which 
it wa considered might limit the supply of such personnel were four: -

(a} Shortage of training aircraft. 

(b) Shortage of instructjonal personnel. 

(c Shortage of suitable recruits. 

(d) Shortage of aerodromes and of schools. 

The shortage of training aircraft has already been described, and the 
Air Ministry departments concerned were trying to find the means to 
remedy the serious lack of twin-engined trainers that bad developed. In 
this respect alone it has been shown that the position was far from satis
factory , although, the sjngle-engined trainer was in greater supply and there
fore as regards the vital fighter element the short term position was not so 
serious. So far as instructors and suitable recruits were concerned, owing 
to dividends still accruing from the work of tbe Volunteer Reserve, the 
position was satisfactory. There remained the fourth factor, the provision of 
aerodromes and schools. 1n general there was no hold up for shortage of 
training schools. By April 1940 jt had been possible -to finalise tbe training 
commitment in relation to the total number of schools required to meet 
th.e wastage and expansion incurred when the production of 2,550 aircraft 
a nionth had been reached. These schools represented an. ultimate commit
ment to be provided gradually over a three year period in step with the 
expansion and consequent wastage of the operational units. 

' E.P.M. 44(40) and A.M. File S.60L47. 
z E.P.M. 113(40). 
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In additicin to these four fac tors there was the danger of enemy act~on 
against schools. It was obvious tfiat it was not possible to provide specifically 
against the possibility of schools being pu t out of action and the qoestio.n 
of transferring schools overseas was awaiting a decision on the provision of 
adequate resources. Tn the meantime efforts were being made to provide the 
aerodromes and the accommodation earlier than they would be required 
under the programme. By far the largest commitment was to find over 70' 
of the 100 additional aerodromes requ ired at that time for opera tional 
training. 

The Position of the Training Organization on 25 March 1940 
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Elementary Flyi ng Train- l 
ing Schools ... . .. 60 19 4 JO 25 50 10 

Service Flying Training 
Schools ... . .. 60 15 8 18 25 50 10 

Ai.r Observer Schools ... 40 15 8 7 14 28 12 

I 
Bomhing and Gunnery 

Schools ... ... 27 7 I 3 14 23 4 

Gene.al Reco.onaissance 
Schools ... .. . 2 l I 2 - 2 -

Air Navigation Schools 6 l l l 3 4 2. 

Flying Instructor Schools 3 l - 1 1 ~ -

Arrny Co-operation 
Schools .. . . .. 3 2 - - - 2 I 

Torpedo Training Units 2, l - 1 - 2 -

TOTAL ... ... 203 62 23 43 82 I 164 39 
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Expan.sion of Opei:ationaJ 'training Organization 
In general it was accepted that pilots should receive between 50 and 60 

flying hours during the period of training (approximately six weeks) covered by 
the operational training unit. To .have met this requirement in the case of 
bomber aircraft, however, would have meant that the size of the operatioual 
training organizati_on would have been greater than the operational force. 
After considerable discussion and examination, a compromise was reached 
and it was decided that to meet requirements of personnel wastage, which 
might be expected under conditions of sustained operations, the total lnilial 
Equipment aircraft establishments of the operational training units should 
be fixed as the following percentage of the Initial Equipment establishments 
of the actual operational squadrons which they were designed to maintain : -

Heavy Bombers 
Medjum Bombers 
Fighters 
Genera) Reconnaissance 
Army Co-operation (Twin-engined) 
Army Co-opei:ation (Single-engined) 

percent 
100 
60 
20 
20 
50 
25 

On the basis that each Initial Equipment aircraft in the operational training 
units would give an average of 25 hours per .r,nonth, the pilots could be giv~o 
approximately 40 hours flying during their period in an operational training 
unit. If the units could increase the average monthly flying time. per aircraft, 
then pilots would benefit accordingly by increased flying hours (towards tbe 
ideal mentioned above) during their period at the Unit. The training of 
observers and air gunners did riot invofve as much flying time as that of the 
pilot and conseq uently they could be fitted into the greater requirement. 
Tn view of the fact that one of the purposes of an bper.ational training unit 
was to give a pilot as much flying time as possible before posting to his 
operational squadron, a11d in order to exercise a measure of economy, the 
aircraft establishment of these operational training units was part operational 
and part trainer ty,pes. The general proportion was 75 per cent. operational 
type and 25 per cerH. trainer t}lpe, although there were some exceptions to this. 

On the foregoing basis, and to meet the requirements of the ultimate 
Metropolitan force of 215 squadrons, aod allowing for a maximum aircraft 
establishment at each operational training unit of 72 initial equipment and 
24 immediate reserve aircraft, it was planned that the eventual O.T.0. 
requirement would be ~I for Bombers, 3 for Fighters, one for General Recon
naissance and 2 Operational Training Units for Army Co-operation. 

Each of the above required a satellite aerodrome in addition to the parent 
station. This involved a total aircraft establishment of approximately 2,000 
initial equipment and 700 immediate reserVe operational types and approxi
mately 600 initial equipment and 200 immediate reserve trainer types, wh ilst 
the personnel establishment, apart from those under training, amounted to 
approximately 2,750 officers and 40,000 airmen. In view of the fact that 
these O.T.U.s were required to fit pilots and a ircrews for the operational 
squadrons of the Metropolitan Air Force, it was considered necessary that 
this training should be carried out under the weather c1;mditions affecting the 
Western European theatre and, in consequence, the plan was to locate these 
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units in the United Kingdom or in Frnnce. Consideration was bowever given 
as to whether, when the Empire Training Scheme and other overseas train
ing schemes became effective, it would be possible to reduce the amount 
of time in the operational training units by the establishment of conversion 
courses to operational types for pilo ts in the country in which they bad 
been trained_ Tbe fi nal training of the pilots, observers and air gunners 
would, however, have to be done in the United Kingdom or in .France. 

Tt was considered that if it were practicable to carry out co.ovecsion at 
overseas stations before the pilots were posted to Britain it would probably 
1lot result in any reduction in tbe number of operational training wiits 
required. By decreasing the esta'bJisbment of aircraft at each operational 
training unit to what would probably be the practicable maximum, the 
necessity of increasing the number of aerodromes in tbe United Kingdom 
or France for operational training purposes would be avoided. Congestion 
would also be lessened. A probable future commitment also ~nvisaged. 
for which no plan had yel been made, was the necessity for operational 
training units for overseas commands_ At that time (April 1940) the squad
rons of the overseas commands were not engaged in operations, and couJd 
therefore devote their time to the training of pilots received from Britain. 
ln the event of their being called upon to carry out operations, it was cou
side,ed that they would no longer be able to carry out these training duties 
and it was obviously going to be necessary to establish ope,a tional t raining 
units in those commands to meet this requirement. 

Summary of Progress by April 1940 
WhM wac began, existing schools were converted as far as possible to 

the planned War Training Organization. This meru)t that some courses were 
shortened, with practical ly no cbaoge of syllabus, and that the number of 
pupils at each school was considerably increased. These changes called 
for more aircraft, more staff, and more instructjonaJ equipment. There 
was some difficulty in providing the aircraft : barely enough twin-engined 
trainers for the service flying training schools or attack and targer towing 
aircraft for the armament schools could be found. Jn many cases the avail
able ai'rcraft were far from suitable for the work ; over two-thirds of the 
single-engined trainers were Hart variants, whose use entailed considerable 
conver_sion training after pilots left the $.F_T.S. ; none of the attack aircraft 
had power operated turrets ; and the a ttack and target towing aircraft were 
mostly of miscellaneous obsolete types likely to give trouble over service
ability and spares. Instructional equipment of a ll kinds was scarce, aod 
supplies came forward very slowly. There was not enough accommodatioo 
for the schools' increased number of pupils, as well as a certain lack of 
instructors, and S.F .T.S.s found themselves increasingly handicapped by 
having few relief landing grounds and no local bombing ranges. War time 
conditions affected schools' work in various ways_ Tue effect o( black-out 
on ·night flying and mainte11ance had to be learned by experience, and there 
was some delay in obscuring buildings and in deciding t11e amount of ligbt 
which might be used for night flying. The etrect of dispersal (i.e., picketing 
aircraft in the open to minimize tbe damage that might be done by bomb~ 
ing) had also to be learnt by experience. Operational restrictions on flying. 
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to avoid confusion in the reporting of aircraft to Fighter Command, made 
it virtually impossible to use the east coast of England for training pur
poses, and caused a general migration of schools towards the west. 

Apart from these changes of conditions and circumstances the war had 
no effect on training during tbe winter of 1939-40. There was no pressure 
from operational necessity, 110 urgency of casualty replacement and little 
interference by enemy action. It was as if some full scale peace-time exer· 
cise were being carried out against a background of war conditions. During 
this quiet period a very considerable training expansion took place which 
in theory, at any rate. went a long way towards meeting the principles 
required by the general growth of the air forces. The quality of the 
training had also been improved to a great extent, but it only went part 
of the way towards allowing the new aircraft and equipment to be properly 
and economically exploited. There was a general low standard in blind 
flying, in navigation, in the use of wireless aids and in armament Never
theless, with the recognition of the need for operational· training the whole 
orgru1ization was taking shape in conformity wit11 its tasks. The most 
serious deficiency was tbe lack of advanced training a ircraft. No proper 
target, plan or ratio of production had been laid down for th.ese vital air
craft and in this omission lay a real peril to the entire air effort. 

On the subject of the elementary flying training schools the question arose 
as to whether it was best to continue the system of operation by civil com
panies (the staff of which had recently been put jnto uniform) or wbether the 
schools should be put on a service basis. From the discussion which fol
lowed it was clear that the existing system was working well, the cbief draw
back being the question of the dual allegiance of the staff to their companies 
and to the Service, but it was decided that no change should be made. Finally 
it was stated that there would be no difficulty in providing for the unexacting 
aerodrome requirements of the 10 additional F.T .S.s. B y the end of April 
1940 the supply of pilots {or the Royal Air Force proper came from 12 
Service flying training schools in the United Kingdom, each dealing with 160 
pupils oo 16 week courses and each training both Group I (S.E.) and Group 
II (T.E.) pilots. The output was at the rate of 5,300 per year, and the 12 
S.F.T.S.s were fed by 19 E.F.T.S.s working on eight-week courses, two of 
the latter giving advanced elementary training. There were also two S.F.T.S.s 
devoted to producing pilots for the Fleet Air A(m, and No. 4 S.F.T.S., Hab
baniya, whose output went direct to Royal Air Force overseas units. 

Armament training presented a somewhat confused and unsatisfactory 
picture. Al the higher level there was not a suitable organization for 
co-ordination and control. Lower down armament training was split up 
into the various forms of activity, pilot (single aj1d twin engine), observer 
and air gunner. The great practical difficulty was in find ing ranges in 
pro1<imity to the Schools. Armament training felJ into two parts, firstly at 
the bombing and gunnery schools the observers bad an eight weeks' course 
after the navigation course and the air gunners bad a six week course after 
the wireless course. Secondly the pilots originally all cauied out a 14 days' 
course at the end of their advanced training at S.F.T.S., .but as already 
described, the bomber pilots armament training had been transferred to tbe 
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bomber group pool. while Fighter Command had not accepted this system 
aod pilots for fighter squadrons were concentrated in four schools near ranges. 
Altogether the armament training facilities were overloaded. 

It is of interest to summarize the achievements of expansion up to April 
1940. The Metropolitan Air F orce had risen to 11.800 aircraft compared 
with 6,650 in April 1939. Dudng the year 9.000 aircraft had been delivered 
to the Royal Air Force so that the increase represented not only a numerical 
gain but also a substantial measure of re-armament with modern types. 
The ratio of aircraft devoted to training had also grown. In April 1939 
the first line consisted of 1,700 operational and 1.400 aircraft in reserve 
and the training element to back this was 3,200- a proportion of just over 
one to one. By April 1940 the operational squadrons contained 1,880 
aircraft whereas the training element consisted of 200 in non-operational 
squadrons, 400 in operational training units an<l 5.200 in training (with re
serves). Over the period the training organization grew from 450 modern 
operational types to 1.250, the process being facilitated by the replacement 
of early marks of aircraft in the first line by later ones, 

This transition was marred by a sharp rise io the crash ratio reflecting, 
amongst other things. a general lowering of training standards. During the 
period of five months Cr:orn April to August t939, 500 aircraft beyond unit 
repair capacity were crashed, of which 200 were 'write offs '. During the 
following five months of war, September 1939 to January 1940 inclusive, 
800 aircraft beyond unit repair were crashed. The input of aircraft into 
training, including the operational training unHs. over the period was con
siderable and absorbed some 40 per cent of the total output. 

As regards training schools, in September 1939 the preliminary estimate 
was that a training organization of 45 elementary and 4.S service flying 
training schools, with corresponding ancillary schools, would be needed. In 
November a target first line force was approved and a new training organ
ization based on it which req uirecl a total of 203 schools. 
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CflAPTER 5 

OVERSEAS TRAINING 1 

The Empire Air Tra.iniog Scheme 

Probably the most importanL single event in the history of training in 
World War II was the Empire Air Training Scheme. Without it there is 
little doubt that Britain could not have fulfilJed her trajning programme. 
The first indication of the scheme came in 1936 when it was proposed that 
units not necessary in the Dnited Kingdom should for strategic reasons move 
elsewhere. Canada was suggested as being suitable for -several reasons. 
Training bad been done there in 1917-18 with considerable success; Canada 
was well disposed towards the Royal Air Force and Canadians were very 
suitable for recruiting as pilots. Canada was more accessible than the 
Middle East and had the additional security of being next door to the 
United States whence she could be supplied if communications became 
difficult. Tn addition the weather for flying was far better than in the United 
Kingdom. Two years p,reviously Canada bad been asked to join in tbe 
'Trained Cadet ' Scheme which was working successfully in Australia . This 
was a scheme whereby pilots trained i.a Australia were given short service 
commissions in the Royal Air Force, and returned lo tbe reserve of the 
Royal Austi;alian Air Force at the end of tbese commissions. Canada J,ad 
accepted this scheme in principle in June 1935. In August 1936 the sug
gestion to form a flyi·ng train ing school in Canada was discussed by the 
Canadian Minister of National Defence and Air Commodore Tedder. At 
this time, however. there was a strong feeling io Canada against being tied 
to any form of Imperial Defence Organization. As no decision was forth
coming from Canada regarding the proposal it was assu111ed in June 1937 
that as far as Canada was concerned the scheme was dead. 2 

It was not until the outbreak of war that the possibility of training io 
Canada was again considered . Air Commodore McClaughry. after dis
cussions with Group Captain Godfrey of the Royal Canadian Air Force, 
suggested that Canada might be more willing to concentrate on training than 
on the formation of operational units an.d that the War Training Organization 
suould be applied in Canada and the number of flying ti;aining schools there 
iuci;eased. The question oE finance was also discussed. lt was .likely that 
Canada would expect the lJnited Kingdom to pay the cost of training as 
welt as that of employment after training, but this was contrasted with a 
precedent of 1914-18 when Canada had borne the whole cost of Canadian 
personnel. Air Commodore McClaughry suggested that the Canadians lllight 
be trained as members of the Royal Canadian Air Force and that some 
squadrons could be manned entirely by Canadians. 0 · 

Training in Canada was again the subject at a meeting called by Air 
Marshal Portal on 10 Sep.tember 1939 to 'go into measures necessary to 
provide the flying personnel wb,o would be required to man the maximum 
number oi aircraft that could be ptoduced in the second and third year of 
the war ·. The estimate was that some tbree to four times the output of 

1 A comprebeosive and detailed account of all overseas trainiog is given in Volume JI. 
2 A.M. flle S.38427. 
1 A./vl . File S..56584. 
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pilots and crews planned for J 939-40, tbat is something over 20,000 per year. 
wou1d be needed. The training organization necessary to produce such an 
output was too big for the United Kingdom and the Dominions would llave 
to be asked to help on a very large scale. It would be necessary for Canada 
to train 8,000 men per year and also to devote her resources firstly to 
training and later to building an Air Expeditionary Force. A strong Mission 
would be needed to put forward these proposals. 

On 22 September 1939 a proposal was made by Mr. Bruce (High Com
missioner for Australia} which did much to widen the conceptton of training 
in Canada.1 Mr. Bruce proposed that each Dominion should have its own 
Air Force in the field, but that training should be rationalised in the most 
economical way by concentrating all advance training in Canada ; the other 
Dominions to carry out only elementary training. The advantages of doil.lg 
all advance training in Canada would be:-

(a) Freedom from enemy interference. 
(b) Easier transport of trained men and aircraft than to or from 

Australia. 
(c) Canada had greater production possibililies than Australia. 

(d) Prox,irnity to tbe United States. 

The proposal was considered in detail on the same day. An Air Force 
based on a monthly provision of 2,550 aircraft would h ave to be backed 
by about 45 S.F.T.S.s and 45 E.FT.S.s turning out some 20,000 pilots per 
year, with the corresponding number of schools for training other aircrew. 
The existjng Royal Air Force organization had 14 S.F.T.S.s Md it was hope<.! 
to provide five more in the U.K . This left about 25 S.F.T.S.s to be allocated 
in Canada. The E.F.T.S.s necessary to feed these were to be divided between 
tbe three Dominions concerned- Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Soutb. 
Africa at this time was a doubtiul quantity. New Ze11Iand was already pre
paring to supply the Royal Air Force with 600 trained pilots per year. 
but her two schools had not then any modern types of aircraft and could 
only be counted as E.F.T.S.s. Of tire remaining 23, 13 were. allocated 
provisionally to Canada and 10 to Australia. The tra ining of other aircrew 
was also to be concen trated in Canada and 12 armament schools, two 
general reconnaissance schools and two navigational schools were planned. 
When the scheme had been outlined j t was discussed by the Dominion High 
Commissioners in London and then formally proposed by a telegram dated 
26 September J 939 !rom M;r. Neville Chamberlain to the Prime Ministers 
of the three Dominions. A copy was also sent to the U.K. High Com
missioner in Soulh Africa for the information of General Smuts.~ 

The proposaJs were accepted in .principle by the Dominions and a Mission 
headed by Lord Riverdale was arranged to leave for Canada early in October. 
Before they left the main requjrements of the training scheme were discussed. 
The principal features were -the number of aircraft necessary to establish the 
Flying Training and Armament Schools and the instructor requirements. 
As regards aircraft, in addition to those which could be supplied by Great 
Britain, it was hoped to make up the numbers from Canadfan production 

l Ibid, 
' A.H.B. lllC/3/ I. 
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and also from :tb.e Uoited States. The personnel situation was that the Royal 
Air Force could provide no ground instructors or ground staff, about three 
to four h1,1ndred E.F.T.S. instructors and a flow of 360 C.F.S. instructors and 
2.40 staff pilots per year. For the rest the Dominions wo11ld have to provide 
and train the men. The jmportance of centralising C.F.S. instruction in 
the United Kingdom, to ensure standardised training meth.ods, was stressed. 

The Riverdale Mission 

The Mission, consisting of Lord Riverdale, Air Marshal C. L. Courtney 
{taking the p)aee of Air Chief Marshal Sir Robert Brooke-Popham who did 
not arcive until 14 November) and Mr. E. T. Hearle (who subsequently fell 
ill and •was replaced by Air Vice-Marshal R. M. Hill), assisted by Mr .. J. B . 
Abraham, G/C L. N . HollinghuTst, G/C J. M. Robb, G/C C. A. Gray, 
Mr. F. R. Howard and Mr. J. R . Smyth, arrived in Ottawa on 14 October 
to secure t,he agreement of the Domioion Governmenls for the establishment 
of the Air Training Scheme. Captain B. H. Balfour the Under Secretary of 
S)ate for Air who was also in Ottawa, assisted in the discussions. 

Negotiations began on the basis of recruiting pilots and aircrew in Canada, 
Australia and New Ze<1-land. having their elementary tra ining }n t heir own 
Dominions and advanced training in Canada. Canadian training was to 
provide five-ninths of lhe flying personnel required by the Roya'! Air Force 
(that was about 11,000 pilots, 6,600 observers and 11,300 a.ir gunners per 
year). The first scheme proposed that 48 per cent. should come from 
Canada, 40 per cent. from Australia and 12 per cenL from ew Zealand. 
The remaining four-ninths of the estimaled total requirements (20,000 pilots 
and 30,000 aircrew per year) were to be provided by the United Kingdom 
and trained in Royal Air Force Schools.' 

From the beginning of th.e discussions Canada's attitude towards the 
scheme was cautious owi ng Lo the financial outlay which would be j nvo\.ved. 
Canada was committed to a heavy expenditure on li.er Navy and Expeditionary 
Forces and would have preferred her air conlrlbution to take the form of 
operational squadrons rather tha,n training effort. She considered the training 
scheme a British plan in which Canada had greed to co-operate, but for 
which she was not responsible. Canada therefore argued that the Uruted 
Kingdom should bear the major portion of the cost. Canada's total annual 
revenue was some five hundred million dollars a nd the original cost of the 
scheme appeared to be nearly twice that figure. egotiations on the size 
of tl1e contributions of each partner of the scheme and tbe form they 
would take; ,the question of arrangements being made to represent tbe 
Dominions by operational squadrons in proportion to their training effort, 
and the problem of who should control tbe scheme were also closely 
discussed. Eventually it was agreed that our of the total cost o( six hundred 
and seven million dollars, up to 31 March 1943, Brita.in was to provide one 
hundrerl and eighty-five million dollars' worth of training aircraft and equip• 
ment (roughly 4,600 aircraf.t~ almost all those needed for t:he scheme) and 
Canada 1hree hundred an.d fifty-three million do.liars, mostly jn services, air
fields and installations. The balance was to be paid in dollars by Australia 
a·nd New Zealand. 

14729 
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In November 1939 a meeting to discuss the scheme in detail was held at 
Ottawa between •the representatives of the three dominions concerned. 
Australia and New Zealand, having lraining fad lities of their own, objected 
to the schern.e as proposed with the majority of the training being done in 
Canada when it might equally well be carried out in their own countries, 
The decentralisation and extension of training involved tlle establishment in 
the three Dominions of 25 Elementary Flying Training Schools, 25 Service 
Flying Training Schools, J4l Air Observer Schools. 14½ Bombing and 
Gunnery Schools and 2 Air Navigation Schools. It was planned tJ1at this 
organization should produce annually 11,050 pilots, 6,370 observers and 
10.725 W / T Air Gunners. 

The allocations which had been made in the original scheme were altered 
and, of the 25 S.F.T .S.s, 16 were to be in Canada. seven in Australia and 
two in New Zealand. Canada was to supply 52 per cent. of the total pupils, 
whicll would include a number of pupils from the U,K. and Newfoundland 
(up to I O per cent. of the Canadian quota), Australia 36 per cent. and New 
Zealand 12 per cent. Of the 26 E .F .T .S.s, Canada was to have 14, 
Australia nine and New Zealand three. Similar allocations were to be made 
for training other aircrew. The agreements with New Zealand aod Australia 
were signed on 27 November, but negotiations. between Canada and the 
Riverdale Mission continued. Canada i.nsisted that training done in that 
country be controlled by the Royal Canadian Air Force. She also insisted 
that J\er share in the operational first line air effort should be fully 
acknowledged and, would nol have the Canadian iden~ity of her men lost 
in a Royal Air Force drawn from all parts of the Empire.' The essential 
point was that Dominion reinforcements for the Royal Air Force should 
be unmistakably associated with the name of the country whence they 
came, preferably as dominion contingents under dominion officers. Canada 
also wanted full public acknowledgement that training was considered the 
most effective immediate help she could give in the war elforl 

The most critical point in tbe negotiations was the insistence of Colonel 
Ralston (Canadian Minister of Finance) that all Canadian output from the 
training scheme be formed into R.C.A.F. Squadrons-a stipulation by 
which a large number of squadrons would be R .C.A.F. in name but pre
ponderantly R.A.F. in fact, because Canada could not provide ground staff 
to match her planned output of crews. This stipulation was strongly resisted 
by Air Chief Marshal Brooke•Popham and when the agreement with Canada 
was signed, on the oigbt of 16- 17 December 1939, an article No. 15 was 
inserted. Similar articles had been included in the agreements signed earlier 
with f.llstralia and New Zealand and stated that:-

• The United Kingdom Government undertakes that pupils of Canada, 
. Australia and New Zealand shall, after training is completed, be identi

fied witb their respective dominions, either by the method of organizing 
dominion units and formations or io some other way, such methods to 
be agreed upon with the respective Governments concerned. The 
United Kingdom Government will initiate inter-Governmental 
.discussions to this end.' 
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Th,e agreement with Canada, which was subsequently initialled in London 
for the concurrence of Australia and New Zealand formed the major part 
of the Empire Air Training Scheme but was not the whole of it. The 
arrangements made by the Riverdale Mission included the training organiza
tions in Australia and New Zealand as well. They were called collectively, 
the Empire Air Training Scheme and covered: -

(a) The setting up and operating of training organizations in Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand. 

(b) The numbers of aircrew to be recruited, and the numbers to be 
trained .by each. dominion. 

(c) The operational employment of dorni.uion aircrew in the R.A.F. or in 
dominion units operating with the ~.A.F. 

(d) Distribution of cost, rates of pay, training syllabuses, provision of 
aircaf,t, etc. 

The Canadian part of the scheme was of particular importance, oot only 
because most of the schools were to be in Canada, but also because the 
Canadian o,ganization was to deal witb pupils from Australia, New Zealand 
and the United K ingdom as well as with Canadians. 

The whole scheme, in each of the three dominions, was planned m 
accordance with the war training organization e.xcept that navigation and 
armament training were to be, carried out at separate schools. Time was 
needed to build up and equip the schools and to train the, staff. No time 
sch.edule was laid down for Australia and New Zealand, but the Canadian 
scheme was to be completed by April 1942. Enough cannot be said to 
emphasise the importance of this agreement to tbe entire war effort. It was 
loyally and precisely carried out, in spite of the great distances separating 
the four partners an.d the many dislocations and impediments which their 
plans suffered through the changing fortunes of war. 

Traini:ng in Southern Rhodesia 

The Empire Air Training Scheme had been launched as a long term 
project and involved an immediate sacrifice of aircraft and equipment, tben 
in short supply. This imposed a brake on the already slow expansion in 
Britain, an effort which became apparent when proposals were put forward for 
the development of training in Africa. Up to the outbreak of war, No. 4 
S.F.T.S. in Egypt represented the sole training asset in that part of the 
world and i ts output of just over 300 pilots per year was devoted to the 
Middle or Far East. The school moved to Iraq in September 1939. Pro
posals for the establishment of ao S.F.T.S. in Kenya bad been abandoned 
but, as in New Zealand, there existed ip Southern Rbodesia a small energetic 
comm□nity whose initiative had produced an Air Unit by the oulb:reak of 
war. This Unit comprised training as well as operational flights and 11eeded 
only the provision of facilities to raise two more squadrons. This enthusiasm 
was finally directed by agreement into the establishment in Rhodesia of a Royal 
Air Force training orga.njzation to train British and Rhodesian personnel. 
It was plann.ed to open three pairs of flying training schools in order to 
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produce l.300 pilots a year. The first E.F.T.S. opened in May 1940 
followecl two months later by the first S.F.T .S. Eventually Rhodesia 
ex.tended this scheme until a self-contained organization grew up by the 
end of 1941 consisting of 12 units including an I .T. W. , a Central Flying 
School Flight and a unit for training rejects from the higher aircrew cate
gories. The output, which consisted not only of Rhodesian and British, but 
also South Africans. Australians, Greeks and Yugoslavs, went to the Middle 
East. Over the war period nearly 10,000 aircrew were traioea. The out
standing feature of the wor.k in the Southern Rhodesian organization was 
the energy, foresight and enthusiasm displayed by the Government of tha t 
country and the Rhodesian Air Officer Commanding, in combating Lhe 
difficulties of operating over long and unreliable lines of communication and 
lack of liaison in equipment matters. 

Training in South Africa 

Meanwhile, however. South Africa had to suffer all the consequences of 
a delayed start and tbe severe reslrictions imposed by lack. of aircraft and 
equipment. 1 The foundation of South Africa's effort was the expansion of 
its' Air Force, 'designed originally for the strictly ·limited task of defending 
the Union. When. therefore, steps were taken to expand the Air Force and 
assistance was requested from Britain for this purpose the South African 
Prime Minister. in December 1939. offered to make training facilities available 
for E uropeans living in South Africa. This offer was accepted by Britain 
who asked if it_ would be possible to include pupils from tbe United Kingdom. 
it being under tood that the control would be in the bands of the Union. 
This was agreed and negotiations proceeded witq the aim of producing 2,470 
pilots a year, which meant that after South Africa had obtained the 720 
pilots a year. which she required, the remainder would be available for the 
Royal Air Force. Unfortunately it was evident to the Air Ministry that after 
meeting other overheads it would be a considerable time (1942) before 
resources would be available Ill quantity for the scheme. In tbe meantime 
negotiations continued and Air Chief Marshal Sir Robert Brooke-Popham, 
who had been the Royal Air Force representative in tbe Canadian negotia
tions, was sent at the head of a mission to South Africa . The story of develop
ments in South Africa was. therefore. a checkered one entailing as it did 
after long delay, the building up on tbe small and scattered local training 
units an organization conforming to the general Empire pattern. On 7 March 
1940 a Training Command had been established together with 12 Training 
Units w.bile tbe organization was brought more into line with Royal Air 
Force methods . 

The Mission from Britain arrived at the end of April 1940. and the 
immediate target for expansion embraced four pairs of F .T.S.s and three 
Combined Aircrew Training Schools designed to produce 136 pilots and 60 
observers a month over and above South Africa's requirement of 60 pilots 
and 40 observers a month. Since no date for the arrival of supl,)lies could 
be fixed the traini.ng sclleme envisaged development in two stages ; the first 
being designed to bring all local UDits up to R.A.F. organization ~tandards 

1 A.M. File S.2897. 
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and the second to form new schools until the total potential reached the 
figures mentioned above. Stage 1. which embraced two pairs of F.'f. · ,s 
and one combined aircrew school, did not begin until August l94l. In the 
meantime plans had been extended by the need to have traiQing schools 
outside Britain during the crisis of the summer of L940. 1 

Proposals for Training in France 

At the outset of the war a scheme was put forward for training in France 
aud an aerodrome site was chosen near Vendome. Early in 1940 tbe location 
of five S.F.T.S.s was authorised/ in the area West of Vendome. These 
schools were to be built by the Air Ministry, but as the grass for the aero
dromes had not been sown, it was not anticipated that they would be ready 
much before 1941. The events of 1940. however, prevented any further 
consideration of training in France. 

t Sec Chapter 6. 
~ S.D. 155(330/40). 
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CHAPTER b 

TIIE CRJSIS FOLLOWING MAY 1940 

In April 1940 the lull which had followed the battle ,[or Poland was broken 
when the Germans invaded Denmark and Norway, and these preliminary 
indications of a renewed general offensive swiftly materialised in the over
running of the Low Countries and the start of the Battle of France in May. 
By the end of June France had capitulated and Italy had entered the war. 
From that time onward the air war taged in earnest and the Metropolitan 
Air Force found itself heavily engaged with the consequent wastage of trained 
personnel and aircraft. I mmediately there was an urgent demand for pilots 
in particular, an urgency which grew even more intense as tbe defensive 
fighter battle was joined by July 1940. Britain, t hroughout the summer of 
1940. was thrown upon her own resources and it is therefore necessary to 
devote the immediately following part of lhe narrative chiefly to the great 
effort which was made by the Home training organization to replace casualties 
in the existing force. and to provide the men for the new units made available 
by aircraft productiOIJ. 

Policy after the CoUapse of France 
l t is necessary to give some indication of the way in which high policy 

was readjusted to conform t◊ a situation which, though perhaps clearly 
enough foreseen, nevertheless arose with such suddenness and completeness 
Its to have a very severe potenttal effect upon all the long term plans for 
expansion Which had been Iauached, and which were being implemented as 
efficiently as possible. The attitude of the British Government was made 
clear from the outset. Somehow, in the face of the most immediate danger, 
the British Isles. as the main base, manpower and industrial centre of the 
Empire, had to beat off attack whilst making provision for the future. Where 
necessary, short term sacrifices would have to be made to ensure immediate 
survival, but the main idea was to gain time until il was possible to strike 
back. At the outset, Britain's plans were based on the Empire sustaining 
the full burden of the war alone, with help of supplies from the lJ.S. Under 
the circumstances, therefore, during the defensive phase of the struggle, there 
rested upon the Royal Air Force and Dominion Air Forces a special responsi
hility. It was only in the air that the enemy could be effectively challenged ; 
it was only from the air that the enemy was vulnerable ; it was only by means 
of the use of air power that the disparity in numbe.rs could be overcome by 
superior quality and training applied in accordance with the soundest princi
ples. So it was that the air forces undertook to fight several long and deadly 
battles on their own. Apart from the contest with the Luftwaffe there was 
t h.e war at sea, a para!Jel struggle which was wageo throughout witb 
sustained energy and mounting success. In this battle the air played a major 
part 

The war in the Middle East was likewise a long drawn out affair. The 
Axis and the British bad to establish and maintain their forces over long 
and vulnerable lines of communication. The undeveloped state of that 
theatre meant that most of the trained men and material bad to be fed in 
from outside. It was a long campaign for communications. each side trying 
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to sever those of the enemy while safeguarding its own. In tbe event the 
battle went to bim who could first build llp and complete bis administrative 
preparations. The main prizes of the battles were airfields which gave greater 
scope to lhe wielding of air power. It may be claimed, therefore. that upon 
the training organization during the initial phase of the war, indeed up to 
the end of 1942, there rested a supreme responsibility for the continuance of 
the struggle. 

Since training and operations went hand-in-band, and since air operations 
in the late war were planned on the h ighest level owing to their strategic 
importance and · to the large proportion of the national war potential which 
they encompassed, it is necessary to bear in mind the fact that training policy 
was intimately affected by strategic decisions and that it took its characteristic 
shape from them. 

Survey of Aircraft and Personnel Requirements 

The situation on the German break-througl1 caused a very rapid survey 
· to be made of the effort and requirements of the Royal Air Force for the 

year 1940. This survey was based on: --
(a) A summary of operational aircraft available during the year. 

(b) Number of operational squadrons which could be maintained at 
sustained effort on the assumed wastage rates. 

(c) The requirements aud outputs of aircrew to meet the effort and 
wastage of the first line. 

l t was found in making this survey that there were some 9,000 operational 
aircraft to equip a force which then existed (10 May 1940) of 125 squadrons, 
of which 57 were figjlter, 21 were heavy and 20 were medium bombers.' 
To back this force, the total calculated output of aircrew up to the end of 
1940 showed that whereas the requirements of observers and air gunners 
could generally be met, the pilot output would fall short by some 450. (This 
was to meet operational requirements and wastage only.) Tbe assessmeui 
was based on the facilities which then existed in Britain because no potential 
pilots placed under training at the time (May 1940) would be available for 
operational squadrons by the end of the year. At the same time it was no.t 
expected that an increase in flying training facilities would affect the pilot 
position by the end of 1940. N or was it tbougbt that pilots produced under 
the Empire Training Scheme would do much to improve the position because 
the first arrivals were not expected until November 1940, and then only in 
small quantities. The main problem during 1940 therefore was to rectify 
the immediate deficiency of pilots. It was thougbt that the need was for 
a minimum addition of approximately 75 operational pilots a month. 

Various potential sources of supply were then ex.arnined. The fi rst source 
was the remnants of the Polish Air Force. some 350 of which were pilots, 
of whom 250 were operational. The second was the Fleet Air Arm, for 
which the Royal Air Force had been training 50 pilots every four weeks, 
making a total of 400 by the end of 1940. It was thought that 200 of these 
should be made available. The third source of supply was a combing of 
existing establishments to find pilots who could be released for operational 
duties. lt was not a nticipated, however, that much would accrue from this 

1 A.M.S.O. Folder 329, 18 May 1940. 
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source. since it had already been tapped and in any case establishments were 
always mo~t carefully investigated and controlled. A fqurth source of supply, 
it was suggested, could be obtained by volunteers from the United States. 
It suffices to mention that the Eagle Squadron was an example of activitks 
io this direction. The question, however, was hedged about with diplomatic 
and other considerations which prevented any large influx from tbis source. 
A fifth source of supply was the Dominions Aic Forces which had a consider4 

able number of trained pilots. This consideration, however, Jed to a clash 
~etween short term and long term plans. 

This survey a lso covered the future of the Empire Training Scheme. 
There was a great temptation on the one hand to employ its resources 
to help in the immediate battle but, on the other hand.· there was the 
view that it was by no means impossi,ble that attacks on the British Isles 
would so interfere with training, either directly or indirectly, that the 
I;>ominions might eventually be the only reliable source · of trained men. In 
spite of the immediate need, therefore, it was considered that long term 
requirements could not be ruled out, altbougb the tendency at the outset was 
towards some form of compromise which, wbile retaining tht: essential 
elements of the Empire Training Scheme, would reduce its scope in order 
to throw up pi.lots for the first line. 

So far as the organization in Britain was concerned no reductions could 
be effected until late i;1 the year 1940 because in order to' mainta"tn the 
output required to balauce existing a ircraft production. the schools had to 
continue to function until the last possible moment. Even so. it was sugges
ted that the decision to proceed with the expansion of British Schools should 
be reserved unti l later. Jn the main tne temptation to plunder tbe training 
units was resisted : in retrospect it ca.n •be seen that in this attitude there lay 
a marked contrasl to that of the Germans who on several occasions resorted 
to this expedient, with the result that the shortage of trained replacements 
forced a large German first line to scale down its operational effort in order 
to reduce wastage. It must however be admitted that the growing shortage 
of petrol for both training and operations had an equally disastrous effect. 
Nevertheless these were the seeds of a fatal disease whose growth was already 
evident as early as 1942. 1 

Another consideration which emerged was the q uestion of interference 
with the programme of training as it bad been planned. Investigation of 
short term measures had revealed a greatly increasing gap between. aircraft 
aod pilots available during 1940. Tbe build-up of the Empire Training 
Sche111e and tbe British training faciliti.es had been designed to close that gap 
as quickly as possible. fo the event of the training scheme being retarded. 
the position from the beginning of 1941 appeared to be that, whereas aircraft 
productio1\ was mounting rapidly, the provision of pilots would fall further 
and further behind, and the gap between pilots and aircraft would continue 
to widen. ln addition a similar gap would appear with regard to the other 
aircrew categories. The immediate conclusion drawn from the initial survey 
of short term measures to meet the emergency was therefore to recommend 
that ' Every effort should be made to speed up in particular the Empire 
Training Scheme so far as the production or' training aircraft will allow.' 

1 A.H.B. Monograph. .The Rise and Fall of the German Air Force. 
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Short Term Measures to lncreas~ Pilot Output 
So far, then, tbe problem confronting the Air Ministry was bow to meet the 

existing situation without tbrowiog overboard all long term plans. It is now 
necessary to examine in somewhat more detail the short term measures which 
were taken after the analysis of the problem and of the factors immediately 
affecting it. The salient point was the fact that Britain was facing actual and 
immediate danger in its most pressing form, and that danger was thought 
to come chiefly from an enemy landing on her shores io conjunction with 
airborne operations once the British fighter force had been defeated. This 
threat of paratroop action had an immediate effect on the training position. 

What actually happened (in the beginning) was that permission to start 
the proper co-ordinated measures for expansion was delayed unt.il war was 
seen to be inevitable. Theo exerything was tdescoped and started simul
taneously. The balance between training and operations, manufacture of 
training :and fighting equipment. technical tradesmen and flying personnel ; 
between operational and training aerodromes and between lighter and bomber 
production was not determined to a proper time schedule. The result was 
a clash of priorities, a clash between the short term and the long term views. 
There was the constant struggle of restrictions and ' bottlenecks', whose 
removal entailed prodigious effort and expense in t ime and resources. The 
lesson that training expansion must' precede operational e~paosi.on had still 
to be learnt in May 1940. Although everyone admits the supreme di.fficulty 
of foretelling exactly wben war will break out, it seems evident that the air 
forces escaped the full consequences of this omission from plans only because 
arr casualties during the first eight months of war did not reac~ the estimated 
rates for wastage. 

From the training point of view the immediate problem had narrowed 
down to a question of meeting the need for more pilots. After the Dunkirk 
operations. Fighter Command found itself in in1mediate need of 500 pilots. 
To this had to be added the continuing demands for wastage replacements, 
estimated at some 3,000 a year for fighter Command. 4.000 a year for 
Bomber Command, and 1,600 a year for Coastal Command. as well as 
deficiencies of ,about 350 pilots in Bomber and Coastal Commands.1 Against 
these calls for pilots the service flying training school output was 5,600 a 
year, and in addition ,there were about 1,800 pilots undergoing further instruc
tion, l ,800 employed as instructors and a further 2.700 employed on staff. 
administrative or technical duties. 

T he Cabinet were concerned at the shortage of pilots. They bad for some 
time been aware that a limiting [actor had been the production of aircraft" 
and equipment, but they could not understand that because these deficiencies 
were fo process of being rectified, the shortage of pilots had not yet dis
appeared. There was, therefore, an urgent call at high level for quick results, 
and the question was how to turn the existing deficiency into a safe margin 
of surplus and how to remove the basic training schools from the effects of 
British weather and operational interference, The remedy lay in long term 
measures whose effects could not be felt in time to meet the emergency, 
and therefore the only possible course was to increase the output from 
existing resources in established schools. The main difficulty was to make 

' A.M. Files S.1924, S.1925 and S.1887. 
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up a deficiency of some 500 pilots, for it was calculated that if this numbe.r 
had been available there would have been a reasonable margi□ to meet the 
shock of casualties a nd to save the training schools. It was therefore necessary 
to scrape tog_ether what trained pilots were available and thereafter to ensure 
that the schools were adequately staffed and equipped to produce sufficient 
pilots to replace wastage and to cover expansion. 

It may be seen therefore that the immediate problems which faced the 
training authorities after the fall of France were the need to increase the 
output of pilots from existing schools in the United Kingdom while building 

. up the overseas organization. In this latter respect Cauada bad the major 
part' to play. and therefore, before proceeding to examine the measures taken 
by Britain it is necessary to see bow Canada proposed to help, both in short 
term measures and in the long term plan. 

Caoadiao Offers of Assistance 
From the very outset, the Canadian Government took the initiative in 

making proposals to meet the situation. The chief consideration was whether 
or not lo send to Britain the pilots then being trained as instructors in Canada 
for !he Training Scheme. The B.ritish Government considered however that 
the efficient prosecution of the wa.r could best be achieved by adhering to 
the plans laid down for the Scheme and by accelerating them to tbe utmost. 
At the same time there were certain measures which the Canadians had pro
posed of wbich two met with the Air Ministry's strong support. T hese were 
to accelerate the programme for the acquisition of aerodromes and landing 
_grounds in case it were necessary to transfer schools from Britain owing to 
enemy action, and second Ly to reduce operational squadrons on the west 
coast of Canada to a care and maintenance basis and to send tbeir personnel 
to Britain as soon as possible. In addition it was decided to send two 
squadrons to Britain and to divert the output of Canadian Hurricanes to 
the Royal Air Force. 

WhiJe therefore the temptation to ' eat the seed corn ' had been resisted 
by the British Government. they felt compelled neverlheless to consider 
certain severe emergency measures of which two were particularly important, 
namely an embargo on the export of training aircraft overseas and the transfer 
to the D ominion of basic flying schools. In both these matters the Minister 
of Ai.rcraft Production had a predominant part to play, since it was owing 
to his influence that the embargo was imposed and that the transfer of 
Schools was delayed. These were decisions wbich were. both contrary to 
Air Ministry policy. fn both the main motive of the Minister of Aircraft 
Production was to avoid the waste of time and resources involved in locking 
up aircraft 'in transit and in removing Schools from tbe close support of the 
tecb.n.ical resources of th._e aircraft industry ; whereas the Air Ministry held 
the view that an essential part, and the most valuable in the Jong ruo, which 
Britain could play was to contribute to the initial overheads in startjng the 
Empire Air Training Scheme. As regards the question of the iraosfer of 
schools, it would be a great relief from every point of view to remove, from 
all the handicaps and restrictions of war time Britain, an important element 
not essential to immediate defence, to the. safety and settled conditions of 
the Commonwealth. 
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Embargo on Export of Training AircraO 
On 21 May· 1940 a decision was given to suspend' the export of a·ircraft 

for training, in view of the Prime Minister's ruling that the aircraft should 
be retained for 'operational purposes in the near future ill the life and death 
struggle which we might have to face in the next few weeks'. even at the r isk 
of jeopa.rdising the future supply of pilots. At the same time the Minister 
of Aircraft Production stated that there were ' manufacturers of aircraft 
in the U.S.A. not already under contract to the Allied Governments to make 
operational aircraft who can deliver aircraft o[ advanced training types to 
Canada ' . In his anxiety to free factory floor space and resouxces generaJJy. 
for the production of fighters, the M inister concerned was prepared to make 
every sacrifice. In a sense he was justified by events because Canada d id 
manage, frori~ American and her own resources, to compensate for this 
unfortunate stoppage which represented a failure on the part of Britain to 
fulfil her bargain as negotiated by the Riverdale Mission. At the same time. 
the shortage was nol so muc,h aircraft as pilots, and the comparatively modest 
numbers of obsolete or training aircraft involved could have had no effect 
on any emergency. In the main, therefore, the most unfortunate aspect of 
this matter was the tjme factor, and the results hampered the Canadians 
in their effort to establish and operate the ambitiou~ training scheme, according 
to the programme laid down. However a later report on the progress 
of the Empire Air Training Scheme at the end of June 1940 showed 
t11M except for a slight delay in opening Nos. 3 and 4 S.F.T.S.s, the scheme 
was progressing well ahead of schedule. 

Controversy over the Supply o[ Single-Engined Trainers 

The other important matter connected with overseas training, namely the 
pressure towards the export of the basic schools to the Dominions, was also 
delayed because of short term considerations. This will be described in 
conjunction with the part played by the organization in Britain, upon which 
now rested the full burden of supporting F ighter Command in their task. 

Here then. superimposed upon the long term plan to expand the training 
organization came an urgent need for tbe manufacture of fighter aircraft. 
The Air Ministry had handed over L11eir responsibilitie.s for aircraft con
struction to a new Ministry and au all out effort to step up the production 
and repair of fighters was undertaken. All other considerations concerning 
the long term construction pla n for a balanced output were brushed aside, 
and it fell to the Secretary of State to modify this -attitude and to keep in 
the forefront the need for the production of a due ratio of training aircraft 
and also of urgently needed spare parts. This was no easy task, nor is it 
surprising that he found it hard to cause the uninformed Jay mind to under
stand the immense i.nvestment of aircraft and spares necessary to produce a 
flow of crews trained to modern requirements.' 

An example of the size of this investment of total production in training 
is to ,be seen in the Singleton Enquiry figures covering the period SeJ?tember 
1939 to November 1940 which may be said to have constituted the first 
great war-time expansion period. During that time the Service received 
from all sources 13,400 aircraft. Losses represented 6,000, and of the balance 

1 S. of S. Folder 268. 
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of 1,400 no Jess than 4,850 aii:craft were absorbed by training and only 900 
aircraft went to increasing the first )ine (plus J ,200 in reserve). Of the 4,850 
aircraft devoted to training, 1,600 were to increase the strength of training 
and miscellaneous units (including O.T.U.s) and 1,500 to replace wastage 
in those ·units, 1,250 were sent overseas, 400 were, for various reasons, struck 
off charge, and 100 were allotted to the Director of Technical Development. 
Actua1\y, of course, wrong conclusions could be (and were) di;awn from 
such comparisons. The salient fact was that the operational units each 
had one main function to perfor:m, whereas training covered a multitude 
of processes, ma•ny of which could produce a cost ju outlay and wastage as 
heavy as operational wastage. Such outlay and wastage in training was 
cumulative aud reached a high individual cost per head. Again it must be 
remembered that training was expanding at a greater rate tlum tbe, operational 
first line because this was the only way in which ultimate ex_pausion of 
the first line could be achieved . This investment in the future was a feature 
of pla-noing, but it was not acnieved without immediate cost and trouble. 
nor was the situation ·understood even at the highest level. 

Td-ius. on 3 June 1940, the P,;ime Minister, who bad previously been 
apprised of a temporary surplus of pilots which bad accumulated <luting 
tbe period of calm in the summer preceding the fail of France, was suddenly 
told that as a result of the severe winter and other restrictions, there was an 
acute shoritage of fighter pilots. He wrote to the Secretary of State for 
Air: - . 

'This is the first ti1ne that this particul~r admission of failure has been 
made by tb.e Nr Ministry. We know that immense m11sses of aircraft 
are devoted-•to the making of pilots, far beyoi1d the proportion adopted 
by the Germans.'' 

In reply the Secretary of State ex:plained that measmes to speed up the 
output of the 12 S.F.T:S.s operating for the Royal .Air Fore~ had been 
agreed, and that although the si.tuation was uot satisfactory : -

' A far greater strain ha·s been thrown upon the training system of 
Fighter Command than it was designed to bear. The Training Command 
is short of machines, instructors and flying grounds. It is not very 
short of machines fo relation to its establishment, but an unduly high 
proportion of •them a.re unserviceable, this in hs turn is to some. extent 
the result of a shortage of skilled ground personnel, and especially to a 
shortage of spare parts'. 

D uring the exchange of correspondence on this subject the Prime Minister. 
in his natural anxiety over the figh-ter pilot position, was disposed to repeat 
his contention that:- · 

'Either we devote too many machines ro tbe training of each pilot 
(and should search for economies) or German pilots are inadequately 
trained. Over the last year our training organization absorbed 4,000 
aircraft and only produced 2,500 pilots. The Air Staff complain that 
they lack modern single-enginecl training aircraft. I should be glad to 
see further particulars on this point So I understand that we have 
since this war began produced more training aircraft than the Germans'. 

1 Actually it was estimated by the experts working under Mr. Justice Singleton that the 
Germans had absorbed 3,920 aircraft in training for a period of 15 months of war . 

., See 'The First Revise', page 91. 
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In his reply the Secretary of State pointed out that the Royal Air Force 
still required to a llocate proportionately more aircraft to training than the 
Germans because the latter had the start and had virl\,laUy completed their 
training organization while that of the Royal Air. Force was still expanding. 
Owing to the time required to train a 1?ilot, aircraft allocated to training 
did not become productive immediately and the number of aircraft absorbed 
the previous year appeared in consequence to be high in relation to the 
number of pilots turned out. The ratio was bound therefore to improve 
as the training organization reached its peak. On the other hand. the expan
sion of the German training organization over the same period was propor
tionately much smaller, and in consequence the Germans could show a 
better ratio of pilots to aircraft for the period. The Secretary of State 
concluded with the warning that there was no justification for assuming on 
existing evidence either that the British organization was unduly extravagant, 
or that German training was inadequate. 

Regarding the shortage of single-engined trainers, it was pointed out by 
the Sec;:retary of State that as long ago as 1938 when the prospective defici
encies were brought to light, the Air Ministry placed orders in America for 
the H arvard to supplement the Master, but out o[ 2,500 trainers delivered 
between April 1939 and March 1940, only 430 were of the advanced single
engined trainer types. In consequence it had not been possible to overtake 
the serious deficiency in a ircraft of this kind which had existed for a con
siderable time, and which was still the limiting factor on the ex.pansion of 
training. The production of Masters had been placed in the first priority. 
The truth was tb.at while the Germans had produced the same number of 
trainers, they had enough to maintain their training organization. On the 
other hand, Britain had not yet produced enough to overtake the deficiency 
while at the same time meeting current wastage and providing for expansion. 

From the foregoing correspondence it can be seen that the Prime Minister 
had. rather naturaJly, failed fully to appreciate the problems of expansion 
and modern training requirements which were only recently revealed by prac
tical experience. In tbe ma in, it is true to say that the experts, having 
realised Where the mistake lay, had taken all necessary steps to restore the 
position. It was only a question of time before stepped-up production over
took deti,ciencies. At the same time there was this mis-appreciation of the 
long term factors a t a high level which had its dangers and entailed a con
stant struggle to maintain the planned programme of trainer production. 
From the record of correspondence between the Secretary of State and the 
Minister of Aircraft Production, it is plain that Lord Beaverbrook also 
shared the Prime Minister's views that there was a waste of resources. There 
was therefore not the necessary conviction behind the drive for more training 
aircraft on the part of the Minister, and it took all the tact, firmness and 
persistence of the Secretary of State to k:eep this issue constantly to the 
fore. Thus, on 6 June 1940 the C.~in-C., Flying Training Command, signalled 
the Air Mirustry to the effect that the production of Masters and Oxfords 
was going to diminish below the ar1ticipated output on which the Command's 
training programme had been based. This was due to the priority which had 
been given to operational types. The next day L ord l3eaverbrook promjsed 
the Secretary of State to do all in his power to accelerate production of 
advanced trainers. 
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Revised Trainer Aircraft Production Programme 

The new M.A.P. programme issued in June 1940 reflected the recognition 
of the need to increase trainer aircra(t · production such as a doubling of 
Oxford p roduction from 96 to 185 a month with in a year. and Steppin~ 
up Master production from 40 to 100 a month by June 1941 . At the same 
time provision was to be made for 25 per cent. of material for spa res over 
and above the number of machine sets. It was planned, however, that apart 
from th is concession the greaiest emphasis was laid upon. the production 
of Hurricanes and Spitfires. The Air Mini. try reaction was to recognize 
that it represented a plan to achieve the maximum accelera tion of produc
tion on a short terro basis within the limits imposed by the availability of 
material suppl ies, but that such an acceleration could only be ach ieved a t 
the cost of the long term _programme. They stressed that the production 
of operationa1 types should be supported by an appropriate flow of trainer 
types and that the offensive side, i.e_, bomber production, should not be 
uoduly curtailed in favour of ,he d efensive. Jn th is latter respect it was 
noted that the remarkable acceleration of fighter types was not accompanied 
by corresponding deve lopment in regard to bombers. This aspect will be 
dealt with as the narrative of training proceeds : it suffices to say tha t it 
was at that time that the programme of operatio nal types was seriously 
u.nbalanced wit h adverse effects on the expansio n of Bomber Command a fter 
the Battle of Brita in was over. This in tum caused a dislocation in training 
plans which was never satisfactorily remedied because the production of 
heavy bombers persistently lagged behind the schedule upon which training 
plans had been based . Jn a matter of detail it was also to· be noted that 
no target towing aircraft were included in the programme, although it was 
understood that deliveries of Battle larger towers were to continue for the rest 
of I 940 at least. 

F inally. the Air Ministry stated that if improved deliveries of training 
ai rcraft could only be secured by the diversion of effort and ma terial from 
tbe operat ional progra1,11me, this d iversion should be made at the expense of 
tile fighter programme and not the bombers. This suggestion showed how 
the Air Ministry were able to keep their eye on the long term plan despite 
the desperate si tuation then J?revailing. The necessity for co-ordination of 
effort to produce a smoothJy working war machine was becoming more and 
more importan t. yet the natural tendency was to become engrossed with 
considerations affecting tbe immediate open1tiona\ picture. 

Further Measures to Increase Pilot Output : ' The First Revise ' 

T he immediate effect upon the organization was what was later known 
as the 'First Revise ' . The proposals to accomplish this originated at a 
Tra in ing Progress Meeting held on the 2 1 May 1940. 1 when it was decided 
to reduce the cou rse for single-engined pilots (Group I) to ·12 weeks, cutting 
bom~ing, reconnaissa nce, photography and air fi ring out of the .S.FT.S. 
syllabus, and secondly to start ' pre-fighter ' training for Group I pupils at 

14729 
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the two elementary flying training schools which were already doing advanced 
work, ft was proposed to omit nigbt flying for half tbe fighter pilot output 
but Fighter Command would not agree to this, Different course lengths for 
the single and twin-engined pilot training at once raised the question of 
specialising schools. One Service Flying Training School (Montrose) was. 
able to start at once on 12 week fighter pilot courses. but the others had to 
wait for the necessary re-equipment with aircraft to be settled before they 
could begin to specialise. By the middle of June it was decided to have 
four S.F.i .S.s on Group I training and eight on Group II (twin-engined), 
with a 12 week course for Group I pupi ls and a 14 week course for Group TI. 
The two schools training Fleet Air Arm pupils continued on the 16 week 
course. To provide the necessary flow of pupils from elementary training 
lµe F.T.S. cour e wa-s reduced to seven weeks and their pupils increased 
by 15 per cent. A minimum of 50 hours flying was expected for each 
pupil. Specialising service flying training schools was a process which 
needed time ~ exi ting courses had to pass out from the schools and f(esb 
courses had to .<;Ian before it could be fully applied. aod during the 
transition period mixed courses were passing through on a 14 weeks course. 
In aJI. the change and re-equipment of aircraft had to be spread over some 
three months, the aim being to complete the specialisation process by the 
end of September 1940. As usual the cbief doubt in tltis was the supply 
of aircraft which, according to calculations, amounted to 144 aircraft per 
school in order to provide tOO hours flyfog per pupil. As it was there were 
not enough trainers to give S.F.T.S.s more than 108 aircraft apiece or 80 
hours flying per pupil. 

At the meetings which discussed these changes a good many troubles 
and difficulties a.t S.F.T.S.s were ventilated. Skilled men's time was being 
wasted ; Hying instructors had to do station duties, and maintenance tr~des
men were employed on ground defence. Unserviceabi lity was serious, spares 
were lacking, and cannibalism (process of ,raking parts from unserviceable 
aircraft to make others serviceable) was conseque-ntJy rampant. Completing 
the syllabus to time was a problem as schools had neilher the relief landing 
grounds nor the local bombing ranges needed for tu!! and economical work. 
130th instructors and aircraft were scarce, and there was a constant compro
mise between efficiency and wl1at cou ld be provided . Something was done 
about each of these troubles. but every one of tbem needed considerable 
time to put right. Men to relieve instructors and tradesmen of non
specialised work had to be found and trained, but spares and aircraft bad 
to be ordered and manufacttl t ed and relief landing grounds had to be built. L 

1n alL it was intended that when tbe 'First Revise' was complete the 
increase in pilot output from the 12 S.f _T.S.s would go up by about 20 per 
cent ., that is to some 6.400 per yea.r. Hardly was this scheme launched than 
it became clear that this rate of 0lltput would not be high enough. The 
problem was how to turo out more pilots without using more adv~nced 
trainers since there were no more to be had. 

1 A.M. File S.2546; 
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Fighter Command Operational Training 

The problem of converting a hastily trained output so that it would be 
fit to take its place in the fighting line became urgent and it is necessary 
to examine briefly the fighter O .T.U. position. It will be remembered that 
the Commander-in-Chief, Fighter Command, bad been reluctant io the early 
days of the war to allow all too few resources. in operational type aircraft 
and manpower to go into the backing when bis front line was so perilously 
small. By June 1940, however. the vigorous efforts which had been made to 
complete Fighter Command's preparations now made it all the more impera
tive that the squadrons should be supported by a proper backing for opera
tional training, and it was agreed tbat every fighter pilot was to go through 
an O .T.U. on the same basis as that to which Bomber Command had 
already been working. At the beginning of the war F ighter Command had 
three 0perational groups supported by only one group pool. By June 1940, 
Fighter Command had been forced to spread themselves owing to the interest 
shown in the east coast of Scotland by the enemy and so a fourth operational 
group was formed and the whole of the Commaod was quickly reorganized 
to meet the imminent threat which followed the collapse of France, and 
the number of operational groups rose to five. T heir backing jn operational 
training resources was extremely slender. By that time they only had 
three O.T.U.s behind them. T hese O.T.U.s were all under the direct control 
of one of the operational groups (No. 10). The story of the struggles of the 
small operational trainiJJg nucle·us will later be described but on this point 
it can be said th.at the Battle of Britain revealed most clearly bow essential 
was organized operational training within the training organi_zation. It was 
only by the most drastic shortening of courses that the flow of pilots to the 
squadrons was mai,1tained. and had the service flying training school 
organization been properly geared to the program.me for first line expansion 
the Fighter O.T.U.s would have formed a most severe bottleneck. As it 
was it was necessary to resort to many expedients in order to give the pHots 
thei( conversion. In marked distinction to tne attitude of Fighter Command 
towacds the operational training problem. Bomber Command by reason of 
their complicated task in handling their heavy and complex equipment had 
long foreseen the vital importance of the operational training srage. 

Bomber Command Operational Training 

By the middle of May the Commander-in-Chief Bomber Command again 
raised with the Aic Ministry as a matter of the first importance his problems 
in connection with the Bomber O.T.U.s. 1 Both Bomber and CoastaJ Com
mand had to give priority to the needs of F ighter Command, but neverthe-

. less their resources were severely strained in attempting to strike back 
offensively at the enemy in accordance with their strategic policy. Accord ing 
to Bomber Command the squadrons could not possibly maintain a sustained 
air campaign unless there existed a powerful organization behind them for 
the provision of trained crews. There were at that time 23 operational bomber 
squadrons in England. s·ix more in the early stages of formation, and a 
seventh in the shape of a New Zealand squadron. These units required a 
total of 600 crews but they contained at that time no more than 342. The 
monthly output of crews from the whole of the existing bomber operational 
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traihing organization was. 78 (excluding those for B attles wbich were appli
cable to the Advanced Air Striking F orces only). At a conservative estimate 
the losses in sustained operations with 24 squadrons were estimated by the 
Commander-in-Chief to amount to I 13 a month. lt was therefore clear 
that far from bridging the gap between 600 required and the 342 actua l 
crews, lhe a mount was going to drop still further behind, and the bomber 
force appeared likely to fa ll to the strength wh ich could be maintained by the 
existing small output from the O.T.U.s. This was estimated to amount 
to not more than 14 squadrons, of which only six would be heavy bomber 
units. The Commander-in-Chief therefore p ressed most strongly for the 
expansion of his O .T.U. organization. At an Air Ministry conference 
which n1,et on 14 May to discuss this problem it was considered that it 
would be necessary to evolve a short term programme lo provide the most 
effective bomber force possible during the succeeding three or four mo nths 
to meet what was obviously an all-out German effort to gain a decision 
in the summer of 1940. This was considered to be a matter of such urgency 
tha t Air Ministry plans for long-term expansion might have to be mortgaged. 
During the discussions a fu rther complication emerged because in addition 
to meeting casualty replacements t here was a commitment for providiJ1g 
reliefs for tired crews. This meant that for a force of 24 squadrons, 192 
crews were required eac h month quite a pa rt from the existing deficiencies 
which would have to be made up. The conference therefore agreed that 
O .T .U.s, to provide personnel for new un"its, sho uld be formed at least 
six weeks in advance of the squadro ns themselves, and that six new squadrons 
then forming in Bomber Command should be dissolved and u sed to bring 
the existing O .T.U.s up to establishment. Finally two more OT.U.s were 
to be formed bringing the to tal requirement of 0 .T.U.s to nine, of wbich 
three were to he equipped with 'Blenheims and two each of the remainder 
with Hampdcns, Whitleys or Wellingtons. Th is decision constituted an im
portant step forward in the recognition of the part operational training 
had to play in first-line development since no other considera tion could 
possibly have compelled the disbanding of six squadrons which were about 
to take their place in the line. These measures went a considera ble way 
towards bringing the O.T.U.s up to establishment bul there were also other 
problems connected with the shortage of airfields, particularly satellites, and 
there was trouble in providing the labour for them.1 

Once Bomber O.T.U. capacity had been completed lbe next question was 
how to fill tha t capacity with pilots. The existing service flying training 
school output was estimated to be able to maintain the existing force at 
sustained ra1es of wastages. 216 pilots were being produced each fortn ight. 
of which I.he allotment lo Bomber Co mmand was 73. but far more than 
this were needed by the O.T.U . organization. V arious methods were agreed 
to find these pilots, the chief of which were milking of Lhe Lraining units, 
a general comb out of establ ishments. and a closing do wn of ancillary units. 
The Air Ministry meeting of 14 May 1940 represented a reversal of previous · 
policy under which the formation of new squad{ons was accorded priority 
before the expansion of the operatio nal tra ining units. Jn order therefore 
t o bring the O.T.U. organization to a strength at which it could make good 
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e)usting shortages and ultimately support the bomber force with a reason
able chance of expansion, U1ree new operational training units were formed 
and the remainder were expanded Lo new establishments. A minor effect 
of this re-organization was that the training of Polish a irmen was rationalised 
and concentrated in one O.T.U. There was also a welcorne increase in the 
activity to provide runways on all newly-sown relieE landing grounds so as 
to bring these into use at a much earlier date than would have otherwise 
been possible. This was to meet an agreed principle that thereafter each 
0.T.U. should have an adequate relief landing ground. 

From the foregoing it can be seen that the impact of events on the 
Continent was to compel the introduction of various short-term measures to 
step up the numbers of trained personnel. particularly fighter pilots, but it 
was obvious that the time was fast approaching when caref·.il co-ordination 
under centralised control would be the 011ly tbing to prevent complete chaos. 
Operational expansion under the pressure of events was found to be closely 
dependent upon training expansion, and furthermore both expansions had 
to be carefully co-ordinated if the general growth of the Air forces was 
not to be seriously restricted. 

Appointment of AJr Member for Training 

At a rneetin,g heJd in the Air Ministry on '2 1 June 19401 the Secretary of 
State summarised ,the situatio n and said that, in his opinion, it was desirable 
tc) appoint an officer who would be in executive control of training in all its 
aspects, and who would also be responsible for foUowing up the decisions 
taken. In his opi.nion this officer should be a. Member of tbe Air Council 
so that he could work closely with the Air Sta.lf and other heads of the Air 
Ministry. This view was shared by the Chief of Air Sraff who emphasized the 
necessity for the centralised control of training and its careful co-ordination 
with operational requirements. This meant that the responsibility for war 
tactical training would be removed from the .Air Staff and come under the 
new Air Member. The Department of Supply and Organization. which had 
had to bear the chief material burden of !ruining. expansion and planning, 
also agreed with the idea. When the organization of the new department of 
training was discussed it became clear that its successful functioning depended 
upon a close link with the planning section in the department of the Air 
Member of Supply and Organization. It would therefore be necessary for 
training to have ns own planning department This proposal constituted 
the logical, final and inevitable result of a tendency which had been growing 
ever since it became clear that first line expansion and training were mutually 
dependent. Up to thai time tr&iQing hud been seriously handicapped by lack 
of direct representation al the highest level since most of its prob1ems had had 
to be handled by the Air Member for Personnel who was already overworked 
or by the Air Staff, who sometimes tended to overlook the claims of the 
training department. 

At this stage it is expedient to give the exact terms of reference of the new 
Air" Member for Training which concisely stated his dual responsibilities, 
first ly for the formulating and implementing of Royal Air Force training 
policy and secondly for ensuring that the training organization was adequate 
to meet the requirem!'!nts of the Service. In an Office Memorandum the 
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organizational steps to effect the decision to appoint an A.M.T. were t.et out 
and Air Vice-Marshal A. G. R. Garrod was appointed to the post. All 
departments of the Air Ministry concerned with training were to be placed 
under him, and he was to take up his duties on 8 July 1940.1 His terms of 
reference stated that: · 

' The Air Member for Training will be responsible for all Royal Air 
Force Training, whether in training schools and establishments or in 
operational units. He will formulate the training policy for the Royal 
Air Force and will ensure that this policy is properly understood and 
carried out in all Commands at home and overseas. He will also be 
charged with the primary responsibility for the supervision of the Empire 
Air Training Scheme. 

It will be the duty of the Air Member for Training to satisfy himself 
that the training organization is at all times adequate to meet the require
ments of the Service, and that additional facilities are provided as 
necessary to ensure that the intake and output of trained personnel of all 
categories are adequate both in numbers and quality. In formulating 
schemes for organizing the necessary training facilities the Air Member 
for Training will of course work in close co-operation with the A.M.P. 
and the A.M.S.O. 

It is important that close contact should also be maintained between 
the Department of Training and the Air Staff. In order that training 
requirements may be taken fully into account in formulating Air Staff 
policy, the Air Member for Training will be a member of the Expansion 
and Re-equipment Policy Committee'. · 

The new appointment could scarcely have been called a sinecure since the 
Battle of Britain had already begun, there was an acute shortage of pilots 
and training aircraft, and a crisis was developing with regard to the growing 
shortage of wireless operators (air gunner). In addition the necessity for an 
adequate operational training organization having only just been recognised 
there was naturally anxiety with regard to this stage of training policy. 
Finally, the Empire Air Training Scheme, although in most able hands, was 
in itself a vast responsibility . It will be seen that expansion did not take 
place according to a well thought-out, timed and co-ordinated plan but 
that it was rather ad hoe in response to the demands of one crisis or another. 
The task was now to create a smooth running organization worldwide in 
extent and carefully controlled at a time of urgent crisis. 

After the Battle of Britain was won, due in part to the . fact that the 
training output not only kept pace with casualties but was able to show a 
surplus at the end, never again was first line expansion restricted by any 
shortages from the training organization. Once the crisis was over much was 
done to raise the quality of training. On the debit side, however, possibly 
the two outstanding features were the waste of time, manpower and resources 
involved in havi;1g large pools of trainees at various stages in the training 
pipeline, and the growing surplus of trained men towards the later stages 
of the war. The latter was unavoidable as the A.M.T. was bound to conform 
to the estimates of casualties which the Air Staff anticipated would be 
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sulfered, particularly during the forward planning for the offensive Stages 
of the war when the North African a.nd Normandy landings were in 
contemplation. Owing to shipping difficulties the creation of large pools 
of cadets in transit was inevitable and was i nseparable from world
wide and distantly separated training a reas whose main reliance was 
not on air but on sea transportation. 

Review of Training Policy, June 1940 
At the end of June 1940 a meeting was held by the Air Council to review 

the main problems of training for the benefit of the new A.M.T. designate. 
T he long range problem was to create sufl1cient air power to crush Germany 
by tbe formation of an &ir force flown by British and Empire crews but 
many of whose aircraft would be supplied by the United States. If full 
use was to be made of the improved prospects of supplies of aircraft it was 
a lso necessary to increase for the benefit of trairting the numbers of aircraft, 
aerodromes and instructors allotted to it. The short term problem was the 
e,:isting deficiency of pilots, air gunners and wifeless operators which made it 
necessary to get a large number of flying personnel into squadrons in the 
jmmediate future. This sho1t age was made worse by the fact that as 
expansion proceeded there was a growing demand also for the staff officer 
and instructor element whose experience of flying was indispensable. That 
these factors caused a serious drain on available pilot strength is best 
illustrated by two letters which passed between the Prime Minister and the 
Secretary of State: -

' I am still concerned over the question of the employment of our 
pilots. According to figures which have recently been furnished by your 
Department, only three out of every 10 pilots with Wings are operational. 
This seems a very low proportion ; of the remaining seven, two are 
pilots with Wings still under instruction, two a re instructors, and the 
rest a re Air Staff, Administrative, Technical or other non-operational 
duties. T hus more pilots are employed giving or receiving instruction 
than are actually serving as operational pilots in the squadrons. 

Our methods of training have produced such good results that we 
must interfere with them as little as possible. but f do think these figures 
require some further explanation '. 

lt is, however, an indisputable fact that the growth of the machinery 
of organization rnust precede the growth of the organ ization itself. Thus, by 
early 1939, when expansion was becoming implemented to an ever-increasing 
extent, a further drain on the small cadre of experienced pilots was inevitabJe, 
since their knowledge and experience was indispensable in many vital staff 
functions and instructional duties. By the time of the Battle of Britain, the 
period to which the above letter by the Prime Minister refers, this drain 
on the limited supply of pilots was a serious embarrassment. An illustration 
of tbe situation was given in tbe Secretary of State's reply (on 9 August 
1940). After explajoing that the pilots with wings had only done 80-90 
hours flying and that they bad to do 200 in order to be fit to operate, he 
also eJJ,pJained tbe necessity for the instructors. giving instruction not only 
to pilots but also to other afrcrew categories. The ratio of instructors to 
pupils was one to six. Moreover, only a fraction of these instructors, 
i.e. those at operational training units, and some 250 in tlle whole of tbe 
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rest 0f trainiug, were operationally qualified. The bulk of the instruction 
was being done by older men o( men not qualified for operational duties. 
The same was true of the great bulk of the pilots employed on cornmunica
tio.os, ferrying and miscellaneous flying duties. He went on as follows :-

' The pwportion of pilots employed on staff, administrative, and 
technical duties is, as you say, not inconsiderable-something like 1,600 
rn all- though a certain proportion of these officers would not be suitable 
for operational duties. One reason for this figure is the policy which 
prevailed in the past of using general duties officers for technical duties, 
and another is the fact that a larger number of staff posts require recent 
experience of flying, and a considerable knowJedge of the Service. Thus, 
such officers can only be posted to operational duties as, and when, 
they are relieved by other officers with similar staff and technical 
qualifications. There has already been a d rastic comb-out which has 
not been subject to the limitations of age, and the number of non
regular personnel employed in staff posts in replacement of regulars 
is now considerable'. 

In addition. then, to the various forms of wastage was that of miscellaneous 
wastage due to general factors such as enemy bombing, tropical conditions. 

· etc., and to the drain of seasoned personnel to the staff ; Lo meet this, the 
addition of one Elementary and one Service F lying Training School was 
recommended. 

However. certain favourable factors existed at the time, the chief of wbich 
was the increase in stnmgth derived from the pilots of a llied Air Forces 
who had taken refuge in Britain. The Air Council meeting, having indicated 
to the A.M.T. Designate the short term and the long term problems in 
general outline, proceeded to enumerate particular directions in wbich there 
were seri.ous deficiencies. for instance the instructor position which was 
considered likely to be a limiting factor in the expansion of the training 
organization. The Central F lying School course had n0t been fiUed to 
capacity and although the formatioJ1 of a second Central Flying School had . 
been urged, the Air Member for Personnel had been unable to proceed with 
the matter. A number of non-C.F.S. trained instructors were also used but 
there was a limit to the number of posts that such personnel could fill. As 
regards the shortage of wireless operators (air gunner), which was causing 
such concern, steps had been taken to shorten the course of training and to 
reject more rapidly those entrants who were considered unlikely to qualify 
technicaJiy. 

F inaUy, the suggestion was made that lt would be desirable to review 
the possibility of moving Flying Training Schools as entities, that is by air
craft carrier to Canada and elsewhere overst:as. Enquiries of an exploratory 
kind had already been made, but it was clearly necessary to await ·,he 
Cabinet decision on the future of the Empire Training scheme, although at 
that time it was becoming obvious that the Ca binet had taken the long view 
that the Empire Training scheme was not to be sacrifieed for short term 
reasons. r n following up the questions which had been discussed at the 
Air Council meeting the new A.M.'t. produced, towards the end of July, his 
preliminary survey of training made very much on the lines of the Air 
Council meeting to which reference has already been made. So far as the 
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sho1t term position was concerned the-length of the flying course had been 
reduced, tl1e Service Flying Training Schools bad been specialised jnto 
Group I (single-engined) and Group II (twin-engined), there had been a 
comb-out from non-flying posts of qualified pilots fiL to fly, and arrangements 
were made for a number of fore ign pilots to be passed direct to operational 
training units. The A.M.T. was therefore satisfied that nothing further could 
be done to produce results fr, this djrection indeed, the action that had been 
taken was, in his opinion, more drastic in certain respects than was 0 desirable.1 

The time periods of the flying courses had been reduced to the absolute 
minimum so thc1t there was no margin for unforeseen contingencies. This 
reduction was already having some effect on the standard of night flying 
since with the reduced periods it was inevitable that the available nights 
likely to be suitable for night flying training were fewer. The recent comb-out 
had been exlended to the traioing organization itself and it led to a dilution 
not only in the headquarters staff of Flying Training Con1mand, but a lso 
in the 1nslructional staffs at operational training units and -at flying training 
schools. Personnel with considerably less than the normal experience had 
been sen•t to the Centra l Flying School course and even_ so one course was 
not filled ; the result was a similar lowering in standard. Courses at other 
schools, such as the School of Air Navigation, were only partially filled 
since Commands had not been able to release pet:sonnel. The measures 
taken to meet the short term needs of the situation had thus weakened the 
whole training organization and the A.M .T . felt that it would have to be 
carefully nursed and that the measures would have to be reviewed as soon 
as practicable. A further reason for careful nursing for many months was 
because of the move of a number of training 11nits out of the United Kingdom 
to other parts of tbe Empire. This was because training facilities had been 
seriously restricted, partly by the need to hand over training stations to 
operational squadrons, especially Fighter squadrons, and partly by the 
limitations imposed hy enemy action. Training had been forced by the 
needs of the Fighte( organization away from the east and south coasts of 
England and thus the air space for training was reduced , especially at night 
when night flying training had to stop when enemy aircraft were reported 
in the vicinity. 

AJthough the transfer of training units to the Dominions allowed them 
to carry on ,their work without interference, there was an inevitable gap in 
the output flow during the period of the move. This gap was estimated to 
amount to at least two months' output for a rnove to Canada and to two and 
a half months' output for a move to South Africa . This meant, in the case 
of a move to Canada, a loss of at least 68 pupils for a Group IT School and 
about 100 for a Group '( School. For a move to South Africa the losses 
were estimated at 100 in each case. In spite of these considerations, it was 
considered essential to move three service tiying training schools to Canada 
by the end of l940, and one school of air navigation, with one air observer 
naviga_tion school, to South Africa or Southern Rbodesja _ Canada had been 
asked to pre(Jare, before the winter of 1940, a total of eight site for S.F .T .S.s, 
as a measure of insurance in case more of these schools had to be moved 
from the United Kingdom before the winter. In any case it was intended 
to use all these sites dui;-ing the early parl of 1941. 

1 A.C. 5(40). 
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The deficiencies which handicapped the growth of the training organizat10,n 
resulted ~by July 1940) in there being six ,service flying training schools less 
than were required to support the original planned output of operational 
types. There was an undoubted need to remedy the shortage of training 
aircraft and instructors, in order to build up and st(engthen the training 
organization. The precise dates wheo it would be possible to form additional 
schools depended primarily upon the a vailabilit:y of instructors and training 
aircraft. In order to enable the .training expansion to continue it was found 
necessary to select and screen starred pupils from the flying training schools 
and to draw seasoned personnel of the highest quality out of the fighting 
line for training as instructol's. The formation of a second Central Flying 
School was recommended. 

Ao approach had already been made to the United States Government 
W1th regard to the training of British pilots in the U .S.A. schools. The 
A .M.T. cons.idered that every opportunity should be taken to press this 
request since Britain would gain additional pilots without the drain on her 
resources involved io forming schools to train them. 

With regard to requirements in trainer aircraft, it was difficult for the 
A.M.T. to state his requirements since he had not received from the Ministry 
of Aircraft Production the full production programme for 1941 and 1942. 
This picture of the production position was urgently required in order tha-t 
training requirements could bo planned in ha rmo ny. Even so, preliminary 
calculations had revealed that trainer aircraft ·included in the progn1mme were 
inadequate to meet training requirements, The A.M.T. went so far oo this 
score as to say that for production purposes, the a.ircraf,t of advanced trainer 
types should in future be regarded as having priority, not only with, but 
above, the five opexational types which bad been given special priority by the 
Government He also asked that very special steps should be taken to 
obtain a.n adequate provision of spares and other equipment required for 
training purposes. 

Proposal to Transfet SchoQls Overseas 

While the new A.M.T. was engaged on roabng his survey of the training 
situation and in taking steps to meet tbe exjsting crisis, discussions were held 
oo another matter whicb has already been mentioned, i.e. the question of 
transferring basic training schools out of Britain to the security and settled 
conditions of the Dominions. 

The fact was that the basic training organjzatioo in Britain upon 
which so much depended was hampered by too m.any restrictions. The 
needs of the air defence of Britain in all their forms. the congestion on 
the ground and in the limited air space and the vaga6es of the weather 
all contributed towards moving the basic training out · of Britain. The 
basic schools unlike the operational training units, were practically useless 
as a potential defensive factor in emergency and the resot1rces devoted to 
them were sorely needed by the growing operational training and applied 
training requirements. Moreover, Canada was making rapid and efficient 
progress with her part of the Empire Air Training Scheme, aod her initiative 
in offering help was an enco uragement to transfer the burden. Ou the other 
hand such was the pressure upon the United Kingdom organization that 
the inevitable interruption in the flow of trained men which must h,ave 
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resulted from the closing down of schools in "Britain, their transit to and 
opening up in Canada, was a matter whiob required the most. earnest 
consideration. It will be recognised that in these questions there ·was the 
usual clash between the long-term and the short-term viewpoint under existing 
conditions. Canada was quick to realise the changed situation. and already 
in May 1940 had ex.pressed her willingness to give all possible help. She 
bad intimated that the progress being made would enable the Royal Air 
Force schools to be accommodated in Canada with the least possible delay, 
and that interference with tbe Empire Training Scheme would not be serious. 

By 8 July 1940 the Air Ministry decided that it was desirable to roove 
four S.F.T.S.s out of l)1e country .immediately, and Canada. South Africa 
and Southern Rhodesia were considered as possible. destinations. 1 Canada 
was the most suitable owing to its nearness to the resources of the United 
States and because of the availability of aerodromes and accommodation 
there. An official request was therefore made to Canada for the transfer 
of four schools on 13 July 1940, and this was rapidly followed on 18 July 
by a further request that 14 schools in all might be accommodated. Tbese 
requests were agreed by Canada on 21 J ~11y, who added that the number 
of schools was so large that R .C.A.F. control would be necessary, and that 
aircraft shipments to the Empire Training Scheme should be uninterrupted. 

The proposal to transfer Royal Air Force basic training schools to the 
Dominions was not accomplished without serious discussion at the highest 
level and it is of interest to survey the principal stages in this discussion 
which led to the final decision. The problem involved by the great increases 
in aircraft production showed, on the basis of the Mirtistry of Aircraft Pro· 
ductioa's forecasts, that it was possible tO build up a force of over 4,000 
first line aircraft by August J94l co1npared with 2,700 in August 1940.2 Such 
a force was estimated to require over 8,000 pilots and crews in tbe opera
tional squadrons alone, compared with the 4,400 employed in August 1940. 
This great increase in production was not foreseen and was not preceded 
by a corresponding i.ncrease in the production of trainer aircraft or by an 
adequate expansion in the war training organization. It was considered by 
the Air Ministry that, for such an u ltimate expansion, an immediate -expansion 
ir:i. the training organiz11tion was required. I n the circumstances then pre
vailing, this could only be acl1ieved at the cost of a temporary restriction 
in firs( line expansion, since it was at the cost of this development that the 
necessary instm ctors and to a lesser extent the necessary maintenance personnel 
could be found. It was also considered necessary to build up a total of 
6,000 trainer a ircrafl by March 1941, whereas the M.A.P.'s latest forecast for 
this type gave a total of only 4,200. lt was clear therefore that measures 
would have to be taken to increase the production of trainers, an expansion 
of the training organization and a consequent increase in the flow of pilots 
into tile Royal Air Force. 

T he Secretary of State in a paper which he wrote [or tbe Cabinet examined 
the pilot position in the operatiooal commands. Of Fighter Command he 
said that, during the fighting in France and FJaoders, jt had been realized 
that an increase in the establishment of pilots from 21 to 26 was advisable 
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for a squadrou of 16 aircraft. but. owing lo the inlensity of the fighting it 
had not been possible to ejTect the change. During the fiercest activjty the 
pilot deficiency in the Command amo\.mted to some 300. By August 1940 
it had come down to 74 on the increased total establishment of 1.460. In 
this the Poles in particular had helped considerably. The planned output 
of pilots from the secvice flying training schools during June and July of 
1940 was 1,141 compared with 816 planned under the original programme. 
The Secretary of State went on to describe the concrete measures taken 
and pro.fected to increase the Row to double the originaJ programme. and 
also the arrangements that had been or which were being made lo utilize 
the thousand or so allied pilots with operational exper ience. He also described 
the new schools to be opened io South Africa and Southern. Rhodesia. Finally, 
after pointing out the difficulties of traiuing in England which were imposed 
by enemy action and by the operational needs of the air defences. be said 
that arrangements were in hand to transfer four S.F.T.S.s. one air 
observer navigation school and One general reconnaissance school to Canada. 
Two navigation schools, one bombing and gunnery school and one general 
reconnaissance school were proposed to be moved to South Africa. Jn 
addition to this. a further seven sites were being selected in Canada. The· 
consequence of these moves was considered to be unavoidable, but the effect 
of the move would not begin to be felt in the operational units of the Royal 
Air Force until the end of December. 

The Ministry of Aircraft Prodt1ction, however. objected to the Secretary 
of State's proposal to send tbe schools abroad.1 Tbey gave as their 
reasons: -

(a) Th.e M.A.P. could not service the aircraft required, or supply them 
with spares of which them was an extreme shortage at that time. 

(b} Even when this had been overcome, the process of shipment abroad 
would entail' locking up· a large proportion of spares, amourJting to 
perhaps one sixth of the total. 

(c) This would mean tbat a very high proportion of training aircraft 
would be idle, requiring the shipment of a l.arge number to keep the 
scbools working at foll capacity. 

(d) The sch.ools would be divorced from the skilled labour of the air
craft factories; tecbnicians would not be available at the time; these 

. personnel were small i.n numbers in Canada and such as there were 
would have to be trained io the new types with which they would 
have to deal. 

As against this. the detailed reasons which impelled the transfer of schools 
were the extension of 0ying operations over England with a consequent 
restriction on flying training (particularly night flying). There was also the 
need in many cases to transfer training stations in Britain to operalio.nal 
units. The M.A.P. said that the Air Member for Training had estimated that 
two months' output would be lost for a move to Canada and two and a 
half months for a move to South Africa. while the former considered that this 
loss could be anticipated by finding overseas the necessary men, equipment 
and aircraft required by the schools. In other words, M.A.P. proposed that 
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new schools should be formed overseas rather tban Lhat existing training 
establishments should be transfoued. Furthermore, they considered that the 
elementary flying training schools could be transferred from aerodromes suit
able for the service flying training schools to open spaces such as racecourses. 
They felt that the risk of casualties to training aircraft and to pupils should 
be accepted since the enemy would be wasting his time if he neglected ' more 
important objectives ' to attack training aircraft. In any case, the Minister 
of Aircraft Production rejected the A.M.T.'s estimate of output loss on the 
grounds that the packing and shipment of the 2,500 aircraft (which was the 
A.M.T.' s estimate of the number to be moved by l January 1941) would 
lengthen the time to set up the schools. He .considered that the trai_ned 
instrucwrs and training aircraft represented the last reserves and it would 
be folly to disperse them. Finally, he considered thal so large a move 
must inevitably give rise to false rumours, and give the impression tb.at the 
scale of enemy air attack on Britain was more serious than in fact it was. 

Comn1enting on the M.A.P.'s remarks, the Secretary of State said that 
although there was a severe shortage of spare parts, the training types 
(Ansons, Battles, Harvards) were a.lready in use in Canada, the Harvard 
being an American type. Stocks of spare parts were already in existence, 
those for the Battle and the Harvard being good, while the Anson and the 
Harvard were actually being built in Canada. · This disposed to a consider
able extent the drawback involved jn divorcing the schools from the aircraft 
industry. The Secretary of State admitted tbat it was unfortunate that the 
skilled technicians of the M.A.P. would nol be available, but the small 
technical staff of the Royal Canadian Air Force would be able to l1elp. In 
addition, each school had its own establishment for servicing and. in 
addition. four Aircraft Repair Depots, three of which would be operating by 
October. would be available for this purpose. The South African position 
was not as advanced. but facilities would be extended in oonnection with 
tbe recently negotiated training plan. The Secretary of State did not deny 
that maintenance would probably be more difficult Lhan in Britain, but he 
considered that this disadvantage would be far outweighed by the freedom 
from training restrictions and bombardment. B,e went on co say that per
sonnel and aircrafe could not be provided overseas. All Canadian resources. 
existing and prospective, were devoted to lhe Empire Training Scheme and 
aircraft were already short for the latter. All these considerations applied 
with even greater force to Soutb Africa.' 

Of the 19 aerodromes in use for the elementary flying training schools.. 
15 were unsuitable for service flying training schools, either because they 
were too small, or because their approaches made them unsuitable for night 
flying. In this respect something could however, be done, bot there was 
great difficulty in finding natural sites. At that time, night training was 
stopped on receipt of a •yellow' warning and even if night flying went 
on until the ' red ' warning, restriction would be considerable. Jn any 
case, a number of Aircraft Storage Units were located at these aerodromes 
making it more important than ·ever that bombardment should not be 
invited by the display of the essential lighting which night flying required. 

• There was, too. the co,nsideration that if night flying training aircraft went 
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above 3,000 feet they interfered with the work of the Observer Corps, also 
there was virtually no water round the United Kingdom over which flights 
could be made without interfering with the Radar warning syste1p. The 
Secretary of State answered the M.A,P.'s figure of 2,500 aircraft required 
for export 10 the Dominions, by saying that this figure referred to the total 
shipments overseas (including not only the Canadian and African Training 
Schemes but also operational units overseas). The number of a ircraft 
required by the overseas schools was 650. To counter the enerny's attack, 
which the Secretary of State thought would increase in intensity, an air 
force of much greater size than was then in existence would have to be 
built up. 

• This force will leave little air space available for t(aining purposes, 
and it may well be that by 1942 operational :flying and operational 
training will occupy the whole a ir space available in this country. That 
is a larger view than r have taken hitherto, and, I hope, may not be 
proved correct in the event; but the trend is there and is inescapable 
if we are to deploy our full resources against the enemy.' 

The Prim.e Minister's ji;idgment oo the points of view of the M inister for 
Aircraft Production and the Secretary of State for Air was that, in view 
of the air battle in progress which showed no signs of diminishing. it would 
be unwise to take out of the country any large portion of the nation 's 
reserves of men and aircraft.1 The scheme for moving part of the training 
organization to Canada a nd to South Africa should, therefore, be post
poned until the beginning of December. fn lbe meantime efforts had to be 
made to continue night flying training as far as possible, and new methods 
such as infra red lighting of landing grounds would have to be devised, 
Seventy-five additional airfields were under construction and the Prime 
Minister ordered that another fifty should at once be selected and surveyed. 
Cement 1nixers and excavators were soon to be released from coast defence 
work, making it possible to push on more rapidly with aerodrome con
struction. He a lso ruled that every effort should be made in the three 
months intei:-val, to prepare for the future arrival of training schools in the 
Dominions and that as [tluch o{ local labour and material as was available 
should be .used. The first Navigation School should go to South Africa as 
arranged, as tlie work of training in navigation was suffering especially from 
enemy activities over Britain, and eventually schools were moved ; three to 
South Africa a nd four to Canada. Thereafter. new schools were formed 
overseas. 

Transfer of Sch.ools to South Africa: The Van-Brookham Agreement 

The proposed transfer of schools to South Africa represented a new and 
important element in the iocjpient stages of the growth of the training 
organization in that country. Since the arrival of a M ission, headed by 
Sir Robert Brooke Popham, in South Africa at the end of April 1940 the 
expansion of the ellisting training schools ·up to United Kingdom organization 
and establishments, and the development of auxiliary scbools and main
tenance organization had been proceeding, albeit slowly. owillg to drastic 

1 W.P. (40) 338; W.P. (40) 447. 
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limitations imposed by lack of personnel a nd equipment. The a im was to 
produce an ootput of 136 pilots and 60 observers a mo.nth over and above 
the 60 and 40 respectively a month required for the South African Air Force, 
and four elementary and fou r service flying training schools, together with 
tbree combined air observer navigation. bombing and gun nery schools would 
be required to fuHil the task. 

By 1 June l940 an agreement for the development on the above lines 1n 
two stages was signed by Sir R obert and Major-Genera l Van R eynevelt. 
This was known as the Van-Brookb.am Agreement. As it stood, the first 
call on the output from the South African tra ining organization would be 
to meet the needs of the South African Air Force. Ultimately, when Stage II 
of the expansion was fin ished., it was contemplated that this organization 
would be able to train 3,120 pilots a nd 1,050 observers per year, of which 
2,080 p ilo ts and 630 observers were for the Royal Air F o rce. Tt was to 
work on the R .A.F. syllabus of instruction ; pupils from the United Kingdom 
were to go out to South Africa after their LT.W. tra ioing, and payment was 
to be made on a capitation basis. The training o rganization which South 
Africa undertook to create was large. Jn proportion to tbe white population 
it was over twice as big as the Empire scheme to which Canada had com
mitted herself. South Africa was handicapped by having few skilled 
mechanics and little iudustry to form a basis for the ground stalT and repair 
organization. The internal political d ifficulties whicl1 formed a somewhat 
uneasy background to the scheme have been indicated a nd there was indJed 
a practical danger, in the form of sabotage, in locating schools in areas 
unfi:iendly to Britain. 

By the summer of 1940 the imminent threat of heavy attack which followed 
the German conquest of France resulted in a request being sent to the Union 
of South Africa asking if she w()uld accept four schools from the United 
Kingdom; all navigation or genera] reconnaissance train.mg schools. T he 
development of flying tcaining in that country was considera bly Jess advanced 
than it was .in Canada. and plaJ).s for joint training had only been agreed 
some six weeks earlier and were stilt in a fluid and early stage. Notwith· 
standing the d ifficulties, on 26 July the South African Prime Minister accepted 
the proposals in princip le. The schools were to be ad ministered by South 
Africa through senior officers from the United Kingdom. and Britain \';as 
to bear the cost of and provide the equipment. These schools were to he 
additional to the 17 a lready planned in South Africa. This proposed transfer 
brought out a number of _problems. A ir observer navigation schools in the 
United Kingdom were civilian operated, but there were political objections 
to British companies operating schools in South Africa, and there were no 
suitable South African civil firms to operate them. They had, therefore, to 
be Service operated and the United Kingdom civil companies bad to be 
compensated. Again. one of the chief functions of the School of Air 
Navigatio n was the teaching of astro navigation but there were- no astro 
tables for the southern hemisphere and if the school went to South Africa 
the scope of its training was consequently limited. Tn addition. the shortage 
of Ansons for the schools was a fu rther d ifficulty. Jn August_, therefore, 
p lans were changed and it was decided that two Air Observer Navigation 
Schools were to go to South Africa and the School of Air Navigation was 
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to go to Canada ; the transfer of the School of General Reconnaissance was 
stiJI c,'.lntempla ted but the Fleet Air Arm School was to remain. Eventuully 
it moved to Trinidad in West Indies. 

Thus, it was finally decided to move two a ir observer navigation scbools 
and one school of general reconnaissance to South Africa and this move 
was actually accomplished during 1940 in spite of objections by the Minister 
of Aircraft P roduction. No further attempts, however, were made to transfer 
more schools out of the United Kingdom. Thereafter South Africa was left 
to her own devices over the planning of a training scheme which, including 
the three transferred schools, had risen to a total of 20 training establishments. 
The story is oue of serious handicaps which ranged from shortage of 
experienced staff officers to complications concerning tbe different organiza
tions of South Afocan and Royal Air Force Units. It was not until October 
1940, tbat a British Air Mission was sent to South Africa to assist the Union. 
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CBAPTER 7 

DEVELOPMENT AND REVISION OF TRAINING, 
MAY-NOVEMBER 1940 

By the end of June 1940 the situation was that there were sufficient 
training aircraft for existing schools, but moi:e schools were needed to produce 
the required flow of trained men to meet the M.A.P. programme. There 
was at this time an actual deficiency of even S.F.T.S.s whose opening was 
held up for lack of Masters and Ox.fords. There was also an acute shon
age of target towing aircraft and also aircraft for wireless training. By the 
beginning of July 1940 it was clear that the M.A.P. were trying to make 
changes jn thei.r programme in the direction desired by the Air Ministry. 
There was, however, not only shortage of materials and certain machine 
tools, but also of manufacturing capacity. 

On 9 July 1940 a table was produced by the Department of the Air 
Member for Supply and Organization which sbowed bow great were the 
deficiencies of training aircraft and t,he la.rge number .required to meet 
the Aircraft Programme, l Thus, taking advanced trainers, Ansons, and 
elementary lrainers as being the most urgently needed types, there were 
deficiencies on 1 July 1940 of 1.601 advanced trainers. 23 l Ansons and 
15 Dlementary trainers, The total req ui.rernents up to Marcb including 
deficiencies to be made good. were estimated at 3,892 advanced trainers 
l.404 Ansons and 1,091 elementary trainers. In addition to these more 
intimate perplexities, there were the general reasons given by the Air Member 
for Training to the Air Council :-1 

• Events have proved that uodue reliance was placed for training pur
poses on aircraft which it was thought would be thrown up by opera
tional units. This postponed the demand for specialised training types. 
Above all , there have been serious disappointments in the development 
and production of these trainer aircraft. The Don failed entirely and 
there have been successive setbacks in the productioo of the Master . : . 

WitJl regard to requirements in traioer • ircraft, it is difficult to state 
our long range deficiencies since we have not yet received from the 
Ministry of Aircraft Production the full -p.roduction programme for 
I 941' and 1942. We urgently require a picture of tho productton posi
tion throughout 1942 as a basis for the planning of training require
ments. 

In the meantime, preliminary calculations indicate, that the trainer 
airccaft included 1n the programme are inadequate to meet our training 
requirements. I would ask tbat for production purposes the aircrnft 
of advanced trainer types should , in future, be regarded as having 
priority, not only with, but above, the iive types specially selected. 

· · I would also ask that very special steps should b,. taken to obtain an 
adequate provision of spares and of the other equipment required for 
training purposes.' 

' A.M. File S.5500. ; A.C. 5(40). 
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The new Air Member for Training, having previously been Director 
General of Equipment. had been taJ<ing stock of the. training position, and 
had been responsible for the drasti but effective measures. to increase the 
output of the training schools. In his opinion the important lesson was 
the vital need to plan to create margins or a buffer stock oE trained personnel 
to meet unforeseen contingencies in precisely the same way as was already 
the practice with equipment. This outlook set the pattern to the whole 
training organization and. whatever its shortcomings, it can be said that 
the development of air power was never hampered by lack of aircrew once 

. effect had been given to this policy. Howover, it was not possible to build 
up buffer stocks unless this were either done in advance of operational 
expansion or unless ao immense effort were made to create a margin of 
income over expenditure.• 

Co-ordination o[ Planning 
In order to understand the problems connected with the train~og o.rgani.za

tion,. it is necessai;y to explain the successive steps that were taken iu planning 
organization and development. Jn the first place it had been the practice 
in the past for the Air Staff to lay down the size of the front line wbich. 
they wished to acb,ieve by a givei1 date, and all requirements had been worked 
out on that basis. For about two :yMrs. however, it had been accepted 
that the production of aircraft would be the limiting factor. a_nd the p lanning 
of expansion programmes therefore had to start with the aircraft programme 
as a basis. The training organization had to be so framed as to enable the 
resultant force to be manned and maintained as it expanded . Since (in 
I 940) it took from seven to eleven months to train the crews for these air
craft, it was obvious that adequa te training cou ld only be carried out if 
aircraft production forecasts, however tentative they might be, were freely 
given as far ahead as possible. For example schools destined to opeo in 
January, had to be planned for. at least during the preceding August. At 
the same time, the aircrews which they would produce would not be avail
able tiU tt\e end of the following year. i.e_ at least 15 m.onths after the 
planning stage. Yet the a ircraft production programme did not extend so 
far a.head . It was, of course. far from .easy in the. earl~ days of the era 
of massed raid by the enemy and of the intense U-boa t offensive for the 
Minister of Aircraft Production to be able to- guarantee that his factor ies 
could sustain thefr output in the face of bomb damage and shortages of 
materials from overseas. Yet, without a long term forecast it was not possible 
to relate. the rate of supply of -trained aircrews to the production of operatjonal 
aircraft. So here may be given one of many examples of the type of problem 
which had t.o be faced in building up a war effort. 

Given the production forec.ast of operational aircraf t, the following were 
the stages in the task of U1e planning staff of the Diroctor of Orga nization:-

a) For each class of squadron, and for each type of aircraft wlthin that 
class, the rate at which new squadrons could be formed a nd could 
come into operation was worked out with regard to the availability 
of aircra(1 only. In making this calculation, regard was paid not 
only to the rate of produc_tioo but also to the state of existing 
reserves and to anticipated wastage rates. Allowance had to be 

1 A.C. 5(40}. 
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made for the time iotervaJ between the actual production of an 
aircraft and its completion by the fostallarion, by the aircraft storage 
units. of all -the many items of equipment necessary to fit it for 
delivery to tbe squadron. fn the same way allowance l1ad to be 
made for the number of aircraft concurrently required for the 
expansion of the operationa 1 training organization and for the time 
required for a new squadron lo become fit for participation in opera
tions when it would begin to .incur wastage at war rates and to 
expend ammunition and bombs. 

(b) The resulting wastage of -aircrafl in numbers was translated into the 
numbers of crews expected to incur casualties by the. application of 
fac.tors, varying with each class of squadron. Thus could be assessed 
the expected wastage month by month of the crews for each type of 
aircraft. For example, early in 1940, in the case of fighter squadrons 
operating over the United Kingdom, the crew casualties were 
expected to be 40 per cent. of the aircraft casualties. In the same 
way, for aircraft operating over enemy territory the ratio would 
naturally ~e about J 00 per cent. 

(c) Holding together the figures for a II types of aircraft, the number of 
pilots of each class (e.g. bomber, fighter, coastal, etc.) and the 
observers, air gunners and wireless oper-ators, required to be pro
duced every month to maintain the expanded force, could be 
estimated. 

(d) The figures of pilot and other crew requirements month by month 
were then translated into the number of air training schools of each 
type which should have been in existence at correspondingly earlier 
dates to give the output required. At the same time the increases in 
establishments and wastage rates in training aircraft for this 'ideal ' 
training organiza,tion were worked out. 

(e) It was invariably found that the training organization, actually in 
being at a current date, fell short of the ' ideal'. Thus, a comparison 
·benween the numbers of trainer aircraft reciuired and those avaiJable 
at the time of planning provided an indication of the extent to which 
the whole programme could be fulfilled. 

Jn fact. in July 1940, when the restriction of the supply of training aircoft 
was the deciding factor. there were in existence. worldwide, only 21 service 
nying training schools. th is being the maximum number for which advanced 
training aircraft (Masters, Harvards. Ansons and Oxfords) were available 
compared with an ideal figure of 30. P revious experience of Jhe production 
programme had thus sbown that tbe future bottleneck for year (1941) would 
be training and aircraft, pilots, and perhaps wireless operators (air gunner). 
Other factors, such as availability of aerodromes and accommodation would 
not · be limiting factors. The provision of flying instructors had of course, 
been related to the achievable (and not the idea l) number of schools. so that 
even if it had been found possible to obtain substantial additional numbers 
of advanced trainers, it would have taken time to train the additional 
instructors to match them. 
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Following the sequence ot planning further, the next stages were to ascer
tain the rate of development .of the force based on: the availability of training 
aircraft and schools. The object here in describing these various stages in 
planning has •been to demonstrate the effect of trainer shortages on plans for 
the development of the fighting element of the air forces . lt is interesting to 
note however that in August 1940, when these features obtained, .that the 
development of the service flying training schools was conditioned at this 
scage solely by lhis factor and by the shortage of instructors. The {allowing 
table shows the planned development of S.F .T.S.s : -

R.A.F. Er:npire 
Dale Schools Training Total Ideal 

Scheme Schools 

August 1940 16 5 21 30 
September . . . 16 6 22 34 
October ... 17 7 24 34 
November 19 I I 30 35 
December 2 1 13 34 35 
January 1941 23 14 37 36 
February . . . 25 14 39 38 
March 26 15 41 40 
April 27 15 42 
May 28 15 43 
June 29 17 46 
July 31 JS 49 

It can be seen from the table the extent to which the number of schools 
which could be equipped fell short of the theoretical requiT~ment. Thus 
although the rate of production of trainer aircraft overtook the ideal require• 
ment by January 1941, it must be remembered that the air forces were losing 
in the interval all the output wbicb should have been availab le .had the schools 
been formed according to first line requirements , Although these forecast 
figures were somewhat theoretica l ·owing to the fact that actual wastages might 
not have come up to the postulated rates. at the same time in the event of a 
surpl us of output over wastage, it could have gone into raising more squadrons. 

(f) The next step in planning was to give to the Air Staff the figures 
relating to the expansion which could be achieved, and to ask them 
for rnli.ngs as to .whefe tbe deficiencies had to be borne in the 
different classes of squadrons. Unti l these rulings had been given 
it was not possible to 1\,\/0rk out the revised traini ng organization, 
since each class of squadron bad a different require111ent in crews, 
which in turn meant d ifferent clas es of schools for their training, 
different dates for the commencement of the training and different 
requirements of training aircraft. 

' 
(g) When these rulings had been given, it was then possible to work out a 

revised ra te of expansion, and in the light o( this, the M .A.P. was 
asked to a lter the balance of production as between training aircraft 
and operational a ircraft. 

At the meeting on 25 July 1940, to which reference has been made, it was 
found lhat a ll Lhe planning work necessary to co-ordioale the different factors 
of the expansion programme was at the time being Ci;lrried out by the staff: 
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of the Director of Organiza,tion. It was fell, however that the existence of 
the limiting factors was not sufficiently appreciated by all the interested 
parties a, a .sufficiently early stage. In consequence -the balancing between 
production of trainer aircraft types and of operational types. in degree and 
in time, always failed to be made. One of the results of this was that many 
of the Air Staff's plans proved administratively impracticable, because the 
training organizatfon was al,ways lagging behind the rest of the expansion. Tt 
was therefore agreed to recommend that a Committee should be appointed 
under the Chairma11ship of the Ai,r Member for Supply and Organization. to 
be known as the Develop:ment Committee, whose business it would be to 
review and co-ordinate at regular intervals the rate of development of tbe 
Air Force as a whole ; to ensure as far as possible that all the various factors 
were ,in phase ; and to arrange for necessary action to be taken to remove any 
restriction. 

Actually this Committee soon Jost its urgent raison-d'etre because the · link 
between the Deparl.meot of the Air Member for Supply and Organization 
(Operations Forecasting section under Mr. H. 0 . R. Hindley) and the A.M.T. 
(Training Progress under Mr. Malcolm Laing) became so effective that 
co-ordina-tion was automatic and continuous. The creation of the Com
mittee, however. did very useful work in the preliminary stages of this new 
era of co-ordimition of planning, and for ihis reason reference to its work 
will be made. particularly concerning the development of the Target Forces. 

l)iscussion on the expansion of tile front lin,e squadrons and the detailed 
calculations which led to the resultant plans on Target Forces embodied every_ 
main aspect. In this. the factor of aircraft production played from now on a 
predominant part. For a period of over a year to come. the main considera
tion was still that of making good -the deficiency of tra.iners- but rhe influence 
of this factor steadily declined and its place was taken by the roore general 
question of the production of operational types, particularly the heavy 
bomber. 

Shorteumg of Training Courses to increase Pilo1 Output : The ' Second 
Revise' 

It will be remembered that the first shortening of elementary and service 
flying training courses (the ' First Revise ') bad taken place before A.M.T. 
had been appointed. While he was assuming control the . demand for numbers 
of pilots still continued and was not satisfied hy the first shortening of courses. 
As a concession, therefore. to the short term point of view the A.M.T. 
proposed the 'Second and Third Revises '. 

Jn his preliminary statement on training (20 July) the A.M.T. put forward 
a plan for using operational aircraft to make up for the deficiency of trainers 
by transferring the armament instruction of twin engined pilots (Group II) 
from ,tl)e service flying training schools to the O.T.U.s. This represented 
)4 days training time. The scheme, known as tbe ' Second Revise ', was 
introduced <luring August and brought the S.F.T.S. courses 10 12 weeks jn 
duration while the bomber and coastal O.T.U. courses were lengthened to 
deal with -the fortnight's instruction which had been removed from the basic 
training syllabus. This expedient was made possible by the fact that, under 
tb.e measures taken to increase O.T,U. capacity at the Air Ministry conference 
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on 14 May 1940, tbe output from the O.T.U .s backing Bomber Command had 
gone up 10 some 2,180 a year and was planned to reach nearly 3,000 a year 
when all nine O.T.U.s were in full operation on si weeks courses. That 
output was. a,t least theoretically, enough to meet the estimated wastage for 
24 first line squadrons but needed a great many more pilots (over 3,500) titan 
the 1,900 a year then bting received from the S.F.T.S.s as Bomber Command's 
quota. 

When, after 18 June 1940, it was decided to use the eight Bat.tie sq'uudrons 
which b,ad returned from France to step up Bomber Command's first line 
strength tJ1c need arose to provide trained crews to support 34 bomber 
sqll'Jdrons.' By Lhat time l l O.T.U.s, some of them working consjderably 
below foll size, had been created and the theoretical output had risen to 
3,000 a year. requiring an income of over 4.000 a year from the service 
flying training schools. During the summer of 1940 the bomber O.T .U.s did 
not receive anything Jike the income necessary to koep them working to foil 
capacity. Fighter and Coastal Commands received priority in the output from 
the S.F.T.5.s and there was t·herefore idle bomber O.T.U. capacily. It can 
therefore be understood that it was possible to lengtheo the O.TU. courses 
from six to eight weeks an.d to increase the flyiog hours by a bout 25 per cent. 
The advantage of this measure was that the pilots received more flying 
experience on the types of aircraft which they were to By on o perat ions 
together with experience .in the use of all the ancillary equipment. It also 
had the advantage of making trajning expansion a matter o[ forming more 
O.T.U.s which was easier ar that stage than formiag_ more S.F. .S.s because 
operational aircraft were available and O.T.U . instructors did noL m:::d Centra l 
Flying chool training. The ,, Second Revise', however. made no very large 
increase in the output of pilots. The theoretica l annual production went up 
by about JO per cent. to 7,000. but lh.e Battle of Bdtain was making it 
abundantly dear that the large t possible pilot output wa a n urgent necessity . 
There were only two ways f increasing the flow from the S .F .T .S.s. by 
getting greater productive effort from the in tructors and aircraft at the 
schools, and by cutting the tin e pent on the course still further. These 
_possibilities were inve tigated during August, and the i ntensified use of 
instructors and aircraft was made the subjecL of an experiment ; it was 
arranged <thaL six o[ the S.F.T.S.s were to handle an additional 25 per cent. 
of pupils (i.e. four courses of 50 pupil each or a to(al of 200) with no increase 
in instructors or airci:aft. l l was arranged that if the experiment proved 
successful the other schools would also go over to the increased pupil 
population. 

The ' Third Revise ' 
A further shortening of cour es on the lines of the 'Second Revise', by 

transferring instruction from the S.F .T .S.s to O.T.U.s. was proposed in 
September 1940. The S.F.T.S. period was reduced to JO weeks and the 
O.T.U. period increased by another fortnight (to lO weeks for bomber and 
coastal O.T.U.s and six weeks for fighter O.T.U.s). he drawback to th is 
scheme was that only 72 hours flying could be done in the 10 weeks and the 
question al once aro e as to whether pilots would be capable of handling 
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operalionaJ types of aircraft at O.T.U.s after a total of only 120 hours flying 
at the E.F.T.S.s and S.F .T .S.s. ' '.Bomber Command cons~dered that the cur
tailment would be successful if bomber pilots were selected early and given 
thorough training in instrument flying. On the other hand, Flying Train'ing 
CommanJ held that a JO weeks course would be too short to allow enough 
attention to be paid to certain important exercises, such as navigation a.ad 
night flying, which demanded considerable time and concentration but which 
required comparatively little flying. It may be said at this point that a 
strong cleavage of opinion between the Air Ministry and the Commander-in
Chief, FJying Training Command. became evident. It is not proposed to 
enter into a controversy in which both sides in a sense were right. Neither 
the Aii;- Minisrry nor Flying Training Command wished lo see quality sucri• 
ficed for numbers, but from their higher vantage point at the time the Air 
Ministry could view the problems of the battle and expansion in general in 
greater perspective nd the logic of numbers appeared inescapable. On the 
other hand, intimately concerned as he was with the day-to-day workings of 
his trai.ning organization whi.ch was bearing the main brunt of the crisis 
beh ind the first line, the Commander-in-Chief could see only too clearly that 
the lowering of training slandards must inevitably lead to a deterioration in 
efficiency and an increase in wastage of all kinds . 

By the end of September th,e 'Third Revise ' was introduced and a general 
overbearing, of 25 per cent. oE pupils came into operation in the S.F .T.S.s. 
'fhe theoretical rate or output became 11 ,200 a year more than double what 
it had been in May and the planned supply of pilots became equal to tbe 
estimated demands of the first line and there was the prospect of a com
pletely balanced flow lo the O.T .U.s. During these successive revisions of 
flying training the advanced instruction given in the advanced training 
squadrons of the S.F .T.S. had been so whittled down by successive transfers 
o( training to the O.T.U. syllabus th.at there was practically none of it left. 
With the third revise the advanced training quadron stage was abolished 
and the S.F .T.S.s. except for the two devoted to Fleet Air Arm training, 
concerned themselves only with initial training squadron work. All tb.ese 
changes, which had happened rapidly and in little more than the duration 
of one S F .T.S. course, were summarised in tabuhir' form usually known as 
the' batting averages'. 

Jn the meantime most of the service fl ing training schools changed over 
Lo specialisation and were re-equipped with aircraft. This process of re
organization and intensified pressu,e was greatly helped by a summer of 
remarkably fine weather. On the elementary flying training school side a 
complementary re-organization had also taken place. By August the courses 
had been ,redi.1ced to six weeks under rhe 'Second Revise ', and 10 five weeks 
under U1e 'Third Revise·. while populations were increased by 15 per cent. 
A minimum of 50 hours flying }'Vas, however, s1..t11 expected from each pupil·. 

So far as the O.T.U .s were concerned the increase in course length to 
10 weeks and the flying hours to over 85 resulted fo a decrease in their 
output and a demand for more O .T.U.s, or failing that a lowering of 
standards ,Lo enable the output to be increased si nce Bomber Command was 
expei:ienci.ng gre3.t difficulty 10 expanding. For th is r~son they wer 
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reluctant to introduce the ,measures brought about by the ' T,hird Revise ' 
but were compelled to do so by the Air Member for Training who · resisted, 
as far as he was aible, any trend towards the lowering of -standards. l 

Difficulties following the ' Third Revise • 
Towards the end of 1940 the S.F.T.S.s were beginning to find difficulty 

in carrying out the provisions of the 'Third Revise.' The programme called 
for 7,200 flying hours per month from 108 aircraft, but tbe shortage of 
spares and the comiog of winter weather made ,it impossible to reach 
,this target with the result that courses had to ,be extended ; in fact no 
S.F.T.S. course was completed to schedule under the 10 weeks of the' Third 
Revise ' before June 1941. By December lack of spare parts caused 21 pe.r 
cent. of the training schools' Masters and 13 per cent. of their Oxfords 
to be unserviceable. and much the same proportion of advanced trainers 
continued to remain immbbilised for lack of spares unti l the following 
summer when matters began slowiy to improve. The direct effects of bad 
weather in reducing the ho urs fit for flying was seriously aggravated by 
unserviceability of grass aerodromes caused .by tbe heavy traffic, but it was 
noted that the flying times ot No. 14 S.F.T.S. at Cranfield, which had 
runways, we.re markedly better than those of tbe seven schools with grass aero
dromes. Anotller source of difficulty was night flying. At that time it was 
considered that only three aircraft could be operated at night at the same 
time from one landing ground. and the amount of night flying that could 
be done, therefore. depended not only on the hours of darkness and tbe 
fitness of tbe weather, but a lso on the 11umber of relief laodi'o,g grounds. 
T1be possibility of aerodromes being bombed by the enemy also came i nto 
calculations, a nd night flyi ng was confined to the relief landing grounds 
unless it was essential to use the ,parent aerodromes ; as each school had 
only one relief landing ground at this time the amount of night flying 
that could •be done was severely limited. Th.e amount of night flying 
per pupil in the United Kingdom S.FT.S.s 1n the winter of 1940-41 
averaged less than two hours? Some slight improvement came about 
with the introduction of hooded goose neck flares which could be seen 
at 1,000 f.t. but which we(e practically invisible from 3,000 f t. Jt was also 
decided to cai;ry on flying after air raid warnings were received . All these 
difficulties caused pressure to find synthetic ways of simulating night flying 
such as the use of sodium flares and special dark glasses for use in day 
time. Jn general, though, it was obvious that basic flying training could 
not satisfactorily be carried out in mass under the handicaps which have 
been described . The importance, therefore, of the overseas training areas 
was becoming even more pronounced. 

Similar difficulties occurred at the E.F.T.S. stage. By the end of 1940 lhere 
were still 19 clemenlary flying training schools feeding 12 service flying train
ing schools in Britain together witb a Polish School carrying out 'all-through • 
training. E;,ctensions of courses during the winter of 1940-41 because of ba·d 
serviceability and weather were common and the consequent delays compelled 
extensions at the E.F.T.S.s. In fact, ,by December it was found that
under the ' Third Revise ' arrangements the five weeks E.F.T.S. course, 
giving a total of 35 .hours flying (including 10 hours solo), was inadequate ; 
the minimum number of flying hours was reduced to 42 without any 

1 A.M. File S.69865. 
' A. H. B. IIM/A9/ l. 
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lengthening of the course, but later io December another factor caused 
the extension of the course to six weeks. It was found tbat the uspeo 100 
rate wa~ too high, that is, too mudJ satisfactory pilot material was being 
rejected owing to U1e short time available for training. lt was also noticed 
tbat more accidents were occurring with the shorter courses. Not only 
did the E.F.T.S. course have to be increased to six weeks, but more o[ 
these schools were needed because they were required to .feed not only the 
S.F.T.S.s in Brita1n bul the lwo S.F.T.S.s transferred to Canada . The 
accident rate was growing more serious ; during 1940 it bad increased by 
approximately 50 per cent, thus accentuating the aircraft shortage, and at 
the same time lowering the standards of efficiency at ,the schools. The 
reasons for this increase were summarised by the Air Member for Training 
as: the three 'revises in the summer of 1940, the shortage of eXiperienced 
instructors and the fact that the recruits now coming forward were • raw' 
compared with those trained during the early part of I.he -war, most of 
whom had received flying instruction when members of the pre-war Volunteer 
Reserve. 

Summary of Acceleration and Expansion at Home 
In November 1940 the Secretary of State made a report to the Cabinet1 

on ,the achievements of training up to thal time, and also an indication of 
the way in which training ex.pansion would proceed . As will be appreciated. 
the main effort was to ,produce fighter pilots while the necessary expansion 
was going oo. By the end of 1940 the immediate crisis of the defensive 
battle having been successfully overcome, the necessary redeployment could 
take place. It is therefore appropriate to summarise the position before 
describing the second, and offensive phase. Up to November 1940 there
fore, all the measures of acceleration of training had been introduced 
throughout the training organization in the United Kingdom .~ 

The elementary flying training school courses had been reduced from 
eight to five weeks-and the erv ice flying training school courses from 
16 to 10 weeks while certain portions of the S.F.T.S. course's syllabus were 
transferred to the operational training units. A 25 per cent. overbearing 
of pupils was introduced at all elementary and service fly ing training ~'Chools, 
and allowance was made to increase course lengths by one fifth (i .e . to 
6 and 12 weeks respectively during the winter. 

For the three months period- August to October 1940-the output of 
the S.F .T.S.s in the United Kingdom lo the operational trainJng unit was 
2,007 as compared with 1,428 under I.he original programme. The fiow 
from the operational training units was 1,892. TJ1e formation of allied 
squadrons and the absorption of allied personnel into Royal Air Force 
squadrons bad helped during the crisis. In addition to the Dutch personnel 
serving with Coastal Comma.nd, there were by ovember 1940, nine Polish 
and three Czechoslovak squadrons in Bomber and Figl1ter Commands as 
well as 150 pilots from allied air forces serv ing jn Royal Air Force squadrons. 
Flying training facilities were then being oi:ganized to enable these allied 
squadrons to be maintained •by their own nationals. 

1 W.P. 40(447}. 
~ W.P. (40) 305. 
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The improvement that had been effected during the three months period 
as a result of these measures may be seen from the following table which 
shows the posted strength of pilots in operational units : -

Strength 

Increase Surplus 
27.7.1940 2.11.1940 or or deficiency on 

Decrease establishment 

Bomber Command .. . 1,198 1,368 + 170 - 2 
Fighter Command ... ... 1,411 1,797 +386 +70 
Coastal Command ... ... 889 1,057 + 168 +96 
Army Co-operation Command 258 238 - 20 - 2 
Northern Ireland ... ... 42 56 + 14 - 10 . 

Total ... . .. 3,798 4,5 16 +718 +152 

Thus it can be seen that in spite of the critical Battle of Britain and of 
the strong competition in priorities between operational and training expan
sion, wastage had been -made good and, in spite of heavy losses, a surplus 
was shown. Jn the operational Commands between August and October 
a wastage of over 1,400 .pilots killed, missing and wounded had been made 
good. The pilot strength had been increased by over 700, and the Middle 
East Command had been reinforced . In addition 300 pilots had !been sent 
on flying instructors courses in order to provide the instructional staff 
required for training expansion in 1941. 

The position had been reached when pilot and aircrew output was greater 
than ,the requirement to maintain the existing establishment of the Air Force 
and it was anticipated that between 1 November 1940, and 1 March 1941, 
the accelerated flow of trained personnel would make it possible to increase 
the striking power and the defensive strength of the Royal Air Force by 
the equivalent of 30 squadrons. · 

Acceleration of Training Overseas 

The Secretary of State was also able to report that the Empire Air Training 
Scheme had made good progress. In Canada, the opening of elementary and 
service flying training schools was well ahead of schedule, and during the 
succeeding nine months it was estimated that 3,420 pilots would be trained 
in Canada, 476 in Australia and 718 in New Zealand. In addition it was 
anticipated that the monthly outputs from the . United Kingdom's F.T.S.s 
would rise from an actual 568 in October 1940. to an estimated 1,766 in July 
1941. and that outputs from the Royal Air Force schools in Canada and 
Rhodesia would start to arrive in Britain and the Middle East for operational 
training by November 1940. South African output was, however, not 
anticipated until May 1941. 

The measures of acceleration adopted in Britain under the ' Revises ' 
were to be introduced .by the Dominions when they felt a:ble to undertake 
them. Canada planned to introduce the shortened 10 weeks F .T.S. course 
in December 1940. New Zealand was in process of introducing the 12 weeks 
course with the possibility of changing to the l O weeks course, while 
Australia had started a 25 per cent. overbearing of pupil populations. Rapid 
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progress was being made with the development of flying •training schools in. 
Southern Rhodesia and in South Africa. There were also projected minor 
.schemes for flying training in India, Malaya, Burma and in Ille Wesl lndies. 

Americau Training Schemes 

-Some progress had been made in negotiating training facilities io the 
United States. and there were three schemes under discussion. The first 
was designed to giye training at selected United States schools corresponding 
broadly to elementary and advanced training in the United Kingdom. The 
succe s of tbe scheme depeoded u.por1 the release of advaoced trainer aircraft 
by the United States authorities. This was a matter of the greatest difficulty 
in view of America's own requ.irements, and. though the President had 
shown himself to be favourable, the Air Attacbe had reported that progress 
would no t be possible until after the election then pending. 1'he question 
was, however, being taken up again . 

A start was made with a second scheme for using facilities at United States 
schools to bring candidates from the United States wb:o were already qualified 
pilots up to the standard of entry into operational training units in Britain. It 
was hoped Urnl the 'Eagle ' squadron (the pilots of which were drawn from 
volu.nteers from the U.nited States), would be maintained f.r:orn. th.is source, 
and ·that, with the expansion of training in the U.S.A. it might be possible 
to form more American squadrons. 'The Air Attache had reported that this 
scheme might also be the best approach. to the larger scheme for all-through 
training. 

A proposal was also being investigated for sending observers for general 
reconna issance squadrons through a c urse which had just bee11 started by 
Pan-American Airways for personnel of the United States Army Air Corps. 

Fuhrre Development of the Flying Training Organi~ation 

The Secretary of State gave detHils. of the results to be expected from the 
mea ores of acceleration introduced in Britai.n and already agreed overseas' 
which would produce a further material increase io the flow of pilots from 
the S.F.T.S.s. They sl1owed an estimate of 1,059 for November 1940 coin
pared with 671 previously planned, expanding to 2,139 by June 1941 , com, 
pared with l,740 previously planned. On passing out of the S.F.T.S.s, pilots 
tben completecl their trainiog in the operational training units. For fighters, 
the operational training unit period was six weeks ; for general reconnaissance 
(coastal) pilots eight weeks in additfo.q. to the course at the SchOol of General 
Reconnaissance, and for bomber pilots ten weeks. Thus an average period 
of at least two months specialised operational training had to be added to 
tl1e ·service fl ying training school output dates io order to obtain an estimate 
of the dates when pilots could be regarded as being operationally qualified . 

The provision of operational tra inir,g facilities to accommodate the greatly 
increased flow from the S.F.T.S.s in Britain and overseas threatened to be 
a problem of great magn,itude, and it was necessary to allocate a considerable 
number of aircraft, personnel and aerodromes to build up lhe operational 
training units throughout the winteT and spring ('1940-41). Jn spite of 
intensive efforts lo obtain an increased number of aerodromes in Britain the 

1 W.l>. (40) 447. 
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demand for operational squadrons and for operational training units was 
going to be so great that it would be necessary to reduce to a minimum the 
number of aerodromes in Britain allotted to non-operational training. 

Regarding this programme, the Secretary of State emphasised that it was 
based and depended upon the .fulfilment of the Ministry of Aircraft Produc
tion forecast of 2 October 1940, and that it would be subject to delay to the 
extent that the planned production of trainer aircraft was not achieved. The 
instructional and maintenance personnel would be forthcoming to meet the 
progi:am01e, though a measure of dilution would be necessary. 

Regarding aerodromes, the shortage of cement, other materials and labour 
made it impossible, within tbe time available, lo provide in Britain all the 
sites required for the first line squadrons, the operational training units and 
for the expand ing train ing organization. It was therefore fortunate that with 
the resources of the Empire and of their Air Forces it was anticipated that 
there would not be any difficulty in finding the sites required. Owing to 
tile restrictions imposed on non-operational flying in Britain by the risk of 
enemy attack, and to avoid interference with the defence system, it was 
necessary to proceed with the formation of traioing schools overseas. This, 
then, was the position at the end of 1940. 
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PART Ill 

CONSOLIDATION AND DEVELOPMENT PERIOD 
NOVEMBER 1940-SEPTEMBER 1942 
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CHAPTER 8 

AIRCRAFT PROBLEMS, EXPANSION AND 
OFFENSIVE PLANNING 

By the winter of 1940, the {irst essential to British strategy. the security of 
the United Kingdom, had been assured. This security had been obtained 
due to the adequacy of Fighter Command, to which an unprecedented train
ing effort had contributed no small part. At the same time the foundations 
of a properly co-ordinated training plan to meet future needs for the develop
ment of the Air Forces had been laid. The perio(I following is one of 
consolidation and steady development. T he. crisis of the Battle of Britain 
was also a crisis for training because not only had the fullest possible expan
sion to take place simultaneously with rapid front line development. but 
the training organization itself was subjected to the d ir,ect impact of eve,ots 
owing to the absence of any 'buffer· stocks of trained pilots and equipment. 
Jn fact, the crisis started with a deficiency in these essential elements. From 
this time forward the training organization was shaped in a'Ccordance witb 
long term plans based o n the strategy o f the Mediterranean offensive. Although 
this period, in the sphere of operations, saw disasters in Greece, Crete, North 
Africa an,d the Far East there were compensatory events of great importance, 
namely Lease/Lend (March 1941); the entry into the war of Russia (June 
1941) and America (December 1941): and the openi.og of a bomber offensive 
(May 1942). These events, though they had immediate and evident effects in 
the operational sphere, had equally strong, though not so evident. effects 
upon training ; effects which though sometimes unfavourable' from the short 
term viewpoint were indispensable to the successful outcome of the long 
term strategy. From the training viewpoint the outstanding trends of th is 
period were t he change in emphasis from basic to operational training and 
the demand for quality as opposed to the previous urgent caJls for numbers. 
F inally there were additional important factors in the appearance of 'the 
'four-engined bomber and improved types of aircraft, the adaptation of 
radar and other technical and scientific defences. 

Build Up of the Bomber Force 
The emergency of May 1940, which lasted through the summer, had the 

effect of imposing certain short-term measures on long-term training plans and 
also on aircraft production policy. These measures were, owing to the ponder
ous nature of the mass production organizatioo, to have an effect long after the 
need for them had passed. This resulted in a lack of balance between the 
respective rates of production of fighters and bombers to the detriment of 
·the latter. In spite of tbis, by September 1940 the final steps were taken to 
redress the balance in favour of the bo01ber. 

On 6 September 1940, the Prime Minister summed up his views on the 
subject as follows :-' The Navy can lose us the war. but only the Air 
Force can win it. T herefore our supreme effort must be to gain overwheJming 
mastery in the air. The fighters are our salvation but the bombers alone 
provide the means of victory. We must therefore develop the power to 
cauy an ever increasing volume of explosives to Germany. so as to pulverise 
the entire ind ustrial and scientific structure on which the war effort and 
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economic life of the enemy depends.' Al the same time (S September 1940) 
the Chiefs of Staff recommended the pcovision of a force of 1,600. heavy 
bombers for that purpose.' 

The programme was approved by the Ministry of Defence as the target 
to be reached by the summer of 1942 and formed the basis of the production 
policy. Six months later when Lease/Lend and tbe large programme of 
heavy bomber production came into the picture the target was increased 
to 4,000 heavy bombers. to be provided as soon as possible. The implica
tions to training of this planning for a large bomber force were that Bomber 
Command and the Bomber Squadrons in the Middle East were to be the 
largest tra ining commitment. particularly in operational training. Previously 
during the Battle of Britain. Bomber Command bad perforce to take second 
place. Now the build up for the bomber offensive was to begin. 

Shortage of Advanced Trainers 
The low proportion of trnining aircraft and spares to operational types 

produced, created an unbalanced effect on the overall programme. This 
shortage was most hampering, and in November 1940 the Secretary of State 
for Air urged the Minister of Aircraft Production to increase the ratio of 
training aircraft! He stated that, when expansion was completed a11d 
stability achieved, the proportion of training to operatjonal aircraft required 
to maintain the force would be about twenty to eighty corresponding to the 
relative wastage anticipated. Such a condition of stability was, however, 
only a theoretical _possibil ity and did not correspond to the situation at that 
titne. The trainer output was seriously out of phase with the expansion 
which had already taken place. This expansion had only been made possi
ble by the fact that the total wastage of operational aircraft during tbe 
progress of the war had been much below that which had been anticipated. 
Further expansion was .now contemplated and since the rate was uncertain 
requirements of trainer aircraft could be estimated only as a percentage of 
whatever output of operational aircraft was in prospect. Therefore, at any 
given moment the output of trainers bad to be 40 pet cent. of the anticipated 
operational output six months later in order to avoid a deficiency in either 
aircraft or personnel. 

Prior- to the institution of the Ministry of Aircraft Production the rate 
of expansion was limited by the production of operational aircraft. TI1e 
acceleration of that production, together with current ·experience of pilot 
casualties sbowed that expaosion was governed by tbe numbers of pilots, 
observers and gunners t hat cotild be produced, rather than by the numbers 
of opera.tioual aircraft available. Existing plans for expansion were therefore 
based on pilot and crew training and that was based on the numbers of 
trainer aircraft available. The whole programme in fact depended upon the 
advanced trainer ai,rcraft situatio.o. The eventual adoption. of tbe 40 per 
cent. -principle by the Ministry of Aircraft Production in November 1940 
enabled the planning in advance of reasonable proportions of operational and 
trainer types. It was several months. however, before the _problem was settled 
bec.au..;e there seems little doubt that the Minister of Aircraft Prodl.1ctioo was 

1 W.P. (40) 352 and W.P. (40) 683. 
~ S. of S. Foldt:r 268A. 
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more concerned witb the output of fighter aircraft than of Lrainers and spares 
and the Secretary of State maintained continual J?ressure to ensure th~ flow 
of this essential equipment. 1 Whilst discussing the subject of aircraft pro• 
ducticm, mention 1nust be made of the proportion of operational type aircraft 
absorbed by the training organization. In a paper on th<l allocation of outpul 
of operational aircraft between operational training units and the requirements 
and wai;tage in the front line, the training planners showed that, in th.e 
expansion proposed of 100 squadrons by Jane l941, while the first line 
required an addition of 1,600 aircraft the training organization needed a 
farther 1;700 operational type aircraft to back the expansion. In actual 
fact only a quarter of the production of operational types were used to 
augment the front line strength. The shortage of advanced trainers was 
largely responsible for the high proportion of operational type a ircraft used in 
training a L that tirne. ~ 

Shortage o[ Spares for Traine.r aircraEt 

A difference of opinion existed between the Air Ministry and the Mini try 
of Aircraft Production on the subject of spares for training aircraft. The 
Ministry of Aircraft Production claimed tbat during 1940 there had been a 
considerable d,op in the number of aircraft unserviceable awaiting spares. 
This was acknowledged by the Air Ministry but they were concerned in 
convincing the M.A.P. that the position was by no means satisfactory, The 
improvement bad been mainly due to diverting spares direct from tbe ma11u
facturcrn to units ; a practice which prevented the build ing up· of • buffer' 
stocks against the possibility of the manufaclurers being bombed .3 Jn fact. 
throughout 1940 there had been a steady increase in the daily average of 
diversioa orders from twenty-three in January to one hundred and sixty-two 
in Dec,:mber which indicated the extent to which maintenance was dependent 
upon cli,:ect service from the contractors. 

The maintenance position was serious throughout the whole training sys
tem, at home and overseas, particularly in Flying Training Command in 
view of the shortage of advanced trainers. An example of the situation in 
Hying Training Command was given by the Secretary of State in December 
1940. There were lhen 1,1.10 unserviceable aircraft of which 531 were 
under repair at units and 410 were awaiting spares. The basis of working 
on a rate of unserviceability of 50 per cent. in Flying Training Command 
had been abandoned in .rune 1940 when training was acce lerated . By the 
end of 1940 the proportion of unserviceability dropped to 33 per cent. . and 
aircraft were being worked far harder than before. The average number 
of hou·rs flown per aircraft at E.F.T.S. was 49 pe~ mo.ntb as compared with 
26 the previous year (35 hours per month at S.F.T.S.). This was accoro.• 
plishecl ln spite of the fact that in 1939 there were none of the maintenance 
problems caused by dispersing aircraft out of doors in bad weather. Further, 
more, there was not tben, the problem of 37 per cent. unserviceabi li ty due to 
lack of spares: ' 

1 S. of S. Folder 268A. 
' T.P./4/ 1, 10 November 1940. 
3 S. of S. Folder 268A. 
·• M. -P./S. of S, File 13, J 8 December 1940 and S. or S. Folder 268A, 18 December 19~0. 
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In spite of these considerations it is evident from corre.~pondence between 
the Secretary of State for Air and the Minister of Aircraft Production that 
the Jatter was by no means convinced of the seriousness of the trainer air
craft and spares shortage. He considered that there were amp!~ trainer 
aircraft. but doubted whether proper use was being made of them. He felt 
that tbe maximum trainers were already being manufactured or bought 
from the U.S.A. He was also considerably alarmed at tbe crash rate and 
critical oi the export of training material for the Empire Air Training 
Scheme. He stated that 1.134 aircraft and 1,969 engines had been shipped 
abroad. The Air Ministry, however, stood by tbeir statement that • the 
advantages to be derived from training in areas free from Command opera
tional rnstrictions and air bombardment will far outweigh any such diffi
culties '.1 There was no question of any extravagance in the supply of t rain
ing air:craft to the Dominions. The aircraft establishments of the training 
schools remained the same:; as if they were located in Britain, although it was 
necessary to provide a larger supply of spares. 

In conclusion it can be stated on behalf of the Ministry of Aircraft Produc
tion that insufficient guidance had been given to them on the provisioning 
for trainer aircraft.• The Air Council Committee on supply had made five 
requests for information of Air Ministry requirements in September and 
October 1939 without result and the f'\oal programme of trainer require
ments was not sent to the Production Department until March 1940. As at 
least eighteen months were required after demands had been furnished in 
order to achieve any material change in output it is not surprising that tbere 
was a serious shortage. 

Target Force ' C' 
The first of tbe war-time expansion programmes (Target Force ' C ') was 

introduced in December 1940. The programmel aimed at a total of 438 
squadrons to be formed by April 1942. In November 1940 the force con
sisted of 214 squadrons ( l 76 R.A.F. and 38 Dominion)." The aircraft 
production factor, which bas just been described. still constituted the main 
limitation to expansion, but a further restr iction became apparent in the 
shortage of pilots although other classes of aircrew were not so difficult to 
find. Jn August 1941 , for example, there were sufficient aircraft to form 
123 squadrons but shortage of pilots limited expa.nsioo to 70 squadrons. The 
first esseiltial to tbe fulfilment of Target Force ' C' was to increase the train
ing organization as quickly as possible. Tbere was, however, difficulty in 
anticipating the necessary balance. between the requirements of the first line 
forces and the training organization. 

At this time the expansion of the training organization. centred on the 
service flying training schools and much of the early training effort was to 
enlarge these schools in order that they could take the majority of E.F.T.S. 
trajnees who were waiting to pass through. During the Battle of Brita in the 
main question had been whether to achieve a limited expansion with exist
ing training resources or whether to expand the training. The decision 

' W.P. (40) 327. 
• M .. A.P./P.M. 14 Janllary 1941. 
l T.P.42, 21 December 1940. 
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reached was to sacrifice the immediate first line expansion in order to enlarge 
a training organization which would make possible a far larger operalional 
first I ine Ja ter in 194 l . 

Almost immediately fol\owjng toe introduction of Target Force · C' a 
revision became necessary. Tbis was the result of the acceleration of train
-ing under the A.M.T.s three 'Revises' aud the revision of the rate. of effoi;t. 
aircraft wastage and crew casual!ies.1 

Training Requirement:s to meet Tal'get Force ' C • 
Before the required expansion of the force could be assessed certain deduc

tions had to be made from the output from schools in ordec to provide for 
the expansion of the training organization and to meet opeiational wastage of 
the existing front line. Taking pilot output for example: altogether it was 
calculated that a total of 38 S.F.T.S.s wo9ld be required to maintain Target 
Force 'C '. Approximately 20 Were available al the time, and their output 
jn December 1940 was 792 of which 150 were allocated for training as in
structors, staff pilots, etc. 

In order to meet the wastage of Target Force 'C' it was calculated that in 
all 178 schools would be necessary, working to lengths of courses designed to 
give the minimum adequate training roquii;ed under pressure of war co.ndi
tioos. 2 Schools were also required for the expansion from 214 to 438 
squadrons by April 1942. This number was calculated to be an additional 
42½ per cent. : thus 254 schools were required altogether. But the number 
of schools required to maintain and expand an air force at ·a fixed rate of 
expansion were great!}' in excess of those required for maintenance alone : 
on a force of 438 squadrons an expansion of less than 4 per cent. per monttr 
required 122 schools or more than 70 per cent. more schools than those 
necessary to maintain the force. At the end of 1940 about 210 train.ees 
had to enter initial training wings for every JOO ·pilots finally drafted to 
operation squadrons. For observers the figure was over 150 trainees for 
each JOO drafted to the squadion.s. So far as the pilot output rate was con
cerned, between September 1940 and September 1941 nearly 15,000 pilots 
were trained. (This figure rose to 27,000 by September i942.) 111 spite of 
(his, pilot output was still regarded as bejug the limiting factor. 

It was calculated that a total aircraft establishment for I78 schools would 
be 8,800 initial equipment aircraft with almost 4,000 in immediate reserve. 
It was very much easier to produce a ircraft than to train pilots and crews. 
With a pilot output rising from 1,000 per month to twice that within a year 
it was considered unlikely that the Royal Air Force could achieve an opera
tional ex:pansion of 14 squadrons per month, even though their initial wastage 
would only be incurred on an average first line of approximately 4,350 
aircraft. The proportion of aircraft consumed by the training organization 
in an expanding force was some 70 per cent. greater than that requfred to 
mai.l:1tain the static force. The numbers required to maintain the static first 
line of 6,000 amounted to no less than 8,267 aircraft requiring replacement 
in the training organization. 
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In order to expand the train•ing organization it was necessary either to 
withdraw instructors from tbe final stages of training, thereby restricting the 
flow of availability for the operational forces, or to withdraw operational 
pilots from the firs t line. Jn order to staff the 178 schools necessary to 
maintain Target Force 'C ' over 5,000 instructors and staff pilots were 
required. Finally. schools, training aircraft a nd instrucrors had to be 
available six months before their effect was felt in terms of operational 
eX,pansion. The neglect of these factors was well illustrnred at a meeting 
held by the Chief of Air Staff in December 1940 to consider future expansion 
in general and in particular that of the Metropolitan Bomber Force. The 
p.iscussions centred round the. production of a bomber force to attain parity 
wiih ·the German Air Force. Jt was estimated that the first line German 
bomber strength would be 2,250 by January 1942. As the bombers based 
in Britain had twice the distance to Hy to their targets than had the enemy, 
parity could only be achieved with a first line strength of 4,500 aircrafL 
The meeting came to the conclusion that the main limiting factor was the 
supply of advance trainer aircraft. Because of this the Air Member for 
T ra ining said there would be a shortfall of 1.000 pilots by March 1941 and 
a strong probability of losing a further l.000 pilots if the provision of 
:1dvanced traine.rs was not restored to the Ministry of Aircraft P roduction p lan 
of 2 October 1940, I t was agreed t:bat this position should be brought fo 
the atlention of the Cabinet. t 

The foregoing illustration indicates the magnitude of the problem facing 
Air Ministry at that time. 1t also b rought forth some interesting information 
regarding the German training effort. Estimated German aircraft o utput 
was about 1,800 a month, 500 of which were trainers. lt was dear that 
traioing expansion at least. had reached its peak. 2 

Review of. Training Programme. by RA.F. Development Committee1 

The revised rate of expansion up to Targel Force ' C' was $Ubmitted LO 

Lhe Prime Minister and accepted by him as tile rate of expansion towards 
which plans should be directed. The Secretary of State, however, had stated 
that the rute of expansion might be subject to unforeseen setbacks and that 
it at any time it seemed better to lengthen operational training unit courses 
al the temporary expense of forming new squadrons this would be done. 
The ma io elements in the plan for forming nn add itional 224 squa.drons 
between Novem ber 1940 and April 1942 were fighters and bombers whose 
expansion, particularly the latter. was the main concern. 'T'-dking the Ministry 
of Aircraft Production forecast for advanced trainer aircraft of October 1940 
as the basjs, the rate i.lt which S.F.T.S.s up to a total of 56 could be formed 
(assuming that the S.F.T.S. course woukl eventually revert to L6 weeks) was 
calculated. The result of this calculation was sent lo the. A.M.T. who lrnd 
given estimates of the output of pilots Lo be expected monthly up to September 
1941 a nd certain assumptions were rnade to give possible figures of pilot 

OLi tput in subsequent months. From this information. and in the light of 
recent revisions the rates of effort. a ircraft wastage and crew casualties. the 
rate of Royal Air Force expansion was calculated . 

• V.C.A:::../659, 2J December l'MO, end C.A.S./Misc./29. 
1 S. or S./ P.M., 18 December 1940. 
• 2nd Mee1i11g, R.A.F. Development Committee, 16 January 1941. 
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It appeared that with the exception of flying boats operational aircraft 
would be available to meet the needs of Target Force 'C ', but further 
information about advanced trainer production had since become available. 
Even before the bombing of Co ventry, which resulted in a decrease of the 
production of Cheetah engines (for the twin-engined Ansons and Oxfords), 
the output of advanced trainers had not come up to expectations although 
it w&s hoped to increase Master productio n by 40 a month within six months' 
time. New 6gures of production of advanced trainers were used to wor.k 
out a new rate of expansion of the training organization and were referred 
to the AM.T. to revise his 6gure of pilot output. It appeared. after examina
tion by the . Training Pcogress Department that the output of pilots from 
S.F.l'.S. up to June 1941 would show no cumulative decrease but that 
afterwards there would be a considerable decrease. This meant that up to 
August 1941 the same number of pilots delivered out of Operational Training 
Unit; could be relied on and. therefore, up to that date, the planned expansion 
programme could be made so far as the avajJabiHty ot pilots was concerned. 
After that date it appeared that the rate of expans,ioo would be retarded but 
tbe assumption was made and subsequently confirmed that the Dominion 
Air Forces and the Royal Air Forct1 Commands in non°operational theatres 
would bear the deficiency. 

Examinatioo of Factors Limiting Expansion 
The Development Committee also examined factors limiting expansion. 

In tJ1e first place it was agreed that the production of pilots and observers 
had to Le kept in constant relation, and for this purpose it would be necessary 
to divert a number of Ansons from the training of pilots to the trainiug of 
observers. The Ansons taken from one service training flying school would 
be sufficient to equip 4½ per cent. a ir observer navigation schools and for 
the loss of some 60 pilots per month there would be a gain of some 160 
observers per month. Concerning ground personnel it was anticipated by 
the Director of Manning that the total number of airmen required by the 
program!Tie could be obtained, but there would be considerable dilution and 
at the sume time greatly increased ground traini·ng facilities would be required. 

It was stated that airfield requirements were expected to be met, 1.1p to 
June 1941, but there . would be a deficiency of 25 by December 194 1. In 
this connection reference was made to tbe requirements stated by the A.M.T . 
for Group satellites. OriginaJly, A.M.T. had asked for two satellites for each 
night flying O.T.U. but. recognising that sufficient aerodromes would not 
be available, he had suggested that if each O .T.U. had one satellite and if 
the parent station could continue flying in 'Red ' (Enemy present) conditions 
it might be sufficient if the Group had a further three or four satellites at 
its disposal. . The AM.T. stated that the O.T.U.s could just manage with 
one satellite each, but they had no margin. The A.M.S.O. agreed that the 
provisions of group satellites should be noted as a desirable requirement. 
which, however, it might not be possible to meet. Referen:::e was also made 
to an opinion expressed by the President of the Aerodrome Board that aero
dromes beyond the requii-ements of Target Force 'C' could not be found. 
An increase in striking power beyond that given by Target Force ' C ' would 
probably have to be found by other methods. such as increasing the number 
of squadrons per station, or the number of crews per squadron or both. 
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On the question of pil'Ol allocation. it was ,poinled out that there were other 
calls on the -pilot output than to the main commands. Pilots were taken 
from Aying for controlling fighters, or for administrative posts, and :in this 
conneetion the A.O.C.-in-C .. Coastal Command had stated that his battle 
and accident casu~lties accounted for less than 50 per cent. of the drain on 
his pilots. Reference was also made to the .requirement of ferry pilots to 
fly American ailrcraft across the Atlantic, whi•ch might absorb as much as 
one month's output of pilots at the existing rate. The allocation of _pilots 
coming from S.F.T.S.s was settled at monthly .meetings held by t11e Air 
Member for Personnel. It was thought that the decisions of these meetings 
tended to be .influenced by short term considerations, iw hich migbt result in 
one particular command receiving priority over a longer period than was 
justilied. Thus, Fighter Command probably received an unduly high prioriity 
of pilot allocation the previous autumn . In order to correct this. it was 
agreed that A.M.S.O.s and A .M.T.s departments should prepaTe a rnvised 
statement of allocation of S.F.T.S. outputs in percentage form, sub-divjding 
the allocation between the •Metropolitan Air Force •Middle East and other 
requirements and thact this revi ed table be sent to the Ai,r Member for 
!Personnel for his guidance as w ,the requirements for the Jong term aJ.location 
of pilots. 

Pre-Entry Training : Fonnation of the Air Training Corps 

Towards the end of 1940 the problem of providing some geneml system 
of training to .cover the period between the tlate of leaving school and t,hat 
of entry into the Royal Air Force had •become more acute. Up to that time 
three schemes had been in existence and to some extent had covered tbis 
_gap. These were. the University Air Squadrons ; the Air Section of the 
Officers Training Corps in Public and Secondary Schools : and the Air 
,Defence Cadet Corps. Each of these schemes catered for a different section 
of the community. T hey proceeded independently a nd were dealt with by a 
diversity 'Of :branches within the Air Mfoistry. In a ·memorandum to the 
Air Council in November 19401 the Air Member for Training suggested 
•thait one organization under a senior ·officer should be created outside the 
Air Ministry to cover the whole field of pre-entry .traini ng. He also suggested 
that it sh'Ould be based on the · Air Defence Corps -movement. Tt would be 
necessary to give the organisers and cadets official encou,ragernent in addition 
to certain inducements and faci lities to make the scheme worth while and 
attractive from the individual viewpoint. A proposal that a force to be 
known as the Air Training Corps should be for.med was accordingly su:bm:i,t,ted 
to tbe War Ca:binet and approved on 19 December 1940. The Corps was 
established at the end of January 1941. on a voluntary basis, and embraced all 
pre-entry training activities. ' It proved very useful in bringing up to the re
quired standard personnel who would .otherwise have •been educationally or 
physically unst;itable for training. 20,000 cadets (200 squadrons) were •tal<en 
over- from the Air Defence Cadet Corps in February I 941 and by the summ-~r 
of that year the strength had risen to 146,000, The Corps reached 1ts 
maximum strengLh in July 1942 wir,h a ,total of 210.000 Cadets. 

1 A.C. 101 (40). 
1 A..M.O. A.8 1/41 . 
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This was the beginning of a trend which later was to assume growing 
importance to counteract the inevitaible decline in the s·tandard of air 
recrui1i11g as the war progressed. It a lso did much to encourage the recruiting 
of suitable men and 10 give them the opporturuty of ,preparing themselves 
while waiting to be called up. 

Target Force ' D ' 
In February 1941 the ending of the pilot shortage became apparent when 

it was realised that the maintenance of Target Force • C • on its completion 
would not absorb the pilot output available.' The Air Staff indicated that 
expansion beyond the limits of Targot :Force 'C' should be mostly in the 
direction of heavy bombers. This ruling was based on the fact that, on tbe 
completion of Target Force ' C ', a high proportion of the defensive air 
requirements would have been met and that tbe main need would then be 
for additiona l offensive strength. On the basis of pilot output the further 
expansion achievable was referred to as Target Force ' D '. This Force was 
proposed, to exceed 'C' by 18 and 255 squadrons in December 1941 a.ad 
January 1943 respectively. 

In November 1940 there were 2l4 squadrons at home and overseas; by 
the end of 1941 there were 219 squadrons at home and 76 overseas. 
Thus instead of the 438 squadrons intended there were 295 by 
the -end of 1941. This was due to the fact that the assessment 
o~ tbe expansion was based on _ pilot ouLput whereas it was 
already realised that the expansion would be limited by the production 
of bomber aircraft. Owing to the short term measures undertaken at the 
time of the Battle of Britain the production of heavy bombers had suffered 
in favour of figh ter production. I n consequence a pceliminary survey of 
production revea led that the heavy bombers would barely suffice to meet 
T arget Force ' C ' let alone exceed iL. The most determined efforts at the 
highest level were therefore continued throughout the rest of the war to 
overcome this unbalance between bomber and figh ter. Under the circum• 
stances it was suggested, therefore, that fighter expansion under Target 
Force 'D' might be accelerated instead of proceeding at the same rate as 
other types of squadron. It appeared likely that, such was the surplus of 
fighter aircraft and pilots, tbis expansion could be starLed about October 
1941 and compleled by Apri1 1942 with.out detriment to the achievable 
bomber; expansion: the only limiting factor was aerodrome space. 

Further Basic Training Considerations, February 1941 
T he expansion picture of this time, February 1941. would not be complete, 

however, without the figures of trained personnel and schools. It was 
stated by the Development Committee that to meet the Target Force figures, 
there would be a need for approximately 1,200 observers and 19,000 Wireless 
operators (air gunner) and air gunners by the end of 1941 and double that 
figure a year later. So far as pilots were concerned, the revised estimate 
of output showed a jump from 836 a month in Ja nuary 1941 to over 3,000 
a month by the end of 1942. This was, of course, because of the increasing 
dividends planned from the Empire Air Training Scheme and from the 

1 C. W.8./B./20/1, 19 Febrnary 1941-Secoad Meeting of R.A.F. Deve!C1pmen.t Commit1ee. 
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other forms of overseas trammg. It will be remembered that expansion 
plaos at that time were based prin:iariJy on this forecast. At the same time 
it js necessary to stress once rnote that this represented the income ·from 
those long term measures for establishing a wide based training organization 
overseas. The numbers produced were most impressive but they were oaly 
basically trained. There was still tbe element of refreshe,: !.,raining and 
operational training to be created to match this output and to convert it 
into firsL Ene pilots. The great technical advances had yet to make t.beir 
effects felt and the bomber offensive had yet to make its demands for an 
ever increa ing standard of skill on the art of tbe trained product. 

AH these things required an immense outlay 1n material resources and 
personnel, and there was the usual time iaterval to be surmounted before 
plans could be realised . Thus it was late 1941 before the growing need 
for quality could start to be met. Some idea of the implications of the 
expansion plans (C and D) can be gauged from tb,e fact that the number 

. of observer s hools to meet the programmes had to be doubled by the end 
of 1941, while the gunnery schools hud to be treblec;I. Although the need 
for observers was doubled there was the complication that these personnel 
bad to combine the functions of navigating. bomb aiming and air gunnery. 
This required two different schools to train the one individual, and tbere 
were criticisms that observers gi;-ew out of practice in navigation while 
tbey were undergoing their arn,,ament tra ining (i.e. bombing and gunnery). 
It was therefore decided to combine the two types of observer training foto 
one establishment. An experiment was therefore started at one school 
(Millom) in Februai:y 1941, and by the middle of April 1941 it was judged 
to be successful. Combined courses of 18 weeks duration (12 navigation 
and 6 weeks bombing and gunnery) at six Air Ob ervers Schools were 
introduced generally with a consequent saving in resources and improvement 
in tbe standard of observer training. This a~rangeiuent produci[)g 3,500 
observei:s a year was to last until the functions of the observer were split 
between the navigator and the bomb aimer under the 'New Deal ' of early 
1942.1 

The developmont of ai(crew showed that tbe trend induced by the new 
equipment and aircraft coming into the Service was to cause the specialisa
tion of roles. This was the reason for the eventual splitting of the observer's 
functions which bas just been mentioned. In tJ1e same way. in March 1941 ~ 
there also appeared the need for a Flight Engineer in the new heavy bomber 
wblch was then making its appearance. This type of aircrew will receive 
more detailed mention later on, but here it is necessary to draw attention 
to tbe growth of specialisation and to its inevitable logistical repercussions. 
The trend of modern invention in war, much as it improved the performance, 
accui:acy and power of weapons also entailed a larger and more complicated 
backing. Jn this backing training comprised a large. part of the commit
ment with regard to establishments and personnel. 

1 A.M. Files S.79588 and S.70633. 
' A.M ,O. A.190/4!. 
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Continued Trainer Aircrait Sbortage 
Jn March- 1941 there were still not enough train ing aircraft being pro

d·uced and, therefore, expansion was retarded. At the same time much was 
being done to overcome tl1e handicap by the more intense use of those air
craft which were ava ilable. The position was that, since the previous 
November, only 77 pet ceot. of the programme figures for advanced trainers 
were actually built and the opening dates of new schools had Lo be delayed 
while existing schools were unable to (Jrrn:;luce their full outpur. This 
resulted in a temporary decline in the numbers of pilots produced. and by 
foly 1941 the output of pilots wa<S 560 below schedule. 1 This situation had 
political effects. The Canadian Prime Minister sent a personal !elegran1 to, 

Mr. Churchill on the subjecl, drawing bis attention to the delay in the 
receipt of Anson aircraft and spares for Cheetah and Merlin engines. 
Tn his reply Mr. Churcbi)I explained the effects of enemy action such as the 
damage of the Coventry :raid to Cheetah engine pi:oduction and aJso on 
the po1ts and in the Atlan tic.·. He went on to show how, in spite of these 
handicaps, over 900 aircra(r had been shipped representing 80 per cent. 
of the programme up to tltat time. Ther is little doubt, however, that the 
atti tude o[ the Ministe.r of Aircraft Production had not been helpful on 
th~ question of the export of trainer aircraft and spares and that tbe 
embargo of May 1940 was partly responsible for the situation.' fn spite 
of the fact that Britain bad to some extent failed in ber part of the R iver
dale Agreement, Canada had already taken steps to purchase complete 
American aircraft and engines. and to manufacture Anson and Cheetab 
engine spares and arrangements had been made to purchase- American 
Wright engines to replace Cheetahs in the Ansons. To some extent, there
fore, the Minister of Aircraft Production was justified, as regards Canada, 
in his contention that trainer a ircraft and spares should be manufactured 
overseas thereby releasing British production for other work. 

By May 1941 , however, the positioo was improving. There were va rious 
reasons for this : the transfer of basic training overseas and the initial 
investments in material and personne1 were havjng increasing effects. Also 
the trainer shortage had induced more efficiency in the use of existing equjp. 
ment. 3 This was illustrated by tnc introduction of shift systems tried out 
both at Elementary and Service Flying Training Schools which increased 
the flying hours at the latter for example, from an average of 4.200 per 
month in 1940 to some 7,000 in 1941. At one school (Little Ri ssington) a 
figure of 9,000 hours per month was attained. 

Offensive Planning, April 1941 : Target {force • E' 
Planning for the bomber offensive received new irnpetlls after the pass

ing of Lease/Lend which, with its promise of heavy bomber aircraft made 
it seem possible lo create a heavy bomber force of over 4,000 a ircraft. 
Tbe Prime Minister's directive of September 1940 seemed to be best 
answered by a fresh target force which by April 1941 made its appearance. 
Previous .target forces 'C' and 'D' had •been ,based on the output of pilots 
and had aimed at' a large bomber expansion, which was limited by bomber 

1 T.P. 7/2, 21 April J941. 
0 S. of S. Folder 268A . 
' A.C. 14 (40) a.nd A.M. file CS. 10488. 
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production capacity. The new target force 'E ', freed from the linijtations 
imposed by the shortfall of the training output, was based on purely opera
tional requirements with 250 heavy bomber squadrons as the main feature . 
It contained fewer squadrons than Target force 'D ', but this was com
pensated for by a great increase in bomb Joad. The rate of ex-pansion aimed 
at a total of 227 bomber squadrons by the spring of 1943 and a further 
100 heavy and medium squadrons by the end of that year.' · 

It was at this time that the fkst indications of tbe manpower problem 
became apparent. On 21 March 1941 tbe Prime Minister called for a cut 
of 50,000 men in the manpower demand and for the substitution of 50.000 
women. 2 Despite the difficulties raised by this decision it was decided at 
a Special Air Council meeting on 26 March 1941 to maintain the expansion 
programme. 

T arget Force 'E' provided for full operational training in the Metro
politan and Middle East theatres. It followed therefore that in planning 
new squadrons, regard was paid mainly to O.T.U. output and not to S.F.T.S. 
output. The distinction was important because the forecast of pilot output 
from S.F.l'.S.s for May and June was 3,680 and from O.T.U.s for the same 
period 1,800. :Sy changing from S.F.T.S. output to O.T.U. output as a basis 
for planning, tbe curve of expansion became flattened because squadrons 
were brought ioto existence nearer the date on which they became fit for 
operations, due to the shorter period of preparation necessary. 

The main requ irement now being heavy and medium bombers, the prob
lem was how to adj ust both the production programme and the training 
organization to make effective the decision to crtiate a stn\legic bomber 
force. Target Force 'E ' represented a marked advance in the means of 
producing pilots and crews but the difficulty lay in matching this produc
t.ion of aircrew with opera tional training facilities, which demanded opera
tional types of aircraft. 

1 W.P. (40) 353 and S. ofS. Folder A.H.B. ID/7/3a. 
;,. M.327/1,21 March 194 1. 
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CHAPTER 9 

DEVELOPMENT OF OPERATIONAL AND OVERSEAS 
TRAINING 

Ope.tationaJ Training 

Training expansion up to the beginning of 1941 was mainly in the direction 
of basic training and from that aspect the position was oot unsatisfactory.\ 
T he next pmblern was the provision of operational training facilit ies to keep 
pace with the expansion. This entailed heavy demands on the aerodrome 
space. operational type aircraft and staff pilots to equ'ip the 20 additional. 
operational training units estim.ated as being required during 1941. Jt 
was for Bomber Command in particular that operational training was most 
necessary. T he overall expansion programme envisaged an increase in heavy 
bomber squadrons from the 32 existing at the end of 1940 to 100 by Novem
ber 1941. Medium bomber squadrons were also scheduled to increase from 
14 to 25 by June 1941. In order to meet this target a short tenn plan for 
the provision of operational training unit capacity in Bomber Command was 
laid. down. Tt was based on the monthly import of pilots to that Command 
over a period of six months to the middle of 194l. The number of O.T.U.s 
required to cope with this output on the basis of an e,ight weeks' course, 
with intakes of 50 per fortn.ight, was planned to rise from 8 to 18 by June 
1941, in the case of heavy bombers and from 2½ to 4 in the case of medium 
bombers. It can be understood, therefore, that a serious situation existed 
and it was · considered that, unless operational st_ations were misemployed 
as O .T.U-s the only alternative was a reduction in the length of the O.T.U. 
course. T his meant a lower standard of training followed by increased 
casualties, which in time would lead to a slowing down in the rate of ex
pansion or a further reduction in the JengU1 of the O.T.U. courses. The 
operational training problem was intensified by the necessity of providing 
two pilots per bomber aircraft. I t was not. until early 1942 that Bomber 
Cq_mmand went over fo the single pilot policy and made a seemingly hope
less task into a practical possibility . 

.By t]1e beginning of F ebruary 1941, the position with regard to expansion, 
as conditioned by the supply of basically trained personnel, was becoming 
more clear..i Royal Air Force Development Committee d iscussions on 
Target Force ' C' revealed that tbe S.F.T.S. output would be sufficient to 
match planned Royal A ir Force expansion up lo the end of June 1941, whe11 
because of delays in opening schools caused by the trainer a ircraft sllortage, 
it would begin to fall away in relation to requirements. T hus, the end of 
the restriction on expansion caused by pilot shortage was a lmost over. At 
the same time there was the operational training commitment. 

Bomber Corwnand 

I.n Bomber Command the situation was that, at tbe beginning of May 
1940. eight bomber O.T.U.s had been formed from the original Group Pools. 
Seven of these were to back the 231 bomber squadrons and one was to 
back the Battle squadrons in France. Plans were made to make a fu rther 

1 A.C.6 (41). 
' A.C.12 (41). 
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seven of the former Group Pool squadrons into operational training units as 
soon as they had been reformed. The seven O.T.U.s turned out crews at lho 
rate of 930 a year in the face of a conservatively estimated wastage of 1,350 
crews a year. There was aJso the question of relief fo r war weary pilots 
which raised this estimate to 2,300 crews a year. It was stated a t a confer~ 
ence held on 14 May 1940, that if the O .T.U.s were raised to full strength 
they could increase their output to 1,750 a year. and it was accordingly 
decided to do so, and to form two more O.T.U.s. To provide the resources 
to carry out tbis expansion, six of the seven Group Pool squadrons which 
were becoming operational were rolled up. The output of the bomber 
O.T.U.s went up to 2.l 80 per year and was planned to reach 3.000 when 
all nine O.T:U.s were in full operation. This increase barely met the wastage 
of 24 first line squadrons, but needed a flow from the Servi-::e F.T.S.s esti
mated al over 3,500 compared with the 1,900 a year then being allocated to 
Bomber Command. After June 1940, with the return of the Advanced Air 
Striking Force squadrons from France, Bomber Command's first line strength 
went up to 34 squadrons rising to 37 by August 1940. To provide the train
ing backing for this force the O.T.U.s had increased to eleven. some of 
which, however, were working considerably below full size.1 

Throughout the summer of 1940 operational training units in Fighter a nd 
Coastal Commands had had priority in pilots passing out from service ftyjng 
training schools. with a resulting decrease of both trainees and instructors 
for similar units in Bomber Command amounting to 33 per cent. The intro
duction of the 'Second R evise' lengthened the bomber O.T.U. course from 
six to eight weeks and increased flying time from 60 to 75 hours in units 
equipped with Battles, and from 55 to 70 hours in' those supplied with 
Wellingtons, WhitJeys and Hampdens. The load on S.F.T.S., which formed 
a bottleneck in the flow, was lightened thereby though at the expense of a 
Jower rate of output from O.T.U. The 'Third Revise' added two weeks to 
the course and further increased flying exercises to 90 hours for single
engined and 85 hours· for twin-engined bombers. Although Bomber Com
mand protested against the still lower rate of ou tput, this measure became 
accepted policy. During the winter 6f 1940-41 entries from S.F.T.S. at a 
rate of over four thousand per year produced an output from O.T.U. of 
around two thousand seven hundred a year. 

In January 1941, however, when the prospects of bomber expansion were 
examined, the outlook was far from satisfactory. Operational wastage was 
budgetted for at 2.,650 pilots a year, while Middle East reinforcements 
required some 600 a year and withdrawals for instructor duties 540 a year. 
There was a surplus of S.F.T.S. output of some 1,000 per year to meet 
existing pilot deficiencies in Bomber Command and to form new O.T.U.s in 
advance of new operational squadrons they were to back. It seemed, there
fore, as if bomber expansion was almost impossible. At the same time the 
first products of the overseas training organization were ardving and it was 
expected that after April 1941, some 8,000 S.F.T.S. pilots per year wouJd be 
available for bomber O.T.U. training. This, however, re-emphasised the need 
for O.T.U. expansion. The problem was the provision of O .T.U. instructors 
which could only be met by withdrawing pilots from the first line and by 

1 A.M. Files S.1925, S.60810 and S.4928. 
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dilution with inexperienced instructors. It was estimated in January 194 1, 
that to cope with the increased flow of S.F.T.S. pilots wbicn was .anticipated 
after June 1941, an additional 11½ 0 .T.U.s, making 20 jn ail, would have to 
be opened in the first six months of 1941. if they were all to be trained. This 
commitment required over 600 instructor pilots which could only come from 
the first line which then numbered 1,120 pilots. Bomber Command was 
alarmed at the prospective dilution of the first ]jne by new pilots, while the 
training a utho rities were insistent that the necessary O.T.U. faci lities (includ
ing aerodromes) should be provided.1 

In March 1941. it was decided to fix the bomber O.T.U. course at eight 
weeks and 55 to 60 hours flying. This did not, however, solve the O.T.U. 
sh.ortage, and it meant that pilots would go forward to their squadrons with 
only 177 hours flying experience (50 hours E.F.T.S., 72 hours S.F.T.S. and 
55 .hours O.T.U.). There v,,as, therefore, an urgent need for O.T .U. expansion. 
At the same time jt must be realised that already some 40 per cent. of a ll 
Wellingtons in Britai1l were being used in O.T.U.s compared with 50 per cent. 
in tbe first line. The inevitable result of these conflicting factors was a 
lowering of training standards. This was d iscussed at an Air Ministry 
conference early jn April 194 I. and was accepted by Bomber Command later 
in that month. Tl1e bomber O.T.U. course was reduced from eight to six 
weeks ; the output was doubled whilst retaining the same establishment of 
aircraft and the pilot instructors were reduced from 72 to 64 per O.T.U. 
T his revised Wellington and Whitley course aimed at giving pilots thirty 
hours a t the controls, including at least nine hours by night, and a further 
twenty hours flying as secon(l pilot. At the same time the number of O.T.U.s 
was increased and reached sixteen by JUJ1e 1941. The main ea.use of the 
O.T.U. problem was the two pilot policy for bomber aii-craft.2 During ~he 
discussions at that time Bomber Command had tentatively suggested reducing 
t)le bomber crew Lo one pilot, but it was not until the end of 1941 that this 
problem was again examined. 

Coastal Command 

Almost from the beginning of the w'ar Coastal Command had undagone a 
difficult time with its training and in 1940 had been compelled to do most 
of the operational training in the squadrons. When the war began the 
operational training organization to back Coastal Command was one O.T.U. 
(Silloth), the T orpedo Trnining School, a nd the Flying Boat Training Flight. 
In the spring and summer of l 940 Coastal Command re-armed from Ansons 
to Hudsons and Beauforts and the single O.T.U. was seriously over-Joaded 
with work which had a disturbing effect on the first line squadrons. Courses 
were shortened to three weeks and two weeks respectively for the l-fodsons 
and Beauforts, and~ July 1940, a Blenheim conversion training commitment 
was added. The output from the O.T.U. was at a rate of 600 per year 
whilst that required by the first line was 1,700 per year. A second O.T.U. 
for . long. range Coastal Fighters was not opened uotil October I 940 and a 
third. a Beaufort O.T.U. was opened in December 1940. A fourth O .T.U . 
for· flying boat training was started in March 1941, and two more completed 
the first e.xpansion by J uly 1941. Whitleys and Wellingtons were also first 

1 A.M. File S.60810. 
' C.A.S. Misc./35, J April 1941 and A.M. File S.69865, J 2 April J 941. 
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used in the winter of 1940-41 and their trainin,g flights formed an element of 
No. 3 O.T.U. In spite of these increases the Coastal O.T.U. output remained 
at 600 per year during the fast half of 1941 owing to increases in course 
length. On the other hand, the output from the General Reconnaissance 
School which had started in 1936 and represented an intermedi~te stage 
between the S.F.T.S. and the 0.T.U. had rapidly increased. This accentuated 
the bottle-neck formed by the 0.T.U. stage which was further complicated 
by the demands for Middle East reinforcement and wastage. By the middle 
of 1941, therefore. CoastaJ Cornmand was experiencing a shoi:tage of trained 
crews. 

Fightci: Command 

Ju Fighter Command the plan, as oudined by ,the A.M.S.O. was to have one 
O.T.U. for every ten fighter squadrons. Each O .T.U. would produce 34 pilots 
per month from a six weeks' course. The average casualty rate per ten 
squadrons was 26 per month over a year. On this basis the O.T.U. output 
would be eight more pilots a month than was likely to be required. The task 
of forming an adeq11ate O.T.U. organization was considerable, and the 
A.M.S.O. bad been compelled to suggest that the operational training of pilots 
required for forming new fighter squadrons should to some extent be carried 
out in the squadrons themselves. It was impossible, ,therefore, at that stage 
to increase the ratio of fighter O.T.U.s to squadrons to more tban one in ten. 

Jn commenting on the problem the Air Member for training stated on 
15 December 1940,' that whether or not it was possible to work to the 
operational cycle that was eventually laid down depended upon the .flow 
through the S.F.T.S. and 0 .T.U.s. The planned additional O.T.U. capacity 
was adequate to absorb the S.F.T.S. output during the first part of 1941. 
Tbe shape of this capacity had, however, lo be adjusted to give more pre
cedence to Coastal Command requirements in view of the exigencies of the 
submarine war. This priority was to be at the expense of Bomber Command. 
The A.M.T. also stated that there was no possibility of relieving war weary 
pilots in addition to forming new squadrons, uotU after March 1941, unless 
the winter wastage feJI below the estimated ,ate or an additional fighter 
O.T.U. were formed. 

Canadian Operational Training Units 
In February 194) a proposal was made to establish operational tra1mng 

units in Canada. The chief reason for this was the ferrying sitoation. The 
responsibility for ferrying American aircraft over the Atlantic bad 11ot then 
been fixed, but the training of the pilots was an Air Minjstry responsibil ity 
and i t was obvious that there were advantages in having an organization ou 
the Canadian side of the Atlantic to carry out this task. The oue difficulty 
was that this proposal co11tradicted the principle that O.T.U.s should be in 
the theatre of openttions wbich they served. It was decided, however, that 
the advantages outweighted tl1is disadvantage an.d it was proposed to 
establish a number of 0.T.U.s in Canada as soon as possible. Jn addition 
to forming O.T.U.s which could train crews to ferry bomber aircraft across 
lhe Atlantic it was a lso decided to set up a fighter O.T.lJ. in o rder to train 
pilots on the locally produced Hurricanes. Actually only one Hudson 0.T.lJ. 
was formed by June 1941, and it was not until 1944 that six were in operation. 

1 A.M.T./V.C.A.S .• V.C.A.S./582. 
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Middle East Operation.al Training Uoits 
The considerati.ons affecting overseas training in general have already been 

reviewed, it remains at this time to discuss the growth of the O.T.U. 
organization in the Middle East ; since the basic training organization in 
Afdca to feed tha t theatre was akea'dy appearing. It will be remembered 
that the policy with regard to the location of O.T.U.s was that they should 
if possible, be in the same area as the squadrons they served. Th is was 
because of the obvious training and liaison value of such a policy and 
because the O T.U.s formed a potential immediate reserve in emergency. 
At the same time the Middle East presented a complicated problem because 
everything had to be provided in that theatre since there were no resources 
to sustain a wodem air effort. Suggestions, however, had been made as 
early as February 1940, that O .T.U.s should be established in tbat theatre 
and by early 1941 the planned flow of reinforcement to the Middle East 
was enough to keep three 0 .T.U.s fully employed and it was again suggested 
that two of these schools should be set up there. The Expansion and Re
equipment Policy Committee. however decided to expand and re-arm the 
Middle East first li,oe, as a matter of priority, a11d tbis was obviously neces
sary as its e tablishment contained a high proportion of obsolete aircraft. 
le was hoped that Italian opposition would be of such a nature as would 
permit operational training in the sq uadrnns. It was not therefore, until 
November 1940 that the Traini.og Unit Reserve Pool at Jsmailia , a miscel
laneous collection of aircraft, instructors and pilots awaiting employment, was 
renamed No. 70 O.T.U. and was regarded as a nucleus for future develop
ment. About the same time (October 1940), South African squadrons went 
to Nakuru in Kenya to take part in the East African campaign and a small 
O.T.U. known as No. 1 (S.A.) O.T.U. was improvised in the same place 
to back them. By January 1941, the tighter element of No. 70 O.T.U. moved 
from Isrnail.ia to Amriya near Alexandria and a Wellington training flight 
stai:ted at Kabrit. This latter was not, however, regarded as a bomber 
O.T.0. nucleus as heavy bombers were ferried direct to the Middle East 
from Bri ta i11 and arrived i!litially flown by operational crews drawn from the 
Bomber Conunand lirstline. Later (in April 1941) No. 15 O.T.0. at Harwell 
was allotted exclusively to the task of training Wellington reinforcement 
crews for tJ1e M idd]c East.' 

lo early 1941, a number of bomber and fighter pilots were reaching the 
Middle East after 0.T.U. training in Britain, but the majority of pilot re
placements were corning direct from S.F.T.S.s in Iraq, Africa and AustJalia , 
and modern types of aircraft. 1n May 1941, it was decided that the Middle 
East theatre sllould be self-sufficient in O.T .U.s for all types except heavy 
bombers, flying boats and G.R. aircraft. At the end of April tbe staff 
for two more O.T.U.s had been shipped from Britain, but it was at the 
end of July that this oumber was- increased by a further lwo unit.$. lo the 
meantime, No. 70 O.T.0. at lsm.ai\ia was moved to Kenya . and the South 
African 0.T.U. at Nakurn was merged with it. The target was therefore 
four O.T.U.s in the Middle East of which two each were to train medium 
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bomber and fighter pilots. This. organization took a long Lime to develop 
and by October 1941. the following was the position: -

No. 70 O.T.U. Nakuru was al three quarters strength. 

No. 71 (fighters and army co-operalion) was at half strength. 

No. 72 (medi um bombers and fighters) was at one th.ird strength. 

No. 73 {fighters) was not yet in existence but a Maryland squadron had 
been withdrawo from the first line to train crews on the American 
types witJ1 which the Middle East was re-arming. 

No. 74 (army co-operation) was formed from lhat element of No. 71 
O.T.U. and moved to Lydda in Palestine. 

It can be seen therefore, that the O,TU. position io. the Middle East was 
far from satisfactory. In particular, the drain on Bomber and Coastal Com
mands to supply O.T.U. trained crews for the Middle EasL was heavy and 
formed the subject of many complaints. It' is necessary, wnen considering 
the expansion problems of the MetropoliLan Air Forces, to bear this factor 
in mind. 

Operational Fatigue : Institution of Operational Tours 

Whilst considering the problem of operati.onal training ir became evident 
that in plann in.g the formation of new squadrons, it was not possible to 
consider that all pilots were available for expansion over and above what 
were required to replace the estimated wastage rates. These rates covered 
battle and flying accident wastage 011ly and it was assumed that other 
defi,<;:iencies such as sickness or postings would be cancelled ,by returns 
lo duty from the Jightly wounded . No . allowance had been made for 
wastage due to war weariness . lt Was therefore recommended Lhat allow
ance for Lhis should be included in the total estimated wastage rates. 
There would then be available a true measure for estimating the number 
of surplus pilots available for expansion or the size of the training organjza
ti.on required to support a given operat ional force. Experience alone could 
show what was a fair assessment of tbis factor of operational fatigue 
which varied with individuals as with types of squadrons aod operational 
conditions. An Air Council letter was therefore sent to a ll Commands on 
9 December 1940, asking for their views as to -the establishment of a datum 
line, whether in terms of operational hours, sorties, or some o ther factor 
beyond which no .pilot should remain without rest. ' 

The difficulties in establishing such a datum line were considerable 
because whatever factors were used, the question of degree of stress arose. 
For example 100 hours operational flying in one group of Fighter Command 
could easily ·be considered equal lo 200 or more o[ similar flying in another 
group of the same Command. It was evident that the datum line when 
establi bed $hould not be so low as to cause a ra'Pid turnover. leading to 
a shortage of experienced 'Pilots, r:or should it be so high ,as to be impos
sible of attainment by the average pilot. At the same lime it was plain 
that action could be taken immediately by moving fighter pilots to quieter 
sectors or other pilots to operational training uni ts. After some discussion 
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the operational tour was 6xed. In arriving at a .fi.oal figure of the number 
of hours to be flown the training progress department estimated statistics 
of probable surviva l based on past experience iu different types of squadrons. 
They took as a basis 25 per cent. a nd 50 per cent. probability of survival (or 
more strictly of not becoming a casualty). These figures assumed the skill 
of all crews to be equa·l and remained so throughout their operational career. 
While this was not in accordance with the facts (it had been found that 
the incidence of casualties was higher over the first dozen sorties). tbe pro
portionate relationship ,be~weeo the various types of squadrons remained 
the same. Broadly speaking, therefore, by the beginning of 1941 the prob
able life of a bomber crew was approximately double that of a fighter 
crew and the probable life of a general reconnaissance land plane was approxi
mately four rimes that of a bomber crew. In this ,way was the tour expiry 
replacement rate calculated at that time. 

In M arch 1941. the Air Council issued a letter laying down a. general 
rule that so far as the war situation permitted, ,personnel should be relieved 
from operational flying after a maximum o[ 200 ho11rs in one tour of 
operational d'Uty.i Provision was D,1ade for the early withdrawal of those 
of less robust constitution, and for extension of the operational tour in 
such cases as flying personnel of general reconnaissance squadrons or of 
fighter pilots from areas where enemy fighter opposition was weak or absent. 
The pilots withdrawn from operational .flying under this policy were to 
be posted as instructional staff to operational training units until existing 
deficiencies were met. Personnel withdrawn from squadrons in excess of 
requirements for O.T.U. instructors were to be posted to flying schools 
and other non-operational work. The Air Council appreciated that a 
number of pilots found the instructional work at O.T.U.s both strenuous 
and disagreeable. ,but they stated that unless a reasonable tour were spent 
on this work it would not be possible to obtain that continuity which was 
essential if training were not to suffer. The Air Council accordingly decided 
that the normal min~mum tour of duty at an 0.T.U. ,would be six months. 
As a general rule reliefs for personnel withdrawn from operational units 
were to be provided via operational training units from· the service flying 
training schools, but this source of S'Upply was also to be supplemented by 
pilots on the staffs of O .T.U.s who had not done an operational tour. 
The duration of second or subsequent tours was subject to the ,principles 
laid down for the first. Jt was considered desirable th.at there should be an 
interval of not less than six months between any two tours of opera tional 
duty. 

One of the resultant advantages following the establishment of fixed 
operational tours was the establishment of a steady flow of experienced 

. personnel suitable for employment as O.T.U. instrucLors. One of the key 
factors in O.T.U expansion at this time was the provision of soitable instruc
tors.~ Just as at the beginning of the war, training expansion in general was 
held up by the opposing need for the element of experienced pilots in the 
first line to act as leaders and trainers for the new pilots, ·and for the same 
type of personnel to act as instructors in lhe training units, so was O.T.U. 
expansion held up for the same reasons. The only way in which satisfactory 
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O.T.U. instructors could be found was by using operationa1ly experienced 
pilots being rested from duty with their sq uadrons and by augmenting them 
with a certain proportion of operationally inexperienced instructors from tbe 
training organization. 

Ove.-scas Training 
When working out plans for training, a target was fixed on the estimated 

monthly production of aircraft for operations. At the outbreak of war the 
target was set at a figure of 2,500 aircraft from British inqustry. As tbe 
war continued .. and pa-rticulady when Lease/ Lend supplies came to augment 
the home production, our planners became ambitious and aimed at too high 
a figure that was seldom reached ; the .number of heavy bombers fo particular 
usually fell far short o{ the estimate given to the traini1)g branch several 
mon,t\ls earlier. Consequently with such a huge organization to control, 
spread almost world-wide, the training authorities had to watch thi's point 
very carefully. The Air Member for Training, remembering the shorlages 
of equipment during the eady days of war, legislated for ' margins' and 
• buffer stocks ' so as to ensure a sufficient supply of trained crews being 
ready just when they were wanted in Britajn. The dangers for ships whi'le 
the battle of the Atlantic raged at its fiercest added a further unknown 
quantity to the calculations for aircrew production. In the long-run these 
three uncertain factors: actual production of aircraft ; shipping deliveries 
of crews : a11d war casualties'. coupled with margins against unpredictable 
events, all contributed a share towards an over-pIOduction of aircrew that 
from 1942 onwards became a feature of the training story_ 

By early 1941 therefore when the organization for basic training was being 
expanded and located overseas rhe target for aircrew production was set 
at 50,000 per year, ot which 20,000 were to be pilots. This required fifty-six 
service flying training schools. The task was therefore to locate all but 
two of the 56 S.F.T.S.s abroad, on tb,e principle that basic training should be 
freed from the restrictions imposed by conditions in Britain, thereby freeing 
British resources for other activities, an important proportion of which could 
be used to create the operational and refresher training org~nization. 

The origina.1 discussions of October l940, on the Empire Ajr Training 
Scheme, which involved Canada. Australia and New Zealand, proposed that 
these three countries should train fou r ninths of the 50,000 aircrew (including 
20,000 pilots). Accordingly the equivalent of 25 S.F.T.S.s were located in 
those countries. In addition, this trend towards the export of basic training 
had resulted in Canada accepting evenµiaUy a further 14 Royal Air Force 
S.F.T.S.s which were technically known as' Transferred· schools on Canadian 
soil. There were also four S.F.T.S.s in Rhodesia, two in Britain and seven 
ia South Africa, of whi.ch Britain was to receive five sevenths of the output 
which meant that the RoyaJ Air Force had the equivalent o{ five S.F.T.S.s in 
that country. Fifty-one S.F.T.S.s were thus already located by agreement. This 
left five schools still to place. Arrangements had been made to form six 
British Flying Training Schools in the United States in March, 1941. These, 
however, were regarded by the A.M.T. as a form of insurance and \Vere not 
count~d against the total requirements of 56 S.F.T.S.s.1 
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Training in the United States 
One tif the most important events during the war from the training view

point was the passing by Congress of the Lease/ Lef\d L aw on 11 March 
1941. T he immediate effect was the offer by America of 285 H arvard and 
Yale trainer aircraft a s well as some operational type aircraft. Gener.al 
Arnold. the American Deputy Chief of Staff and Chief of the Air Corps 
and tbe British Air Attache ba<l already discussed the possibility of training 
Royal Air Force personnel in the United States a few days earlier and from 
this meeting bega·n the organization of R.A.F. training in the United States. 
Already, however, in June 1940. the possibility of training pilots for tbe 
R oyal Air Fo rce had been discussed with the American State Department 
as part of the emergency measures to obtain fighter pilots. These discussions 
were continued by the Under Sec(etary of State in August 1940, and even
tually rnsulted in a 'refresher ' training scheme for qualified pilots with 
eighty hours flying 10 receive 150 hours flying at three civilian schools in 
the United States. They then proceeded to Canada where they were tested 
and passed to British O.T.U.s. The scheme actually started in November 
1940, and trained approximately 600 pilots over a period of eighteen montb.s. 
Most of these personnel went to the ' Eagle Squadron ' and, though there 
was a tendency for the la ter arrivals to fall somewhat below the standard 
initially set, there can be no doubt that this was a welcome contribution to 
Britain at a Lime of g reat emergency. 

The 'Administration' (in U.S.A.) had for some time previously been 
sympathetic to the idea of a scheme for giving all-through ·training at civil 
schools in the United States which would be rough ly equiva lent to the 
training given at elementary and service flying training schools in Britain. 
I t was not, llowever, until April 1941. thut it had been possible to make any 
start on the scheme owing to the shortage of advanced trainers. On 6 March 
1941, the Americans said that they were prepared to release up to 260 
primary and advanced trainers during the following three months. They 
also submitted proposals, which were discussed with Genera! Arnold and 
with the civil operators, for the establishment of six schools to be managed 
by civil companies including those participating in the refresher course 
scheme. The target was to produce approximately 2,000 pilots per year. 
Initially there were legal and financial difficulties owint to the dollar situa~ion 
and {he high cost. The problem was complicated by fotePpretation of the 
Lease/Lend Act. H owever, these difficulties we(e soon resolved and in a 
remarkably short space of time (the schools being built within three months) 
the scheme started to operate in June 1941, a nd ran until the end of the 
war when four of the six original schools were still operating. The pupils 
came from British sources. and the total number trained during the war 
was roughly 7,200. 

This was only the beginning of even larger schemes which were launched 
in due course. One other source of American training inaugurated at this 
time was the result of an agreement reached with the Americans whereby 
tbey accepted batches of ten pupils on special naviga tio n courses which had 
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beeo arranged for U.S. Army Cadets at the Pan American Airways Na.viga
tion School at Miami. The first batch began training io March 1941. Later 
the Americans offered the entire school (200 places) to Britain.' 

T he ' Arnold and Towers' Schemes 
There were, of course, political, financial a.nd legal difficulties in the way 

of the establishment of U.S.A. training. The Canadians, who were well 
ahead of their programme in setting up the E .A.T.S. Schools, were naturally 
somewhat chagrined that proposa ls for training in the United States were 
made. The chief attraction, however, was Lease/Lend, and for this reason. 
the Secretary of State decided on 25 March 1941. to ask the Americans for 
fu1ther training faci lities. 

In April 1941, General Arnold vished Britain and discussed training with 
the A.MT. who gave him a straightfo1ward account of the position and of 
his needs.' Jn general, the AM.T indicated that Brilain required short
term help to increase the Roya l Air Force hitting power in 1941 by reducing 
the number of men who would have to be withdrawn from the first line to 
instruct ; and long term help to ease the strain on the expanding training 
organization. 

The particular directi.ons in wh ich Britain asked for assistance were finding 
pilots for the Atlantic and African routes, instructors and fully trained pilots 
for operational work. This statement of need was met by a response which 
the A.M.T. described as ' magnificent'. General Arnold made various 
promises of whi,ch the chief was that one third of the Uni.c:l States Army's 
training capacity would be put at Britain's disposal. That is to say that 
capacity was to be made available by the end of 1941 for producing F .T.S. 
trained pilots at a minimum rate of 3,000 a year in the U.S.A l n addition 
to this. the full c11pac1ty o[ the navigational training school a t Miami was 
also offered. The Arnold Scheme offer was made and accepted on 13 April 
194 l and was followed a few weeks later by a similar offer by Admiral 
Towers to train British personnel in U.S. Navy flying training schools. 

Up to that time, therefore, there were the Refresher S::heme, the British 
FTS.s. the Miami navigational training, and the Arnold and Towers 
Schemes all a rranged to meet R.AF. basic training needs. This, together 
with the S.F.T.S.s being set up in Canada. provided all the capacity and 
more. that was needed to provide personnel trained up to basic standard to 
meet al.I expansion plans. It will. of course, be realised that this account 
extends to plans and agreements only. The actual develo pment was more 
slow, but the eventual outcome was very much as planned. 

South Airicao Tramin.g Position 
While tb.e schemes in Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Southern 

,Rhodesia were forging ahead, South Africa was nampered by the slow build 
up of material and men, together with political. organizational and financial 
factors peculiar to herself. She was in the position of being the last to be 
dealt with and ~ulfered in consequence thro ughout. Tn spite of this progress 
had been made a n:! 12 schools were operating. fl1 January 1941, a second 
S.F.TS. and A.O.S. were opened. Shortages of all types of aircraft, however, 
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greatly reduced the effectiveness of these rni:asures and it was evident from 
the records that these handicaps resulted in a low output and a low standard 
of training. Owing to limited industrial resources and the absence of an 
aircraft industry South Africa was depending upon Britain for aircraft, 
equipment and key personnel. This, coupled with, an initial lack of guid
ance caused a state of low morale throughout the organization. Nor was 
the atmosphere improved by the slow and complicated financial negotia
tions which were carried on simultaneously with the development of training. 
Finally, however, the agreement for the joint air training scheme in South 
Africa was signed in June l 941. Tho agreement covered the setting up of 
24 schools and a unit for assembling and testing aircraft. 

Factors affecting Overseas training 
By April 1941 the following S.F.T.S.s 

Canada 
South Africa . .. 
Southern Rhodesia 
New Zealand 
Australia 
Britain 

were actually in operation :-•-· 
15 

J 2 
3 
\ 
4 

11 

38 

From this statement of the position in early 1941, it will be seen that actuar 
development of the overseas basic t~aining called into being by the plans and 
agreements which have been described was comparatively slow. Tb.is was 
due to aircraft shortage and to shipping difficulties in the main and was of 
course complicated by geographical and strategical factors. From the policy 
point of view, however. the focus of interest had moved on to the next stages. 
viz., o'perational training, and the organization to handle the influx of trainees 
into Britain from overseas. 

The factors of geography and industrial development had, of course, a 
marked effect on the product of training. On the other hand, settled climate. 
good visibility and space and freedom from enemy interference all contributed 
to steady programmes, sustained outputs and to rapid progress in construc
tion. The drawbacks were that the extremes of heat and cold had their effect 
both on pupils, staffs and maintenance personnel. Altitude, dust. and frost 
precluded the use of certain trainer types of aircraft st1ch as the Oxford and 
Cornell. Distances to be travelled and the transit factor generally made 
supply problems far more complicated and introduced the need for refresher 
training after prolonged voyages. There was also the factor of acclimatisa
tion and the use of special aids and equipment once Br,itain had been reached. 
These factors should be borne in mind when tracing the further development 
of -overseas training and when taking stock of what had been achieved . 

.By summer, 1941, some 27,000 ajrcrew had completed their training for 
tbe air. forces, while the target aimed at was some 50;:JOO per year when 
all the training schemes 1-Vefe fully working. At that time, however, South 
Africa and the U.S.A. had not yet started to produce results. The accelerated 
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Empire Air Training Scheme was under way and Canada, was going remark~ 
ably well and was ahead of schedule, whilst Australia and New Zealand 
maintained their largets and. increased lheir flow of recruits for Canadian 
training despite shortages of aircrafl and spares. 

Problems created by training Overseas : Introduction of Grading 

Meanwhile, on the p\lrely training side, the problems created by the export 
of basic training were by November necessitating further additio11s to and 
improvement in the system. To start with, pupils were being selected at 
initial training wings for training overseas with lhe result that when they 
commenced their flying training overseas they were be-ing eliminated a t a 
heavy rate, especially in the American schools where the rate was ovet 
50 per cent. Since the unsuccessful pupils had to be trained in other air
crew categories, this meant that a large proportion had to be shipped back 
to Britain since most of the non-pilot training was a t that time carried out 
there. 

Although in February 1941, an endeavour had been made to improve 
methods of selection of recruits at the initial training wing stage, the value 
of elementary flying training as the surest way of determining those who 
would be most Likely to succeed as pilots was recognised. With the increase 
of overseas training during l 941, the problem of wastage during training be
came more importanl, until under the American training system, the elimina
tion · rate called for urgent remedial action . The obvious remedy, which the 
transfer of elementary flying training to Caoada was making possible, was to 
11se the E.F.T .S. facilities thus released in the United Kingdom for ' weeding 
out' pupils before they were sent overseas, tbus cutting down the elimina
tion rate and so providing smaller numbers of rejected pupil p ilots for transfer 
to other forms of training. 

Grading was introduced in its preliminary form a t 20 E.F.T.S. flights in the 
United K ingdom in November 1941.' The course consisted of up to I 5 hours 
dual instruction and normal ab inido ground instruction in a three weeks 
course. Pupils who showed promise of making satisfacto(y pilots could be 
taken off the course a t any time after five hours flying and passed as fit to 
proceed for flying training overseas. Pupils not considered promising enough 
to be sent overseas went either to United Kingdom schools, if they appeared 
to be slow starters, or were transferred to other training. It was not until 
Janu.ary 1942, tl1al grading pupils Were allowed to go solo if they could 
do so within the three weeks. The first outputs from the grading scheme 
went to 16 Uoited States Army and Navy Schools, and as the flow increased, 
graded pupils were a lso sent to tbe British flying t;(ainiog schools in the 
U.S.A. and to South Africa. Tlius. with this new addition to the training 
course, a great measure of economy was introduced and a step forward in 
selection methods and increase in quality was ensured. 

Growth.of Personnel Reception Centres 
The flow back from overseas also made new dema~1ds on training resources. 

The perioos of waiting at Personnel R eception Centres ahd the long voyages 
caused a deterioration in the skill of newly trained personnel. I t was also 
necessary to remedy some of the unavoidable disadvantages of the overseas 
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system which were due to the good visibility and easy flying conditions of 
the overseas training areas . When pupils arrived in Britain they were 
unaccustomed to the bad flying conditions, the black-out and the special 
flyiJ1g aids and procedm:es. There was also the consideration that they bad 
to be usefully employed while awaiting O.T .U. training. This last considera
tion grew more and more important as time went on and as the O.T.U . 
difficuJlies increased. From the end of 1940 onwards. this element of 
refresher training had to be given in the O.T.U.s, but as the O.T.U. restric
tion increased and as the overseas flow grew in size, as already mentioned 
a Personnel Reception Centre was started on 12 February 1941, with a 
capacity of 750. Its purpose was the documentation. posting. etc., of graduateS
from overseas ,\Jld an elastic programme of ground training was arranged 
in order to occupy the waiting period. By the end of 1941 , the numbers in 
the P.R .C. mounted so rapidly that its capacity had to be expanded at short 
uotice to 3.000 and overfl.ow accommodation had to be ananged at Hastings. 
By March 1942, another P.R .C. with an eventual capacity of 2,500 had to form 
at Harrogate. 

Formation of Advanced Flying Units 

Another link in the chain of pilot training was forged by forming advanced 
flying units in November 1941. Their main purpose was to acclimatise pilots 
trained in sunnier lands to conditions in the European theatre as regards flying 
in bad weather and in 'black-out' by night, jn map reading and navigation 
over thickly populated areas.1 It will be remembered that the S.F .T.S. organiza
tion in Britain was closing down and opening up in Canada by the end of 
1941. The capacity thus left v_acant became available for the new stage 
of refresher and advanced t1·ain.ing. To begin with. three S.F.T.S.s started 
as Advanced Flying Units on 1 ovember 1941 , and more had started by 
the end of the year. By MarcJ1 1942, tbe number of pilot Advanced Flying 
Units bad jnc,:eased to ten . The course was first of three weeks duration 
but was increased to eight weeks in December 1941, for pilots destined for 
Bomber Command and four weeks for those intended for oth.er Home 
Commands. 

Originally it was envisaged that the crews should tly and train with. 
the pupil pilots at the twjn-engined Advanced Flying Units. Unfortunately 
the aircraft were not equipped with W / T and the flying needed by the pilots 
was not suitable for training observers and wireless operators. Observer 
Advanced Flying Units were therefore created by converting two Air Observers 
Schools al wnich a four weeks course was given. Tbe importance oE staff 
pilot and wireless operator training for this type of school will be dealt with 
later. 

1 A.M. File S.75860. 
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CHAPTER 10 

THE WAR SPREADS AND .EXP ANSI ON DEVELOPS 
MAY-DECEMBER 1941 

Before describing th.e developments following the introduction o[ Lease/ 
Lend some mention n'tust be made of the progress and general improvements 
in training a:::b ieved during tbe preceding months. When the training plan 
bad been first presented to tbe Cabinet ic was stated quite clearly that it 
was a maximum which made no allowance for enemy interference or for 
exceptionally bad weather conditions. It wa also already stated that the 
plan was based upon the M,A.P.'s October 1940 programme, and that in 
so far as production fell short of that programme, so would pilot outputs 
fall short of forecast. ' It wa S' admitted that in the original estimate only 
20 per cent. allowance was made for course txtensions during the winter 
months in Britain, as this had been the experience of the original 16 weeks 
S.F.T.S. course. 1n actual fact on the reduc_ed 10 weeks' course, the drop 
in output resulting from extensions in the worst months rose to as high ai; 

80 per cent. This caused a loss in output over the period of some l,lO0 
pilots, a proportion of which was due to restrictions imposed on night flying 
by enemy interference. For this reason , uew forecasts of pilot output took 
experience of the severe winter of 1940-41 into account aod allowances were 
made accordingly. 

An analysis of pilot production as affected by shortage of trainer aircraft 
and spares sl1ows the inlerdependence of the aircraft prod.uct,on and the 
training plans.2 The following was the pilot output position from S.F .T.S.s 
from ovember 1940 to March 1941 inclusive as seen by t he Air Ministry :-

R.A.F. I E.A.T.S. Total Schools 

.Programme' ... ... ... .. . ... .., 4,008 1,973 5,981 
Actual output .. . ... .. . . .. ... 2,731 1,765 4,496 
D ifference .. . ... ... . .. .. . 1,277 208 1,485 
Difference as per cent. of pr ogramme ... . .. 31 per cent. 10 percent. 25 oer cent, 

The Prime Minister's adviser (Professor Lindeman), attributed th is deficiency 
of one quarter mainly to the exceptionally ·bad weather in Britain during ihe 
winter of 1940--41, and partly to the shortage of advanced trainers. deliveries 
of which according to the Air Ministry figures, were less than three-nfths 
of the forecasts given to them . Lord Beaverbrook, who had been Minister 
of Aircraft Production, objected to tbis on the grounds that if the trainer 
aircraft had been properly maintained, there would have been no shortage : 
he pointed oul that on 18 April 1941, 1,186 out of 3 ,774. i.e. nearly one-third 
were listed as unserviceable. The Air Ministry reply was that over 400 o( 
these aircraft were left unserviceable because the necessary spares were not 
avaifable. Therefore, eliminating these, the number un serviceable was about 
770. or one-fifth of the tota l strength. This meant that trainer au-craft were 
under inspection or minor repair for one week in every five . In tbe view 

' W.P. (40) 447 . 
2 M.596/1 dated 29 May. 
3 W.P. (40) 447 . 
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of the Pdme Minister's adviser. this wa-s reasonable in view of Lhe relativdy 
large number of hours flown by tb,ese types •Of aircraft. 1-{e concluded that 
there was a case for a drive for n1ore advanced trainers and for the provision 
of spare parts, ' Otherwise our pilot output seems .likely to be further 
impa ired and therewith our whole expansion programme'. 

Plans for Further Expansion 
Plans for future development of training in spite of previous resincttons 

showed more confidence.' The number of E.F.T.S.s at the end of April 194! , 
was S9, of which 30 were E.A.T.S. schools and 8 Royal Air Force schools 
jn South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, and it was proposed to incr<!ase 
these by a further 21 to 80 by April 1942. It was hoped during 1941 Md 
early 1942 to match the 8 transferred Royal Air Force S.F.T.S.s in Canada 
wfrh B.F.T.S. capacity and to obtain the elementary trainers io Canada thu 
making no further demauds on British trainer capacity. S.F.T.S. expan~ion 
contemplated was also great. 111ere were in existence by the end of AprU 
1941, 38 S.F.T.S.s ioclud ing 17 E.A.T.S. sc-bools and 10 R.A.F. schools 
overseas, and ic was proposed to jocrease these to 61 schools, an increase of 5 
over the earlier programme. 

By the spring of 1941, the advanced trainer situatiorr showed promise of 
improvement in spite of a requirement o{ 2,000 , Ansons for 1941 and a 
further 1,700 for l 942 plus an output programme of over 3,000 trainers 
of all types. In spite of rhe ,hampering shortage of advanced trainers, 
substantial progress had been achieved since the crisis of 1940. Tbeie bad, 
by April 1941, been an overall 27:f per cent. increase in pilot strength. 
DUiing the same period the strength of Bomber Command had risen from 
1,147 to 1,451 pilots, an increase of 35 per cent. T his .increase bad been 
effected in spite of the fact that over 300 bomber -pilots had been sent to 
the Middle East dw:ing the period, mostly during tbe later months. 

In the Metropolitan Air Force, since November 1940, 11 fighter, 5 
coastal and 3 bomber squadrons had been formed. At the same time 
12 bomber squadrons had re-equipped from •Battles and BJenheims to 
Wellingtons, and there had beerr increases in the fighter e tablishment. 
Altogether ~his amou nted lo an equivalent ex.pansion of some Z5 sq'lladrons. 
This represented a much smalle, increase tban the 14 squadrons a month 
envisaged : although Fighter Command was ahead of programime Bomber 
and Coastal Commands were seriously in arreai: ·but, when the wastage of 
the Battle of B1·itajn , and the dislocation to long term plans ar1d the 
initial outlay on training expansion were taken into account, the resuJ,t did 
re~resent . a definite achievement." Moreover it was a ,good basis for the 
future. Pilot production was by that time •more than sufficient to reiplace 
wastage, althoug)J, owing to the severe winter of 1940-41 in addition to the 
other cau es mentioned, tb.ere were not enough to a llow unrestricted expansion 
until later in 1941. The prospects for l942 were good. The Americans had 
made generous offers of training facilities, and by their promises of an 
increasing flow of aircraft. had enhanced the prospects of first line expansion. 
In addition due to the location of training in the No~th American continent 
aod else-where. the restrictions imposed o.n Bri.tain 1by the weather and th e. 
enemy were likely to be substantially eliminated. 

1 C.W.E./A/13, 7 May 1941. 
2 A.M. File S.70543 and E.R.P. 110, 14 April 1941. 
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,Improvement of Training Methods 

The brief survey of the effect of e pansion. up to April l941 would not 
be complete without an indication of some of the advances made in the 
improvement of training methods up to that time. It may seem somewhat 
paradoxical but the fact remains tha t although the operational activities 
of the Royal Air Force tended to be undertaken more and more by night, 
the basic training syllabus was devoted to a large extent to day flying. 
In the E.F.T.S.s for instance, night flying was only done a an extra subject 
when the normal syllabus had been completed. This was largely because 
only a proportion of elementary trainers were equipped for night flying and 
because many E.F.T.S_s were located in the vicinity of aircrafl facto:ries 
where night flying was prohibited. It was not until July 1941 that 30 minutes' 
night dual Hying. with priority for twin-engined pupils, was laid down for 
some of the E .F.T.S.s and was gradually extended to more during the 
autumn. The difficulties at the S.F.T.S. stage have already been described . 
The amount of night .flying per pupil al (h(:) .F.T.S.s in Britain during the 
winter of 1940-41 averaged only some one and a balf to two hours,1 and 
it was not until tbe • New Deal ' at the end of 1941 that any appreciable 
improvemenL was .made in the night flying situation. 

One of the most impressive and useful of all synthetic devices introduced 
during the war was undoubtedly the Link Trainer.2 This instrument flying 
training device was undoubtedly a great factor in bringing the efficiency 
of pilots up to the standard required by modem aircraft_ At tbe same 
time up to early 1941 there can be little doubt that it was not being 
properly used . An investigation by the Directorate of Flying Training in 
January 1941, revealed that tb.e existing Link Training syllabus for S.F.T.S.s 
was obsolescent, that instrument flying instruction was neither standardised 
nor correlated with operational requjrements, and that S.F.T.S. instmctors 
were largely ignorant of the first principles of instrument .flying and of its 
jmportance in operational work. In .fact 95 per cent. of the instructors 
examined were not noticeably better on instrument flying than the average 
pupil turned ,out of a S.F.T.S .. while a fair proportion of them believed 
that it was unnecessary for an instructor him elf to be competent in instru
ment flying in order to ,teach it. There was an obviou need to correct 
a somewhat off-hand attitude of instructors towards this roost important 
subject and by July 1941, instrument flying was standardised by notes 
laying down what should be taught at the Central Flying School and at the 
S.F .T.S.s, Instructors were thenceforward required to practise instrument 
flying for half an hour per week and the Link Trainer and instrument flying 
syll abus were revised. 

It can ,be seen from the above survey of expansion (hat flying training was 
still dominated by logistics and that the consequent genera l lowering of 
standards had yet to b corrected. At the same time a changJ:; io emphasis 
can ·be discerned at the turn of the year 1940. The policy was to export all 
basic training overseas. Once the bash~ ti:aining organization had been 
deployed, improvements in quality were bound to follow. The next stage 

1 A.M. File S.60029 and A.H.B. H M/29/)6. 
~ A.M. FileA.45454/39. 
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was to expand the operational training and to in1prove jts quality of instruc
tion. Owing to the vastness of the organization and •to the large cost in 
resources it was not until the end of l 941 that any great change could be 
expected. 

Extension of Policy and Plans 
By the early summer" of 1941 a stage had been reached where air 

expansion plans could go forward with, greate, assurance. At home training 
expansion had freed the Air Staff ftom many of their worries over the supply 
of pilots and crews. and United States and Canadian assistance was becoming 
much more effective. At the same time the influence of air power in war was 
being strongly emphasised by German air successes in the Mediterranean. 
This naturaIJy re-inforced, if re-inforcement were required, the strength of 
the Air Ministry's case for a proper share of the national resources for 
expansion. Jn a Directive the Prime Minister gave expression to the policy 
which was to be followed. He ruled out all question of an advance in force 
against the German Army on the main.land of Europe and went on to say: 

' The above considerations and the situation as a whole make it 
impossible for the Army, except in resisting invasion, .. to play a primary 
role in the defeat of the enemy. That task can only be done by the 
staying power of the Navy and, above all. by the effect of air 
predominance.'1 

The Chief of the Air Staff in an appreciation of t)Je situation saw in this 
statement a ruling wbich made a clear cut allocation of responsibility between 
the Serv-ices. T he aim was to win the war by building up a cn1shing measure 
of a ir superiority. The Navy had to keep open the sea routes, upon which 
the air forces depended to so large an ex.tent for the supply of aircrews and 
material. and all these services had to defend the H oi;ne base and v.ital over
seas territory against invasion.2 

At that time each disaster, of which there were still to be many, demon
strated the urgent need for air power and thus the need for a sound "training 
organization. Al the same time. the Royal Air Force training organization 
was not without its cri tics because of its insisteut demands for ever more 
men, aircraft. and equipment. A particularly strong critic was the ex-Minister 
of Aircraft production whose influence was considerable. We are indebted 
to this circumstance for a strong letter to the P rime Minister from the Secretary 
of State who, after objecting to criticism of bis traioing organization and 
demonsrraling the effect on training of the trainer aircraft shortage, went on 
10 say: 

'Meanwhile let me place on record my own opinion that it will be in 
aircraft and not in pilots that there will be a shortage at the end of the 
year. In nine ll)onths' time w.e may be contemplating the increase of our 
establishments in order to absorb surplus pilots.' 

Jn a , war where there had been nothing hitherto bu t serious shortages. the 
prospect of a surplus opened up vistas of improvements and increased power. 
In spite of present disasters, and the ill-effects of the previous win,er. the 
wisdom of the sacrifices made during the Battle of Britain was becoming 

1 W.P. (41) ~9. Annex. I. 
' C.A.S./C.O.S. 'The Air Progrornme ', 20 May 1941. 
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more apparent, At that time, the A.M.T .'s planning department considered 
that there was every reason to be sanguine regarding the adequacy of the 
supply of pilots in the future and that the Secretary of State's · boast ' to the 
P rime Minister would come true. In arriving at this conclusion. it may be of 
interest to show how it was estimated.' 

Example of Planning Methods 

The estimated output of pilots was allocated iO O.T.U.s less 10 per cent. 
which was set aside each month to provide flying instructors for flying training 
scbools, pilots for miscellaneous units, and so forth, but not staff pilots for 
O.T.U.s. Pupil wastage. was then allowed for at 15 per cent. for fighters 
and 7'} per cent. for bombers- 7 ½ per cent. and 5 per cent. were actually 
experienced. Wastage was then deducted at the full predicted rate for all 
squadrons which were operational plus an a)lowance of 15 per cent. to cover 
miscellaneous wastage and withdrawals. ihe O .T.U.s and squadrons were 
then formed from the pilots left over, the full establishment of staff pilots 
required to fo rm each O.T.U. being deducted from the residual pool, the 
balance being available for the format·ion of squadrons. On this basis tbe 
total output of pjlots was absorbed up to October 1941, but thereafter there 
was an estimated surplus. Jn - Novembe.r 1941, the growing surplus of 
pilots awaiting O.T.U, training contributed to the general training re
organization whicb started at that tin:e. To follow still further this example 
of planning, the Training Progress department estimated that the above 
0alculations allowed for a safety margin of between 1,500 and 2,000 up to 
the end of December 1941. In 1942 the calculatioo showed a ·considerable 
unabsorbed surplus every month. This surplus. together with a reduced 
demand for iostructors was estimated to amount to a margin of seven to 
e ight thousand pi lots. In addition. there were fu rther reserves 1n the form 
of two South African schools and one Australian school which were pro
viding pilots for S.A.A.f. and R.A.A.F. home defonce requirements. T he 
outputs of these three schools amounted to some 1,500 pilots per yea r 
that had been excluded from the pilot forecasts, although the requirements 
of overseas and Dominion squadrons had been included in the Expansion 
Pcogrnn1me. Finally, except for the British Flying Training Schools in the 
U nited Sta tes which replaced three S.F.T.S.s due to form the forecast took 
no account of any flow from that country, The very generous a llowance 
for contingencies in these calculations tended to swell th.e totals of pilots 
each year. But, having regard to the uncertain and spasmodic anivul 
of drafts from overseas, 1he surplus d id not seem unwarranted to the A.M.T. 
and A.M .P. who faced some anxious periods when inputs to operational 
training could not be completed in time. 

l n J94l only the first fruits of the overseas traini ng organization were 
appearing and there was still an actual shortage of pilots. Over all calculati<>ns 
loomed also the uncertainty of the wastage factor. Actually wastage proved 
much less than fo recast, though potentially, the reverse migbt have occurred. 
T here was a lso the factor of the sea blockade. There was no instance of tbe 
sinking of a large consignment of trajnees in transit, but ~gain this might 
have happened. The sborwge dudng 1940 was not easily forgotten. By the 
summer of 1941 a lso, it was clear that the forecasts about basic training 

1 T.P. 6/ 1, 9 May 1941. 
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had been fairly accurate. The output from the Empire Air Training Scheme 
during April 1941, amouoted to 592 compared with a forecast of 426. 
Arrivals in Britain amounted to 29 '1 against pl.anned arrivals of 245. -There 
were also a further 200 pilots jn transit, and output from the British S.F.T.S.s 
during April was 80 above the planned figure. 

To cope with this added income of pilots. the revision of the bomber O.T.U. 
syllabus bad permitted the O.T.U.s to meet .requirements temporari ly. The 
rate of fonnation of bomber O.T.U.s was limited to the rate at which Bomber 
Cornmand could release pilots from the squadrons which in turn was restricted 
by the flow from the O.T.U.s for the first line. At that time Bomber 
Command were feeding operational pilots back into rhe O.T.U.s at the 
maximum rate that the O.T.U. output would allow, and there were hopes 
lhat the substantial increases in O.T.U. intakes would cause their output 
rapidly to increase. It may be seen, therefore, that jn spite of the restrichons 
caused by shortage of advanced trainers, the l)oltleneck was undoubtedly at 
the O.T.U. stage, particularly in Bomber Command. This problem persisted 
to the end of the war. It must be remembered that first line and operational 
training were intimately connected and that the operational trainjng element. 
which used operational type aircraft, was as ex.pensive in men and material 
as the first line. First line expansion .therefore depended more upon a 
delicate adjustment ,between the claims of training and operations than upon 
any hard and fast planning. 

Adjustment between supply of Aircraft and Crews 

The question of adjustmeot between the supply of trained personnel and 
aircraft received close attention io May and June 1941.. This adjustment 
depended upon ,the uncertain faotor of aircraft supply both British and 
American. Investjgations carried out by the Prime Minister's advisers and 
the Air Ministry revealed the fact that while pilot and crew production was 
satisfactory, the great shortage was going to be in heavy bomber production. 
The position in mid-1941, became serious as it was estimated that in order 
to reach a first line boml)er force of over 4,000 aircraft, nearly 20,000 aircraft 
were required in the year ending in the summer of 1942. The supply to 
meet this, based on an optimistic forecast of British and American production, 
was estimated at some 15,00(]. The .Secretary of State summed up the position 
as follows :-

' Our present training programme is designed to produce the pilots 
necessary to carry out the planned expansion of the Royal Air Force 
up to the spring of 1943. This programme is the minimum necessary 
to achieve air superiority over Germany and I consider that the utmost 
effo11s are necessary both io. trus country and in the United States, to 
ensure that we receive the numbers of pilots and aircraft we require '.1 

Some idea of the change in the availabiljty of trained personnel which had 
occurred may be gauged from the fact that before the Battle of Brirain had 
started, the .Metropolitan Air Force was more than 15 per cent. below its 
establishment of pilots. By the end of September 1940. in spite of the 
intensive air battles which had taken place in August and September, 
culminating in the decisive defeat of the German Air Force on I 5 September, 
tbe pilot strength of the Metropolitan Air Force had increased by over 

' S. or S. f'olctar, Encl. 32A, A.H.B. ID/7/3a. 
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25 per cent. a nd the squadrons were u p to the 98 per cent. of their full 
pilot esta blishment. At the end of March 1941, in spite of the inevitable 
slowing down of the training organization by bad weather during the winter, 
and in spite of tJ1e heavy reinforcements sent to the Middle East, the pilot 
strength of the M etropolitan Air Force was over 40 per cent. greater than 
at the end of June 1940, and the squadrons were within less than 5 per cent. 
of their foll p ilo t establishment-a deficiency of only just over 200 p ilots. 
During the period from 30 September 1940, until the end of March l941 .. 
which covers the l .:ibyao, campaign in which the Italian Air Force in Africa 
were practically annib ilated, reinfo.rcements wh ich were sent from Britain 
and schools in Australia and Rhodesia enabled pjlot Strength in tb.e M iddle 
East to be increased from 567 to 993 pilots. From the end of March until 
tbe m iddle of June 1941, whilst the Middle East had been reinforced on a 
greater scale tha11 during the previous period. the pilot strength. of the 
Metropolitan Air Force had increased by a further 10 pe_r cent. on that of 
June 1940. making a total increase of 50 per cent. in just under a year. The 
strength in the Middle East had increased by a, further 15 per cent. to 1,082 
during the same period making a to tal of 90 per cent. dudng the year and 
large reinforcements were still en route. Emphasis has been laid upon the 
pilot situation up to J une 1941, because until then it was the limiting factor 
in expansion. Increasing dividends from overseas training were being 
re.ceived and gradually the restriction was removed. Those from overseas had 
to be brought to Britain involving sea voyages of several weeks a.nd the 
carrying out of opera tional training after a rrival. In general the average 
period in Jµne 1941, between completion of S.F.T.S. training and the 
formation of a first line squadron was about three months. 

Future Policy for Pilot Training 
Despite the favourable p i.lot position the Air Council decided 0 11 24 June 

1941, that training should continue its high pressure. 1 Their opinion was 
that, although calculations showed a future theoretical surplus of pilots. ma.iy 
factors might operate against the real isation of the training programme as 
planned a nd unforeseen requirements mig_ht a rise. If a surplus had in fact 
appeared possible the Air Council considered that the best course would 
be to utilise the wide margin of training capacity to give more training to a 
smaller number. 1iJ the meantime- they ruled that any references to a surpl us 
of pilots were undesirable but if unavoidable should only be made with 
discretion. Training expansion, therefore, was to proceed regardless of 
considerations wh ich have be.en described, and it is uow necessary to outline 
the arrangements which were made for the full deployment o f the basic 
training organization which was considered necessary to meet future 
req uiremeots. 

By June 1941. the pattern was clea r- basic training was to be expanded 
and concentrated in three main areas. viz.: The North American Continen t, 
Australasia a nd Africa. Agreements and arrangements to this end had heon 
made and it was but a question of time to bring these plans to fruition. 
In lndia a small basic organization lrnd been established to meet tile needs 
of the Jndian Air Force but it was never intended to· U-ain personnel for the 
R .A.F. in any q uantity, aJthoµgh as the war in the East progressed a large 

1 A. C. Con. 12 (41). 
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operational training organization was built up. It will be appreciated that 
offers of help had come in from a ll parts of the Empire and in the case 
of Burma, Malaya. Bermuda and Trinidad, initial and elementary training 
had actually been started in a small way. It was evident. however, that 
shortages of material and skilled manpower were such as to render these 
schemes impracticable in the long run, and they were abandoned after the 
entry of Japan into the War. As it was, the Empire Air Training Scheme 
and the agreement for training in Africa had immense handicaps to 
overcome by reason of shoctages of the main element of training expansion 
before they could become effective. Tn most cases syllabi aod outputs 
were maintained except for armament subjects where shortages of aircraft. 
equipmeut and other facili ties often proved insuperable. The credit 
for the remarkable general progress made must go in the main to the 
initiative displayed by local training authorities. It. is 11oticeable, however, 
that this capacity to overcome tbe partial failure of the flow of supplies 
from Britain was most successfully shown by those countries which had air
craft manufacturing facilities a t hand, or where advance provisioning action 
bad been taken. This was. of course, to be expected, but it does not eliminate 
the credit due to the countries concerned and their individual local com
manders and staffs for tne sometimes extraordinary initiative shown in findiog 
expedients. No criticism of the standard of the output can be made, except 
to say that the general syllabus of training particulady in night and instrument 
flying required revision during 1941. · 

The Jnfluence o.f World Events on Training 
The immediately preceding nanative will have shown that the first phase 

of expansion, that of the provision of basically trained personnel in mass. 
had reacbed a point which gave promise of development of quality in training 
and. in particular, improvement in the methods of conversion of these 
personnel into fighting crews. Up to the stage of graduatioJJ as fully fledged 
airmen, as distinct from specialised operational aircrews, the mass of 
personnel from the basic training organization was capable of being directed 
ioto whatever channel the operational situation demanded. The question 
now Lo be considered is the influence- of world events upon training policy. 
It can be understood, for instance, that. if Germany bad recoi:nmenced an 
air offensive against Britain, the air policy while developing a balanced 
first line, must have given priority to the defensive element of fighters, 
partic-ularly night fighters, to some considerable extent. If, oo the other 
hand, the enemy policy had been an all-out offensive, aimed at the strangula
tion of supplies, then the coastal element would have required strengthening. 
Similarly. if the Middle Bast had become the main focus of operations, the 
tactical bomber and fighter/ army co-operation elements would have similal'!y 
needed reinforcement. The intensity of the wastage in any particular 
direction would thus have demanded proportionate organization to replilce 
casualties, tour expiry and other attrition, and the flow of pupils would 
have been switched to meet the .new demands of that organization_ 

One of the main things to be remembered about the tra ining plans of 
Britain and the Empire up to mid-1941 was that they were on a scale com
mensurate with the task of waging a war of attrition against Germany on 
the assumption that external aid would consist chiefly of supplies of material. 
That was why Air Staff plans for a bomber force of over 4,000 heavy 
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bombers, which wa che force considered necessary to smash Germany, 
were based on the idea that somehow Bomber Command must be expanded 
to that size and that the only outside help would come jn the shape of 

. American beavy bombers. These were long range plans on a large scale 
and, as has been seen, were laid well in advance. Quite naturally British 
plans after the falJ of France were based on the hypothesis that Britain and 
the CommonweaJth would have to stand alone aud to defeat Germany with the 
help of Lease/Lend supplies from the United States. It can be seen that the 
laying down of the va t overseas air training scheme relieved Britai.n of 
much o( the manpower commitment necessary to run basic training. and the 
necessity to manufacture it. equipment after the initial overheads had been 
supplied, and build the necessary aerodromes and buildings. Britain was 
thus free to concentrate on building up a first line, with its operational 
training organization , which it was hoped would eventually be of sufficient 
$ize to intluence the outcome of the war if not lo be tl1e decisive factor . 
The flying training organization was by that time su{li.cient to meet these 
plans, but the aircraft manufacturing capacity and the supply situation of 
heavy bombers from the United States were the limiling factors . Up to 
June 1941, however, a target in ultimate expansion had been laid down 
and plans to attain it had started. At that time. therefore, the air forces 
were faced with a great expansion, to meet which, in point of numbers, only 
the training organization was capable and ready. Resources in other types 
of manpower and material were limited and the emergency measure of the 
sumrnef of 1940 were sti!J in force with aJI their disadvantages in the form of 
shortened courses and an enforced lowering of training standard. There was, 
at the same time, an increasing pressure to raise training standards by 
lengthening courses and by jruprovements in the syllabus. It was obvious 
that the improvements required were going to take a long time to effect. 

Entry o[ Russia into the War, 22 June 1941 
At that juncture there occurred the first of the world events which were 

to alter profoundly the situation in Britain's favour and which had imn1ediate 
repercussions on the training organization . On 22 June 1941 , the Germans 
invaded Russia, and on the same day the Prime Minister broadcast a speech 
which showed that Britain was unreservedly on Rus$ia's side, The effect 
on training was most auspicious, The first and most immediate benefit was 
tbe withdrawal of all but one German bomber Gescbwader (K.G. 2 equipped 
with Dornier 217's) to fhe Russian front.' Thus the German air effort.against 
the British Isles was curtailed, and at one stroke most of the urgent opera
tional handicaps necessitating the expot:t of training were ,removed . This is 
important to bear in mind because the aerodrome capacity which was 
becoming vacant by the move of tbe _ S.F.T.S.s was soon to be required for 
refresher training. 

Th.ere was also another factor, the slowing down of first line expansion 
which, though it caused ~he Air Ministry much concern, helped to make 
possible the improvement of training for which the training department had 
long been waiting. As will be remembered, initially the Germans met with 
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one success after another, thei,r arm.ies investing Leningrad and Moscow and 
capturing Kiev, Kharkov, the Donnetz basin and Rostov-on-Don. The 
Germans relied chiefly on tanks and aircraft, in each of which they enjoyed 
liuperiority. Russian supplies -.yere affected by the Joss of the industrial 
Ukraine, and their deficiencies could not be met by their war factories in 
the Urals and had to be supplemented by shipments from the United States 
and .Britain. This meant that American aircraft which had previously been. 
destined for the United · Kingdom were diverted to Russia and Br-itain also 
had to make a heavy contribution in fighter aircraft. This caused a slowing 
down in the rate of expansion of the first line forces by an initia l estimated 
three months in time or ultimately by the equivalent of 80 squadrons, in terms 
of aircraft. The effect of these events upon Fighter Command was evident 
within a few months (by October i94l). On the one hand the scheduled 
expansion of Fighter Command had to proceed, while on the other the 
production of fighter aircraft · to meet this expansion as well as the Russian 
commitment had not yet been adjusted. The result was that the Aircraft 
Storage Units were, when necessary, drain_ed completely of aircraft in 
order to keep squadrons in being and as mucb up to strength as possible. 
Also in order to prevent the rolling up of squadrons, the allotment of fighter 
aircraft to traini.J1g hacl to be cut and first line squadrons had to undertake 
more of the necessary operational training. The reaction of the training 
authorities to this threat to training was that, if necessary, Hurricanes were 
to· be removed from the S.F.T.S.s which had been using t.hem as an experi
ment, in order to strengthen the fighter O.T.U.s. The A.M.T, was against 
operational training in tbe squadrons because he considered that the super
vision there would be of a lower order and the wastage of aircraft would 
be higher. He had, however, to accept this tempor-ary position and Fighter 
Command itself had to restrict their operations to those of the most promising 
and least expensive kind. 

This was the first of the major dislocations caused by world events to 
British long term expansion plans. The flow of aircraft and aircrews was 
planned to coincide but now it was obvious that there. were. going to be 
aircrew surpluses under the emergency arrangement of the previous year. 
At an important stage in training history, the opportunily to lengthen courses 
was presented. A third repercussion also became apparent. From June 
1941, until American re-armament became effective towards the end of 1942, 
Russia bad to bear practically tne full weight of the German Jand forces. 
As is well known, she was very bard pressed and appealed to Britain and 
America to do something to engage a substantial number of German divisions. 
Jn spite of the desire of the President of the United States and of the Prime 
Minister to help, there was little, except in the Middle East, that could be 
done on land. 1t was therefore towards the increasing weight and accuracy 
of the bomb tonnage that the Allies looked for some method to help the 

· Rus'sians and to bit Germany. The political pressure behind Bomber Com
mand expansion thus received added· weight. The picture of (uture training 
commitments was becoming more dear. The bomber offensive and the 
improvement of training were closely inter-related problems and it was 
ih these directions that a major effort was required. 
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The added emphasis on bomber requirements and the investigations in,to 
methods of expanding Bomber Command revealed how severely Jong term 

, plans had suffered from previous neglect of bomber production. As already 
explained, the Secretary of State had writlen to lbe Prime Minister' calling 
for the maximum production of heavy bombers to match the increasing flow 
of aircrew . Training plans were adequate but strenuous efforts were neces
sary to produce the bomber aircraft, not only for the first line, but to equip 
the operational training organization. In reply to the Secretary of State's 
minute quoted above, the P.i:ime Minister; replied that 'The Air Ministry 
should frame their proposals observing what is involved in time and man
power.' This mention of manpower was to introduce the finat, and in many 
ways, ultimate factor in the background to the story.' The Secretary of 
State's minute to lhe Prime Minister of 2 April 1941. on the subject of Target 
Force' E' dealt very briefly with manpower as follows: ~ 

'The great training organization we are building up will suffic_e to 
supply pilots for a force much in excess of 'the pe-ak of 1941 expan:;;ion , 
The crews and ground personnel necessary to raise our striking force 
to the 4,000 murk by the spring of 1943 can be found if instructions 
are given now to work up to that figure. Tbe total strength of the Air 
Force would be above I¾ million men.' 

The time had come however when wider considerations- were involved . 
Tbe new offensive orientation of strategy~ and the va st e paosion plans of 
the armed forces and industry demanded that each Department should cost 
th,_eir proposals in terms of manpower. Owing to the huge training colllJJlit
roent the Department respons ibJe was in some respects vulnerable to this 
turn of affairs. Discussion at Ministerial level demanded to know suclt 
things as full manpower requirements for Target Force 'C' particularly with 
reference to a ircrew and skilled maintenance personnel. aod whether there 
would be adequate facilities for intake and training. 

Prime Minister's Demand for Twice the German Strength 
On 3 July 1941, the M.A.P. produced a new programme of ai rcraft con

struction which. drew from the Pritne Minisler a minute which showed his 
concern. 

' Our estimate of German monthly production by numbers is 2,lOO 
which is the numerical level at w,hich we stand up tiJI July l94.2, and 
indeed thereafter, apart from tbe new projects. . . . Broadly, from the 
figures put before me the impression would be one of equality for the 
next twelve months, so far as British and German construction ·is 
concerned, leaving any increase to be supplied by our sha re of United 
States production! We cannot be conten t with the a bove ituation which 
excludes all possibility of decisive predominance indispensable for 
victory. . . . In principle. however, we must aim at nothing less than 
having an Air Force twice as strong as the German Air Force by the 
end of 1942. This ought not to be impossible if a renewed vast effort 
is made now. It is the very least that can be contemplated, since no 
other way of winning lhe war has yet been proposed.'3 
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This was a most important ruling, because it finally set in trai n the 
concentration on bomber production which was to make the bomber force 
the chief training pre-occupation. It is incidental to the story that this aim 
was not possible of achievement but at the same time great efforts were 
made to achieve •it, and there can be no mistaking its effect on training 
plans, o r the shape it gave to them. From the traini11g point of view the 
AM.T.'s statement to the Air StalI may be ·taken as representing the 
position. 

' The latest R.A.F. Expansion Programme was based upon the 
M.A.P. Production Programme, and should provide some margin 
against possible impro\·ement on that Programme.' 

A joint minute by the Ministry of Aircraft Production and the Air Ministry 
informed the Prime Minister that his call for an air force twice as strong 
as the German Air Force was • not practicable . An additional output of 
some 70 bombers per month was possible ,by re-opening disper ed factories, 
but the introduction of the Warwick. would have to be sacrified for the con
tinued production of the Wellington. This was most important Crom the 
bomber O.'f .U. point of view as these units relied cbietly on lhe• Wellington. 
The chief reason for inability to produce the req uired number of bombers was 
the shortfall of American supplies and the limit to British capacity. It was 
estimated that a thousand bombers per month would be required to meet the 
Prime Minister's demands, but there was a possibility of meeting tbem by 
equivalent bomb tonnage. This was the best that could be hoped for, but lt 
did not alter the fact that it upset the harmony between training and aircraft 
production. At this point in training history it was obvious tbat hortage of 
aircraft was the main preoccupation of the anthorities. As already stated, 
pilot production had proceeded well in point of numbers and the train ing 
aircraft situation for pilots was definitely easing. The restriction was in 
operational types and in aircraft for training aircrews. 

Target Force ' E' Reviseil, August 1941 

It will be remembered that Target Force E • was the first expansion 
programme which could be based upon rbe simultaneous availability of pilots 
and aircraft and that subsequently the factors of heavy bomber production, 
0 . . U. capacity ao.d manpower tb.reatened to limit the target. TJ1e out
standing point about this programme was the Prime Minister's call for 
a striking force twice as strong as tbe Germans by the eod of 1942. By 
August when the actual front line strength wa some 4,500 aiccraft a revision 
o( Target Force· E' thus became necessary.'-' This programme, which aimed 
at some 615 squadrons equipped with 1 l.450 aircraft by the spring of 1943. 
had to be considered in relation to the size of the Air Force to which it 
was likely to be opposed. The German Ai.r Force which it was estimated 
then numbered some 4.500 6rst-line aircraft, was st iU expanding and the 
aim was not merely to equal this expansion but to establish a decisive lead. 
The prime requirement was the establishment of decisive air superiority. 
To aim al any larger force would have been impossible, owing to material 
limitations. The main feature of the expansion was the development of the 

1 S. of S. Folder, Encl. 49A, A.H.B. 1D/7/3a. 
2 C.W.E./E/31. 8 Augl1 t 1941 . 
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bomber force from its exjsting strength of 1,000 to a total of 4,500 mainly 
of the heaviest types. As the Chiefs of Staff stated in their review of war 
strategy :- 1 

'It is upon bombing, on a scale undreamed of in the last war, that 
we found the new weapon on which we must principally depend tor the 
destruction of German economic life and morale. To achieve this 
object within a reasonable time, ·the bombing offen ive must be o.n the 
heaviest possible scale and we set no limits to the size of the force 
required save those imposed by operational diffictilties in tbe United 
Kingdom. After meeting the needs of security, therefore, we give to 
the heavy bomber first priority in production, for only the heavy bomber 
can produce the conditions under which other offensive forces can be 
employed ' . 

By that ti_me the entry of Russia into the war was reflected in the target 
force and the setbacks received after the disaster in Greece and Crete and 
the growing threat in tne Far East called foi: the provision of 750 additional 
aircraft for o-operation with tbe Army and the Navy, and 270 transport 
aircraft, making an overall total of 12.470 aircraft. 

Although tbe original Target Force • E' bad suffered comparatively minor 
alterations. the A.M.T. oo 15 August 1941, pointed out that a'Clditions 
amounted to nearly 1,500 landplanes. So far as the production of trained 
pilots was concerned, the increases made · it essential that one-third of tbe 
output of tbe U.S.A.A .C.'s pilot training capacity, as it expanded, should 
be retained, regardless of their entry into the war, unless the Americans 
took Qver a proportionate share of the new Target Force. It was con
sidered by the A_M.T. that tbe Arnold Scheme had hitherto been regarded 
as some measure of insurance against a failure by South Africa to keep 
op to schedule. (The South African scheme was experiencing difficulties 
and its output had fallen behind the planned figures . The new require
ment for Target Force • E' increased the -importance of an expansion of 
pilot training in the United States and of keeping the South African 
scheme fully up to schedule. Jn addition to the needs for pilot training, 
new schools were required for observers, wireless operators and air gunoers, 
to match the increased number of pilots for the new Target Force • E '. 11) 
view of the great difficulty io carryiog out observer training in the United 
Kingdom and in fioding air gunnery raages. it was considered tbat new 
schools should be formed in the North-American Continent. At this time 
a need was expressed for United States help in providing O.T.U. training 
for all aircrews destined for sq·uadrons in the Unite<! Kingdom equipped with 
UniteJ States types capable of being ferried from the United _States ~to the 
Unitc.J Kingdom. So far as R .A.F. and Dominion Schools we;e coneerned 
trainiog expansion was almost complete. Other aircrew facilities were being 
planned to match pilot output and, although there was still much to be 
provided, progress was being made. Ground training facilities were also 
considered to be adequate for the Target Force. 

1 C.O.S. l41) 505, Annex. I. 
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Effect of Japanese Aggression, December 1941 
The Russo-German conflicl had made for the final widening of the war 

as. on the one hand it brought the United States closer to the anti-Axis 
powers, and on the other it stimulated German efforts. It added to the 
confidence of Japan to overwhelm the Far East while Russia and Britain 
were pre-occupied in the West. On 7 December 1941, Japan struck success
fully at every American and British base within her reach. On the following 
day the United States and Great Britain declared war on Japan. 

The effects on training were very marked. T'1ere were, of course, imme
diate repercussions, such as the cessation of the small training schemes in 
Burma and Malaya. In the Pacific, the flow of initia)ly trained Australian 
and New Zealand personnel to Canada under the E .A.T.S. arrangements 
was suspended for three months, and the flow of Australian crews to Southern 
Rbodesiap schools ceased forever . _T he training schemes in the West Indies 
also died away owing, to activities in the Caribbean. These results for traiu
ing. however, were far surpassed by the effect of world eveots upon American 
public opinion. The reac~ion was to demand immediate ,partic~pation by 
first line forces on the largest possible scale. Not only this, but there was 
also tbe feeling that in the Pacific lay America's theatre of war. The first 
reaction in the U .S.A. was to cau ·e the President to decide that top priority 
should go to all production which was to come off the line in l942, with 
the object of ensuring maximum equipment in 1943. The President also 
decreed that American aircrafl should, as far as possible, be flown by Ameri
can crews. Th.is gave expression to the preva.iling feeling Lhat aircraft should 
not be given away to other nations which were required for the country's 
own expanding requirements in training and in the first line . America 
wanted to take over a proper direct share of the operational burden a11d was 
oo longer concerned so much witJl being the ' Arsenal of Democracy ' . ' 

T l1e attitude of the Air Ministry and of the British Government was 
sympathetic to Lhese natural feelings, but there was great concern for the 
effect wh ich the drastic cutting down of American supplies of aircraft won]d 
have on the long teni;i plans, which , it will be remembered, were based on 
.Britain bearing the operational burden alone. The -loss to British expansion 
amounted to some 122 first line squadrons and ove, 2,000 a~rcra(t, and it 
was urgently represented •to the President that this loss should be as gradual 
as possible and should be compen~a ted for by the arrival of United States 
operational units to take their pJace in the line." 

Pending the revision of the Arnold / Portal Agreement on tbe supply of 
American aircraft · to Bri tai n, it was obvious that the only firm basis of 
planning was the programme · of aircraft production by British industry, and 
even that was liable to fall sbort• by anything up to 25 per cent. It will 
be app~eciated, therefore, that the planning of training presented no easy 
task and depended more than ever upon intelligent guesswork and anticipa
tion of the high strategic decisions whicll would have to be made now that 
America was herself an active belligerent. 

1 S. of S. Folder, A.H.B. JD/7/J(b). 
' L.M.A .B. (K.2) 21, 3 July 1942. 
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The 'New p e-al ' Proposals 
Early in December 1941 the Air Member for T raining submitted a paper 

to the Air Council outlining proposals for the overall improvement of train
ing.' After reviewing the background to the problem the A.M.T. recapitu, 
lated the position of the duration and extent of the trafoing syllabus. It 
will be remembered that the crisis of the summer of J 940 had shortened the 
courses finally from an official 205 hours to 177 hours for bomber pilots 
and from 180 to 162 hours for fighter pilots. These courses provided the 
minimum instruction necessary to enable a J?ilot to handle his aircraft unde.r 
favourable conditions, but they gave too little background of general flying 
experience and this led to a highe.r accident rate al the later stages of train
ing when flights were undertaken in more difficult conditions. A review 
of the number of aircraft written off per l0,000 hours 0ying during the 
period l January to l September 1941, revealed the following positioo:-

E.F.T.S.s 2.5 
S.F.T.S.s 6 
O.T.U.s 15, decreasing to 10 } Decreases 
Operational sgdns. 20. decreasing to JO largely seasonal. 

It will be seen that operational aircraft were being written off at twice the 
rate of S.F.T.S. aircraft which, in turn, was double the E.P.T.S. rate. Clearly 
tbe,skill of the pupil had not been increasing as fast as his advance to more 
complex types of aircraft. The total losses of operational aircraft through 
accidents amounted to about 170 a month-enough to form I O new squadrons. 

During 1941 therefore it can be seen that the standards of training had 
been largely dictated by necessity. By the end of 1941 with the target 
of front-line squadrons being shared by the Allies, the extent of the expansion 
of the Metropolitan Air Force could be cut down to a figure more approaching 
that which the United Kingdom could produce from her own resources. 
As a matter of ·interest, this brought the standard of training up to that 
which the Germans were reputed to give to their pilots viz.- between 220 
to 270 hours over a period of 17! to 23 months. 

The Air Member for Training then went 011 to propose officially those 
measures which had been introduced in November 1941, namely the grading 
and _A.F.U. stages for pilots, observers and wireless operators. He also 
proposed the formation of the Empire Central Flying School to set and 
maintain a high a nd uniform level of training standards throughout the 
Empire. Pending consideration of his paper by the Air Council, the Air 
Member for Training held a conference at the Air Ministry in December 
1941, which was fully representative of all concerned with training and at 
which his 'New Deal' proposals were outlined. The new proposals fot 
pilot training envisaged a 12 wee.ks' f.T.W. course followed by a three weeks' 
'grading ' course (to lost the pupil 's flying aptitude before sending him abroad 
for training) ; the E.F.T.S. course was to be extended to 8 weeks to allow 
about 80 hours flying, and the S.F.T.S. extended to 16 weeks with an average 
of 120 hours flying. After graduating pilots would proceed to Advanced 
Flying Units in the U.K. (4 weeks with 30 hours flying for single-engined 
units, and 8 weeks with 60 hours flying for twin-engined units) before passing 

' A.C. 70 (41) 
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on to ao O.T.U, The O,T.U. courses would range from 6 to 12 weeks 
according to the type of aircraft used and flying hours wouJ.d be between 
40-80 hours. These proposals, which would roughly double the flying hours 
given to pilots before they reached an operational squadron, received a warm 
welcome and general agreement. lt was apparent that great importance was 
attached to the improvement ii;i night and blind flying training which was 
proposed. 

The importa.nce of the training of other members of aircrew was not 
overlooked and in particular it was agreed to allot seven of the existing 
air observer schools to meet the monthly requireme11t of 650 observers. Tbe 
course was to be a minim.um of 25 hours in six weeks. In addition two air 
observers' schools were to remain in their orjginal role to carry out the training 
of observer wireless operators, who ,were a lso to undergo basic signals training 
in Tec hnical Training Command before doing the combined air observe~ 
course in navigation and armament. Regarding air gunners training it was 
stated that the immediate requirement for the non-Empire trained air gunners 
was the equjvalent of four and a half full ,sized air gunnery schools as 
follows: -

2 for Wireless Operators (Air Gunner)-480 pupils. 
l ½ for 'Straight' Air Gunners- 360 pupils. 
1 for Flight Engineers (Air Gunner)-240 pupils. 

It was also sta ted that by the middle of 1942 the equivalent of two and a 
half additional schools (one for 240 pupils and two for 180 pupils each) would 
be required. 

Fipally, on the subject of tbe elementary flying training scboors, the question 
was considered whether there were advantages in retaining E .F.T.S. capacity 
in Britain to feed transferred S.F.T.S.s or whethec this capacity should itself 
be transferred. The conclusions reached were that there were considerable 
advaptages in retaining ,this capacity in Britain, even though it might not be 
required for elementary training. The most important of the reasons given was 
that the aerodrome capacity of 43 flights would become redundant and, 
generally, could not be used for operational purposes. Tbe E.F.T.S.s could, 
however, be used for other purposes such as glider pilot training, fleet air arm 
training, and 'grading'. 

Summary o[ Improvement in Basic Training 

At this stage it would be as well to summarise the effect of the A.M.T. 's new 
proposals. While to assess a concrete standard was difficult, a comparison of 
the training given under each scheme indicates the improvement to be 
expected. The new scheme:-

(a) Doubled the total flying time on all types. 

(b) Passed the pupils to the O.T.U. trained in beam approach, with the 
standard in instrument flying which that entailed. 

(c) Increased the flying time al night by about five times. 

(d) Took the training in navigation to a far higher standard, 

(e) Introduced elementary training in bombing and gunnery. 

(!) Gave the D o minion trained pilots an acclimatization course in the 
U.K. before their O.T.U. training. 
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The exte11t of the improvements envisaged under the 'New Deal ' can there
fore be seen to have constituted an importaut step forward in the att<1inment 
of quality. 

Later in December 1941, tbe AM.T's proposals to increase tbe course 
lengths were the subject of discussion by the Air CounciP and the Commands, 
particularly Bomber Command, where the problem arose in its most acute 
form . Jn the meantime, however, on grounds of emergency, instructions were 
given, in anticipation of approval, for the extension to 16 weeks of tbe 
S.F.T.S. courses in Canada, New Zealand, and Southern Rhodesia. (Courses 
in Australia and South Africa had remained at 16 weeks.) In the main there 
could be no quarrel with the need for a revision of training, but the implica
tions were serious, chiefly in the organizational aspect. It was unfortunate. 
for instance that a revised estimate of requirement in advanced trainer air
craft, which did not allow for the new proposals, had just been put to the 
Ministry of Aircraft Production. There was the embarrassing possibility that 
this estimate would now have to be revjsed. There was also the fear that 
what was now a surplus of trainees ex S.F,T.S. might become a deficit which· 
would not balance aircraft output, and particularly new demands for aircraft 
from developments in the Far East. 

The cosl in units and aircraft also had not been measured and there was 
likely to be tbe anomaly of increased training overheads for a reduced target 
force. There was also some criticism that, with the transfer of basic training 
overseas, tbe Air Member for Training would lose touch with the organization 
for whose syllabus he was responsible. Anxiety as to whether the basic 
training organization was sufficient was also apparent. There was mention 
of a desire for ' Arnold ' capacity to be increased, a qttite impracticable 
proposition since the ' Arnold ' capacity itself was soon to be lost as America 
progressed with her expansion plans. Moreover it was not considered that 
the standard of navigational training was as inadequate as that of pilot 
training, none the less it was hoped that by laying additional emphasis on 
astro-navigation aod on the Observer A.F.U. stage, this form of training 
would be further improved. Jn general it can be said that the new training 
prop~sals met with approval in principle, subject to discussion with com
mands and investigations into the logistical aspect. 

' A.C. Con. 24 (41). 
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CHAPTER 11 

BOMBER COMMAND OPERATIONAL TRAINING 

On 26 August 1941 a conference held at Bomber Corornand' to discuss 
operation.al training, revealed that the situation was most unsatisfactory. 
Although the Command were endeavouring to carry out tbe training pro
gramme, based on shortened course lengths, the operational training units 
were reluctant to pass out pupiJs until they had reached a satisfactory stan
dard . The result was that the syllabus hours were exceeded. the Row to the 
squadrons was not maintained and the pool of S.F .T .S. trained pupils 
awaiting O .T .U. courses was steadily increasing. The conference agreed 
that the O .T .U .s should be compelled to maintain the length of courses as 1 

laid down with an allowance of an excra week's extension in special cases. 
The course lengths. tben fixed at six weeks. were to be extended to eight. in 
October and November, and ten in the .succeeding months until February. 
The courses at other O .T .O.s were to be extended in proportioo .2 

It had oow been accepted that the policy of giving the whole of operational 
training at O.T.U .s was sound . Thus ,the measures which had been taken 
under the ' Second Revise ' of July 1940, whereby two weeks trainiog were 
removed from the S.F .T.S. course and added to tbe O.T .U. course, had been 
reversed . Tbe S.F .T.S. courses were now increased and the O.T.U . courses 
decreased by two weeks. As will be shown later this decrease was not work
able especially under the two-pilot policy. Wi'th the added effects of the 
British winter the bomber O.T.U.s were faced with a difficult task which 
became inci:ea ingly impossible as so little night fiying was included in the 
basic training syllabus and the need for a higher operational standard was 
increasing owing to the importance o( the Bomber offensive. The crux of 
the problem was the availability of instructors and aircraft . The instr;uctor 
position. could only improve with the slowly increasing flow back from the 
squadron of tour-expired crews and this flow could only grow with the 
expansion of the first line. So far as the supply of aircraft was concerned 
the time was approaching when Bomber Command was to re-equip from 
twin-engined to four-engined types. As the twin-engined element declined 
in tbe first line so they became available for the O.T.U. organization while 
conversely as the proportion of four-engined aircraft grew so did the require
ment for conversion training. The introduction of new types of aircraft led 
to controversy regarding their allocation . The A.M.T. wished the O .T .U.s 
to have the first allocation but the Air Staff were of the opinion that· if 
aircraft of the newest types were delivered to squadrons they could be used 
for many purposes. induding training during operational lulls. The particuJar 
case in point was the allocation of Wellington Mark II's which were then 
being introduced into the service. The Director General of Organization 
pointed out that to allocate one of these la ter marks to each O .T.U. would 
mean retarding the formation of one complete squadron , 

1 .$ . of S. folder, A,I-I.B. JD/7/ l{a). 
2 A.M. File S.69865. . 
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l'he Low Standard of Trainio.g in Bomber Command 

By October 1941 it was becoming obvious tbat the shorter O.T.U. courses 
were not satisfactory and that outputs were fa lling behind programme. Con
gestion in the training organizatioo was growing and Bomber Command asked 
that the winter length of course be increased by two weeks to twelve, prin~ 
cipally because of the difficulty of doing enough night flying.' Paradoxically, 
while the bomber O.T.U.s were trying to maintain their output, the first line 
squadrons were becoming congested with new crews to wbom it was not 
possible to give enough fly ing. The reason was the shortage of aircraft 
coupled with heavy losses, th.e blame for which was stated by the C.A.S. 
to be the high percentage of raw and inexperienced crews resulting from too 
great a shortening of the O.T.U. courses. He insisted that it was the respon
sibility of Bomber Command to ensure that no crew was sent on operations 
unless they were considered to be sufficiently trained. The responsibility 
however extended beyond Bomber Command and this was recognized by 
the training department. The Com_mand had made numerous rep(esentations 
that the standard of pre-O.T .U. training was far from satisfactory, particularly 
in night flying · instruction. Previously the training authorities had been 
compelled to accept a lower standard of training because of the exigencies 
of operational expansion. T h.e time had arrived when the drawback of con
centrating on quantity to the detriment of quality was being emphasised. By 
November 194 l it became impossible for the first-line squadrons to accept 
any more crews from O.T.U.s and there was therefore an a lmost complete 
block in the flow of bomber crews through the training organization. Bomber 
Command then extended the O.T.U. course from 30 hours at the controls to 
45 hours in order to retard the flow. This change invo1ved no lengthening 
of the current winter course but implied a basic duration of etght weeks. 

The culminating point in the O.T .U. situation was reached when, in 
December 1941, the Commander-in-Chief wrote to the Air Ministry stating 
that tbe standard of the crews was so poor that not only did the bombs often 
fail to reach the target area but future expansion was threatened owing to 
the high wa·stage rate suffered. The trainees were arriving at their squadrons 
in such a low sta te of training that non-operational flying in the squadrons 
amounted to over 40 per cent. of the total flying time. It was unfortunate 
that this coincided witb a partial failure in a ircraft production. The result 
was that valuable a ircraft, were damaged resul!ing in the incapacity of the 
crews and limiting the training which could be given at the O.T.U.s and in 
the service squadrons. The trouble was that from the elementary stage the 
pilots and observers were not getting enough night flying nor sufficient medium 
and heavy bomber experience ; in fact pilots we.re leaving their squadrons 
after a tour of operations having averaged only 300 lo 350 hours solo flying 
throughout. 2 

Proposals to Improve tbe Standard of Training 

To remedy this sihiation the A.M.T. advocated a m1111murn of 300 hours' 
flying exper ience for pilots before tJ1ey joined an operational squadron, whilst 
those destined for heavy bomber squadrons direct from O.T.U.s sho'\JJd have 
350 hours. Tbis was desirable but a t that time impossible of attainment 
- - - - - ~ --- - --- - - - ·----- - ---- - -

1 A.Iv!. File S.69685, 
i A,M. File S.77400. 
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until the capacity had beeo further increased. In the meantime the following 
standards could be realised: -

Elementary a ircraft .. . 
Advanced aircraft 
Operational aircraft 

80 hours 
l50 hours 
30 hours 

260 

Although the amount of nighL flying given in Flying Training Command 
had been increased pupils were doing an average of only nine night landings 
each, whilst the 12 hours' night flying averaged by Canadian trained pupils 
was not carried out in blackout conditions. Jn the -Service squadrons of 
Bomber Command 95 per cent. o[ operational flying was done at night 
whereas 95 per cent. of training flying was done in daylight. This anomalous 
situation obviously called for a revision of training. 

A conference was held at the Air Ministry on l 9 December 1941 to discuss 
these proposed improvements in the standa.rd of training in Bornber Com
mand, and there were several aspects to be considered. Apart from the 
congestion which resulted from the shortening of the O.T.U. courses the 
squadrons, owing to winter inactivity and shortage of aircraft, were sev~rely 
diluted with new crews whom they were unable to train properly. As it had 
not been possjble to form more O.T.U.s immediately and thus combine a 
higher standard of training in those units any increase in the standard of 
O.T.CJ. training presented au obstacle to the training programme and would 
not only have stopped expansion, but would have reduced to some extent 
the first line. Various expedients were suggested such as doing more inten
sive training in the squadrons by standing down one-third of the Bomber 
force at a time for three months. This proposal was not acceptable uor 
was the idea of transferring the purely conversion training and a proportion 
of aircraft to the A.f.U.s, as it would have entailed an uneconomical use 
of the very limited number of medium bombers. A further complication 
existed in the fact that Bomber Command was in process of re-equipping 
witb four-engined bombers. Tbis i.nvolved introducing conversion training. 
Conversion of Crews from medium bomber O.T.U.s to heavy bomber types 
had been carried out at Nos. 26 and 28 Conversion Flights and a t No. 25 
O.T.U. This provided some information on the various alternative organiza
tioos which might be set up. At tnat time the formation of separate Con
version units, independent frorn O.T.U.s, bad not emerged and consideration 
was being given to the way in which this aspect of. training could be united . 
with operational trn in ing, 1 

Owing to lack of co-ordination and to tbe fact that ,Bomber Command 
had not been adhering to the O.T.U. course lengths laid down by the An 
Ministry standardisation had almost disappeared. It was proposed there-

• fore that pupils be kept strictly to courses, of which there would be three 
at each Wellington a,nd Whitley O.T.U. aod four at the others. The finaJ 
point of importance was the delay in pas~ing out personnel from Bomber 
O.T .U.s, some of whom were there as long as 17 to 22 weeks against a 
planned course of six to eight weeks. This hold-up was dislocating the 

1 S. or S. Folder, A.H. . .B. TD/7/ l(a). 
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programme throughout the whole training organization. It was also observed 
that, at a time when personnel were getting increased training, the intakes 
to bomber O.T.U.s were steadily declining owing to the greatly increased 
time which was taken to pass out pupils; as a result there were over 1,000 
pilots waiting for 0.T.D. places who should by then have been undergoing 
such training. The A.O.C. of No. 6 Group (the 0 .T.U. Group) considered 
that the difficulty was due to :-

(a) Shortage of a ircraf-t io 0.T.U.-s accen~uated by a shortage of spa,res. 

(b) Difficulty in getting in the night flying time due to failure to take 
advantage of the weather: the need to avoid unnecessary risks at 
that juncture and the poor type of instructo.r available, a number 
of whom had not qualified as captains of aircraft during their 
operational tour. 

·He also said that he did not think outp,1ts had been unduly delayed dt•ring 
the summer months but the difficulty arose in the winter. 

Du ting further discussions ,it became clear that the hold-up in the O.T.U .s 
was mainly, if not entirely. due to the difficulty of getting in the necessary 

- number: of · hours night flying. The Commander-i11-Chief, Bomber Com
mand, said that it was useless to send pilots to squadrons unt.il they had done 
their night flying because squadrons were already congested and could not 
undertake this training. The urgent need for more night-flying training had 
been emphasized by photographs of the. results of the raids. There were 

· other and minor troubles concerning details of the organization and adminis
tration, but this lack: of night flying schools emerged as the outstanding 
complaint. The Air Member for Training said that somehow or other the 
existing congestion at the Bomber O.T.U.s had to be overcome. If the night 
flying botrle-neck could not be removed, and partly 0.T.U. trained pilot,'> 
could not be absorbed in Bomber Command' squadrons, then it would be 
necessary for these a ircrew to be sent elsewhere, and it was suggested by 
the A.M.S.O. that they would be very welcome in the Middle East where 
the night flying experience was not so necessary. Finally, mention was made 
of the standard of training of observers and wireless operators (air gunner), 
and the A.M.T . explained that it was proposed to include advanced flying 
unit training for these aircrew. Difficulty bad been experienced in extending 
night flying instruction for observers owing to the unsuitability of the Botha 
for night flying, a shor~ge of Ansons aod experienced instructors. 

General Resume of the Problems of Broken Operational Training 

From the meetings and discussions which took place at the end of 1941 
it is clear that the crux of the training problem was at the Q.T. U. stage, 
particularly the bo.rober O.T.U. stage, sjnce Fighter and Coastal Commands 
did not voice an,y particularly outstanding criticisms. Bomber Command were 
not satisfied wi;th the standard of d1e pre-0.T.U. training. They bad 
suggested that a better elementary rrainiog aircraft than the Moth should be 
used, and had expressed strongly the view that more pre-0.T.U. night flying 
training should be g iven. Their proposal involved approximately a threefold 
increase in tbe night flying training given in the S.F.T.S.s a nd a fivefold 
increase in the A.F.O.s. It was thought tbat the requirernent might be met 
in part by increased use of radio telephony in advanced trainers and also 
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by the use of sodium flares which, used in daylight (the .pilot wearing dark, 
goggles) could simulate night landing conditions. The proposal would, how
ever, necessarily entail the pr_ovision of additional equipment and airfields~ 
At the same time the A.F.U. capacity would have to be douqled, As an 
interim measure it was suggested that airfields intended for bomber squadrons 
not yet formed could be made avajlable, and plans were actually laid for 
12 A.F.U.s to be opened at half strength pendfog the supply of mote Oxford 
aircraft. The detailed proposals involved the question of the allocation of 
aerodromes and opera-tjonal aircraft between training and operations and this 
was a matter for the Commander-in-Chief Bomber Command and his staff. 

There was also the view expressed that more operational aircraft should be 
made available -for O.T.U. training ; indeed the opinion (not endorsed by the 
AO.C.-in-C.) had been expressed that 50 per cent. of operational aircraft 
should be devoted to training. This suggestion was answered by pointing out 
the effect that this proposal would have in reducing front-line expansion. As 
it was, at that stage one in · three operational aircraft was being used for 
training. There was also the consideration of what would happen when 
further expansion of the front-line took place. It seemed that measures should 
not go too far in pre-O.T.U. training if a ll resources were used; the probJem 
was how to maintain the improved standard when expansion took place. 
More flying trajning schools would be required and a year's notice would 
be necessary in order to arrange for additional training capacity. This was, 
of course, the long term aspect, but in the meantime something had to be 
done to raise the existing standard of aircrew training. 

The discussions which took place in December I94 l on the A.M.T.'s pro
posals served to illustrate the bomber O.T.U. short-comings. On the one hand 
over 1,000 pilots a t Bournemouth were awaiting O.T.U. training for which they 
were over-due. On the other hand Bomber Command was endeavouring 
on its own to better the night flying standard of the trainees, some of whom 
were taking over 17 weeks to pass through the O.T.U.s and already there 
was a 50 per cent. wastage jo training. This attitude of Bomber Command, 
though understandable, threatened to wreck completely the whole of the 
traini11g plan. since those pupils who did not come up to standard could 
have been passed through and sent to the Middle East. In addition they 
increased, without consulting Air Ministry, the length of time at the controls 
to 45 hours for Wellington and Whitley O,T.U.s. Meanwhile Fighter Com
mand O.T.U.s were working according to programme. The same could 
be said to a slightly lesser extent of the Coastal O.T.U.s. 

One of the main troubles with regard to the bomber oh.u.s was the 
two-pilot policy, as resources did _ not permit a thorough training of each 
individual bomber pilot. This shortage of resources was aggravated by the 
serious. rate of unserviceability of O.T.U. aircraft. In a report made late 
in Dece1uber 1941 the Inspector General stated that the greatest cause of 
inefficiency in the O.T.U.s was the low rate of service.ability. He mentioned 
that there were usually less than 50 per cent. aircraft available for training 
and this number was often seriously reduced during the day's flying hy 
petty uoserviceability due to the failure o[ some part of their elaborate 
equipment. The causes were many, but chief among them was the fact that 
the aircraft were old, had had bard usage and that the technical organization 
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required re·11s1on. T hls state of affairs received urgent attention ; a Service 
Engineer Officer on the staff of the A.M.S.O. was sent to investigate and to 
make recommendations on the position in January 1942. The result was 
apparent by June 1942 in a re-organization of the technical staff in Bomber 
Command, in methods of working. in the education of technical officers, in 
maintenance planning and in efforts to increase the establishment of aircraft 
in the bomber O.T.U.s. To this latter respect however, there was slow 
progress owing to supply difficulties. 

Introduction of Conversion Training for Heavy Bomber Crews 
An excellent illustration of the complications of the operational trammg 

position cao be gauged from the fact that, while t he A.M.T. was in p rocess 
of putting through his ' New Deal ' proposals under the shadow of the 
problems of expanding the power of the bomber offensive, the re-equipment 
of Bomber Command with heavy bombers was introducing an added con
sideration. As the first trickle of four-engined heavy bombers into the first line 
began to appear- Stirlings in Augvst and B.alifax.es three months later- the 
procedure was to convert a squadron by a llotting to it a few (four) heavy 
bomber aircraft as a conversion flight with which to train the first Jine 
pilots in 1the squadron. Replacements to meet wastage were similarly con
verted and were drawn from operational crews, of ·medium squadrons. This 
was known as 'creaming off '. It was envisaged by Bomber Command that 
when the heavy bombers reached 40 per cent. of the total first line strength, 
this practice of c reaming off medium bomber operational pUots would no 
longer be possible and separate heavy O.T.V.s or similar units would have 
to be formed. Initially it was thought that a heavy element could be added 
to the existing medium O.T.U.s. 

From the planning point of view the issue was not quite So simple, because 
t he relative rate of expansion of the heavy and medium squadrons was the 
governing factor, owing to the fact that ·111.e proportion of crews required for 
expansion was considerably in excess of that required to meet operational 
wastage in the squadrons aJready formed. T hat is to say. the O.T.U.s had to 
continue to supply crews to meet the demands of the medium squadrons plus 
the numbers required to man new squadrons and to meet wastage in 
those squadrons. Therefore the correct line of approach was tbat heavy 
conversion units were to tie formed at a point where the percentage of the 
total O.T.U. output requi.red to meet wastage and expansion reached 40 per 
cent. for heavy bomber types. The djstinction was important, because if: 
heavy conversion units were ,to form when 40 per cent. of the first line 
consisted of heavy bombers, under p lans then agreed, there would be 30 
heavy and 54½ medium squadrons in Bomber Command by May 1942. 
Whereas the crews (156 heavy, 140 medium per month) bad to be trained 
by that time a nd t herefore the appropriate training units had to be formed 
and woi;king in time to produce them,. This implied that they should have 
been formed by December 1941.1 

The im_pijcalions of the re-arming of the bomber first line with heavy 
bombers were in fact 1that a new stage of 4raining was being introduced 
between the O.T.U. and the squadron, and that this commitment t hreatened 
to be very costly in the scarce heavy operational types of a4'craft. According 

1 T.P./A.M .T. 4/ 1. 12 December 1941. 
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to the flrst draft of a new programme 'F' the expansion of heavy squadrons 
was to be from 15 in December 1941 to 25 a year later. The mediuru 
squadrons were also to increase from 48 to 52. To meet this expansion 
the monthly crew requirements were to be 66 heavy and 211 medium crews 
rising to 406 and 244 respectively over the same period. In the same way 
the number of operational aircraft required in the O.T.O.s was estimated to 
rise from 158 heavies and 947 mediums to 420 heavies and 1,672 mediums. 
This operational training commitment threatened the entire expansion 
programme with at least a 25 per cent. reduction in strength and naturally 
caused much concern. The whole questfon hinged on the number of hours 
instruction to be given to each of the two pilots of the bomber crew. It 
had been proposed to Bomber Command t hat pilots pr.oceedin.g direct from 
O .T.U.s to heavy bomber squadrons would require 55 hours at the controls 
on medium bombers, followed by 20 hours on h.eavy bombers. Bomber 
Command asked for 60 hours on rnediurus. but ·the O.T.U.s were provisionally 
planned on a basis of 5~ hours. When medium. crews were ' creamed off · 
from squadrons, <they would only have done 45 hours at the controls io 
their medium O.T.U.s, the balance of their experience having been gained 
in medium squadrons. Tbey would then require 20 hours at the controls 
to convert them to heavie-s. 

Jn the initial stages of heavy bo mber production, the resources available 
were too sruall to enable full sized beavy 0.T.0 :s to be formed at once. 
To overcome this difficulty, and to enable squadrons to form in parallel 
with .the training capacity required to back them, conversion flights and 
conversion units were introduced at the end of 1941. 

The sequence was roughly as follows:-
(n) As each squadron started to re-equip with heavy bombers, a 

Conversi0n Flight of four aircraft was attached to it. This enabled 
the crews to convert during the period of· re-equipment. and there
after provided sufficient backing to meet wastage by converting 
crews ' creamed off' from medium squadrons. 

(b) As the number of heavy bomber squadrons of each type increased, 
Conversion Units of 16 aircraft were formed (by October 1942). 
These Conversion Units could at once draw crews from existing 
medium bomber O.T.U.s without incurring the delay which would 
arise if new heavy bomber O.T.U.s were formed in thei.r entirety. 
The crews from the medium: O.T .D .s had of course to complete a 
larger medium syllabus as they had not received any squadron 
experience. 

(c) These Conversion Uni,ts we.re intended to form the nucleus around 
which complete heavy O .T.U.s could be built, as and when aero
dromes and medium bomber aircralit became available. (A~tu-ally, 
as will be seen, the heavy O.T.U.s did not follow this pattern, 
but the Conversion Units were merely enlarged.)• . 

The effect of this procedure was that. during the first two stages a heavy 
drai11 was put upon medium bomber O.T.U.s both to feed the conversion 
flights via the squadrons and to feed the conversion units direct. Had the 

1 S. of S. FoJder, A.H.B. lD/7/2(0). 
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old medium bomber syllabus been adhered to, this drain could have been 
met, but the new syllabus instituted without warning by Bomber Command, 
left a deficiency in medium O.T.U. capacity. 

Summary of Bomber O.T.U. Requirements in 1942 
The requirements (dated 25 February 1942) of O.T.U.s in Britain up to 

the end of 1942 were stated to be as follows : -

March June September December 

Heavy ... . . . .. . ... . .. 9 14 20 30 
Medium . ... ... .. . . .. . .. 10 8 8 8 
Light .. . ... .. . ... . .. . .. 2-} l½ 2 2 

Total required ... ... .. . ... . .. 21½ 23½ 30 40 

Total planned . . . ... . . . . .. . .. 19 24 25 25 

From this statement it is evident that the position would deteriorate after 
June 1942 and that the Air Ministry was going to be hard put to it to meet 
the anticipated rapid increase in requirements. The Department of the 
Air Member for Supply and Organization visualised that at least some of 
the leeway would have to be made up by keeping heavy bomber conversion 
units or flights on operational stations, allowing the O.T.U. station proper 
to operate a full quota of 54 medium bombers instead of 39 medium and 
16 heavies. The fundamental solution of providing more stations was not 
capable of realization in 1942 because of the fact that · 18 aerodromes had 
been earmarked for American bomber squadrons. Those considerations 
show how the division was· growing between the O.T.U.s equipped with 
medium bombers and the heavy bomber conversion element, which was 
tending to be located in close proximity to the heavy squadrons. Thus 
the trend was growing towards the distinct Heavy Conversion Unit fed 
direct by a medium bomber O.T.U. , instead of conversion flights drawing 
crews from squadrons for conversion training. 

To return, however, to the main O.T.U. problem, none of the measures 
so far undertaken could solve the outstanding difficulties of the bomher 
O.T.U.s which were that the standard of training was too low, the resources 
inadequate at best, and the numbers requiring training too great. Even 
the extension of the instruction to 45 hours was only turning out pilots 
to second pilot standard for the medium bombers. Since May 1941, the 
Air Ministry had been working to a plan which envisaged a total of 25 
O.T.U.s to support some 250 heavy and medium bomber squadrons. On 
that basis, one O.T.U. would have supported 10 squadrons. Under the new 
proposals, some 50 O.T.U.s were required for about 220 squadrons. One 
O.T.U. with 54 aircraft would thus support four heavy bomber squadrons 
or 6½ medium squadrons each with 16 + 2 aircraft. It followed that about 
2,700 aircraft would be needed in the O.T.U.s to support a front line of 
:about 3,960 aircraft, i.e. the equivalent of about 70 per cent. of the first 
line would be in the O.T.U.s. The effect of this increased demand for 
operational aircraft for training amounted to a reduction of about 20 per 
cent. in the total number of squadrons at the end of 1942, and about 8 pei: 
cent. at the end of 1943.1 

1 A.C. Con. 1 (42). 
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It seemed cleai; that a substantial increase in teaming was necessary and 
that it would diminish the planned bombing effort. Wi-rh the existing 
·standards of training, however. effective bombing was not being achieved 
·with more than a Jimited proportion of the total strength, and the suggested 
re-organization, promised to produce a more effective effort from a smaller 
nrst line, as well as reducing the wastage rate. T hese were considered by 
the Vice-Chief of the Air Staff to be vitally important issues which couJd 
·not be judged on figures a lone, and he proposed to the C.A.S. that he should 
call a conference to discuss these matters as early as possible.' 

The C.A.S. agreed to hold ing tb.e conference but observed, with regard 
to the question of the amount of training to be given to heavy bomber · 
pilots. that it seemed to depend on whether the policy was to make a first 
or a second pilot. 1f the pilot product o[ the O.T.U. were intended to 
become a captain after very shorl operational experience as second pilot, 
then h.e considered that the 12 weeks' training in the O .T.U. w~th aH that 
that implied could be justified. If. on the other hand, he was to become -
a second pilot and to operate in that ca-pacity for some months before he 
became a ca,ptrun. would he not have forgotten much of what he learnt? 
Here then the C.A.S. touched on a probJem which was soon to arise, that 
of the abolit ion of the second pilot, the arguments concerning which will 
be discussed later. The C.A.-S. stated: -

' I do n ot at all shrink from the idea of 70 per cent. of the front Line 
in the O.T.U.. provided that as a result we obtain a really highly trained 
and compete11t product. The scale of attack that we could deliver with 
a given aircraft production depends far more on wastage than on the 
number of aircraft employed in training.'2 

In response to these observations the A.Jvf.T.'s reply made plain the trend 
of his policy. He believed that it was necessary to cling to the principle 
that every crew sent forward from an O.T.U. should be trained to be able 
to undertake operational duty straight away. If the O.T.U. product were 
not of this standard but had to drain the squadron's strength immediately 
on arrival. the squadrons would not be able to stand the additional burden 
caused by supplying experienced c rews to newly forming squad rons and to 
new O.T.U.s at the rate necessary to expand the bomber force. The A.M.T. 
believed that it was largely because Wellington and Whitley pilots. trained 
to second pilot standard only, had been sent forward. that the unsatisfactory 
state of affairs existed. Jf the crew went forward capable of carrying out 
operations immediately there might be an exchange of captains within the 
squadron for the first, second or third sorties. but this would be of such 
short duration that il would not affect the issue. In short, the A.M.T. felt 
that if the above principle were not adhered to the dilution factor would 
restrict the planned expansion.3 

Revised Policy f.or Pre-O.T.U. Training 
Accordingly the Chief of A ir Staff called a conference to consider the 

implications of the new training plans.• Actually two conferences were 
held and the first was to review pre-O.T.U ~ training. Under the 'New Deal ' 
it was proposed to give pilo ts 300 hours at tbe controls plus .a further 50 
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hours for those destined for bombers. The point in mind when this course 
was chosen was tbe need for the standard to be sufficiently high to lead to 
a substantial reduction in tbe wastage of aircrew and aircraft. At tlle same 
time it was considered desrrable that the courses should not be increased 
to such an extent as to rob the pupils of their keenness. The new proposals 
provided for totals of 240 to 290 hours for bomber, nighL fighter and general 
reconnaissance pilots and 21 O to 260 for others. These totals, together with 
80 homs at O.T.U.s, were designed to produce pilots with adequate day 
and night 11ying experience to enable them to participate in operations imme
diate1y on joining their squad rons. This was a most important and funda
mental decision , the practical recognition and fulfilment of which was to 
set the seal on the early atm of the Director of Training who had laid down 
the practice in October 1939 that' the war system of training should deliver 
pilots fit to take their plac~ without delay in the first line squadrons'. The 
totals represented a considerable inc rease over the lowest reached during 
the shortest courses of instruction, but were not more tban was necessary 
under existing conditio ns and represented the most economical employment 
of resources. The operational commands had concurred 1n this proposal 
except that Bomber Command considered that 50 hours solo night flying 
should be included in the period of training. It was not practicable however, 
under the circumstances then existing, to provide this amount of night flying 
nor was as much as 50 hours considered essential with the greatly improved 
standard of training then contemplated. 

The next problem to be considered was whether the proposed standard 
could be reached and maintained. R egarding the S.F.T.S.s it was considered 
possible, subject to confirmation by the A.M,S.O,, to give the necessary 
training in the schools already planned so far as the year 1942 was concerned, 
provided tl1at the population of the schools overseas could be increased to 240 
and tbat the existing training facilities in the United States could be retained. 
Th~ difficulty was appreciated in finding all the capacity required for the 
A.F.U.s in Britain and it was suggested that pupils and aircraft might be 
distrjb1Hed on operational aerodromes, some of whicb, were not being used 
to the fullest extent. ln the general discussion which followed the A.M.T.'s 
proposals. the A.M.S.O. said that a year previously the Air Ministry had 
been fairly confident that an increased and adequately tra ined flow could 
be main:aioed from the shortened courses which were then introduced. The 
new proposals represented a tremendous swing of the pendulum and he won
dered if they were not going too far in the o ther direction. It was possible 
that the total period for a pilot training abroad might be as much as J 8 to 
19 months before he reached a squadron. Mention was also made of a 
proposal by Flying Training Command that there should be a six months 
Initial ! raining Wing course, the main 'Object of whicb was to discipline 
the pupils and to give extra instruction in ground subjects so rhat they could 
more readily absorb instruction al a later stage in their training. It was 
considered doubtful. however, whether these reasons held good in view of 
the increased course lengths now proposed. 

There followed an argument concerning the A.F.U.s. The Director of 
Bomber Operations said that the operational commands bad asked for 
more night flying. and tbis was one of the reasons for accepting the setting 
up of A.F.U.s, He complained that little night flying was being done at 
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these uoits and to that extent they might be regarded as a luxury. lt was 
explained, however, by the Director of Flying Training t hat the A.F.U.s bad 
only just started and that it was not possible to do much night flying because 
of the absence of the necessary aids and radio equipment, but the intention 
was to do 50 per cent. of the flying at night. On the other hand oight flying 
was not, of course, the only function of the A.F.U. The Deputy Chief ot the 
Air Staff said that the operational commands were of tbe opinion that the 
A.F.U.s should be absorbed by the O.T.U.s. He himself thought that the 
60 hours flying proposed at these units was excessive. It was pointed out 
that if A.F.U.s were absorbed into O.T.U.s the result would be U1at more 
O.T.U.s would be required. It was also suggested that economies might 
be effected by combining the pilot and observer A.F.U.s bul it was pointed 
out thal the seating capacity of the a ircraft would be fully occupied. Finally. 
i:n reply to t he Chief of Air Staff, the Air M ember for Training said rhat 
he was satisfied that the new scheme would produce all the crews required 
during 1943. If the circumstances wa:rranted it, he could once more shorten 
courses, but this would have unfortunate repercussions througho ut the 
trai11ing organization at home and abroad. 

The Ohief of Air Staff, in commenting on the proposals before him, said 
that some 50 per cent. of accidents involving write-offs were d\1e .to Jack of 
skill on the part of pilots ; the need for an improved standard of training 
was the refore appareut. He felt that it would be excellent if a reduction 
of the wastage in crews and aircraft could ,be achieve<! by the improved 
sta.;1dard of training, but it depended on the A.M.S.O.s ability to find the 
necessary ,resources for the new training ,programme under discussion and 
on the ability to maintain an adequate output of aircrews under the new 
conditions. The A.M.S.O. was then invite<! ,to give an assessment of the 
cost of the new scheme. This assessment was given in the form of a con
sideration of the main factors affecting training expansion, viz. aerodromes, 
aircraft, personnel. The aerodrome situa tion was always somewhat precarious 
but the move to place two bomber squadrons on each station, together with 
a bold assumption that the A.M.T.s proposal to increase S.F.T.S. popula
tions was feasible, indicated that no S.F.T.S. capacity. beyond that already 
planned. would be required during 1942. The decreases in the production 
of advanced trainers had to be stopped ; in fact production had to be 
increased again, Master trainers, due to go out of production by February 
1943 were continued at 40 a month; Oxford production. scheduled to drop 
to 115 a month was retained at 190; and Anson production would have to 
be stepped up from 100 to 130 a month. 1n addition Cheetah engines would 
have to be produced in greater numbers. it was doubtful whether 108 trainer 
aircraft per S.F.T.S. was adequate. in view of the spares difficulty, and it was 
ilierefore assumed that I 35 would be required. T11e A.M.T. said that, if 
the flow of spares were no better than in the summer of I 94 L he agreed 
that 12 to 15 aircraft per S.F.T.S. would be needed over and above what would 
otherwise be sufficient. Thjs indicated the wastef\llness caused by an 
jnadequate supply of spares. So far as Canada was concerned with 108 air• 
craft plus an adequate supply of spares there would be no difficulty in train
ing a popula tion of 240. altho ugh it was agreed that it would be rash to 
assume that an adequate supply of spares would in fact be available. As 
regards personnel, the A.M.S.O. estimated that the new programme of 
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pre-O.T.U. and O.T.U. trammg would requ ire some 83,000 additional 
personneJ incl uding .5.000 officers. Th.is, it was considered. would probably 
require a higb level approach to the Ministry of Labour in view of the large 
number required. 

The Chief of Air Staff said he was prepared to approve the Air 
Member of Training's p(opos~ls on the u nderstanding that if it were n ot 
found administratively possible to implement the scheme fully, tbe A.M.T. 
would adjust the training periods so as to provide the necessary flow of 
aircrew. 1 Il was further agreed that it would be necessary to watch closely 
whether reduced wastage of operational type aircraft might enable expansion 
to be accelerated, thus demanding an extended flow of aircrew. Steps were 
to be ta.ken to ensure the additional productio·n of aircraft and spares required, 
and the Ministry of L abour consulted regarding the additional personnel 
required. In view of the urgent need for more night flying training both 
in A.F.U.s and O.T.U.s, fulJ advantage was to be taken of the existi11g 
lull in the enemy activity over Britain. to release the restrictions which had 
been imposed by Fighter Command. 

Il may thus be said that the first obstacle bad been surmounted and the 
A.M.T. had received C.A.S.s quali.fied approval for the pre-O.T.U. portion 
of the' New Deal ', in spite of the g reatly increased cost io terms of manpower 
and material that these involved. 

Further Measures to Improve O.T.U. Training 
The second conference held by t11e Chief of Air Staff was to consider t he 

A.M.T.s proposal for improvements in O.T.U. training." Tb.ese were not 
designed to make any material change irt the organization of the O.T.U.s. 
other than the bomber type, in the United Kingdom. The discussions which 
had taken place showed that with the standard reached in basic training by 
pilots sent to bom.ber O.T.U.s. it had been impracticable to adhere lo the 
syllabus and great difficulty had been experienced iu bringing pilots to the 
standard required for bomber squadrons. The principal drawback had 
been the two-pilot policy wh ich had the result that neither type of pilot 
was adequately trained and the squadron had an unfair training burden 
thrust upon them. Tn fact 40 per cent. of the squadrons' .flying time was 
devoted to training. T he proposals to increase O.T.U. training from 30 
hours agreed in April 1941 to the 45 hours imposed in November 1941 
by Bomber Command (although not officially sanctioned by tbe Air Ministry 
until F ebruary J 942) were designed to ease the situation under the old 
two-pilot scheme. Even so pilots were spending very lengthy periods in 
bomber O.T.U.s mainly on account of tbe difficulty in completing the required 
amount of night flying. A most difficult situation had in fact a risen and it 
was becoming increasiu,g.ly hard to provide the necessary O.T,U . facilities. 
The proposal therefore to dispense with tbe second pilot came at the r ight 
time for it solved the problem of dealing with numbers. and it allowed a 
greater number of hours (20) to be devoted to training the bomber pilots 
up to the enhanced standard which was becoming ever more necessary. 

1 C.A.S. 782, l l Feb. 1942. 
i C.A.S. 782, 12 Feb. 1942. 
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Firstly the conference was asked to decide whether the O.T.U. courses 
should aim at providing crews fit to undertake operations immediately or 
just after posting to squadrons. lt was explained that the bomber squadrons 
had been unabJe to give trained second pilots additional flying training to 
bring them up to the standard of first pilots and this had led to difficulties in 
strengthening the squadrons. If the req_uiremeots o f expansion and wastage 
were to be met a11 pilots posted to $quadrons as second pilots had to become 
first pilots within three morttbs of joining the squadron. In tbis counection 
the C.A.S. enquired whether crews tJained as crews were ever sent on 
operations straight from an O.T.U .. and if so whether the practice was a 
success. He was informed that this was normally do;1e in the case of the 
one-pilot Blenheim and H ampden bombers and had been quite successful. 
The Bomber Command representative said ·that o ne of the main difficulties 
was that squadrons bad an establishment of 40 pilots against an establishment 
o f 16 a ircraft and owing to the weathei-, low wastage and other causes, it 
was not possible to train adequately in the squadrons crews from the short 
O.T.U. course. Every effort was being made to do so and 40 per cent. 
of the total squadron flying time was beiog devoted to training. He con
sidered it essential that aircrews should be operationally fit on arrival in 
squadrons (rom the O.T.U.s. There was general agreement that O.T.U. 
courses should aim at producing c rews fit to undertake operations imme
diately on posting to squadrons or with a very limited number of sorties 
under an experienced captain. 

Introduction of the One-Pilot Policy for all Bomber Aircraft 
1n considering the desirability of reducing tbe number of pilots 10 each 

medium and heavy bomber crew· to one. and the simplification of trawrng 
which would result. it was considered thut this should not be allowed to 
outweigh the a im of operational efficiency. The achievement of this aim 
was to be found in improving crew o rganization and training r ather than 
in reduction of tbe size of the crew, unless Ibis reduction resulted at lhe 
same time in better organized and more efficient crews. In this connection 
it had been represented that the presence of a second pilot was more an 
embarrassment to the ficst pilot than an assistance. He felt the respon
sibility of allowing the second pilot to undertake a proportion of the flying 
which he himself could carry out more efficiently. There were four reasons 
under which arguments might be advanced for the inclusion of a second 
pilol: 

(a) Fatigue during flying. 

(b) A precautfon against one pilot becoming a casualty. 

(c) To allow one of the pilots to act as Captain of aircraft and to 
supervise and co-ordinate the work of other members of the aircrew. 

(cl) In certain types of aircraft a second pilot might be requ ired to 
assist the first p ilot with ttre controls where such assistance coµld 
not be undertaken by a Flight Engineer. 

On the other hand, it Wa$ stated that o ne-pilot crews were accepted for 
H.ampden and Hudson aircraft, and that although these aircraft had r anges 
comparable wjth other medium bombers. operations had been carried out 
with success and without undue fatigue of the piJot, provided that they were 
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kept in a physically fit condition. There was no evidence that there had 
been failure in the German Air Force due to crews of such aircraft as the 
Ju.88's, Heinke! 111 's and Dornier 217's being composed of one pilot only.1 

Bomber Command had come to the concJusion that 1t was wrong to 
train a pilot to fly and then to use him as a second pilot with tittle hope 
of giving him the necessary experience to qualify as first pilot. The large 
number of pilots in squadrons with two-pilot crews made it extremely diffi
cult to arrange flying training practices for all the pilots. The opportunities 
for going on operational sorties during the winter months were limited, and 
in a i1;qaft which were not fitted with adequate dual control, the first pilot 
was reluctant to allow the second pilot to fly the aircraft. The result of 
all this was that the skill of the second pilots deteriorated. It was suggested 
by Bomber Command, however, that if the establishment of pilots were cut 
from 40 to 20 plus an extra six to be used on flights of extreme range 
and to allow new pilot.s to be jnitiated, it would be possible for the new 
pilots to be seot on their first few sorties with the best type of captain and 
they would soon be capable of becoming first pilots. It was essential that 
all pilots selected for medium and heavy bombers should be fit for train
ing as captains. The C.A.S. considered that the proposal would be well 
justified if it produced one well trained pjlot instead of two badly trained 
pilots. On broad operational grou nds he saw no objec~ion to changing to 
a one-pilot basis for Welli1lgtons and Whitley aircrafL On lbe question 
as to whether a second pilot should be retained on the four engined bombers, 
Bomber Command were of the opinion that he should be, but the C.A.S. 
was not convinced of the need for a second pilot for those types of aircraf~ 
and felt that to be consistent one system should be maintained, otherwise 
the same difficulty would continue in training second pilots to become first 
pilots. 

The impracticability of the two-pilot policy can be understood from the 
fact that, working back from the operational training stage to basic train
ing, a total output of over 4,500 pilots per month would have been necessary 
it the two-pilot crew in medium a nd heavy bomber squadrons was main
tained. Whereas 011 the one-pilot basis the total output of pilots required 
was about 3,500 per month and this could very nearly be me1 by the 
S.F.T.S.s already planned. A further a rgument against the two-pilot basis 
was that its fulfilment was beyond the capacity of the aircraft industry 
whilst even the o ne-pilot basis meant that requirements were still in excess 
of probable supplies. 

Revised Syllabus for Bomber O.''f .U.s 

Following the one-pilot proposal came the question of the amount o f hours 
which could be given at the O.T.U. At that time on the medium bomber 
O.T.U. course both first and second pilots were being given 45 hours each, 
a total of 90 hours. In addition the A.M.T . had recommended to the 
A.M.S.O. that he should plan the heavy bomber O .T .U.s (conversion flights 
and units) on a basis which allowed 55 hours at the controls of tb,e 
medium bomber for each pilot, and 20 hours at the controls of the heavy 
bomber for each pilot. Bomber Command had recommended 70 hours at 
--- ~---------- - - --- --- ---------

' A.M. File S.77400. 
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the controls for the first pilot and 20 hours for the second, while for heavy 
bomber training this period on medium bombers should be followed by 
20 to 30 on the heavy bomber for the first pilot only, The Command 
further recommended that if the one pilot crew were accepted, the pilot 
should be given 90 hours at the controls of Lhc medium bomber type, and 
20 to 30 hours for tbe heavy bombers. In short, what Bomber Command 
wished to do was to devote the training hours saved by abolishing_ tbe 
second pilot to the further improvement of 0.T.U. training. Tbe A.M.S.O., 
however, was concerned at the increasing proportion of operational aircraft 
required for O.T.U. training as the aircraft could only be supplied at the 
expense of the fighting element. On the assumption of 90 hours O.T.U. 
training for two pilot crews some 50 per cent. of the operational aircraft 
would be devoted to O.T.U. training. I t was also not going to be easy 
to find aircraft, airfields and the personnel required for the additional number 
of O.T.U.s demanded. From the A.M.S.0.s point or view, it was important 
that he should be able to work on a fo(ward plan, it only on a short 'term 
one: The immediate ar,d pressing problem was to provide O.T.U.s on the 
basis ot 45 hours pee pilot at the controls in Whitley and Wellington 
squadrons, for which only provisional approval had so far been given. 

The result of these considerations was that the confere.nce agreed, pending 
general consideration of the one pilot proposal, that. planning for O.T.U.s 
should be based on the following times: --

(a) For medium bomber O.T.U.s both first and second pilots would 
receive 45 hours at the controls. 

(b) For heavy bomber O.T.U.s both first and second pilots would receive 
55 hours at the controls of the medium bomber and 20 hours on 
the heavy bombers. 

A 6naJ point which emphasized the nature of the training scheme was 
brought out in a suggestion that in view of the possibility of the introduction 
of the one pilot scheme, it might be advisable to reduce the flow at the 
·initial t,aining wings stage immediately. The A.M.T. successfully opposed 
this suggestion on the ground that it would not be wise to do this before 
the new policy had been decided. The flow which was tbeu entering the 
I.T.W. would not reach the squadrons until well on into 1943 and it could 
not be foreseen what the aircraft production situation would be at that time. 
It was possible that every available pilot would then be required. 

Summai:y of Developments in O.T.U. Policy 
Generally speaking, the result of the C.A.S.'s two tramrog meetings on 

11 and 12 February 1942, was that the A.M.T.'s p,e-0.'l'.U. training measures 
were agreed to the extent that they proved administratively possible. So 
far as the O.T-U. measures were concerned, a oecision was held up 
pending further examination of the proposal to eliminate the second pilots. 
The lengthening of the 0.T.U. courses and the heavy conversion flights and 
units was - agreed as an interim decision to allow plaoning to proceed 
The consequences of this policy were by now hecoro..ing apparent. So fa r 
as pure flying was concerned it meant that twice the pilot training capacity 
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was necr.ssary to produce the crew for one born.bet. At th.e O.T.U . stage 
very limited ca(Jacity was taken up with trying to train bot)l first and 

· second pilots Lo a reasonable standard. Now. with tbe new proposals for 
greatly increased Jength of courses the position was becoming intolerable 
at the O .T.U. stage. The result of these facts was that the Air Mini try 
and Bomber Command were giving serious thought to tbe proposal for 
eliminating fhe second pilot in bomber aircraft, 1 It w~s found that this 
proposal had an important bearing on the number of advanced trainer 
airc(aft whicb would be required . On the two-pilot basis the requirement 
was for 6,000 as against 3,800 on the one-pHot basis. This was only one 
of the repercussions. The C.-in-C., l3omber Command was clearly reluctan,I 
to introduce the one-pilot scheme and had made provisos which could not 
be met a'nd his opposition had to be broken down, as it was clear that the 
new standard of training could 011ly be maintained by adopting the one
pilot scheme. There was a danger however that, if the Air Ministry planned 
on a one-pilot basis, in the event of any setback there would be no margin 
feft to maintain the improved standards of training. It was only by the 
margin of capacity which the one-pilot scheme would create that it could 
be hoped to hold the proposed new pre-O.T.U. training standards without 
incurring an aircrew deficiency within a year. Without this margin it 
would not ba ve been possible to meet a shortage of A.O S. and O.T.U. 
capacity in North America by converting S.F.T .S.s. A furtl1er point was 
that a decision to adopt the one-pilot scheme would be practically irrevocable 
since it would take up lo tbree yea rs to go back to training on a two-pilot 
basis.· A further conside.ration was the effect of this new policy on the 
supply of instructors. ft was pointed out that whereas under the proposals. 
there would be fewer tour expired p ilots available from the operatio1ial 
squadrons : on the other hand, the requirements in tbe O.T.U. would also 
be less. It was hoped that the establishment of instructors per O.T.U. 
would fall from a figure of a \jttle over 70 to a little under 50, of whom on ly 
30 need to be operational pilots. 

Review of World-wide O.T.U. requirements and locations 

During the middle of February 1942 the Air Member for Supply and 
Organization under:took to review the wbrld-wide requirements of O.T.U.s 
during the period when training policy was undergoing a mo t significant 
cbange..2 The rev iew also came at a time whe11 there had occurred a 
tremendoas ex.tension of the war with the entry of Japan against the Allies. 
The definite l imits to conveying in ships a i.rcraft and personnel ((Jarti -ularly 
to India and the Far East) turned this review into a sta temen t of an aim 
for those localities- an aim wbich was not attained . The factors which 
governed the location of O.T.U.s for any the&tre of operations were the 
source and supply of a ircraft and crews, the desirability of placing such 
training units within the area controlled and directed by the Commander
in-Chief of the force in whicb they would operate, and the potential use of 
the operational types and crews, both screened and under training, as 
reserves in. certain contingencies. 

1 A.C. Con. 4 (42). 
• E.R.P. 169. 
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Pending the decision on the two-pilot policy the estimate of the number 
of O.T.U.s required was very large and .amounted to something in the 
order of 66½ O.T.U.s in place of the 37½ which were in existence at that 
time to meet the commitments of the Metropolitan Air Force and to supply 
Bomber and Coastal crews for overseas (mainly the Middle East). All told, 
some 84 O.T.U.s were considered to be ultimately necessary, and there was 
a strong move to locate operattonal training units in Canada and the U.S.A. 
largely because of this commitment. 

A review of the operational training organization outside the United 
Kingdo.m showed that the Middle East was being reinforced largely by O.T.U. 
outputs from the United Kingdom and only day fighter. light bomber .and 
Army Co-operation crews were being trained locally at five 0 .T.0.s, non<! 
of which were worki.ng to foll capacity. India. Australia. New Zealand, and 
tbe Far East were considered as being one theatre as the problem of aircraft 
and aircrew supply, flight delivery, and shipping were, to a large extent, 
common lo ail these theatres. Jn all, six 0.T.U.s were req uired to support 
that theatre: one long-range fighter, one general reconnaissance, two fighter, 
and two light bomber OT.U.s. One fighter and one bomber O.T.U. should 
be located in India, and the remainder in Australia unless the Pacific 
shipping facilities became inadequate in which case a ll except the general 
reconnaissance O.T.U. would have to be located in India. 

Canadian requirements could be met from the proposed North American 
resources in all classes except fighter and army co-operation. It was con
sidered that speciaJ arrangements would presumably be made by the Canadian 
Government in regard to these last two categories. 

Several types of O.T.U. were becoming increasingly out of phase with 
the expansion programme. This had been aggravated by requirements of 
policy, particularly the increase for all aircraft and crews to the Middle and 
Far East which had to be met without time being allowed for the O.T.U. 
bac.king to be adjusted. The capacity of every type of_ O.T.U., with the 
exception of Coastal Command Hudson and Beaufighter 0 .T.U.s, was 
insufficient to meet even the existing demand, and the position would grow 
steadily worse as the front line expanded.' It was essential that O.T.U. 
capacity should be developed in anticipation of, instead of in response to, 
front line demands. It had to bo realised that no return was gained from 
a heavy bomber 0 .T.U., for example. until approximately four months after 
its opening date. Two to four weeks were required for the instructors to 
convert to the types and for the O.T .U. to settle down before pupils went 
received. The O.T.U. course for heavy bomber training extended to 
approximately three months in the summer. At that dme only two new 
bomber O.T.U.s were due to open, and it was also practically certain that 
the heavy and medium bomber O.T.U.s required to match the United States 
production would be well in arrear of the date required and that aircraft 
woulcf. for a time, be coming forward without crews to fly them. In general 
it could be said tbat crews were being sent overseas and planning was taking 
place to expand at home faster than existing O.T.U, backing could stand. 
0.T.U.s were not being formed properly in advance of crew requirements 

1 E.R.P. 170. 
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and lhe situation was that the Air Forces were living on capital and tending 
to train crews -in squadrons while at the same time partially trained crews 
were piling up at Bournemouth waiting to go into the O.T.U.s. Jt was there
fore urgent that the O.T.U. position should be restored so as to be in phase 
with the other elements of expansion. Delay in restoring the position 
threatened to create later a sudden big expansion of O.T.U.s which would 
throw an impossible burden on the squadrons through having to provide the 
O.T.U. instructors. 
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CHAPTER 12 

THE AMPLIFICATION OF TRAINING PLANS TO MEET 
FURTHER EXPANSION 

Wh ilst discussions and planning were proceeding on the problems of 
Bomber Command and operational training two important events occurred · 
in the latter part of January [942. The first was Lhe issue of a new expansion 
programme and the second, the Aircrew Trajning Conference.' 

The new expansion scheme was known as Target Force 'F ' and was based 
on the one issued fa May l94l. It reflected the changed position regarding 
supply of aircraft from America and showed that the target for the bomber 
force was little more than that which could be provided from British bomber 
production alone. T he total target was ooly slightly less than the previous 
one. The main feature of the scheme was that the margin created by the 
saving in heavy bomber production was utilized in expanding other arms of 
tbe force- notably the Tactical Ai_r Force, general reconnaissance and 
transport squadrons. Shortly after this scheme had been produced and circu
lated for domestic planning. the Air Ministry received the revised forecasts 
of British and American deliveries. In spite of disappointment in the short 
fall from America, it was decided not to alter the basis of .planning but to 
proceed as originally intended. The latest Target Force was so designed that 
the maximum flexibility of tbe air forces was secured by maintaining a 
strategic reserve, nominally shown against the Metropolitan Air Force and 
other Commaods, but which, in £act, could be moved about as exigencies 
dictated. furthermore, the Air Ministry had taken a conservative view of 
their hopes from aircraft production, particuJarly American ptoduction. based 
on the Atnold / Porta I Agreement. It is important to note that in this con
nection the Governmeut were making strong efforts through the R .A.F. 
Delegation in Washington and the British Air Commission to impress on 
the United States authorities the need for ensuring n.dequate production of 
trainer aircraft to match the production of combat aircraft a year ahead. T he 
allocations of trainer aircraft in l942 thus norm.ally goverened the allocations 
of combat aircraft in 1943. The main impl ication of uncertainty as to the 
allocation of American combat aircraft in 1943 was that of personnel and 
training. Until the Air Ministry knew wuat would be the share of American 
aircraft in 1943, they could oot assess accurately the number of personnel who 
would be required. nor could they be certain as to the size of the training 
organization which they had to build up and maintain. There were other 
implications. such as the production of bombs. aviation fuel, aircraft equip
ment, and airfields, but these were minor compared with planning a CO· 

ordinated training effort. 

In examining the new Target Force it was made clear that the intention 
was· that, if early in 1943 it were decided that the heavy bomber operational 
front line could be stepped up rapidly. it could be accomplished by stopping 
O.T.U. expansion and diverting to operational squadrons. It was thought 
that by that time there would probably be in existence sufficient O.T.U. 

1 C.W.E./E./35, 31 Jan. 1942. 
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facilities to maintain a force sligbtly larger than the interim target of 2,400 
bombers. lf such a decision were taken. no further O.T .U.s wou1d be opened 
and the force would be stepped up as rapjdly as possible to tlJe maximum 
which could thus be maintained. This wou1d automatically postpone further 
expansion to the ultimate target of 4,000 bombers until such time as the 
preliminary O.T.U. expansion could be resumed. Target Force' F • excluded 
Lhe home defei!ce requiren:i.en[s of Canada, Australia, and New Zealand . All 
tbe fig1,1res therefore related to requirements for forces in British spheres of 
strategic cesponsibility (inc1uding SoutJ1 Africa). The target date for com
pletion was l September 1943. excepl for 100 heavy bomber squadrons 
at 161.E.) to be completed between tb,at date and 31 December 1944. 

Training Organization to support Target Force 'F' 
To support Target Force ' F · the training organization envisaged was to 

bi.! considei;ably expanded owing to tbe 'New Deal ' proposals and because 
the main item of bomber expansion still required allowance to be made for 
two pilots per aircraft. Thus, owing to the particular- difficulties which 
attended bomber expansion, the programme was in two parts. the first 
exclusive of bomber requirements (a) and the second including them (b). The 
picture of monthly requirements was thus:-

PiJots (ex-S.F.T.S.) 
Navigators and Observers 
Air Bombers ... 
Air Gunners and W.Ops,/ A.G. 
Flight Engineers 

Total per month 

(a). 
(Exel. "Bomber) 

2,500 
! ,600 

800 
3,100 

150 

8,750 

(b) 
(lncl. Bomber) 

3,100 
2, 100 
1,250 
4,450 
1,200 

12, 100 

To meet these requirements there were to be 39 S.F.T.S.s against a 
theoretical requirement of 58 (all for bomber) by the end of t942. Jn 1943 
four more S.FT.S.s were due to open in Canada bringing the total fi.m1. 
assets up to 43. leaving a deficiency 15 S.F.T.S.s. This gap was more than 
bridged by expectations from the equivalent o[ 11 schools in the United 
States and the exportable surplus from eight schools in Australia and the 
equivalent of two in New Zealand. 

The Aircrew Traioh1g Conference 
111e second important training event which took place in January and 

Febroary 1942 was the Aircrew Training Conference, Delegates from all 
the overseas training theatres except Rhodesia (the A.O.C. of lbe Rh0desian 
Group had discussed training plans with the Air Ministry ,but had been 
compelled to return to Soutbern Rhodesia before the conference assemb led), 
together with representatives from he Admira]ty, and observers from tbe 
United States attended. This was an opportu11e moment because the early 
concentration of pure trainir~g in Bri,tain had by that time been successfully 
transfe rred overseas where the various schemes had reached or were reaching 
full size. This transfer, in addition to the continuous process of development. 
had given rise to a number of problems. Also it was necessary to prepare 
for the ne-w types of aircraft and equipment appearing in the service and to 
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cons.ider what additional training was necessary to make the most effective 
use of that equipment. Finally it was apparent tha:t in the future. aircrews 
would require increased training and experience before proceeding to their 
operational squadrons and the time had come to revise the yllabus of 
instruction. Discussions on the 'New Deal ' were then in full progress. so 
an opportunity for a wide discussion and interchange of views and experience 
was made possible at the most appropriate time. The opportunity was 
also presented to tbe British Governmen and to the Air Ministry to pay 
tribute to the work of the Dominions and to the U.S.A. for their invaluable 
help and lo re-state 1be vltal importance of 'training to the war effort. _ 

It was natural that the Air Member for Training should first outline bis 
new proposals for improved training, whose object it ,was to attempt to 
provide a pilot with 300 hours totaJ flying ewerience (350 in the case of heavy 
bomber pjlots) before joini.ng his squadron . Since much o[ the burden of 
this was to fall on overseas training, the A.M.T. expressed the hope that 
the Canadian S.F.T.S.s could achieve l 50 hours on a 16 week course, but 
in any case he hoped that all pilots trained ove1seas would get 200 hours 
as a mrn1nrnrn . (Elementary 70 hours. advanced 120 to 150 hours.) It 
must be remembered that an important proportion of the overseas trai_ning 
output was destined for the bomber squadrons, and it wa plain that much 
of the O .T.U. jmprovemenL and bomber expansion depended upon whether 
the overseas schools could increase their pupil populations to provide the 
greater flow required. This was, of course. prior lo the decision to have 
only one bomber pilot .in the crew, but even so, the 'New Deal ' itself, apart 
from numerical considerations post1.1latcd an enhanced effort jn order to 
raise the quality of instruction. 'The effort involved in raising the hours of 
basic instruction from 122 to 200 at least was of itself a formidable task 
and demanded a far greater outpu,t from existing resources . That this was 
possible was proved by the Little Ris ington experiment and the overseas 
training Commands had to be induced to conform to the new trend. It was 
also necessary to give Dominions representatives some explanation of the 
oew advanced flying unit stage for overseas crainees which had been intro• 
duced , aad to show the need for 'Grading'_ 

The 'New Deal ' arrangements were agreed by the Conferences as detailed 
proposals for the improvement of training generally. Since much of what 
was discus ed came .at an important mon,ent in traioing history it is advisable 
brie-fly ,to survey some of the outstanding decisions which were made. 

Revision of Instructional Methods : Fommtioo of au Empire Central F lying 
School 

Fi.rstly it is apparent from the report of the Confereuce1 tbat owing to the 
fact that the bulk of elementary -and advanced training was done overseas, 
there was a very strong need to arrange a link between operational 'units 
and tbe training organization. If this were t1ot done there was a danger 
that owing to Urn wide dispersion of training, local methods might be 
i.ntroduced which, though unobjectionable on trainer types of aircraf,t, were 
unsuitable for the faster and heavier operational types. For this feason tbe 
proposal was put forward to form an Empire Central Flying School, and 
agreed by a.LI CQncerued. 

1 S.D. 349. 
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The course was designed to eosure that pilots destined for Lbe staffs of 
the flying instructors schools throughout the Empire had themselves flown 
•the Jate-st operational types and discussed •the lates,t developments in opera
tional flying technique. This ensured that .flyjng should be taught in a uniform 
manner and against a common background of knowledge. As a further 
insurance against the growth of local practices in the method of handHng 
aircraft, jt was agreed to recommend ,that the establishment of flying 
instructors schools should be increased to permit of regular visits being paid 
by members of tbe staff to al! elementary and service flying training schools 
and advanced flying units, with the object of ensuring that only approved 
methods we.re taugb,t. Thus Lhe machinery was set up t0 control ~nd guide 
instructional technique along the soundest and most practical lines on a 
world -wide basis. The Empire Central Flying School represe-n,ted anothei; 
stage in the extension of a system ; originating in the Smith-Barry School 
at Go.~port, and developing through the Central Flying School, which was 
to ensure tl1e JJerpetuation of the doctrine of sound basic skill in pure 
aviation now to be allied to the latest technical and opera,tional developments 
io applied fty\ng . 

From the imm.ediate and practical point of view, one of the most satis
factory asp!lcts of the re-organizatio.o of training was the effort which was 
made. of which the Empire C.F.S. was an outstanding example, to improve 
the standard of iostrnotion. One of the most unsatisfactory aspects of the 
dual e.xpansion of the first line and the training organization had been the 
di.lution, of experienced instructors with S.F.T.S. puplls. In addition, the 
most suitable instructor material, i.e. those who had completed an operational 
tour, were not available in any numbers because the expanding operational 
training organization needed U1em. Thus the pure flying training was robbed 
of an element. which would have been of great value, and the keenest and 
best of the product of the pure flying training was being absorbed before 
the operational stage. To remedy or at !east to a!levia-te the disappointment 
to th.ose concerned, it was decided to lay down a tour for instructors, wbicb 
amounted to between 12 and 18 months, after which tbey could go forward 
to operational work. It was also recommended that flying instructor capacity 
shou.ld be established on this basis so as to enable the turnover of instructors 
to begfn as soon as possibJe. Eventually it was intended that all instructors 
would be found from suitable pilots who had completed aa operational 
tour. but for the time being it was necessary. in order to achieve the turnover, 
to withdraw .from 12 to 15 per cent. of •the output of every S.f'.T.S. course 
as instructors, Those not required by the overseas schools were needed 
to staff the new A.F.U. organization in Brita.in. Finally, ill order to provide 
an incentive to instructors to improve their efficiency, it was agreed to 
recommend ,that the system of Central Flying School categories should be 
re-introduced in countries where the practice had been discontjnued on the 
outbreak of war. Passing on from consideration of the instructor pFoblem, 
the ~onference considered the standard war syllabus for pilot training, and 
as a result it was revised, and measures to ensure that it was completed 
were laid down. In the main the trend of improvement was in more thorough 
ground instruction and emphasis on more night flying and precision flying.1 

' S.D. 349, Appendi:<:, Sect.ion IV p. 31 et seq. and A.P. 1388. 
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Selection and Specialization of: Pupils 

The next problem was the selection of pilots for the types of aircraft for 
which they were ,best suited. There were three points for consideration. 
firstly, how early in training could the characteristics of pilots be assessed : 
secondly, assuming that selection were made al ,that stage, how much were 
the pilots to be told ; and thirdly, what degree of specialization could be 
achieved i.n their subsequent -training before they reached •the 0.T.U. On 
the first problem concerning early methods of selection, it appeared that 
the only satisfactory method a.t thal time was some form of practical flying 
test, such as had been carried out by the grading schools. Experience in 
Brita'in had not encouraged the view thM flying charactet'istics could be 
distinguished with sufficient certainty a l the pre-flying stage, and furthe( 
research was needed before this form of testing could be accepted. Selection 
at the F.T.S. stage depended upon the ability of the instructor lo detect the 
special characteristics which distinguished the bomber and fighter pilot. 
It was agreed that there were doubts on this point, but it was conceded 
that it might. with guidance, be possible to make a broad classification at 
that stage. On the subject of what the trainees should be told concerning 
their future, it was considered essential !bat cadets should receive an accurate 
account of the methods by which they would be selected for the type of 
aircraft they would fly, botb during training and subsequently on operations. 
Impressions wh.ich cu.dets gained during their training were sometimes 
regarded by them as pro1nises, wbich led to disappointment when it was 
later found tJrnt they could not be fulfilled. This matter was considered of 
sufficient importance to justify special instructions being drawn up and issued 
to the chief instructors at E.F.T.S.s. 

The third point, that of the degree of pre-0.T.U. specialization, was 
complicated _by the fact that the ratio of 'twin-engined ' to ' single-engined • 
piJots required was dsing. At that time (January 1942), it was three to one, 
rising to four to one by the end of the year. Unfortunately the production 
of advanced trainer alrcraft was such that the S.F.T.S.s were established in 
the proportion of roughly two twin-engined to ooe single-engined, and a 
proportion of pilots destined for twin- or multi.-engined aircraft had to carry 
out the whole o[ their basic flying training on single-engined types. The task, 
therefore, was to re-allocate the existing resources so as to ensure that pilots 
should ceach the operational theatre having received the final stage of their 
training in aJ?proximately the riglu proportions by types and to the correct 
syllabuses, It was realised that there were administrative difficulties which 
might prevent this, but it was agreed that the principle to be followed was that 
cadets should as far as possible be tcaineo not only for the · type of work for 
which they were most suited, but a lso in the proportio11 needed by the opera
tional force. The conference took note that the problem arose, not from a ny 
training consideration necessitating the use of both single- and twin-engined 
aircraft in training, bot because both types of advanced trainers were in pro
duct-ion. Also, while the single-engined type in its existing form did oot fully 
meet navigational requirements, the twin-engined type was not up 10 aerobatic 
specification. 
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Thus, it is clear that the neglect in providing an advanced trainer in 
harmony with modern trends and in suffic ient quantities was a serious 
haodicap to training. At that time the provision of a standard twin-engined 
trainer which was fu lly aerobatic would have solved the problem of early 
selection and specialization. 

The last important matter to be discussed in relation to pilot training was 
the question of 1he more efficient use of existing facilities in the S.F.T.S.s. 
The Little Rissington experime.ut undertaken in the summer of lY41 was 
intended to explore the possibility of a considerable increase in tbe pupil 
population of the standard S.F.T.S. having two relief landing grounds. lt 
had proved that by spreadiog tbe fly ing programme over 24 hours and by 
relating it to the available maintenance organization, more fly ing hours per 
aircraft were attainable. This, together with better metbods of organization 
!?roved that it was possible to do 10,000 hours flying a month in fine weather 
with the standard establishment of 108 aircraft providing adequate spares 
were avallable_ (Shortage of -spares had resulted in the permanent grounding 
of the equivalent of 15 aircraft.) After a visit to Little Rissington and after 
discussions there, the confe,ence agreed with these conclusions. 

The above discussions concerning the training ofl p ilots, indicate the 
progress of consolidation of training expansion which was so necessary after 
the over-rapid and somewhat ad hoe measures which had had to be taken. 
There seems to be no record of any major divergencies from a uniform 
doctrine of training, and but minor differences in method. The whole over• 
seas training plan had been implemented, and at tbat time it was necessary 
only to make minor adjustments to a vast, complex, but well-built. 
organi2atio11. 

Revised Observer Syllabus : Navigat'or and Air Bomber Categories 
Introduced 

The aspect of tbe training of the other members of the aircrew also earn~ 
at a time when important changes in crew composition were being broug)lt 
about by the progress in re-arming wllh improved types of aircraft. Tbe 
most important of these changes was the fact that the observer was being 

- over-loaded with work. Already modern progress bad divorced piloting 
from the other aircrew functions. Now the importance of fast and accurate 
navigation was growing with the increasing performance and range of the 
later types coming into service. The time was at hand when the observer 
or navigator could no longer combine his work with the actual aiming of 
the bombs. At that time (January 1942), however, dissatisfaction with the 
standard of navigation and of bomb aiming resulted in efforts to improve 
the training of the one individual responsible for both. Already steps had 
been taken in the United Kingdom to improve the standard of training by 
arranging for observer pupils to undergo a six weeks elementary ground 
navigation course between the l.T.W. and A.0.S., and an E lementary A ir 
Observer School was opened at Eastbourne in -October 1941 with a capacity 
of 2.000 pupils. The introduction of this additional stage also had the 
advantage of a llowing the A.O.S.s to concentrate on the flying side of training. 
The principa1 change from the previous syllabus was in the direction of 
welding together all aspects of navigation so as to ensure that they were 
taught concurrently. Thus it was agreed that the time. necessary to train 
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an observer to a satisfactory standard of efficiency would be approximately 
36 weeks, which it was suggested might be made up as follows :-..• 

Initial Training Wing 12 weeks 

Elementary Air Observer School . . . 6 weeks 
Air Observer School (Navigation, 

Bombing and Gunnery) ... 18 weeks 

It must be realised -that the plan was to r,ely on overseas training resources 
for basic navigation t raining, and tbe Conference agreed in January 1942 to 
provide elementary air observer schools 111 the various tralning theatres as 
an additional slep to imi;>rove the grourJ.d training of the observer pupils. 
This was all part of the 'New Deal • proposals which not only envisaged 
improvements in observer trai.11ing by increasing the hours flown on the 
18-week course from 98 to l30. but which a lso proposed to start a new step 
in the training sequence jn the shape of observer A.F.U.s to replace the air 
observer schools whose functions were to be trans(erred overseas. 

By this time, however, the observer function was becoming too much for 
one individual, and it was necessary to make both navigating and bomb 
aiming the separate responsibility of lwo individuals. The need was clearly 
recognised and accepted by all concerned. but the trouble was the usual one 
of organization and supply. The navigation and armament training of the 
observers had only recently in (mid-1941), been amalgamated with the object 
of raising the standard of training of the observer and of economy io resources. 
There was a lso the point that the observer course could not be appreciably 
shortened by the re·moval of bombing training from the syllabus. For thi.i
reason for some time there was resistance to splitting the observer 'role. 
fnstead proposals were made to assist him on the last stages of the journey 
to tbe target by training one of the two wireless operators (air gunner) as a 
relief navigator to take his place when he was engaged on the run in to 
the target. With the new improved bomb sight (Mark XIV), bombing 
techniques and complicated fusing used, in addition to the need to man the: 
front turret, the bomb aimer functions demanded personnel of tbe same 
character and education as the observers.' 

Discussions at the C.A.S. meetings on 11 and 29 March 1942 revealed 
the steady progress of ideas towards the establistunent of the bomb aimer 
function while at the same time a clear picture of the difficulties involved 
was presented. 2 The new observer syllabus called for a total of 130 hours 
flying, of which 18 hours were occupi.ed in bombing and 12 in gunnery; 
navigation and combined exercises took up the remainder of the tiine. In 
order to separate this amalgamated training, the A.M.T . proposed to give 
the navigator 80 hours, of which 50 would be as first navigator, and the 
bomb aimer 50 hours of which 30 were to be on armament training and 
20 on map reading. Th.is represented a compromise which involved a 
lowering of standards of training. 

However. by the middle of April 1942 the A.M.T. introduced to the A ir 
Council the measure to have two new crew categories of navigator and bomb 
aimer. He explained that this involved the revision of the arrangement 
whereby air observers training had been amalgamated on a course of 18 weeks 
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jnstead of 24 ; the proposal also involved an increase of one observer A_F.U. 
in 1942 and additional facilities in Canada in 1943. After some discussion 
on the name of the new aircrew category. ii was decided to adopt the title 
of Air Bomber in preference to Bombardier which was already an Army 
rank. l t was also subsequently decided that the status of the aic boJuber 
shouJd be equal in all respects to the pilot and the navigator.' 

T raining of A ir Gunners 
During the course of 1941, the number of 'straight' air gunners required 

had increased considerably. while the total gunnery training capacity 
available had not kept pace with this demand. Jn September 1941 an 
experiment in using air observer school faci lities for the training of air 
gunners had been started at J>enrhos. A small number of wireless operators 
were given a nine weeks course covering air 0J?erating and air gunnery, and 
the results were successful both from the signals and gunnery aspects. The 
accommodation at air observer schools was, however, taxed almost to the 
limit by the number of observer pupils under training and there was little room 
for the wireless operators (air gunner). While Pcnrhos continued to produce 
a small flow into O.T.U.s, other air observer schools started simjlar training 
to produce wireless operators (air gunner) for their own staffs only and no 
permanent jncrease was obtained from the experiment. During the Con
ference it was strongly urged, mainly as a. result of experience in the Middle 
East. that air gunners sbouJd be trained in the maintenance as well as in 
the use of their weapons. It was proposed that air gunners should be given 
technical training as armament tradesmen before going to a ir gunners schools. 
This proposal had in its favour the argument that men awaitjng training as 
straight· air gunners, of whom there were no less than 5,000 at that time, 
would be given useful employment instead of passing the time in demoralising 
idleness. There was, however, difficulty in finding room for them at the 
School of Technical Training and it. was decided at the end of March 1942 
to provide for maintenaoce instruction by a preliminary J.T.W. course (also 
called an Elementary Air Gunners School course) of 12 weeks duration. 

Revised Heavy Bomber Crew Policy : Wireless Operators and Flight 
Eogmeers 

Experience had shown thar the second wireless operator (c\ir gunner) was 
in practice seldom used for wireless duties. The tendency was for the better 
of the two to be used as wireless operator and for the other to become solely 
an air gunner, thereby causing bis skill to degenerate and to waste his wire
less training. The records contained ver_y few instances of an aircraft being 
brought home with the help of the second wireless operator. Bomber Com
mand therefore recommended that the establishment of this category of 
aircrew be reduced from 40 to 26 per squadron of 16 I.E. aircra[t. 2 At the 
same time in relevant types an additional air gunner or bomb a imer would 
be necessary in order that the turret, which was at that time manned by the 
seco?d wireless operator (the mid--upper), should continue to be manned . 

Bomber Command also recommended that for four-engined heavy bombers 
a pilot's m,ate should be provided wbo would be trained in the duties of flight 
engineer and in those ancillary duties concerned with the manipulation of 

' S. ors. Fotcter, Encls, 37A and 50A, A.H.B.1D/7/2(<1). 
2 A.M. FileS.77400/1, Encl. 50A. 
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such controls as the under-carriage, flaps and airscrew pitch levers. which 
nt that time were performed . by the second pilot. At the Air Ministry 
Meeting held on 11 March 1942, it was agreed: -

(a) That in those a ircraft in which a flight engineer was a lready carried 
he should be trained at the O,T.U. as a pilot's mate. and that an 
additional flight engineer would not be required. 

(b) That the pilot in Fortress and Warwick aircraft should be assisted by 
a member of the crew trained as a pilot's mato. It was not yet 
possible to say definitely which member of the crew this would be. 
This decision applied only to Fortress aircraft employed as bombers. 
G.R. Fortresses were to car.ry two pilots. 

(c) That no pre-0.T.D. training would be necessary for the pilot's mate. 
(d) That the fligh1 engineer should be trained as an a ir gunner as a · 

part time job as and when required. 

By the end of March 1942. the long d iscussions on tbe revision of l~eavy 
bomber crew composition .. which had been hold ing up the completion of 
discussions on training reqt,irements generally, came to a satisfactory end. 
These proposals, as we have seen, were discussed at a conference held by the 
C.A.S. on 12 February 1942. This led to furth,er consideration by the A ir 
OfficeF Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command, _ followed by a meeting 
under the chairmanship of the Deputy C.A.S. on 11 March 1942. A further 
meeting held under the chairmanship of C.A.S. at which the Air Officer 
Commanding-i.n-Chief, Bomber Command, was present was held on 29 March 
1942, and at this meeting general agreement wa.s reached on future crew' 
composition. 

The main decisions were : -

(a) That all medium and heavy bomber crews should have one pilot 
only. 

(b) That the functions of the observer in medium and heavy bomber 
squadrons should be divided between a navigator and a bomb aimer. 

(c) That the number of wireless operators (air gunner) in the bombers 
should be reduced from two to ·One per crew. A stra ight air gunne.r 
would be substituted to man the dorsal turret where applicable. 

(d) That a pilot's mate should be provided for each bon:iber aircraft. 
(The fhght engineer would undertake this task where the crew 
included this type of aircrew member..) Jn the event of the pilot 
being unable tb fl y the plane his task would be to fly the a ir.craft 
back o,ver friendly t.etritory by use of the automatic pilot. a nd there-

. after ti1e crew would ~o rrilally bale out. 

Central Gunnery' School Development 

In conformity with the trend at that fone, at the beginning oi 1942 the 
Central Gunnery School was expanded by adding a Fighter Wing for training 
pilot gunnery instructors who were to have duties in Fighter Command 
analogous to those of Gunnery Leaders in Bomber and Coastal Commands. 
The existing organ.ization for training gunnery leaders became the Bomber 
Wing and the two wings wo(ked together in air exercises. These changes 
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came into effect when tbe C.G.S. moved to Sutton Bridge in March 19.42. 
As with other forms of training, one of the main difficuJties witb regard to 
the training of gunnery leaders was the difficulty in obtaining enough pupils 
with operational experience, with the result that a number of commissioned 
air gunners were sent direct to the Central Gunnery School after their basic 
training. Armament training overseas was subject to the same handicaps 
and shortcomings as in the United Kingdom. Attack aircraft and target
towers were very scarce, while i11structors with first-hand experie.oce of air 
fighting were practically non-exis1ent. There was also difficulty in obtaining 
equipment. 

Initial Trai11ing Considerations 

From lhe above outline of the main developments in the training of air
crews it can be seen that there was a marked tendency to increase the quality 
of training by preliminary ground instruction as well as by increasing .flying 
instruction. Tn one form or another, each category of aircrew training had 
a bottleneck in the applied flying stages. This, as has already been de1110 11-
strated, caused an accumulation of trainees waiting their turn to pass through 
those stages. Thus, the tendency to improve training by preliminary ground 
instruction and to keep the tra inees occupied can be easily understood. The 
overseas initial training organization underwent much the same development 
as in Britain. The period of training lengthened from four to eight weeks. 
though there were variations for different types of aircrew. Initial training 
was done, as a rule, in the country of recruitment but pupils from Britain 
or Australia trained in Rhodesia were given an l .T.W. couts.e (after early 
194 l ) in Rhodesia . Pupils destined for the ' Arnold ' Schools in America 
went through a pre-flight course al Montgomery, Alabama. in addition to 
the l.T.W. in Britain_ Canada had a p.relimina·ry Manning Depot stage which 
corresponded roughly to the Air Crew Reception Centre and made consider
able use of the initial training period to select men for training according to 
their aptitude. 

The ' New Deal ' re-o,ganization increased the periods of initial training 
for pilots and observers from eight weeks to twelve, and for • straight' air 
gu11ne,s eight weeks were laid down. In addition both observers and a~r 
gunners underwent elementary air observer and gunnery school stages respec
tively. These plans were endorsed by the recommendation of the Air Crew 
Training Conference. 1'his account of the more important matters which 
were discussed by the Conference has thus given an opportunity to review a 
Jarge part of the training field. The report reveals how large was the measure 
of amreemMt and co-ordination of effort which had been achieved and it was 
most useful for further improvement and liaison at an important time. 
Speeches made at the time by the C.A.S. and A.M.T. showed clearly how 
concerned was the Air Ministry to concentrate on quality. 
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CHAPTER 13 

THE SITUATION FOLLOWING THE INTRODUCTION 
OF THE ' NEW DEAL ' 

The new system for training brought i11to force following the ' ew Deal 
discussions remained broadly tbe same until the end of the war. Although 
not ideal it did effect a compromise between the prohibitive demands of 
the ideal and tbe waste of a too hastily ,trained first line. 'there was only 
a sma ll margin for the .oeeds of first-line expansion after wastage and trajn
ing requirements bad been ,met. In fact both these factors needed careful 
balancing if there was to be anything left "for the equipment of operational 
squadrons. The recent great technical advances and the progress of the. 
war bad created a paradoxkaJ •situation in that the cost of manpower and 
material had increased for a diminished first lioe. 1 Notwithstanding tbese 
facts, the Air Council i;u)'.1ported the 'New Deal ' measures and were 
prepared to face tbe manpower and financial batUes whicb inevitably ensoed. 
In t,heir view the re-organization "Yent a long way towards adjusting th .. 
balance between numbers and guality in tbe training output aJthough il 
must .be realised that ,the effect of these changes would not be felt for at 
least a year. The abolition of two pilots from bomber aircraft had, theoreti
call y, halved tbe pilot training requirements but this saving was immediate! 
taken up by the extended courses : it was only the ma-rg,in which was made 
available ,by this step wJ1ich enabled lhe 'New Deal' to go through at all. 
There were at the same time many adjustments which had to be made, and 
inconveniences to be suffered, as well as the added numbers of schools and 
aircraft required, before the sudden measures necessary Lo implement the 
new reforms could show effects in the minimum time.' 

Effect of the ' New Deal ' on Pilot Output 
The first effects were, somewhat naturally, fe.lt in the flow of personnel. 

The switch over in the bomber O .T .U.s from 45 hours' to 80 hours' instruc
tion for each pilot resulted in an interruption in the flow oJ trained crews 
to the bomber squadrons, while at the same time the flow into the O .T.U .s 
was held up and caused a block which was felt right back in the S.F .T.S.s 
whose course lengths were increased to hold back their output for a period 
oE about eight weeks. The immediate effect was that for the six weeks 
en,diog 9 May 1942 the flow of pilots jnto the O.T.U.s averaged just 51½ 
a week as compared with 190 in the week ending 22 November l941.3 'l'he 
extension in flying hours resulted in the crews already at O.T.U.s remaining 
for a further period of three to four weeks. This caused a four-week hoJd
up which was increased by the abolition of the second pilot for anothar 
period of four weeks while the pupils at second pilot standard were brought 
up to _first pi!o~ standard. Th.e reduction of surplus c(ews in O.T.U.s which 
had· built up prior to April 1942 was carried out dudng April and May und 
by the ,rnjddle of June tbe O.T.U.•s were reasonably near the established 
population figure . 

, A.C. 27 (42). 
• A.C. Con. 7 (42). 
' S. of S. M. 3869. 5 June I 942. 
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The main congestion was .in tbe reception centre at Bournemouth and 
on the deferred service list of those awaiting to enter the .service. Twenty 
thousand of the potential pilots on lhis list were held up longer than was 
anticipated, although 3,400 were called up immediately. This i11terruption 
in the flow of pupil pilots did not last long, however, because the excelknt 
weather in the summer of 1942 enabled the O .T.U.s to achieve the additional 
flying hours required in considerably Jess time than anticipated. The first 
output of single pilot crews trained to the new 80 hours' syllabus had, _by 
the middle of May 1942 aJready been passed into Bomber Command and 
thereafter there were reasonable prospects that the flow outwards would 
proceed according to plan. Some adj11stment was necessary, however. in 
the case of. the six additional pilots per squadron. who were established to 
a llow a margin for second pilot ~operational experience and for incidental 
non-effectiveness. 

In general the squadrons suffered initially from a large measure of d il ution 
wjth new pilots. This was not considered to be a limi.tiug factor in expansion 
since it had been decided that five experienced pilots were enough for a 
squadron on forming and that the number of staff pilots in each O.T.U. 
could be reduced to 45, of whom only 30 were required to be operationally 
experien.ced. On that basis expansion as well as tbe forroati.on of two 
new O .T.U.s a month could take place. Tbe difficulties wbich were being 
suffered by Bomber Command in expanding the number of their squadrons 
a lso helped at that time, thus the strength of pilots in tbat Command com
pared with establishment was fairly satisfactory, there being only a small 
deficiency (about lOO) at the end of March 1942. 

The fighter O.T.U.s were in a somewhat d ifferent position, having effected 
only the pre-0.T.U. aspects of the 'New Deal ', which, it will be remem
bered had concentrated on the bomber O.T.U. problem. In June J942 there 
were eight fighter O.T.U.s which took in courses every eight weeks. During 
the winter of 1941~2 these O,T .U.s were suffering from over-population 
owing to a restriction in outward flow caused by the weather, a restriction 
which was not removed until ao improvement occurred in April. By Ju11e 
1942 the fighter 0 .T.O.s were taking in courses regularly according to 
programme, except tha t the night fighter O .T.U.s were slightly effected by 
lack of operational a ircraft. This planned intake was slightly lower than 
that of the autumn of 1941 owing to the results of fhe improvements arising 
from the introduction of the 'New Deal'. 

Output of Non-Pilot Afrctew 

It may be seen so far, that the effect of tbe 'New D eal ' on the pilot 
position was a great basic improvement, and a reasonable solution to the 
bomber O.T.U. impasse which was threatening the whole development of 
the bomber offensive. Tbe position with regard to the other members of 
tbe a ircrew was not immedia tely so satisfacto ry. There were difficulties 
caused by the splitting of the observer functions, since there were no trained 
bomb aimers immediately available. Recourse had to be made to measures 
of improvisation, and the method used was to employ the wireless operators 
who had been made surplus on the abolition of the second wireless operator 
(air gunner). The use of these personnel filled the gap while nominal rolls 
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were compiled and ip.formation gathered from the squadrons. This informa
tion was not available until June 1942. Jn the meantime, by mid-May arrange
ments were in hand to start a flow of potential air bombers to air observer 
schools for training, the first intake being provided from person11el who had 
been graded in the E.F.T.S.s. There was some reluctance on the part o{ 
observers to become bomb aimers and their selection was left to the O.T.U.s. 
In general the shortage of bomb aimers was overcome by shortening the 
observer A.F.U. courses and by taking pupils off their training very early in 
tbe course. At the end of 1942 the position was such tl)at they had to be 
fed into O.T.U.s d irect rrom the P.R.C.. and it was not until February 1943 
that the first basically trained bomb aimers began to be availahle. How
ever, by May 1943 the position was satisfactory. 

The reduction to one wireless operator (air gunner) caused embarrassment 
because it approximately doubled the fo rmer period of nine months training 
on the ground. On the other hand the production of 'straight' air gunners 
was accelerated with little difficolty and many pupils awaiting entry into other 
aircrew courses volunteered for training as air gunners because of tbe short 
training syllatbus. 

Advanced Flying U nits 

As already indicated, the 'New Deal ' had many repercussions on the plan
ning and organization of schools. The new feature. the ' Advanced Flying 
Unit ', was part of the price wnich had to be paid as a result of the transfer 
of the majority of the pre-O.T.U. training out of the United Kingdom. 
Personnel trained jn Britain were able to go direct to O.T.U.s after getting 
their blind approach training on the Lorenz beam. Jt wi.11 be appreciated 
that this addition to training had its repercussi.ons on the side of personnel. 
supply and organization. Jn particular it was stated that a total of 35 
additional aerodromes would be required by the end of 1943 for pilot 
A .F.U.s there being sufficient for the observer A.F.U.s by using existing air 
observer schools. It was also boped that the additional capacity for general 
reconnaissance schools, air observer schools and air gunner schools. 
required as a result of the new tr;-aining programme, could be found in 
Canada by increasing the population of existing schools. 

Operational Training Units 

On the subject of O.T.U. training, the one pilot proposal had been 
generally accepted. Instructions for the change-over to this basis had been 
given on 5 April 1942 and the squadrons and the O.T.U.s were swinging over 
as fast as possible. This meant that an increase in O.T.U. capacity was 
inevitable (because one pilot would get 80 hours flying as against 30 hours 
each for two pilots). On the basis of Target Force ' E ' 17 additional O.T.U.s 
were required, and this involved 34 airfields. Such an expansion of training 
meant that operational e,cpansion was found to be retarded a good deal and 
this· was accepted by the C.A.S. So far as the establishment of new O.T.U.s 
was concerned, it had been agreed by A.M.T. that as an interim measure 
conversion to heavy bombers jn the United Kingdom would be undertaken 
at conversion flights located at operational aerodromes. This change in 
pojjcy red uced the number of O.T.U.s which would be required to support 
the medium and heavy bomber squadrons equipped with British types at 
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home and overseas. Thus, instead of the 19 extra O.T.U.s which it was 
estimated would be required by the end of M an:h 1942. only JO additional 
O.T.U.s were considered necessary to support the existing force in Bomber 
Command. taking account in this figure of the added .flying hours instruc
tion demanded by the new one-pilot policy. In addition three O.T.U.s more 
were required to provide pilots for overseas. There were in fact 14 O.T.U.s 
in existence in May 1942 but as two of them were not folly operative until 
their satellites were ready, they could only be regarded as being equivalent 
to 13 O.T.U.s in full operation. 

It was stated at the same time that it was the Air Ministry's intention to 
form two O.T.U.s a month from May to the end of 1942, but to do so it 
would be necessary to divert to training six operational stations, each with 
one satellite, until O.T.U. aerodromes were forthcoming. The warning was 
given, however, that unless there was a marked improvement in tbe output 
of medium bombers complete to operational standards, these new O.T.U.s 
would be considerably below full strength. The difficulty in this latter 
respect was the propellor shortage, a large number of Welli11gton aircraft 
being in storage units waiting for propellors, and in some cases. constant 
speed units as well. However by mid-April 1942 there were 866 aircraft in 
Bomber Command O .T .U.s against a total establishment of 877. By that 
time also the drive for more spares was beginning to show results in tbe 
considerable decrease in the numbers of Wellingtons unserviceable for lack 
of spares. ' Considerable progress had also been mad~ in introducing the 
intensive reforms decided upon as a result of the special investigations which 
A.M.S.O. had caused to be undertaken into the maintenance system in 
Bomber Command O.T.U.s In the heavy bomber conversion nnits and 
flights the position was considered to be tolerable with a strength of 95 
aircraft against a n establishment of 124. 

Trainer Aircraft Policy 

So far as trainer aircraft were concerned, a total of 285 per month were 
required. The aircraft for training in Canada had to be exported there and 
tire additional requirement was 830 twin-engined trainers in 1942 and 1.480 
in 1943. The chief d ifficulty at that time (April 1942) was the bottleneck 
caused by the shortage of engines and airscrews. It is interesting to 1)0te that 
the position regarding Britain's commitments. in respect of aircraft for train
ing schemes overseas generally, was that arrears had been made good. In
cluding aircra[t for which shipping had been arranged. 7,200 bad been sent. 
This represented about 98 per cent. o f obligations. and in addition over 300 
aircraft had been lost at sea in transit. 

lt will be realised that by May 1942 th.e crux of the training aircraft 
problem was the supply of operational type aircraft for pilot and crew 
training. Apart from medium bomber types, the shortage was in respect 
of target•towers, particularly in Canada ; for crew training and also to meet 
the needs of the Army and Navy for a high speed target-tower of some 300 
miles per hour performance for anti-aircraft gunnery. The problem was one 
of shortages aud priority and in the long run the general supply position 
never pem1itted much latitude in tbis direction. The main struggle was 
to produce aircraft for .first line development and for operational training 

1 C.A.S. 3165, 13 Apr. 1942. 
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backing. There was little margin left over, except for unwanted and 
obsolescent types. for gunnery training. Especially there were no resources to 
meet the requirement of a .high speed target-tower for the other services.1 In 
this question of the supply of operational type aircraft for training, as 
already indicated. there was a delicate adjustment which had tO be made 
between the rival claims of training and first line developments. 

On the question of whether aircraft should be allotted to O.T.U.s even 
at some cost to the first line, the C.A.S. ruled tbat tbe responsibility for 
deciding in what proportions the aircraft should be allotted could be better 
discharged by the Commander-in-Chief, .Bomber Command than by outside 
authority. He stated tbat there was no risk of the Commander-in-Chief 
starving his O .T.U.s of aircraft since to do so would very soon reduce the 
effort he could maintain with his first line. The right of intervention accorded 
to the A.M.T. in this matter was all the safeguard required. By the end 
of May 1942 however, the a ircraft position in the Bornbec 0 .T.U.s had 
deteriorated, there being a recorded shortage of 142 aircraft in a return 
dated 22 May_ This was due to the bottleneck of propellers in the aircraft 
storage units. In addition there wa5 a delay, just at the wrong time when 
the weather was so fine, a t two 0.T.U.s for which no aircraft could be 
provided.2 

The Secretary of State therefore raised the issue as to whether a ircraft 
should be provided for 0 .T.U.s a l the expense o[ the operational effort. 
He once more queried the C.A.S.'s ruling as to the right to intervene with 
Commander-in-Chief, Bomber Command. _ The C.A.S. recognised tha t this. 
matter raised an impoctant strategical issue. The declared policy was to 
assist Russia by an ever-increasing and sustained bomber , offensive. Tbe 
following months promised to be the most critical period for the Russians. 
during which they needed a ll the assistance they could be given. A reduc
tion io the operational effort during the summer in o rder to provide the 
full planned requirements in crews from the O.T.U.s by the autumn of 1942 
would have meant a reduction in aid to Russia at the very time when it 
was most essential. As it was. the bomber offensive had been curtailed in 
the winter of 1941 in order to build up Cor an offensive during the summer 
o( 1942. Tbe C.A.S. held that it would be d ifficu lt to justi(y a fu rther 
conservation in order lo build up for an offensive the following winter. He 
went on to remark.~ 

• When resources are limited in both aircraft and fully trained personnel. 
their distribution between training and first line units is always a matter 
for compromise. the object of whicb must be to balance the requirements 
of a planned expansion programme against immediate strategical 
considerations.' 

The C.AS, saw no difficulty in the question of bow and when A.M.T. was to 
intervene with tbe Commander-in-Chief. Bomber Command. A.M.T. was 
responsible for ensuring that so far as possible the flow of trained crews from 
the O.T.U.s matched the anticipated requirements of the operational units. 
If at any time he foresaw a serious shortage of crews it was bis responsibility 
to represent the position to the Command. - ------ -----! C.O.S. (42) 153rd Meeting. 

z S. of S. Folder, Encls. 56A and 57A, A.H.B. lD/7/2(a). 
l S. of S. Folder, Encls. 59A, A.H.B. ID/7/2(a). 
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Further conside-ralion ot Targe-t Force ' F ' 
ft was at the end of January l 942 that Target Force ' F ' appea red as a 

modified form of Target Force 'E' Revised and which reflected the changes 
brought about by the original American embargo on the export of their
aircraft. The key item was still the strategic offensive which aimed at pro
ducing, instead of over 4,000 some 2,400 heavy bombers in the first line. 
This was the most important aspect of planning. and most other considera
tions took second place to this bomber development. In May 1942, when it 
appeared that the Americans might modify their attitude on the aircraft 
question, u.nd in order to make provision for their declared policy of building 
up their forces in Britain, Target Force F' was .again discossed .1 One effect 
of the American policy was immediately apparent in the cutting down of the 
figure of Metropolitan fighter squadron from 89 to 75. The higher figure was 
what was considered necessary for the defence of the. United Kingdom , but 
the balance was to be made up by the United States fighter squadrons 
taking over the defence of Northern Ireland . 

On the all important subject of the bomber first Jine of 2,400 heavy 
aircraft, the stated intention was that, if in 1943 it were decided that the 
ht:avy bomber operational first line should be rapidly increased , it could be 
accomplished by stopping O.T.U. expansion and by diverting resources to 
operational squadrons. From this it can be seen how closely training and 
first line developments were interlocked. It was estimated that by that time 
there would probably be in existence sufficient O.T.U. facilities to maintain
a force slightly larger than tbe interim target of 2,400 bombers. If such 
u decision were taken, no further O.'! .U.s would be opened and the force 
would be stepped up as rapidly a · possible to the maximum which could 
thus be maintained . Thi would automatically postpone further expansion· 
to tbe ultimate target of 4,000 bombers until such time as the preliminary 
O.T .U. expansion could be resuJJ1ed. First line development was thus 
regarded a,s being conditional on operational training development which had 
to precede it. It was folly recognised that the first line development couJd 
no longer be Viewed in isolation as io the early days. 

Al the same time other trends were noticeable ; one was the growing 
requirement of traosport squadrons, for which British targets were con idered 
to be too low. It was apparent, even at that time, that the R.A.F. relied 
chiefly on America for the supply of transport aircraft, a state of affairs 
which cao 11ardJy be regarded as satisfactory in view of the importance which 
air transport operations assumed towards tbe end of the war and after. 
Another item was the provision which was made for some J 5 fighter squadr ns 
whose allocation was to be ' according to strategic developments '. The use 
of fighter squadrons in Army support roles later became well known, and 
iL is here that the margin which made this possible began to be created. 
Finally it was obviou~ that, for purposes of presenting the British case to 
the Americans another expans~on programme based on Target Force 'F 
was. required . Target Force- ' F' was thus to be of short duration, but it 
was the first to show tbe influence of the joint Anglo-American plans for the 
future conduct oE the war. 

' E.R,l'. Commillee Meeting,? May 1942. 
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Adjustment of Training Plans to Accord with the Supply of American Aircraft 
The drastic revision of plans caused by the shortage in American supplies 

of aircraft was modified somewhat by May 1942, and it was for this reason 
that strenuous efforts were made to explain the results of that policy to the 
Americans. In order that they should see the position from first hand, 
General Arnold and Admiral Towers came to London in the middle of 
May 1942 and investigated the whole position. It was pointed out to them 
that any sudden cessation of the supplies of American aircraft, particularly 
to the Middle East, would be nothing short of a disaster and could not be 
accepted as it bad been firmly assumed that the Americans would stand by 
their obligations and British plans had been laid accordingly. On the other 
hand, at the outset the United States had planned a training and first line 
expansion of such dimensions as to imperil supplies of aircraft to British 
operational units then actively in contact with the enemy. 

The British task was to point out, in the light of practical experience, the 
difficulties of realising an over-ambitious programme and to persuade the · 
Americans to accept a more realistic target. They had to be convinced of 
the practical necessity of continuing sufficient allocations to maintain and 
equip existing and projected squadrons of the R.A.F. and Dominion Air 
Forces, for which United States Army Air Forces could not be substituted 
without weakening the total war effort. The whole future distribution of 
the United States Air Forces as at 1 April 1943, was based on an expansion 
rate which was considered by British experts to be unattainable in practice. 
For example, during the period May 1942 to May 1943 the British Air 
Forces with the large resources and experience which had been built up 
during two and half years of war expected to expand from · a first line of 
5,500 aircraft to one of 9,500 ; an increase of 73 per cent. In the same 
period the United States Army Air Corps, coming new to the task of 
expanding and fighting simultaneously, expected to expand from 3,000 to 
9,000 aircraft, an increase of 200 per cent. 

In order more clearly to demonstrate the British methods of planning, the 
Air Ministry produced a table showing the relative proportions of operational 
aircraft allotted to operational training and to the first line: 

U.K. U.S.A. 
Type of Aircraft --

1.4.1942 1.4.1943 1.4.1942 1.4.1943 

Heavy and Medium Bombers Front Line 1,473 2,448 668 2,701 
O.T.U. 939 2,850 424 1,040 

% 87 % 116 % 63% 39% 

Light and Dive Bombers ... Front Line 426 1,296 239 1,1 8 I 
O.T.U. 232 504 295 883 

% 49 % 39% 123% 75 % 

Fighters ... --- ... Front Line 3,010 4,222 1,621 . 4,245 
O.T.U. 969 1,503 688 2,315 

% 32 % 36 % 42 % 54% 

Heavy and Mediurn Flying Front Line 183 315 372 732 
Boats O.T.U. 49 85 189 385 

% 27 % 27 % 51 % 53 % 

Heavy, Medium and Light Front Line 710 818 13 288 
G.R. Landplanes O.T.U. 215 401 - 50 

% 30 % 49 % - 17 % 
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From this il could be seen that the British allowance for backing the -first 
line generally compared favourably with the American basis, bearing in 
mind that ,tJ:ie British first line was incurring war wastage and the Americans 
were not. The exception was in heavy and m.edium bombers. where the 
British proportion was in excess of the American. The reasons for this 
were firstly that they were considered to have underestimated the bomber 
operational training commitment, and secondly that the effects of British 
weather conditions demanded that the R .A.F. should require more aircraft 
to turn out the same number of crews. In Britain the average was 35 hours 
per mouth per aircraft on charge whereas the weather conditions in the 
United States allowed twice that amount of hours per aircraft. Furthermore, 
recent allocations to O.T-U.s in 1942 were based on the requirements of a 
large expansion io 1943 and later. Finally included in the figures were the 
many obsolescent operational types used in training. 1n fact. t he British 
surpluses were more apparent than real. In due course, therefore. the 
Americans appeared satisfied that there was a case for continuing to supply 
aircraft to Britain. On the return of Generru Arnold and Admiral Towers 
to Washington, the President indicated that the substitution of his forces 
for those of the British, in order to achieve a first share in the operational 
theatres, should not prejudice the war effort during the transition period. 
and the Arnold-Towers-Portal agreement which was signed in Wasbioglon 
on 21 June 1942 laid down that the United States undertook 'to continue in 
1943 the allocation of the necessary aircraft to meet attrition in British 
Squadrons using American aircraft operational on I April 1943 (total 3,048 
aircraft) and in their supporting operational training units .. .'. 

The net result of all thi.s was an obvious f urthet slowing down of first 
line expansion and thus a further opportunity for training to consolidate 
the backing behind the first line which had already been acbieved. On 
the other l1and it was obvious that training plans were now out of balance 
with the reduced flow of operational aircraft. Thus it was that no further 
service flying training schools were necessary in Canada and arrangements 
were made to hold up the. two remaining to be opened. In addition. Britain 
bad to forgo the arrangements made with General Arnold to train British 
pupils in the one-third capacity in Army Schools which he had previously 
made available. The navigational training with Pan American Airways 
was a lso given up as was tbe Refresher Training Scheme. The British 
F.T.S.s in the ·united States were reduced to five and the Towers Scheme 
to the training of pilots only. Finally. plans to set up in the United States, 
a Training Group, O.T.U.s. and an I.T.W. wer;e shelved, as the basic 
training facilities which already existed were ample to meet tl1e red-uced 
British plans which now rested mainly on what operational aircraft Britain 
could produce for herself. 

Tlie decision resulting from the aircraft agreement was that so far as 
possible supplies of American aircraft were to be concentrated in the Middle 
East and Australia. British aircraft were similarly to be devoted to the 
expansion of the ak forces in Britain. From the training point of view this 
represented a simplification of an already intricate task. 
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Use oi Training Resources for Operations 
Wrule the authorities were re.-<\,ITanging the training pattern, wit-h particular 

attention -to Bomber Command, the struggle to expand the .first line itself 
with limited resources enta iled the use of the costly operational training 
element to increase tbe effect of the. new idea of massed raids. Bomber 
Command was in a difficult position owing to its traioing and ie-equipme.nt 
problems ; it was not ready for a grea-t effort. Politically it was most desir
able that something should be done to help the Russians. The Americans 
could not be ready, until towards the end of 1942, to deploy their air and 
land forces in strength and the land forces in the Middle East did not 
consider themselves able to re-equip and build up their backing to mount an 
overwhelming offensive against tbe Afrika Corps until June at the earliest. 
As we have seen, the measures to build up for the bomber offensive were 
proceeding on a long-term plan, but current difficulties were very greal At 
the same time, Bomber Command did have latent resources in the increasing 
O.T .U. organization which was equipped with twin-engined bomber types 
then becoming obsolescent. These resources were immediately available 
and would permit a substantial addition to the Bomber offensive against 
Germany. 

. Much has been said for and against tbe use of training units to meet 
operational emergencies, but it is obvious that the practice is a form of 
consumption of the 'seed corn ' which can have but. fleeting advantages 
and which must be paid for in the long term. There are va jous examples o( 
tbe use of training units .i n emergency, such as the use the Germans made 
of them in 1940 and later in their attempts to evacuate the personnel of 
Von Paulus' armies surrounded at Stalingrad between November 1942 and 
January 1943. On the British side No. 4 S.F .T. . at Habbaniyah played 
a decisive part in the failure of the pro-Gcrrnan rising in Iraq in May 1941, 
an effort which ended with the closing of the Scbool. A further example. 
perhaps the most outstanding, was the con istent use of Lraining resources 
in the various emergencies in the Western Desert. This policy was not so 
_much tbe use of O.T .U. personnel and aircraft, but rather lhe continued 
fajlure to strengthen and build up the Middle East O.T.U. organization. 
This policy made that theatre dependent upon the United K ingdom for 
an important element of fighter, bomber and coastal crews, thereby causing 
a drain on the limited Metropolitan O.T.U. capacity, while at the same 
time causing a congestion of semi-trained personnel in the Middle East.' 

The potential reserve and inten1al security value - of training units had 
always been recognized, and various 'Banquet' schemes for an emergency 
existed in all countries of the ommonwealth. The use of the bomber 
O .T .U.s is, however, an e;<ample of such a scale that .it serves as a good 
subject for an examination of the precise advantages and cost of such 
schemes. The first use of the bomber O.T.U .s was on the spectacular ' l,000 
Bomber' raid on Cologne on the night of 30-31 May 1942. Thereafter, 
these O .T .U.s took part in a further six raids wherein they twice visited 
each of the three major targets of Essen, Bremen aJ1d Dusseldorf.' They 

' A.M.T. Folder, A.H.B. HIC/38/ 1. 
• Appendix 'A' of O.R.S. (B) repor No. S.70 dated 23 Oct. 1942. 
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despatched a total of l,666 sorties, dropped l80 tons of bombs within three 
miles of tbc target, jnf\ictecl an. estimated 6.4 per cent. increase in material 
damage, l07 aircraft were lost and 180 damaged. This last hem increased 
the total cosL in aircraft of the raids in which they took part by 83 per cent. 

There were two distinct phases in this era. The first consisted of the 
first three raids in wh,ich elaborate preparations were :made. (Preparations 
for the first two of which began bn 26 May and traini ng was -not resumed 
until 3 June.) The loss in crew output was estimated at 60 crews who 
arrived a week late at their squadrons. Mor,e serious was the loss of 
12 O.T.U. and two heavy conversion instructors, rather more than two per 
cent. of the total stre□glh ·in ' screened ' crews.' The second phase, involv
ing the remaining four operations carried out (plus one which was cancelled) 
was on a more rational basis, involving only 24 hours warning and the use 
mainly of pupil crews on the last week of their training. Furthermore they 
were used only under specially favourable weather cond itions. Th.e last 
raid was on Essen on tbe night of HH 7 September 1942. 

It is not necessary to enter into an analysis of the operational factors 
involved, but rather to indicate the policy effect and the general Air Ministry 
attitude to this venture on the part of th.e C.-in-C. Bomber Command . In 
thi aspect U1ere are two main considerations, i.e. Lhe logislica1 and {be 
imponderable. Frorn the logistical view the balance was definitely on tne 
debit side. The O.T .U . organization was .not organized or designed fo r 
operations. It suffered interruption to the smooth. and even routine so 
essential to sustained output, loss of material and personnel extremely diffi
cult to replace, and confusion in planning owing ro lack of agreed polfcy. 
On the credit side, there was a great increase in morale bolb among instruc
tors, pupili; and ground crews. Strenuous efforts minimised the damage 
and loss of lime, and the atmosphere in the training units coacerncd was 
greatly improved. For this reason the A.M.T. was not unfavourably dis
posed and it wa. on the Organization side of the Air Ministry tha t the 
chief objection were. heard . ln the balance_, as a short term practice soon 
aba ndoned, ·it rn<1y be said that tbe advantages for the 0 .T.U.s particularlv 
on the political and moral side outweighed the disadvantages, while the 
help given to the bomber first line bridged a time interval which otherwise 
would not have been accomplished. On the other hand the effect on the 
new and struggling heavy conversion element was very mucb to be deplored. 
Tt took too long to prepare the all too few heavy aircraft for operations ; 
took up too much valuable instructional time and was altogether too waste
ful in resources. 2 It must be remembered that heavy bomber production 
and heavy conversion training were becoming the critical point of the whole 
flow of bomber training. It may be said therefore tha t it was this factor 
which, in the long run, proved decisive . One outstandiog feature was the 
fact tbat it proved the 'New Deal' to be capable of producing crews who 
could _participate in major operations immediately on the completion of their 
O.T.u. training. This was the acid test of the new policy and the results 
proved its complete success. 

1 S. or S. Folder, Encl. 66B, A.H.B. 1D/7/2(n), 
' S.108/83'/AlR., 3! July 1942. 
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The Ottawa Air Training Conference 
One 6nal landmark in the long series of discussions and measures ro 

improve and b onsolidate training occurred in May 1942. This was the 
Ottawa Air Training Conference attended by the representatives of the 
Empire partners. the United States. and most of the other Allied air forces .' 
The origin of this conference lay in the fact that although by the end of 
1941 a ll the planned Empire Air raining Scheme Schools (numbering 70). 
had opened, by early J 942 further capacity was requi red. This was due 
to loss of ' Arnold I capacity in the United States as a result of her entry 
into the war. the extension of courses under the New Deal ' and the need 
for further crew trai ning capacity under the revision of crew functions. 
Furthermore Britain needed further capacity in her own organization for 
the refresher training and to accommodate the American units arriving 
under 'Bolero '. This threw an added burden upon Canada for basic train
ing. Altogether the equ~valent of a further 15 $chools was required in 
Canada . There was also a t that time a need to discuss the organization 
for administering th,e ·Transferred ' Royal Air Force schools in Canada, 
and the- relation of the Empire Air Training Scheme to the tra in ing effort 
of the United States. F inally it was felt that the outbreak of war with 
Japan bad crea ted fresh problems for all the partner Gove,nments which 
would benefit by discussion. 

The .original idea for the Conference was thus the conti nuation and exten
sion of training in Canada beyond 3l March 1943 when the existing Agree
ment expired. Further aspects, bowever, increased the scope of the 
discussions to embrace the standardisation and co-ordination of all systems 
of aircrew training. Thus it was that the United States proposed another 
conference to oo-ordjnate aH the d ifferent trainin-g schemes in North America. 
After a meeting between, the American President and ~he Canadian Prim e 
Minister. it was announced that the two conferences would be amalgamated. 
and as the Governments of Norway, China , and the Netherlands had small 
training establishments in North America, it was decided to invite them to 
send reprnsentative.s. Finally, because the other a llied Governments might 
misunderstand the reason for limiting representation to those concerned in 
North American training, all tbe Allied nations were invited to participate. 

The ma in questions for discussion remained. however , primarily those 
concerned with, continuing and expanding the Joint Air Training Plan (as 
it was sometimes also ca11ed), but these were discussed by sub-committees 
composed of representatives or those countries directl_i'concerned ; questions 
'of more general interest to 1he Allied Nations were included in the agenda. 
The opening speech of Mr. C. G . Power, the C-anadian Minister of National 
Defence, is of interesi because it gave a view of the crisis of June 1940 from 
Canadian eyes. 

'The wisdom. of the decision made in 1939 to establish on this con
tinent an air learning plan of immense proportions has never been open to 
question. The most severe test came in the summer of 1940. Actual 
training had barely begun before the German advance in the West upset 
all preYious strategical calculations. 
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In the face of the immediate danger, long term planning seemed 
entirely out of place. Many doubled whether there would be a Jong 
term. To help jo tbe short run Canada threw everything we had jnto 
the Battle of Bri ta,in. everything, that is. e. cept the British Common
wealth Air T rain.ing Plan. It remained intact because the partners in 
lhe plan, Canada, Australia, New Zealand a nd the United Kingdom had 
faith in British courage and British determination. 

Britain herself. though bard pressed and almost in dire need, persisted 
in her training programme through those d ays and nights of the battle 
for her survival, a nd indeed for her very exi tence. 

The result of that persistence is tJiat totlay she has the a ircrew, pilots, 
observers, gunners, to permit her not on ly succes fully to defend the air 
over her own island fortress, but, day after day, and night after night. 
to carry out offensive operations over occupied Europe and Germany 
itself.' 

It is necessary at thi s point to emphasise that neither the 'New Deal · nor 
any other plans would have been possible had it not been for the vi.sion a nd 
exertions which made possible the Empire Air Training Scheme. 

Revised Empire Training Agreement 
The Air Training Conference opened in Ottawa on 19 May 1942 and as a 

result of the -discussions which took place there, a revised Agreement was 
signed on 6 June 1942. ' This new Agreement superseded the originaJ 
Riverdale Agreement of December 1939. was operative from l July 1942 
and lasted uotil 31 March 1945: Under this revised Agreement, all the 
training establishments in Canada came under one Canadian organization, 
fhus the ' transferred ' Roy.al Air Force schools were merged into tile Empire 
A.ir Training Scheme which now became kl\own in Canada as the British 
Commonwealth Air Training Plan. Instead of supplying the R .A.F . schools 
and 10 per cent. of the £ .A .T.S. capaci1y, Brita in was to supply enough 
pupils to keep filled not Jess than 40 per cent. of the combined training 
organization in Canada. The numbers of pupils to be supplied by Australia 
and New Zealand remained substantially as before (neady 3,0QO a year from 
Australia and just under 2,000 a year from New Zealand). In consequence 
of the revised crewing of tbe bombers. adj ustments were necessary in the 
Can11dian organization. Wh ile pilot and wireless operator (air gunner trai ning 
capacity was more than sufficjeot, an additional monthly output of 2,270 
other aircrew members was needed. It was therefore agreed tbat the Canadian 
Government should proceed wi th the development of, all training capacity 
which bad been planned or projected. These arrangements entailed expanding 
air observer school capacjty to an equivalent of nine schools during 1942 
as well as the equivalent of two and a half general reconnaissance schools 
a.nd two and a half air gunners schools. They thus catered for the new air 
bomber category and for the doubling of the ' straight ' air gunner 
commitment. 

Tn addition to the four Canadian O.T.U.s which were in operation by that 
time, it was agreed to bring the total number planned up to eight. So far 
as I.he pilot training was concerned it was agreed 'to wait until 1943 before 
opening the additional ~wo E .F .T.S.s and four S.F.T.S.s which had been 
planned . The new reorganization in Canada brought the total namber of 
schools in Qperation or to be formed up to 104. 

1 E:r.s . 480 (42). 
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PART IV 

THE PEAK IS REACHED AND THE DECLINE BEGINS 
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CHAPTER 14 

EXPANSION LIMITATIONS: A REVIEW OF 
TRAINING STANDARDS 

By the middle of 1942 a stage in high level policy had been reached when 
planning was confronted with various obstacles which eventually caused tbe 
cessation of expansion and a decline in training. The process was gradual 
because the A ir Council did their utmost to overcome the handicap of man
power shortage, the greatest of the obstacles. T his was accomplished mainly 
by carrying deficiencies on esta blishment or, in other words, maintaining a 
general rate of expansion with [ewer men than was theoretically necessary 
and by making sacrifices in non-essentials. Everything possible was done 
to avoid the run-down of the training organization because it was realised 
how swiftly any weakness therein would re-act on the 6rst line effort. Train
ing had to be the first to expand and the last to contract if the first line 
were to sustain a prolonged wa,r involving heavy wastage. This final part 
of the narrative shows how the Air Ministry re-acted to the pressure of 
increasing restrictions and how the decline in training eventually began. 

Revised Expansion Programme : Target Force ' G ' 
On 2 April 1941 the Secretary of State for Air in a minute to the Prime 

Minister had stated that in order to reach a first line bomber force of over 
4,000 by early 1943 it was necessary co produce 7,000 heavy bombers i.J1 
1941 and l 2,000 in 1942, in addition to a large flow from America. As it 
transpired largely increased programmes had been adopted in both countries 
but the American aircraft had been almost entirely absorbed by the needs 
of over ewansion, and the British programme was not due to be completed 
until late in 1943. Th1,1$ by the eud of 1941 the position was that only half 
the requirements in heavy and medium bombers had been received and the 
proportion in 1942 did not appear likely to improve. lt was not possible 
at that time to recast the expansion programme to conform with the Arnold
Towers-Portal agreement but the general idea was that the deficiencies of 
.the Royal Air Force were to be compensated for by the arrival of the 
United States bomber squadrons. The failure to reach planned expansion 
in Britain and the Middle East was attributed partly to the shortage in 
bomber output and partly to the diversion of Bomber Command squadrons 
to India. the Far East and the Coastal Command. Also there was the 
growing commitment to be fu16Jled in respect of ~.irborne forces. T bis 
position regarding tbe supplies of aircraft not only governed tb_e formation 
of new units but also the supply of trained crews, as the whole programme 
depended on the policy (o form and to operate the necessary operational 
training units. There was no lack of basic material for crews prov~ded that 
the aircraft could be obtained. It was, therefore, essential that every effort 
be made to maintain and if possible. exceed the planned output of bombers 
in th~ United Kingdom. 

1n August )942 a revised Target Force ' G' was produced showing a 
decrease on the estimates for Target Force ' F '. The new force aimed at 
546 Squadrons of which United Kingdom heavy bomber element was to be 
some 144 Squadrons. ' The A.ir Council on 19 August 1942 decided to put. 

I C.W.E./E/40, 18 Aug. 1942. 
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forward Target Force ' G · to the Defence Committee on strategic grounds 
as the target to be achieved by December 1943 in a ll categories including 
heavy and medium bombers ; the difficulties and implication of achieving it 
in these latter categories were to be stressed. At a. meeting held on 27 
August, A.M.S.O. poi.nted out that to provide O.T,U. capacity for the realisa• 
ti◊n of the target of 144 bomber sq uadrons by December 1943, would require 
the production in the first quarter of 1943 of 1,200 medium bombers io addi
tion to the existing prog1amme. If this were not done the target could not 
be achieved until September 1944 even jf all medium bombers were with
drawn from Bomber Command for the formation of the O.T.U.s. It was 
thus apparent thal the realisation of Target Force 'G' by December 1943 
would be impossible.' The conclusion drawn was that any decision to pro
vision on the basis of achieving such a target would involve a large scale 
waste of manpower and equipment. I n amplification of the way in which 
numbers would fa ll short o( the target it was explained that the first step 
would be to adopt a reasonable programmll' for building up to 135 heavy 
bomber squadrons by the end of 1943 on the basis that the main hope of 
obttlining extra aircraft must lie in the second half of 1943. The extra heavy 
bomber requirements of such a programme were found to be some 700 in tbe 
first half of 1943 and 1.700 in the second half. That such extra supplies 
would be forthcoming was, in itself, a sufliciently formidab le assumption 
but it led on to the virtual impossibility of providing an extra 1,200 medium 
bombers in the first quarter of 1943 for the operational training units. It 
thus appeared that the provision of the medium bombers reqoired in the 
early stages for the O.T.O.s. was a certain cause o( fai lure to achieve the 
targel, even without a shortage of heavy bombers themselves for the 
squadrons. Therefore, as an alternative line of approach, consideration, was 
given to the maximum Tale of build ing up to the medium bomber element 
of the O.T.U.s to provide trained crews for heavy bomber squadrons. The 
assumption was made that all available medium bombers. nfter allowing for 
overseas and G.R. requirements. should. from the end of 1942. be used for 
the O.T.U.s. On this basis there wouJd only be sufficient crews to reach 
110 heavy bomber sqt,adrons by the end of J.943, a11d the l 35 would not 
be achieved until about September 1944. Even a programme on this basis 
required a steady production of 630 heavy bombers a month from January 
1~43 onwards, compared with the existing full M.A.P. programfne wbicl1 
mounted to 600 per mon th during 1943 and only reached a peak of 625 per 
month in March 1944. 

Examination of O.T.U. Training Standards 

I t was on these grounds that the A.M.S.O. advised the Secretary of State 
tbat any decision to provision on the basis of completing the bomber element 
of Target F orce · G ' by the end of 1943 would be wholly unjustified. There 
was evidence that at that time the growing cost of training and tbe very 
obvious way in which it complicated the task of expansion caused even the 
Chief of the Air Staff some doubts. He said that it seemed unwise to plan 
so far ahead as J 944 on the basis of production possibili ties as foreseen at 
tbat time (August 1942). Other factors might emerge and before March 
1944 it might be established that. too high a standard of training was being 

1 S. of S. Folder, Encls. 21A and 23A, A.H.B. lD/7/4(a), 
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at-tempted. For example he stated that a cut jn flying hours, say, from 110 
to 90 at the O.T.U. Stage would make a g.reat dea l of difference in the number 
of bombers available for the front lin_e. In fact, this higher basis of planning 
necessitated that all other facto.(s of expansion, including especially, training, 
would have lo be increased with a consequent waste of national resources. 
Thus, on the subject of tminiog aircraft, scrutiny had revealed the startling 
number of a ircraft allocated to training. Something between 25 per cent. 
and 30 per cent. of heavy bomber aircraft were in conversion and 
miscellaneous U1tits, while there were three o r four medi11m bombers in 
O.T.U.s and miscellaneous ·units for every one in the front line.' 

The question of the ~mount of flying done by operational a ircraft in the 
O.T.U.s was raised, a nd it was suggested that the amount of ft.ying hours 
instruction given might be cut down. The possibility of giving shorter 
courses to more promising pupils was also menti.oned in this connection. T he 
A.M.T .. however, observed that there would be no gain in curtailing flying 
hours per pupil if wastage were increased . The training standards had been 
adopted as a result of past mistakes, and despite improved training, 5,000 
aircrew a year were still being lost in flying accidents. The Americans got 
more flying houi;s per aircraft on charge, but their aircraft were not dispersed 
and their establishments were larger. The dispersnl of aircraft. on stations 
accounted for an appreciable loss of fl ying time. The suggestion for shorter 
courses for good pupil pilots was already met in practice because the period 
of 80 hours at the medium bomber stages was an average figure. The 
A.M.T. wa~ supported by the A.M.s.o: who said that the number of 
operational a ircraft used for training could not be cut down wbi!e the existing 
training policy stood . In spite of these arguments, the Secretary of State 
ruled that the possibility of cutting down the flying hours and of increasing 
the flying of O.T.U. aircraft should be examined. As matters turned out. 
nothing could a lter the logic of the fact that operational efficjency and aircraft 
safety depended upon quality in training. nevertheless, the above quoted 
examples illustrate the attitude towards the training commitment. 

In spite of the uncertainty surrounding the soundness of the inflated basis 
of planning. the A.M.T. stated that the production of trained personnel was 
to proceed on the basis of the full approved programme and the fact that 
there might be more trained men than co1,1ld be used at a particular moment 
was ~ccepted. It was difficult to accelerate the traini,tg flow at short uotice. 
and personnel were then being taken in for manning the J 944 squadrons anct 
what was done in 1942 committed the Air Ministry for 1944. He considered 
tl1at a cut in • training periods might prove to be uneconomical both in 
pe,sonnel and aircraft. ln the main, therefore, the tendency disclosed 
by this Target Force was to retract in that it was now more in line with 
experience of actual production. It represented a rather serious retreat from 
ibe previous estimate that 4 ,000 heavy bombers were required to fin ish 
Germany. On the other hand, now that the Americans were determined to 
play· their full part operationally, the effect of the original estimate was to 
be the same, but merely with this difference-- that now the target would be 
shared, and on Britain's part the Royal Air Force -would expand just so far 
as British production would permit 

' A.C. Con. 14 (42). 
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Co-ordination of the Bomber Offensive : Training Aspects 
By 15 July 1942, the size, the importance and the inLroduct.ioo of new 

scientific devices io Bomber Command necessitated intensified measures to 
co-ordinate all aspects of the problem of the striking force. Tbe many 
production disappointments in heavy bombers had resulted in a great disparity 
between Lhe previous conception of a first l\ne bomber force of 4,000 aircrafl 
and the figure of about 1,300 which was forecast at that time for early 1943. 
A number of factors were mentioned in explanation of this difference: - ' 

(a) The reduction in deliveries from America. 
(b) Considerable diversions overseas and to Coastal Command. 
(c) Jncrease in O.T.U. training. 
(d) T he fact that the target of 4,000 had been planned for a much later 

date than early 1943 after which on the current programme a con
siderable expansion would take place. 

The C.A.S. drew attention to rhe large .ournber of bomber aircraft assigned 
to O .T.U. and conve,sion courses. (There were. in July 1942, 933 Conversion 
and O.T.V . aircraft compared with 600 heavy and medium bomber in the 
front line.) He suggested tha t A.M.S.O .. before including them in Target 
Force ' G' calculations, should make certain that the training organization 
was not larger than was really required. ln reviewing the training output 
to meet the bomber expansion programme, the Air Member for Training 
stated that the supply of basically trained aircrew available in the Uni ted 
Kingdom would be more than adequate to match the forecast expansion of 
squadrons. 2 On the other hand the planned length of the advanced flying 
unit course for ' twin-engined ' pilots had not been achieved by that time 
owing to shortage o( A.F.U. capacity, and this sho(tage was considered likely 
to persist throughout the period u,jder review. lt was consequently neces
sary to feed pilots into the operational training units after somewhat abbre
viated A.F.U. training. Tbe A.M.T. ob erved that the number of Operntio.ual 
Training Units given in the programme would be adequate to match the 
forecast expansion of squadrons at their full establishment (which was to 
be raised from 54 to 66 aircraft) and provided vhat training was not' restricted 
by lack of satellite aerodromes or by runway construction. 

On existing plans. it seemed probable tbat there was going to be a some
what greater number of O.T.O.s than those given in the programme. but as 
the supply of aircraft would necessarily result in the a verage strength of each 
O.T.U. being correspondingly reduced , the effective capacity avaiJable would 
be the same. lt was also considered that it was always desirable to have 
aerodromes ready in advance of expansion, as then, when .aircraft did become 
available , expansion could be more promptly effected . At the same time it 
was agreed that conversion flights. and units should be concentrated into 
un its of 32 aircraft, and that these new conversion units should provide both 
for wastage and expansion. On the estimated rates of-aircraft effort and with 
a 30 hours syllabus per pilot the numbers of heavy bomber conversi.on air
craft shown in the expansion programme were adequate to meet the planned 
ex;pansion. Jt must be pointed out at this juncture that it was then (July 
1942) contemplated tha.t the operational training organization wo uld 
oartici pate :i n operations. 

• C.B.O. (3), 10 July 1942 C.B.O. 1st Meeting, 15 July 1942. 
' C. B.O. (2), 9 July 1942. 
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The Developmelli of Navigational Aids : Navigation Training 

The next aspect of training which received attention at the discussion on 
the co-ordination of the bomber offensive was navigation. 1 It was stated 
(by A.M.T.) that the percentage of aircraft which reached and bombed their 
targets was stilJ far too low, and the training of the crew in navigation had 
to take a share of the blame for this state of ·affairs. At the same time, many 
of the tasks were beyond the capacity of even the most higl1ly skilled and 
experienced individuals, and complete success awaited the provision of further 
aids to navigation then being introduced. In his survey of the previous two 
years p rogress in navigational training, the A.M.T. elaimed that the improve
ments achieved woukl have been more raipid and more certain had there 
been a strong direction on policy matters. This Jack of policy dfrection had 
been fell throughoul all branches of navigation, and, since training wa-s based 
on operational requirements, the handicap had been felr ther~ also. 

The existing training a im was that every navigator, whilst not deeply versed 
in theory, had to be competent to navigate by using all known techniques, if 
necessary, by rule of thumb. To help implement this policy trai.ning had 
been taken over from civilian firms, the pre-O.'T.U. tlyiug hours had been 
nearly doubled (from 62 hours in 1940 to 122 hours in 1942), and the 
l.radiLional method of inlerspersing air work with classroom work. had been 
abandoned .and elementary air · navigation schools eslablished. At these 
schools, before going into the air. the navigator covered the whole syllabus 
so far as this was practicable in a classroom. He was. therefore, able from 
his first flight to derive the maximum benefit from the air practices. There 
had also been development of synthetic de-vices in preparation for and in 
supplement to air exercises which gave practice in navigation under condi- ' 
tions which simulated those in tbe air. 

- The pilot was the captain of the aircraft. Tt was considered essential there
fore that 'he should •be sufficiently well trained in navigation to supervise the 
work of the navigator. The A.M.T: d id . not claim that this aim bad been 
fully achieved but he stated that such steps .as had rbceo .practica!ble had been 
taken in the direction of improving the navigation training for pilots. These 
were, briefly: -

(a) An increase in the total ,perfod of ground and air training. 

(b) A more complete syllabus to cover not only pilot naviga tion bul a lso 
a general knowledge of navigation technique. The need for pilot 
co-operation was stressed. 

(c) Greater emphasis on navigation at the Empire Central Flying School 
which was intended to lead to greater weight being given to this 
_subject durir.ig e lementary and service flying training school training. 

Jt was also considered that the air bomber should know the general 
principles of dead reckoning navigation. for he had to work in close touch 
with the navigator and the pilot during the approach to the target. His own 
training was mainly devoted to map reading and target identification, a 
task calling for intelligence and a good memory. In order to avoid delay 
in introducing the scheme. the early courses were cut down below thfl 
desirable minimum and it was proposed to increase the time under training 
as resources permitted. The Air Member for Training, in touching on the 

1 C.B.O. (5), 31 Aug. 1942. 
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subject of basic general education, stated that individuals selected for 
navigator (and also pilot and a ir bomber) should not only have a high 
degree of 1ntelligence, but aJso a minimum general educational standard 
equivalent to that of about secondary school education at L6 years of age 
or: beyond. It was a fact that during the period April to July 1942 one
third of the candidates classified as navigators had only elementary school 
education although about 17 per cent. of these had received further education 
of a technical nature. With th~ limited manpower available in the country 
it was inevitable that some reduction of standards shou1d occur in those 
volunteering for ajrcrew, but the A.M.T. considered it impracticable to 
expect such individuals to complete their service training unless they could 
fi,r5t be afforded means o( ,improving t-heir general education. 

The Air Training Corps had been doing excellent work in giving 
preliminary training to prospective aircrew members, but it was evident that 
this organization could not add substantially to the general education of 
ao individuaJ. As an example, in an examination for the· Proficiency 
Certificate TI only 10 per cent. of those sitting passed in navigation, and 
the comments of the Board made it clear that the chief reason was lack 
of fu ll-time and progressive instruction. The A.M.T. then foreshadowed the 
pre-entry education,aJ sche.rne which came into effect in March 1943, and was 
ofncia!Jy known as the Pre-Aircrew Training Scheme. 

So far as navigation instr:uctor training was concerned, the standard laid 
down for tbe short navigation instrncto(s course was such as would provide 
instructors competent to handle any stage of basic- training in navigation, but 
the A ,M ,T. said tbat until the operational commands were in a position 
to release navigators who had completed an operational tour, the inst~uction 
would continue to be somewhat academic. There remained tlle problem 
of training navigation specialists. , In the past these were individuals of 
wide practical experience w ith a superficial .scientific training but with little 
knowledge of the theoi:y l)f, navigation. Their training had not so far required 
original thinking wbiob would stimulate and guide progress. Previously the 
navigation Specialist was regarded as an individual who could navigate with 
reliability on a Jong distance flight. I n the ;future it w,as the aim to r>rovide 
for the navigation specialist technical train"rng of a high order based on a 
sound knowledge of mathemat,ics and ,physics. T1his training would be 
designed to stimu late and guide him to original thinking in research, but it 
was essential .that •he. shou ld be employed in close association with flying 
so that he could exert an authoritative influence in squadrons and groups 
for the advancement of navigation. Jn order to meet 1he requirnmen~s of 
specialist navigation officers in the future, it was decided to pass a few 
selected fodiv}du,als through a s,pecialist course O'f six to eighl months at tbe 
Central Navigation School. The course was soon to start with l2 pupils at 
a time and places could •be offered to the Dominion Air Forces. 

In general t he Air Member for Training wa:s satisfied •that the standards 
laid down for basjc navigation training were reasonably adequate to meet 
require·ments, provided that they could be reached by all navigators, but the 
experience of instructors was still far below what was necessary. H e stated 
that it would assist very considerably in training if there could be estab
lished some small authori tative body which could devote attention to prob
lems of-navigation geoera lly and co-ordinate effort in the navigflt·ion field in 
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all it phases. In this manner the application of operational lessons to training 
could be speedily secured and the development of navigational aids would 
progress more quickly than in the past. He recommended the formation 
of a small committee to direct the general policy of navigation throughout 
the force. he A.M.T.'s representati.ons in this matter were quickly acted 
upo.o , Jn September 1942 a new appointment was created of a Depuly 
Director of Operational Requirements (Navigation) who was specially 
appointed to ensure closer co-ordination between aU concerned with naviga
tional training, with its results and with the development, production aJ1d 
fitting of navigational equipment Moreover a newly constituted Air Navi
gation Committee was considered to be the most suitable body in which 
the many problems of navigation affecting policy, development, production . 
.and training could be resolved .' 

Effect oE Middle East reinforcement oo Bomber Command Expansion 
Tt was during the Co-ordination of the Bomber offensive meelings that 

the crewing position in Bomber Command drew attention to the Middle 
East training position! The C.-i.n-C. Bomber Command complained that his 
O.T.U.s were suf{e(ing from serious deficiencies both in instructo(s and main
tenance personnel. The shortage of instructors was such that pilots were 
being withdrawn from squadrons before completing their operational tours 
in order to staff the O.T.O.s. The fundamental cause of this shortage was. 
in the C.-in-C.'s view, the flow of pilots to the Middle East and hidia and 
the small numbers of nbese which returned. He stated that 2,300 pilots had 
been sent ou t and only 00 had ret-umed. 

Tbis drain of operationally trained crews was one of the causes of the 
' slow build-up of Bomber Command and was a source of much oomp!aint. 

At the same time it [Jlust be realised that owing to the situation in the Middle 
East their O.T.U. organizati.on was slow in starting and difficult to maint.a in_ 
The main trouble was tl1e supp,ly of aircraft and equipment. Fifteen monlhs 
earlier, in March 1941, the C.-in-C., Middle East, had stated that he had 
only been able to improvise, and at that inadequately, by stripping one 
mediam bomber squadron of all its aircraft and by keeping fighter units 
below strength. He created O.T.U. training staffs out ·of tired pilots and 
crews but found himself in a vicious cirde because he did not (JOSSess the 
trained pilots to replace them and could not do so with bis existing resources 
owing to the low O .T.U. m1tput. By May 1941 the Middle East had been 
forced to use two medium bomber squadrons to supplement the operational 
training organization owing to the fact 'tha t they were deficient of 94 
Blenheim pilots and lhere were 102 awaiting training. The trouble was tha1 
neither lhe Australian nor the African mganizations which fed the Com
mand gave full operational training. The heavy wastage occurring in the 
Middle East at that time was more than could be replaced locally even with 
the temporary diversion of squadrons for training. Jn May [94[ the Air 
Ministry had planned lo provide three O.T.U.s for the Midd le Eas, of which 
two ground echelons (one medium bomber and onec fighter) were despatched 
in lb.at month. By June 1941 there were 946 crews in the Middle East 
and l ,200 pilots yet even this was not enough, and urgent ·measures were 
taken to fly out 20 Blenheim crews to that Command.-1 

- ------ - -
' C.B.O. 2nd Mee1ing, 2 Sept. 1942. 
2 A.M.T. Folder, A.H.B. lllC/38/ l. 
1 C.A.S. 3086, II June 1941 . 
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Review of O.'f.U. Training Overseas 
By July 1942 the position of operational training in the Middle East 

necessitated a review of the position and of the policy with regard to the 
supply of trained personnel and aircraft to that Command . 1 The salient 
point once more was the shortage of aircraft a nd the frequent emergencies 
Which forced the diversion of all resources into the first line to the detdn1ent 
of the O .T.U. organization. The flow of semi-trained personnel from South 
Africa and Southern Rhodesia caused a _pool of pupils awaiting O .T.U. train
ing in the Middle East and a further 300 in Tndia. These therefore had 
to be shipped to the U.K., wh.ile at the same time O.T .U. trained personnel 
from Brita in were being flown or shipped out to t•he Middle East. When 
these became tour-expired, they formed a large pool of ,personnel who were 
used on all kinds of tasks. Few of 1heo1 found !heir way back to the 
United Kingdom, much to the concern of formations such as Bomber Com
mand who were a lways ill great need of staff pilots and instructors for the 
expanding operational training o rganization so essenda l to the fi rst-line 
expansion. T he commitmen t in trained crews which had to be supplied 
by ~he U.K. o rgani~.t.ion was 215 crews ,per month (rising to 327). It 
cau therefore be seen that there was an obvious need to strengthen the 
Middle EasL O .T.U. position. At that time (July-August 1942) these O.T.U.s 
were exceeding their planned outputs but were even so not absorbing all 
the waiting pupils that were required. It transpired at an Air Ministry meel
ing at the end of August 1942, that the fl,ow of opei:ational lype a ircraft 
to the Middle East could but slowly be improved, Therefore the Inspector 
General's suggestion that H arvards should be used in the meantime to 
offset. the deficiency of O.T.U. aircraft was reluctantly agreed to in spite 
of the unsatisfactory nature of such a course. involving as it did. fu rther 
twining in th,e squadro ns. 

l r. India, much the same situation o btained. T here the pla ns for the 
O.T.U. build-up included one light bomber (Vengeance) O .T.U. and one 
single-engined O.T.U. in addition to the small fighter O.T.U-. already in 
existence. Neither the aircraft no r the staff position permitted their func
tioning before early 1943. It was therefore obvious that there would con
tinue to be an unsatisfactory training position in those Commands and 
that 1heir meagre resources wo1,1Jd have to be supplemented by a flow of 
trained personnel from B ritain. In addition to the added burden on the 
British O.T.U.s, there was also the fact that a large number of men would 
be permanently locked u,p in transit. It is therefore important to bear this 
overseas commitment in ,mind when any compar,isons are made between 
the cost o( trajl).ing and the tl rst line effort of the home squadrons. 

Allocation of Bomber Crews between Overseas Commitments and Bomber 
Command 

While measures were thus being taken to consolidate and to improve the 
training position there was growing a threat to the whole development of 
the service in the jocreasing shortage of manpower and in the failure of 
bomber production to corne up to programme. Th·e stage has therefore 
been reached where an understanding is required of what was taking place 
in the sphere of high policy in the middle of 1942. Although the position 
at home was not unsatisfactory the Secretary of State continued to observe 

' A.M.T. Folder, A.H.B. UJC/38/ l. 
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the returns of crew strength. He had repea,tedly been assured that the 
flow of trained personnel was well phased with the forecast of aircraft pro
duction and that there was no reason to expect a shortage. Nevertheless, 
from the rettJrn s of establishment, strength and efficiency ·of pi lots in the 
Metropolitan Air Forces, he saw that the pilot' strength of :Samber Com
mand had falleo from 2,241 at the beginning of 1942 to 1,389 on 1 August 
1942. The training autho,ritles, however, had every reason· to be satisfied 
by the way tttings were going. During the first seven mootbs of 1942 the 
personoel of six: squadrons had proceeded _overseas, also five squadrons had 
been transferred permanently and two temporarily to Coastal Command
al l these from Bomber Command. This represented an establishment out
going of 329 pilots, and to meet these esta.blishments, provide for wastage 
and to fi ll the shipping ' pipe-line '. not less than 1,125 pilots had been 
despatched overseas during this period .1 

When these fac ts are borne in mind, it will perhaps be realised how 
im.portant were the secondary activ ities of Bomber Command in the train
ing of crews a.nd in the raising and despatch overseas or to other Commands 
of new squadrons. There oan be no doubt that this constant drain, so vital 
for such theatres as the Middle East was none the less a great restriction on 
Bomber Command ex,pansion. 1n fac t, in Augus t 1942 ,in a Jetter to the 
Secretary of State, the Commander-i n-Chief. Bvmber Co,mmand, complai ned 
tihat since September 1939, 2,137 bomiber O.T.U. trained pilots had been sent 
to the Middle East, of which number 157 .Jiad been returned. 

' As matters stand at present there is I ittle hope of any expansion 
when we go on pouring bomber trained pilots down the sink in Lhis 
fashion. lt simply means that half our 0 ,T.U. effort is permanently 
wasted iJJ giving the highest type of bomber training lo pilots who 
thei:e&fler never bomb . ... ' 

Another r~ason for the drop in strength · often repeated, was the effect of 
th.e ' 'New Deal ' which ~ad resulted ir, an immediate reduction in pilots 
of 527. So far as crew strength was concerned, in spite of the losses of 
squadrons to o ther Commands, the effective crew strength had sh.own a 
healthy and su~tained increase since May 1942. 

The O.T.0.s were takjng in the maximum number of crews which avail
able aircraft would perm it them to train. On th.e other hand the 20 Welling
ton and Whitley O .T.U.s in Bomber Command were some 300 aircraft short 
of the 54 aircraft establishment which had just been approved. The A.M.T. 
felt that when additional Wellingtons became available they should be 
equitably distributed bebween 0.T.U.s and sq_u_adrons. He held the view that 
while O.T.U.s and Conversion Units· were being used on operations, there 
were strong arguments in favour o,f ,repleni•sbing O.T.U. deficiencjes before 
allocating additional aircraft to squadrons. In suppor t of his contention, 
that up to August 1942 thjs ibalance had :been co,rectly maiintaioed, the A.M.T. 
stated that t-he number of ai rcraft ,io sq uadrons averaged approximately 700 
io rhe months ,May .to August: over the srume •period, lhe number of effective 
crews rose from 750 to almost 900. Thus the deficiency of aircraft in O.T.U.s 
did not prevent them .from rather more t•han maintaining llhe number of 
aircraft allocated lo the front line du ring that ,period. This was after allowing 
fo r the replacement of liquadrons lrausferired to other commands. 

1 S. of S. Folder, A.H.B. JD/7/2(a) and A.M . FOe S.1080. 
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The position by 27 August 1942 was that, excluding rhe Czech flight, there 
were 20 Medium O .T.U.s made up as follows: -

Established with 66 aircraft 
Established wi.th 54 aircraft 
EstabJisb.ed with 40 aircraft 
Established with 36 aircraft 
Established with 27 aircraft 

I O .T.U. 
9 O.T.U.s 
5 O,T.U.s 
2 O .T.U.s 
3 O .T.U.s 

On these interim estabJishments (totalling 905 airc,aft) the 0.T.U.s were 
deficient of 127 aircraft, but on the basis of 54 aircraft per O.T.U., the 
deficiency was 302. Actually, it was stated. the full 54 establi shment would 
at that time have been an over provisioning. Apart from the Ventura and 
Mitchell squadrons wh.ich were just forming, the aircraft strength o{ Bomber 
Command was. stil l 700. This was the correct relationship to the strength 
in the O.T.U.s, wh ich was ns a irqaft. until the flow of aircraft increased. 
The point was that when the flow of aircraft increased, it was necessary that 
tbe O.T.U.s shollld receive priority in allocation, as the existing aircraft 
strength in O.T.0.s was sufficient for maintenance only. but not for expansion. 
Any attempt in the past to allocate more aiJ,"craft to O.T.U.s could on ly have 
been effected by reducing the front line. which had remained static for tbree 
months. As an ex-periment one 0.T.U. was estaiblished rwith 66 ,aircraft. If 
t11e expcriimen.t was successrful, A :M.T. stated obat it would be extended to 
the other O.T.U.s as and when the aircraft became available . 

Although training was keeping pace wi.t.h the -practica l needs of Bomber 
Command. the .position of that Command, owing to the ,prevailing habit of 
drawing upon ,it for the requir ements of ovher Commands, was far from 
healthy, and the Air Staff began to realise rhe need to resist all foctber calls 
on Bomber Command if the continwance of -what the Prime Min-ister called 
the 'woeful shrinkage of Bomber Command's strength were to be avoided .i 
The following table is interesting in this connection :-

Date No. or Total Crew Crews 
Squad rons J.E. Strengtn fit 

29.5. 1942 .. . ... . .. 44 720 94 1 85! 
19.6.1942 ... .. . ... 45 736 780 674 
10.7.1942 .. . . .. . .. 46 752 899 664 
31.7.!942 --· ... ... 46 768 896 66J 
14.8.1942 . .. .. . .. . 46 760 7?6 585 

It can be seen that the crew position was just keeping pace witb the aircraft 
position. The limiting factor was the supply of operational aircraft both to 
the first line and to, tbe O.T.U. organization . 

The Prime Minister's Dem.and for SO Bomber Squadrons by the end of 1942 

It has so far been seen how training. in conformity with war developments 
was adapting itself to lbe enhanced standards demanded of it. ,and how it 
had been reorganizing and deploying during the lull in expansion wbicb 
followed the entry of Ru sia and the United States of America into the wac 
The peirjod which followed once more saw training facing demands created 

1 V.C.A.S. 3968, 23 Aug. 1942, S. of S . Folder A.H.B. ID/7/2(a). 
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by the extension of first Jine act1v1ty. Whereas before training was gtared 
to a strategical p lan which assumed that Britain. the Commonwealth and her 
European Allies had to carry out that plan with their own first line forces. 
after the end o.f 1941 this burden was shared by the United States. The end 
of 1942 was to see the turn of the tide with the German defeat at Staling.rad 
and Alamein and the Japanese reverses in the Pacific tJ1eatre . In tbe mears.
time affairs were moun ting to a crisis with the German offensives by October 
1942 threatening both. Stalingrad, Cairo and the oil of the Caucasus and the 
Middle East. 

It was imperative for the sake of allied unity and for the successful outcome 
of the war. that Britain should make the utmost efforts in the western opera
tional the·atres. This was, moreover, at a time when the British manpower 
situation was becoming daily a more onerous factor. The phase about to be 
described is therefore dominated by Lwo factors, l!he need for an im-portanl 
degree of offensive power -and the increasing restrictions on that develop
ment exercised by the manpower shortage. Chronologically, the first 
landmark was a demand in the middle of Septembe·r 1942 by the Prime 
Minister tbat the number of squadrons in Bomber Command should be 
increased from the existing 38 to SO ,by the end o-f ~h.e year. fn parallel with 
tbis effort came an intensification of the manpower problem in relation to the 
new Target Force · G '. The difficult situation thus created involved the 
training a uthorities to a great extent and, as will be seen in due course, the 
latter factor brought aboul eventually the reduction in basic training while 
the former extended the applied and operational training activities.' 

Having been convinced of the need for heavy bombers, the Prime Minister 
followed the development of Bomber Command with the keenest interest and 
growing disappointment. He had agreed to the great expansion of the Ministry 
of Aircraft Production and to other methods of increasing bomber production, 
only to be informed of successive decreases in t;be ,programme. This led the 
Pr,ime Minister to make his demand t•bat tlhere should 1be SO fully operational 
squadrons in Bomber Command by the end of 1942. He _proposed examining 

· the various external commitments wbich had 1hampered Bomiber Command io 
its growth, i.e. , Coastal Command, Airborne Divisions and the overseas flow? 
This request tby the Pr>ime Minister involved various short term measures at 
the expense of the long tenn plan, and while the latter plan was adversely 
affected, it was probably all to tbe good in ~he long run that Bomber Command 
should 'bave been relieved of ~he constant drain on its strength by external 
commitments. A heavy burden was, of course, placed oo the Ministry of 
Aircraft Production, and they had to make a special effort to produce an 
increased ou~put to make ~his short teru)1 eJQpa nsion ,possible. They stated t·hat 
it was hoped to produce 260 heavy bombers in excess of those produced in the 
prevjo\1s quarter. This however, did not sa tisfy the Air Ministry, as th.e 
output was below the current programme which they had already published. 
However, very great efforts were made lO step up production.3 

' S. of S. Folder, A.H.B. 1D/7/4(a). 
2 S. ofS, Folder, Encl. 42A, A.H.B. ID/7/l (a). 
' A.C. Con. 15 (42). 
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Proposals to Achieve- the 50 Squadron Plau 
In his reply to the Prime Minister by way of preliminary indication t!1e 

Secretary of State said that 41 squadrons (25 heavy and 16 medium bomber) 
would be formed by October 1942, and 50 (34 heavy) by the 'Ol'ld of the year. 
By April 1943 the figures would have grown to 40 heavy and l2 medium 
bombei squadrons and by July I 943 they would be 52 and 9 respectively. 
The very small increase between January and April of 1943 was, of course, 
marked, but the effort to achieve the 50 squadrons by January 1943 involved 
bringing forward aircraft out of the aircra{t storage units more rapidly 
than usnal, so that the Jater flow would be smaller, while at 
the sam~ time wastage would be incurred by a greater number of 

squadrons. Thus. ex.pansiOJl -after January iwas bound to be retarded to 
some extent. although this was more than offset by the value of having a 
greater number of squadrons opera tiona I. Simultaneously, the operational 
train,ing oi;,ganization hatl to ,be enlarged to 8{- H.C.U.s and 15 O.T.U.s 
(requiring 272 and 990 aircraft respectively) by ~he end of the year.' 

The dominant factor in this- problem was the suppJy of airer.aft which 
governed both the formation of squadrons and tb.e training of crews. New 
squadrons, to be operational by the end o[ the year, had to be formed befo,e 
the end of November 1942. so· that from the production standpoint October 
and November were the vital months. The Minister of Aircraft Production. 
in response to appeals by the Air Ministry, promised to supply 780 heavies 
during the three months September to November, which foreshadowed a 
probable failure to reach th~ target by five squadrons. Against tbis deficiency 
could be set the agreement o[ the first Sea Lord to return to Bomber Com
mand two of the four mediwn bomber squadrons then on loan to Coastal 
Command. There was thus a final gap of three squadrons to be bridged, 
and the Secretary of State ,proposed that various or.gauizations should suffer 
ten1porarily. H is proposals were to suspend the flow of.'bombers to the Air
bome Forces for two months (they already had 100 rnedivrn bombers and 
required an equal number to meet expansion wastage,) and to cut down the 
flow of heavy bombers lo the Middle Ea~t from eight to fou r a month. 
There was a deficiency of 1.20 crews, which could be overcome by various 
expedients. Crews were to be found by accelerating the return of tour 
expired ~rews from the Middle East and withdrawing Bomber Command crews 
from Flying Training Command and non-operational units. An increased 
supply of maintenance personnel to Bomber Command was an indispensable 
requirement of the plan. This was perhaps the hardest to ach ieve, and 
entailed. besides a ll-round cuts. provision for a progressive development of 
training capacity to match the accelerated rate of expansion. The most 
serious brake in the past on bomber expansion had been the edraneous 
commitments from which it was hoped the Command would now be freed 
by this new drive, which wovld increase the .hitting power of the bomber 
force by more than half. 

In: .the middle of October. the Prime Minister concurred in the Secretary 
of State's proposals. Towards the end of October,. the Chiefs of Staff also 
agreed to the prop_osed 50 Squadron Plan, with the modification that per
sonnel should be found without taking any technical tradesmen from Coastal 

1 S. of S. Folder, Encl. 7A, A.H.B. ID/7/4(a), 
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Command squadrons. Tbis was in response to very strong representations 
from the Admirahy. By the end of October, the Prime Minister realised 
th.e restriction was going to be production of aircraft. and queried the 
demands made in ground staffs. 

• There is no use in making enormous ground staffs and pegging out 
claims in every direction when. in fact, you will not have the aircraft 
to fly.' 

To this minute the C.A.S. explained that there was no intention of pegging 
out claims for manpower or material. but the expansion was based entirely 
on the best estimate they could make of aircraft output. He ex.plained that 
the periodical forecasts which the Air Ministry produced had two main 
purposes: to ensure that demands for manpower. airfield and ancillary 
equipment of all kinds were kept in step with each other and with tbe supply 
of aircraft forecast from time to time ; and to show how far the Air Force 
resulting from the production programme could be made to meet broad 
strategic req\lirements in the different theatres of war. 

He forecast that the expansion programmes would have to be revised. in 
view of important decisions in the bomber pr.ogrammes which were soon due, 
and in view of the vi~it of the Minister of Production to Washington, and 
the possible i:e$ults of expectations of a ircraft from the United States. In 
addition, the requirements in different theatres of war would probably change. 
The C.A.S. summed up the position by comparing Bomber Command to a 
residuary legatee who, with virtually fixed resources and a wide variety 
of fixed commitments, could only meet new demands at the expense of 
capital. Jn effect, therefoi:e, the strength of Bomber Command in heavy and 
medium bombers remained by the end of November 1942 more or less 
the same as it had been at the beginning of the year. All this now promised 
to change with the screening of Bomber Command from O\ltside demands.' 

By the end of November, when tbe numerical expansion should have 
been completed. there actually were 51 squadrons established with a shortage 
of 1 S4 aircraft, but the number of _squadrons estimated to be opera6onal 
by the end of the year were only 4S. The reason was, of course, the pro
duction shorL falls, particularly in heavy bombers. The Wellington squadrons 
were retarded by the a nnoying failure of the constant speed units and 
deficiency of spinners. In general, the production of bombers fell short of 
programme by no less than 32 per cent. ; in particular only 7 1 Lancasters 
were delivered against a programme of 130. Tbe Secretary of State later 
pointed out to the Prime Minister at the beginning of 1943, that if .it had not 
been for low wastage during the preceding quarter the shortage would have 
been much larger. There were actually 44 squadrons operational by the 
target date and the training of tbe remaining seven and three further squad
rons which started LO form in December was held up by unfavourable 
weather. To addition to the production disappointments for the front line. 
O.T.U.s and conversion units were 77 aircraft short of their establishment. 
The result was that if the weather improved, it was expected to have 53 
heavy and medium bomber squadrons operational by the middle of February 

1 S. of S. Folder, EntlS. 17A, 42A, 54A and 65A, A.H.B. to/7/4(b) and C.A.S. minute 5662, 
9 Nov. 1942. 
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1943. ln spite of tbe restriction on the ,How ~hrough O.T.U.s and conversion 
units cau-sed by the weather, there were enougb crews to man all availaible 
squadroos. l 

The above accoU11t of the 50 Bomber Squadron PJan is valuable only 
for its illustration of the way in which expansion worked. On the face of 
it, it did not achieve aoy more than had been J?lanned. but it did focus 
much needed interest from a very high level on an arm which was vital 
and which was always suffering from the revision of priorities. It was, 
however, viewed as a failure, or at least a."ctisappointment · by the Prime 
Minister and bis immediate advisers. 

'No doubt there are always very good reasons for failure, but I 
am surprised to note among them the 50 Squadron Plan . Considering 
wbat sacrifices were made for it in other directions. one had hoped 
for a large and substantial expansion, as p(ornised, from the end of 
the year.'' 

So much then for the ' 50 Squadron ' plan, wh.ose results brough( about 
the concentnHion of resources to expand the bomber offensive while it 
oaused the cessation of the 1practice of using O .T.U.s and conver ion units 
on main operations. Tt will have been noticed bow great a factor was tbe 
supply of ai,rcraft to trainjng an,d in this respect -it js ,of interest to consider 
the question of the allocation of aircra,ft production between operatiooal 
training arid the fi rst line squadrons. 

Summary of Improvements in Training 

The picture on the training front was certainly brighter. In particular. 
progress had been made over the whole field of navigational training and 
the s-cheme .for improvfog tb.e basic educational standa,rd of aircrew recruits 
bad now reached an advanced stage of preparatfoo, .and the first courses 
were expected to start in February.3 A committee on -air navigation had 
been set up in the Air Ministry to deal on a high level with all matters 
of navigation policy, equipment, training an.d practice. The standard train
jng syllabus for ordinary navigators was much extended and all instructors 
were now trained to what was fonuerly regarded as speciaJist standard. 
In addition, an entirely new eight months' course was started With the object 
of turning out rea ll y first-class navigation specialists. Tbe general ground 
organization of Bomber Command was showing much improvement. There 
were sufficient airfields lo cope with exJ?anslon. The flying control organiza
tion was developing satisfactorily. 1n addition to all this, some important 
aids to the mass control and safety of the bomber force were being introduced. 
F.I.D.O. and Beam Approach were helping to overcome the menace of bad 
visi,bility while the importance of the development of radar and its practical 
application in the shape of vastly improved navigational aids. such as 
'Gee', 'H2S' a rid 'Oboe', put an entirely different complexion both. on 
general navigational problems and on the control of large numbers of 
bombers in a restricted SJ?ace.d 

' S. of S. Folder, A.H.E. ID/7/4(6). 
2 M.66/3, J 6 Feb. 1943. 
J A.H.B. lD/7/4(b) 
• S. of S. Folder, Encl. 89A, A.H.B., 1D/7/4(/-i). 
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At the time when bomber expansion was being actively pursued com
parisons were frequently made between the number of operational aircraft 
employed :in training units as opposed co those on the strength of first line 
squadrons. The reason was that mo~t people were ignorant of the great 
difference there was between maintaining a static force of a given number 
of squadrons and supplying an organi?~ion to provide trained crews for an 
expanding force. The planning staff demonstrated at the time that for a 
static .force, 90 o_pei;ation,aJ aircraft were required on the estaiblishrnent of 
training uo.its for every lOO in the first line squadrons, but for an expanding 
force the figure might be as higb as l 50 for every I 00 in the fi.rst line 
squadrons, dependent upon the rate of expansion. In this, the great factors 
were, of course. effort and wastage. Wastage could be con~rolled, in fact 
was controlled, by limiting the bomber effort,· but discounting artificial 
l imitation, wastage depended upon standards of skill and there was a very 
close relation between wastage and the amount of training given, as demon
stated during the 'New Deal ' discussions. This fact accounts for the growing 
cost of training which had to be balanced against considerations of supply 
and operational effort. While much depended upon the operationa.1 sjtuation, 
the principle emerged that a limited expansion and effort was preferable to 
the rapid degeneration which a lowering of training standards and a decrease 
in tra ining costs would have entailed. 
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CHAPTER l5 

THE EFFECTS OF THE MANPOWER SHORTAGE ON 
THE TRAINING ORGANIZATION 

When considering the cost of training, the all important factor of man
power must be taken into account, Its presel_l.<:.I! was felt in every phase of 
the problem. Manpower was needed not only to supply l'he raw material 
for aircrew and to maintain the train ing organization but also to manu
factu re the aircraft and ancillary equipment. To e.xamine Lhe position i t is 
necessary to revert to June 1942 wben the .Prime Min ister was faced will,, 
manpower demands for a new Target Force • G' a ruounting to 184,000. 
His reaction was to impose a 50 p{}r cent. cut in the Air Force Figures. 1 

The Secretary of State accordingly instructed the A.M.S.O. to draw up a 
plan for introducing a full 50 per cent. cut. The scope of the reductions 
intended was two fold ; firstly in various items of policy a nd secondly in 
the review of existing esta blishments. Under this review came ttle tra in ing 
organization and an examination of the possi bility of curtailing training or 
the alteralion of the location of training un its in order to save overheads 
a nd transport time. It was found possible eventually to reduce the demand 
by IJ..alf mainly by stringent economies and the sacrifice of certain long terro 
measures but with.out touching the training organizatioo. 

There can be no greater exam ple of t-he importance with which training 
was regarded than the fact that the Air Council considered that it was 
prematu re ·to review the length of the training courses and the types and 
locations of schools. Th e new policy, which was designed tq improve the 
operational effort and to reduce wastage had only recen tly been approved 
and it was felt that the effects o{ policy had not ye l had t ime fully to reveal 
themselves . The A i-r Council were satisfied tlrnt a shortening of courses 
would lower the quali ty of outpnt with a resultant increase in wastage. 
The pre-liminary economies in manpower had therefore been ,made without 
rescinding any majo r items of policy. This meant that while such organiza
tions as repai r and maintenance, R.A.F. Regiment, Balloon Command and 
overseas squadrons had , by means of administrative streamlining, suffered 
substantial cuts withou t appreciable loss of effi ciency, the train ing organization 
had been left largely undisturbed. 

Manpower Survey by Ministry of Labour 

ln September 1942 a further manpower cns1s arose owing to the fact 
that out of 425,000 perso nnel authorised by the Cabinet , only 396.000 had 
actually entered the Service leaving a shortage of 29,000. When the Ministry 
of Labour manpower survey was produced in October 19422 the foll extent of 
the situation was revealed . Mobilisation had gone further by October 1942 
than it had by the end of the first world war. 30.1 per cent. of the total 
population was serving in the forces in 1942 compared with 28.8 per cent. in 
1918.' lt was not, however, enough . The Services were aski.ng for between 
half and three-quarters of a million more personnel for the following year 
a nd the war industries needed over half a million mote men and women for 

1 M.377(2), Juoe 1942. 
2 L.P. (42) 235, 20 Oct. 1942. 
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the period. This shortage of manpower could have but one result and that 
was a form of rationing in accordance with priorities laid down at Cabinet 
level. Jn November l942 a ministerial committee appointed to examine the 
establishments of the three Services, reported that they saw no alternative 
but the fixing of a total for each Service aod alJowing them to make tbe 
best possible use of available resources within that limit. So far as the 
Royal Air Force •was concerned.Jheir estimate of the manpower required by 
the latest expansion progra mme was so large that in fact it restored alJ the 
previous cuts which had been made and acquired more besides. Of tbe 
numbers required for R.A.F. ex.pansion over the period July 1942 to the 
end of l 943, 208,000 were necessary to ,provide for expansion and 125,000 
to replace wastage besides 139.000 women. This large element o.f wastage, 
both in ground and aircrews, was always a marked feature, and it is important 
Lo reaJise bow heavy and constant a degree of wastage Lhere was. Even 
the wastage rate for Royal Air Force ground crews was estimated as nearly 
30,000 a year whi le the figure for aircrews was over 50,000 a year.1 

The expansion programme on which the manpower demands were based 
assumed a target force rising from 332 first line squadrons of all classes 
in September 1942 to 635 ~quadrons by the end of 1944. To back this 
expansion. there was estimated to be a parallel need for an expansion of 
the operational training organization of comparab1e proportions. The number 
of O.T.U.s and conversion units was estimated to rise from 49-} (22-} Bomber, 
11 Fighter. 8 Coastal. 5 Middle East and 3 Canadian) in September 1942 
to 82½ (46 Bomber. 14} Fighter, 7 Coastal; 6 Middle East, 2 lndian and 
7 Canadian) at the end of 1944, while provision had also to be made for 
refresher and crew trai.ning establishments. Such then was the position. It 
appeared that in all, counting the demands of the war indostcies as well as 
the Services, the demand was for 2.5 millions and thr supply was l.6 millions 

Examination of Training Establishments 

Bearing this situation in mind, the wisdom of locating so much of the 
training overseas will be apparent- Even so, the gap between supply and 
demand in Britain was .such Lhat even further inroads on the non-essential 
industries, drastic economies, and increased supplies from the United States 
of America, couJd n.ot fully restore the position. It was obvious that a 
fu(ther cut was necessary, and it was a question of how this was to be made. 
Fron:i the Royal Air Force point of view, the Air Council once more 
turned to possible domestic economies, and again the- training o rganization 
came under discussion.' The need for the • O(ading' system was queried, 
and it was suggested that the South African Air Force could release large 
nu01be.rs of Royal Air Force personnel jf they took over the training 
organization in South An-ica. Even the R oyal Air Force personnel serving 
in the Dominion ' Article XV ' Squadrons were tbe subject of comment. 
At that time the Air Member for Training was able to satisfy the critics 
by his a rgument that it was wrong to assume that it was possible to reduce 
the quality of the crews being produced. The accident rate showed thal 
the training standard was still not bigh enough and the cost in men and 
aircraft wasted was still too heavy. T he· South African organization would 

' MISC. 36/42/1, S. of S. Folder 524A. 
~ A.C. Con. 19 (42). 
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have suffered severely had ohe -Royal Air Force element been withdrawn. As 
regards the 'Article XV' Squadrons it was pointed out that Canada's 
position throughout had been that, on th~ jnitiative ·of the Brit•ish Govern
ment the Royal Canadian Air Force ·had concentrated to a large extent 
on the tr.aining of aircrew personnel. 'l\hjs bad necessitated the provision 
and employment in Canada of ground personnel who would otherwise have 
been available for service with tbe:,ir squadrons overseas. 

Once more, therefore, ttaioing had passed through a severe c risis without 
suffering from any po licy decisions which might have impaired its efficiency. 
lt merely sulfored from the general effects of the manpower shortage. This, 
of course was an 'internal matter, but it reflects the importance attached 
to training by the Air Council. From the external point of view, the Air 
Forces as a whole awaited the decision of the Prime Minister as to the way 
the available manpower was to be apponioned. By that time the tendency 
was to treat each service a nd lts associated supp1y industry as one and 
to make a broad allocation which would he shared subsequenLly by mutual 
arrangement. 

Reduction of R.A.F. Manpower Allocation 
In order to understand the eventual decisions reached by the Cabinet. 

it is necessary to make a brief survey of its assessment of the strategical 
position on which the manpower a llocations were ·made. This was con
tained in a paper written by the Prime Minister at the end of November 
1942, wherein he showed that his greatest pre-occupation at that time was 
the O-boat peril.' Other dangers bad receded and except for the Medi
terranean theatre. it was possible to relax the upkeep of the static defences. 
So far as the Royal Air Force were concerned. it was considered more 
important to increase the output of a ircraft tJ,an anything else. On this 
reasoning the Prime M inister made the ne.cessary manpower economies by 
heavy cuts in the demands of tbe fighting services. The Air Ministry 
demand for 472.000 men and women ,was to 1be cut by 225,000 but the 
Ministry of Aircraft .Production was spared with a cot of only 75,000 o ut of 
an original demand for 603,000. Thus the anti-U-boat naval elements. and 
the production o f aircraft received priority and alI else suffered a pro-rata 
cut, the Royal Air Force receiving only 'haltf of their demand. !here was, 
however, the proviso that every possible step should be taken to avoid a 
reduction in striking power. Even so it was estimated that, taking into 
account tbe ,prospects o-f production and llhe supply of equi,pment f.rom the 
United States of America, there would be a loss of 71 Squadrons by the 
end of 1943 and of 108 Squadrons by mid-1944.2 

As roughly 174,500 rneu and women had already entered ~be service since 
J uly 1942 the effect of the Prime Minister's cut was to reduce the quota for 
1943 from 297,500 lo 72,500. The manpower position ,by the end of L942 
was therefore that the authorised jntake .into the Royal Air Force until the end 
of 1943 was 60,000 men and 12,500 women, most of the former being needed 
for ai rcrew. It was therefore obvious lh<at the ground trades •were going to 
have to bear an increasing deficiency of strength compared with establish• 
ment. The readjustments necessary wit!h:in the Servi.ce to enable planned 

' W.P. (42) 556. 
• A.C. Con. 21 (42). 
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expa nsion to proceed to the greatest possible extent were facilitated by t,he 
fact that it was possi1ble to retrench on defensive measures. The end of 1942 
was marked by a defio.ite turn given to offensive p reparations and by the policy 
of the Air Council to proceed with expansion pla11s regardless o f deficiencies 
in manpower. T he trai11ing o rganization had not suffered except in the 
general sense of universal establishment deficiencies but it was decided that 
public ity in support of aircrew recruiting should be suspended for the t ime 
being. This was in many ways unfortunate because although the supply 
o{ the pilot, navigator a nd air bomber category was satisfactory, there was 
a deficiency of other categories which it had been hoped would be remedied 
by a vigorous public ity campaign coupled with the lowering of the call up 
age to 18. Under the reduced allocations there was even a threat that 
Air Training Corps personnel might have to be rejected. T he Air Council. 
however, decided tlrnt it was doubtful if there would be a greater yield 
from the Air Training Corps than was required, so tbat danger was averted 
for the time being.' 

Repercussions ou Training: .Establishment of the Pre-Aircrew Training 
Scbemc 

The most significant repercussion of the events which have just been 
described was to make the tra ining authorities more determined than ever 
to concentrate on improving the quality of the reduced numbers of a ircrew 
recruits. Already in August 1941, when he attended th.e meetings of the 
Committee on tlJe co-ordination o( the bon,ber offensive, the Air Member 
for Training had cons-idered what steps could be taken to improve the educa
tional standard of those a irmen medically suitable for the P.N.B. category 
but who had not reached a basic educational standard adequate to enable 
them to absorb and derive full benefit from the subsequent courses of 
instruction. 

Jn 1942 it was found tbat a considerable proportion of recruits selected 
as pilots had received little more tllan elementary educa.tion whereas t he 
pre-war standard had been School Certificate. Under tbe exigencies of the 
times that proportion was bound to g row. ,,with a consequent increasing 
elim ination rate of otherwise suitable material. Between fifteen and twenty 
thousand young men were in this educationally deticient category, and it 
was therefore proposed to i ntroduce a special course for them on general 
educational subjects prior to the stact of their training in order to fit them 
to absorb instruction on service subjects when they entered the Service. The 
proposal meant that this number of young men would be taken off the 
deferred service list six months early but, in spite of the repercussions on the 
manpower position, it was considered t!lat the possibility of their deduction 
from the service manpower allocation was acceptable. The Air Council, in 
approving this scheme known as the P.A.C .T. (Pre-Air C rew Training) 
Scheme,\ were impressed by the fact that during tbe previous year LT. W. 
wastage had increased from about five to ten per cent., and it was likely that 
in future at least one third of the P .N.B. category aircrew entered would be 
educationally deficient. The number of pupils for this scheme was to be. 
built up f"o 6,000 if possible on a six months' course and they were attached 

1 A.C. Con. 20 (42) and A.C. 80 (42). 
2 A.C. Con. 21 (42) and A.C. 89 (42). 
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to various civilian educational establishments aU over Britain. Al the same 
time they came under Service administration and were called up at tbe age 
of 17¾ so tb:at they could start flying training at 18,i and would be fully 
trained and ready for operations al the age of 19. 

Training Implications of the Casablanca Conference 
The Casablanca Conference was held to outline the overall world strategy 

for the year 1943. It rhad important implications for training. The European 
thea tre continued to have top priority with a ll that that entailed for Bomber 
and Coastal Commands. In addition, plans for extensive land operations 
with tactical support were well advanced. There were requirements for a 
g reat expansion in tighter and · light bomber types for tactical work : glider 
training for ai rborne operations was to be intensified and it was plain that 
operations in Burma were impending. The special problems of the South
East Asia theatre required the building up of a powerful air transport fo rce 
to be located rn that area. Trainin~ commitments under the new strategic 
decisions were therefore extended while restrictions in manpower pressed 
heavily on all preparations. Thus it can be seen that many of the assumptions 
and bases of calculation, on which Target F orce ' G' had rested, were in 
need of revision. On the one hand, air commitments were rapidly increasing, 
while o n the other, the fundamental factor o[ manpower· was proving to be 
a restriction reql.iiring much ingenuily to mitigate, since it could not be over
come. It was only by strict internal economies and re-organization, by carry
ing an increasing shortage of men in the ground organization, and by general 
tightening of efficiency that the increased numbers of men required to handle 
the new equipment and a ircraft coming into the service could be kept 
within hounds. 

It was at the end of 1942 that the Planning Staffs were faced with a 
dile019)a. On the o ne hand was the pressure to continue With expansion 
regardless of growing manpower deficiencies because of all the measures 
which had been taken and the commitments which had been made, while on 
the otl1er it was becoming ioc1·easingly clear that expansion could not con• 
tinue at its previous rate. The difficulty was therefore that i[ this were 
admitted. there would llave to be a considerable reduction in the sii.e of the 
o verseas traini.og organ ization. This, after th.e Dominions had been pressed 
to develop it to the p.rojected size. As the consequent reduction of h1takes 
i1J IO the training mach ine would be in l3ritisb personnel this meant that 
there would be increased pressure from the Dominions to convert their 
resources into first line squadrons, a measure to which the Ai.r Ministry was 
opposed because of the inflexibility which would result. To any case Canada 
had incurred considerable additional expenditure on the strengtlt of tbe Air 
Ministry's undertaking to supply a given quota o( personnel for training. 
If this undertaking had to be revoked the reduction of their tra ining organi
zation presented political difficulties. 

T here was also the argument that Britain had made strong representations 
to the United States of A merica for the supply of a ircraft to meet expansion 
plans. During conversations in Washington the American staff had argued 
that the R oyal Air Force should equip squadrons from Ameri.can to Britisb 
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types of aircraft instead of expanding. and thal the resultant gaps in the 
British strategic requirements should be filled by American units. In the 
British counter-arguments it was repeatedly emphasised that the g~eater part 
of the personnel for those squadrons had already been called up and were 
under training, and that the proportions of experienced aircrews in the Royal 
Air Force being much higher than in the American Air forces, American air
craft would come into contact with the enemy more quickly if assigned to 
Britain. The United States of America had in their possession complete 
details of the current aircraft production and Royal Air Force expansion 
programmes. Any large changes in either of these programmes as a result 
of manpower cuts would inevitably be regarded by them as a deliberate breach 
of faith, since allocation of American aircraft had been raade on the assump
tion that these aircraft would be manned, 

Revised Ex_pansion Programme: Target Fo.-ce' H' 
In the main, therefore, the trend of the new programme~ (Target Force 

'H ') was to continue with a modified expansion by spreading the reduction 
resulting from the Prime Minister's manpower cuts over all branches of 
tbe service, yet at the same time aiming higher than was practically possible. 
This expedient caused much concern within the Air Ministry departments 
responsible. In the ,Jong run ,a reduction of tbc training organization was 
inevitable. The effect of these factors was reflected in the new expansion 
programme, since it became increasingly evident that unrestricted expansion 
could no longer proceed. Target Force 'G ' was out of date because it 
was not only certain that the calculated requirements of personnel would 
exceed the available supply, but also the general tempo of the war was 
accelerating. The planning machinery was being outrun by the course of 
events as tJ1e strategy of the war passed into the offensive phase. Target 
Force ' H' therefore reflected both the limitations of manpower and the 
new offensive design in ·its effort to reconcile strategic requirements as nearly 
as possible with the probabilities of aircraft and personnel supply. By com
parison with Target Force 'G ', the new programme showed a cut from 
600 squadrons to 517, a reduction of 83 squadrons. Broadly the cuts, due 
fundamentally to ~he shortage o{ manpowec were as follows: -

per cent. 

Bombeu 14 
Fighters 12 

Coastal I l 
The programme io general presented a more aggressive design, which 
maintained bomber expansion with a target of I LO bomber squadrons in 
addition to those elements which would eventually be required for operations 
in support of a Continental army. Coastal Command continued to receive 
strong support, while the build-up of transport aircraft continued to be 
based upon hopes of American aid. It can be seen that th.e principle of 
flexibility bad been maintained in spite of the fact that a stage had been. 
reached when there was an increasing demand for specialization. 

Jn view of the stringent economy which alone could make possible any 
compromise plan. it was necessary to ensure that the training organization 
~o back the first line expansion should not grow bigger than was necessary 

1 C.W.E./E./47. 
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to support Lile actual number of first line aircraft. By allowing exp:1.ns1on 
to proceed naturally at a rate detennined by the production of aircraft 
a □d their ancillary equipment, the necessity for accelerating the formation 
of O.T.U.s and A.F.U.s could be avoided, although the heavy conversion 
unit problem was rather different. A special feature of the programme was 
the fact that the Ministry of Aircraft Production abandoned the previous 
practice of publishing inflated programmes of aircraft construction. The 
new T arget 'H ' figures were related very much more to actual experience 
of production '. The position was as follows: -

Actual output in 1942 

Programme for 1943 

Giving an iocrea ·e of 

aircraft 

17,730 

22,681 

4,951 o r28percenL 

Jn addition, the Minister of Production ,who 'b.ad •been on a v~sit to ·the 
United States of America, reported to the Cabinet that negotiations with 
the Americans oo the subject of production bad been most successful a nd 
tllat the President bad put into a secondary position the policy that America n 
aircraft must be flown by American crews. In its place he had wholeheartedly 
supported the 'principle of impact '. Tllis meant tha t considerably more 
aircraft could be obtained than merely the requirements of attrition. especially 
in relation to the commitments of fighters for Russia and the requirements 
for transport aircraft .2 

The Creation of Aircrew Reserves : Personnel ~eceptioll Centres 
The effect has so far been seen of the manpower shortage on the higher 

poLicy of the R oyal Afr Force and of its effects tipon training genero lly. 
There are, however, certain aspects which have not been examined, namely. 
the question of the creation of ' pools ' of aircrew, lhe operational tour 
po) icy and its effects on the supply of instructors. These were questions 
which arose from the manpower stringency and, since they invariably came 
under discussion when wider considerations of manpower were raised. it is 
of interest to know bow policy had developed in these directions. In 
particular. while the remainder of the Air Force were suffering from severe 
manning handicaps, there was general knowledge of large numbers o f aircrew 
wai ti ng in the reception centres. 

It was considered by the training authorities rhat it was essential to 
maintain a working stock. at tJhe P .R .C.s to gu,ard against shipping delays 
aod other contingencies." The necessary minimum size of this stock was 
considered to be in the region of 7,500 aircrew of all ca tegories. This gave 
an average length of stay of about six weeks, of which three weeks was 
in any case taken up by documentation. kitting and !e;ive and the remaining 
tbree weeks represented tbe sh~pping margin . Unfortunately, to be sure of 
never having less than 7,500 aircrew of all categories at the P.R.C.s, it was 
nec~essary to hold a figuce much in excess of this during the winter and 
spring. The reason for this was that while the overseas training organization 
produced aircrew at a steady rate all the year round, the O.T.U.s in Britain 

1 • of S. Folder, A.H.13. 1D/7/5(a , 
1 W.P. (42) 568. 
l S. of S. Folder, A.H.B. ID/7/l(a). 
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absorbed a ircrew at a very much lower rate (nealfly 50 per cent.) in winter 
than they did in summer. In consequence the flow of aircrew to Britain 
was in excess o f requirements during the winter, but was below requirements 
during the summer, although the average ftow over the year matched tne 
average requirement. The excess flow during the winter caused the· P.R.C. 
population to build up to some eleven or twelve thousand by the early 
summer, and this .figure fell aga in to 7,500 by the start of the following 
winter, as the summer rates of withd rawal were in excess of its flow from 
overseas. It was anticipated, moreover, that the provision of addi.tional 
schools in Canada during J 943 would absorb part, at least, of this winter 
surpl us. In the meantime a progra mme of useful and progressive training 
was pla nned for all aircrew awaiting posting to A.F.U.s or O.T.U.s. 

Though excellent in theory this policy had two disadvantages in thaL it 
tied up men at a time of manpower sbortages and it took too little accomlt 
of its repressive effects on a irc,ews who had travelled far to join in the 
war. The disabilities inherent in the system formed part of the price exacted 
by the submarine menace. Any convoy delay of four weeks would have 
reduced the actual stock to a fortnight 's supply and this was the minimum 
period for administrative processes and leave. Thus. unless a minimum 
six weeks stock were ip.J.anned, it •was certain that, in the event of a 
shipping delay, such as occurred twice io the previous summer, it would 
not be ,possible to feed the A.F_U.s and O.T.U.s. When ~be ,previous delays 
had occurred, the fighter, coastal and army co-operation O.T.U.s had 
had to be starved for three weeks in o rder to maintain the flow to Bomber 
Command.. It can be seen, therefore, that the sometimes vast holding of 
aircrews in the P.R.C.s was the inevitable price which had to be paid for 
exporting training overseas in the face of the submarine menace. Whatever 
else had to be sacrificed, a constan t supply had to be available for feedipg 
in to the advanced stage of trajning. If th is had not been done, there would 
on the one hand have bee-n a glut of ,semi-trained material overseas. and at 
home a ll the undesi1rable devices for 1J1eeting shortages whose effects would 
have been seen in shortened courses and a lower standard of training. 

Analysis o[ the Operational Tour Policy 
A second a nd, more technical aspect of the 11se of manpower was the 

question of instructors for the operational training organization. This was 
not so much a question of numbe,rs, but the more involved one of the 
balance between fi rst line expansion and its suppor ting o rganization. Here, 
the flow back from the first li ne depended upon the policy which was adopted 
with regard to the length of th,e operational tour. This had so to be 
adjusted that it ensured a fair return for the la rge training overheads, wbile 
at tbe same time it was short enough to allow a fair; cha nce of survival for 
the. individual, and reasonable numbers to be made available for 
instruc.tional duties. 

T he rates upon which calcula tions had been based regarding operational 
tour policy had, since the Battle of Britain days, been considerably amended 
in the light of operational experience, and in January 1943 a table was 
produced which was based upon up-to-date rates of effo rt and wastage in 
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the Metropolitan Air Force and which gave the true probability of survival 
under these rates: 

: 
Percentage of Crews not becoming 

Length of killed, wounded, missing or 
Type of Squadron Operational prisoners of war 

Tour in 
Hours 

I After two Tours After one To4r 

Heavy Bomber ... ... . .. 200 16 2½ 
Medium Bomber . .. .. . . .. . .. 200 18 3 
Light Bomber .. . .. . ... . .. 200 4½ -
Day Fighter . .. . .. ... ... 200 27½ 7½ 
A.I. Night Fighter ... ... ... 200 51 26 
T.E. Intruder, Fighter Bomber and 

Bomber Reece. ... ... . .. 200 13 I½ 
S.E. Intruder, Fighter Bomber arid 

Fighter Reece. .. . ... . .. 200 2 -
Long Range G.R. (Heavy Bomber) .. . 800 51 26 
Medium Range G.R. (Medium Bomber) 500 47 22 
Short Range G.R . (Hudson) ... .. . 500 28 8 
Sunderland Flying Boat ... ... 800 38½ 15 
Catalina F lying Boat ... .. . . . . 800 55½ 31 
Torpedo Bomber ... . .. .. . 300 2 -
Coastal Fighter ... ... ... . .. 200 24} 6 

· While it was likely that actual survivals would be in excess of the rates 
that had been worked out, owing to withdrawal of personnel before the 
completion of their full operational tour, it was thought unlikely that they 
would reach tbe figure given in tbe original estimates. On the other hand, 
the term ' survival ' referred to all aircrew personnel who were not killed, 
wounded, missing, or prisoners of war. Wounded amounted to · some six 
per cent. of the gross losses, arid Bomber Command had evidence to show 
that at least 20 per cent. of the crews lost over enemy territory were, in fact, 
prisoners of war. Taking the prisoner of war figure as being 30 per cent. 
of the gross losses, then the heavy bomber position at the end of one tour 
was cakulated to be approximately : -

Killed or missing 
Prisoners of War 
Wounded 
Free and uninjured 

per cent. 
54 
25 
5 

16 

These ,figures ,were sufficient to raise a considerable amount of interest in 
mgh quarters and the matter was pursued. At that time (January 1943) it 
was known from previous experience what was the percentage of gross air
craft wastage w_hich involved full crews, and the actual figures for the summer 
of 1942 were used for this purpose. The wastage of aircraft was forecast 
from the rates of effort and wastage laid down by the Air Staff and new rates 
had just been agreed which, in most cases, were more favourable than those 
recently experienced. The experts were therefore reasonably certain that the 
crew casualty rates upon which they were working were realistic estimates 
slightly biased by optimism. 

In addition to actual casualties, replacements had to be allowed for crews 
completing their operational tour. For planning purposes a replacement 
rate was used which assumed that all wounded were unfit for farther service, 
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and ignored the possibility of a second tour. This. therefore, allowed a small 
margin in hand for unforeseen circumstances, and this practice was continued 
regardless of the outcome o[ official discussions on the second tour. The 
chances of completing ao operational tour were assessed by assuming that 
if on an average one complete crew becarne casualties for every so many 
sorties, then the proportion that could be expected to complete an ope.ational 
tour was a matte.r: of mathematical fact; unfortunately the chances got worse, 
not on the prjnciple of addition but multiplication. Thus, when the 
Commander-in-Chief, Bomber Command said 'the crew are asked tb face a 
1: 20 risk of failing to return sixty times in their operational career' he was 
saying that only about 4 per cent. would complete their tour. To put it 
another way, a lthough the chances of completing any one sortie remained 
20: I for each individual sortie right up to the end, the chances of completing 
sixty sorties were not, as might be inferred from the C.-in-C.'s remark, 3 to l 
against but nearly 25 to 1 against. Fortunately the actual position was 110t 
quite so bad as the C.-in-C. i.oferred. The casualty rate was about one c rew 
every 22 or 23 sorties, and t'he existing operational tour of 200 hours (or 40 
sorties) gave a chance of completing the tour of about 4¾: 1 against. 

I t was most unfortunate that the term 'survival' should have come to be 
used in lieu ot'. 'completion of tour'. Th,roughout the examination the 
figures given for chances of completing an operational tour excluded all 
casualties. The chances of survival had, of course, to include tbose who 
were wounded and who became prisoners of war. The pwportioo of 
casualties who were wounded was known. In arriving at the percentage of 
those who might expect p.hysical survival the fo llowing assompiions as to 
the percentage of killed and missing who might be pris~>ners of war was 
made up as follows: -

Heavy and medium bombers ... 
Day fighters 
Night fighters, long range and medium range, general recce 

and flying boats 
All other classes 

per cent. 
30 
20 

Nil 
10 

lt was clear from aJI the facts at the Air Ministry's disposal that the 
chances of completing two tours was not good in most classes of squadron. 
On the other hand, it was difficult to see wbere squadron and flight com
manders were to come from if the second tour were vetoed. Possible courses 
of action which suggested themselves were: -

(a) A second tour of half the length only for selected personnel in 
Bomber Command, Fighter Command (except A.I. night fighters), 
Army Co-operation Command, and torpedo squadrons. 

(b) No restriction on second tour for other classes in Coastal Command 
or for A.I. night fighters. 

(c) No restriction on crews who bad done one operational tour in a 
comparatively dangerous class. plus an O.T.U. tour, being trans
ferred for their second lour to a comparatively safe class, and vice 
versa. 
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Effect of the Length of Operational Tours on the Supply of Instructors 

Jn May 1943 an awkward situation arose in connection with the leng,tb 
and number of operational tours and of the subsequent instructional 
tours because the Canadian Government asked that Royal Canadian Air 
-Force aircrew personnel who had compleled their first tour of operations 
should be accorded the privilege of spending their leave in Canada. The Air 
Ministry had previously examined this rroposal and had come to the con
clusion that it would be impracticable. In May 1943 the proposal was 
re-examined. l This was chiefly because the Canadians were aware of the fact 
that the current incidence of casualties for second tour personnel was so higb 
tbat the nu.mber available for repatriation was practically negligible. In 
reply to this proposal the Air Ministry pointed out that up to this time 
Bomber Command crews had been expected to complete 200 hours on their 
first operational tour at the current average of five hours per heavy bomber 
sortie. This gave. a total of 40 sorties, and the chan.ce of successfully com
pletiug a first tour of 40 sorties was in the region of 16 per cent. It bad 
now been agreed that hours should be ignored. and that the first tour should 
be fixed at 30 sorties, followed by a second tour, after a period of duty as 
an O,T ,U. instructor, or 20 sorties. l t was stated that the chance of com
pleting a first tour of 30 sorties successfully was approximately 25 per cent. 
Taking into account operational and training wastage in O.T.U. and heavy 
conversion units, an establishment of 148 pilot instructors in operational 
training units plus an establ ishment of 68 pilot instructors in heavy con
version units was estimated to produce ao average of 100 heavy bomber 
crews per month over the year. Therefore, given a nine months period of 
iostructionaJ duty between tours, a torn] of 216 pilot instructors would produce 
900 operational heavy bomber crews. Since only 25 per cent. of the crews 
produced could be expected successfuUy to complete a first tour of 30 sorties, 
the number of crews available for instructor duty over a nine month period 
was 25 per cent. of 900 or 225 crews. This number of crews only just 
covered the numbers required to replace the establishment of 216 O.T .U. 
and H.C.U. instructors who would by t.hen have completed their nine months 
instructional tour. It could thus be stated categorically that unless personnel 
were withdrawn as instructors before completing their first tour. practically 
100 per cent. of those who suc-cessfully completed their first tour would be 
required as instructors. lt was therefore clear that the Air Minist-ry could 
not agree to Canadian personnel returning to Canada on leave before tbey 
had done one instructional tour. This was especially so because Dominjon 
personnel were ultimately to constitute some 40 per cent. of the first-line 
strength. On the other hand, in planning the expansion of Bomber Command 
a second operational tour had never been counted upon except in order to 
obtain volunteers for Squadron and Flight Commanders. Thus it coula be 
fairly said to the Government of Canada that after completing one operational 
and one O.T.U. tour, Royal Canadian Air Force perSoonel could return to 
Canada for leave, but that the British Government expected sufficient suitable 
personnel to return as volunteers to complete a second operational tour as a 
squadron or tlight commander_ So far only pilots had been considered. In 
the case ofi other aircrew the position was somewhat easier as the establish
ments of heavy conversion units and O.T.U.s contained similar numbers of 

1 A.M.P. 4865, 11 May 1943. 
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insrruclors and other aircrew categories_ Bomber Command was taken as 
an exan:ple since it absorbed a greater proportion of the total a ircrew 
output. 

J.t can be seen, therefore, from the figures given above that under 20 per 
cent. of the pilots fed into Domber Command and slightly more for the 
.nghters were available for instructional duties at the end of their operational 
tour. This resulted in these men becoming very hard worked and compelled 
to do a much longer instructionaJ tour than was desirable or laid down. 
Even less surprising is it that before the O.T.U. stage, the training organiza
tjon shoul<;! have had to rely upon the best of the .pupils passing through. 

· since obviously there were not sufficient survivors from operations on bombers 
and fighters to staff the basic training organization! Duri.og the first 18 
months of the war all instructors had to be found by taking the best of the 
S.F.T.S. output as no ex-operational pilots could be released from t he 
attenuated first line. Owing to the rapid expansion of the flyi.og training 
organization, the supply of suitable personnel was hardly adequate to meet 
the requirements of new schools and any turnover o( instructors to operations 
was out of the question. Later, when the tempo of training expansion had 
slackened. a srnall turnover became possible withir1 the limitations of the 
instructor schools' capacity. At the same time, the operational commands 
had completed the bulk of their O.T.U. expansion, and it was hoped that 
ex-operational pilots, surplus to the requirements of the 0 .T.U.s. would be 
fed back into the basic training organization. Accordingly, after consulta
tion with the Air Member for Personnel it was decided that the ideal policy 
would be to pass instructors forward to operations after one year's instruc
tional duty. This would provide a welcome increase to the flow intq opera
tional Commands. as over 10 per cent. of Lhe pilot intake into O.T.U.s would 
have had an additional three hundred to five hundred hours' flying experience. 

The necessary flying instructor school capacity was created both in Britain 
and overseas. but the expected flow back fr<>m the Commands did 11ot 
materialise. In consequence instructors' schools intakes could not be provided 
on a scale sufficient to produce a 100 per cent. a1rnual turnover. and in fact 
tbe period was nearer two years than one. fnability to produce the requisite 
numbers of instructors from the S.F.T.S.s was due to the fact th,at only some 
15 per cent. of the S.F.T.S. outputs were in any case suitable to be trained 
as instructors, and by the time the S.F.T.S.s overseas had taken their require
ments. there was insufficient material left to meet tbe requirements of the 
A.F.U.s in Britain. Apart from the fact that perpetual 'inbreeding ' of 
instrucl9rs from S.F.T.S.s was undesirable. a leavening of ex-operational 
personae! was obviously of great value to the training organization ; this 
was a furllher reason for requiring the return of pers·onnel from the opera
tional Commands, but the intake depended upon the policy on the length 
of·the operational tour. Jn the reverse direction the operational Commands 
were continually pressing for io.str.uctors to be passed forward to them, and 
in consequence, at 110 small cost to the training organization, some 150 to 
200 pilots a month, With up to J 8 months' experience as instructor!;, were 
released for operations. It may be appreciated, therefore, that by not offer
ing up suitable material for training as instructors, the commands caused 

1 S. of S. Folder, A,:H.B. TD/7/2(cii. 
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a lowering of tbe standard of instruction which in the Jong run was against 
tbeir own interests, At the same time, as the figures show, they had not 
much choice in the matter. 

Manpower Deficiendes : The Threat to Traioiog Standards 
So far as ihe manpower situa-tioo bad revealed itself, by early 1943. the 

Cabinet had approved tbe Prµne Minister's proposed allocation of man
power which cut the total original demands of all the Services and their 
supply industries by over half and which reduced the Royal Air Force demand 
by 225,000. When full provision had been made out of this figure for air
crew requirements ,there was estimated to be an overall deficiency of 83,000 
or 8.5 per cent. in the ground trades of the Royal Air F orce'. i Economies 
were made all round but still the shortage compelled the A.M.S.0. and the 
A.M .P. to present a paper to the Air Council pointing out that deficiencies 
might be substantially reduced by a review of existing training periods 
and standards. Two examples were quoted : the shortening of ground 
training courses and a reduction in the pool of aircrew personnel in transit 
to or from overseas training. Tn addition the planning figures co11cerning 
aircrew and training aircraft wastage were considered to be too high. Tn !he 
first case the population in technical training courses was as much as 100,000, 
and it was suggested that if courses were cut 011 the average by two weeks 
in length throughout 1943, 550,000 more airmen would be available for unit 
employment. In the second instance, the I pool' of aircrew personnel waiting 
to go overseas for training, or who had returned from training appeared to 
be between 8,000 and 10,000 men. A reduction in these number~ would 
enab1e more airmen to be entered for ground duties, and it would also reduce 
the domestic establishments of the personnel despatch centres and personnel 
reception centres. In making these suggestions, the two Air Members con
cerned (A.M.S.O. and A.M.P.) appreciated the A.M.T.'s attitude on the 
subject of standards of efficiency and training, but they felt that the question 
of shortening technical training courses offered scope for enc1uiry.2 In their 
view. no way of relieving the manpower situation should be overlooked 
and possible risks won.ld have to be accepted. 

It was only natural that, after effecting domestic econom~es in other direc
tions, ,they should look, to the training organization for some contribution. 
The Air Member for Training maintained, however, that it was his respon
sibility to strike a balance between quality and quantity in training and in 
this he received the support of the C.A.S. The pool of trainees in the 
Personnel Despatch Centres and tbe Personnel R,eceplion Centres, he ex
plained, was really the result of the economical nature of overseas training. 
Continuous training to capacity created a flow to the 'pool ' which was less 
than the outward flow in summer but greater in winter. Th·e arrangement 
was part of the price of exporting training and the period could have been 
lessened if air transport had been available. The A.M.T. stated that he 
would_ be grateful if a method of meeting the fluctuating operational demand 
could be found but he knew of no way of reducing •the six weeks' period 
spent in the -pool without lthe risk that the front line would go shon of 
personnel or Advanced Flying U11it training would have to be efiminated. 

' A ,C, 29 (43). 
' A.C. Con. 7 (43). 
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The AM.T. therefore. was able still to maintain his training standards 
and organization in the face of lhe gravest threat which had yet arisen. The 
progress of events, however. contfoued to increase the threat. Plans under 
the new Target F orce I H' for t be Air Forces, and the rival claims of the 
other ex-panding services demanded that once again further bids for man
power should be made.' In May 1943 the Director of Manning warned the 
Air Staff ,that the other services were submitting manpower demands. I n addi
tion the Minister of Labour pointed out in a memorandum to the Cabinet 
tbat further allocations to the services would have to be made lo prevent them 
running down through wastage. In particular the Royal Air Force required 
85,000 men and 15.000 women to maintain Target Force' H' expansion. The 
position was such that the Air Ministry decided that normal bargaining 
methods were useless in the face of the great disparity between supply and 
demand. They decided therefore to state their minimum demands and to 
let their case rest on its merits.2 

At the same meeting, the grading course of eight weeks in which 12 hours 
flying was done was cri ticised as resting on an over-elaborate organization 
and !he question of the need for two Groups seemed due for reconsideration. 
On this point the A.M.T. said that if grading were not done in the United 
Kingdom the whole of the grading capacity and more would have to be 
provided overseas. The grading system had paid in ensuring quality in the 
flow of trainees overseas. As for the question of the group organization only 
small staffs were concerned and it seemed doubtful whether re-organization 
into one group would result in economy in view of the travelling y,,hich would 
then be ir,:;:olved. Tocidentally there was also. a t a later Meeting in August, 
a strong move to have ' Grading ' established under No. 54 Group 011 tbe 
score of manpower saving. This was, however, strongly opposed by A.M.T., 
A.M.S.O. and C.-in-C. Flying Traiuing Command. chiefly on the grounds 
that the I.T.W.s had been installed with some difficulty in localities chosen 
for the facilities available and not for their proximity to airfields. If the 
grading course were fitted into the J.T.W. course, it was claimed that personnel 
would have to be sent long distances by road to do their flying. l'o effect 
the combination of the two courses, either tbe location of the I.T.W.s would 
have to be changed or airfields would have to be built near them.;, 

Jn J une 1943 the Secretary of State summarised the position as follows: - · 

• The problem is how to make the best possible use of the residual 
margins of manpower in the country. The most economical use of 
manpower lies in air power.' 

From the records of discussions on manpower at Cabinet level at that 
time it is evident that the bomber offensive continued to enJ0Y the highest 
priority and that. in parti.cular the needs of the Ministry of A ircraft Production 
were considered to be of paramount importance. This will appear in due 
course. The training organization, however, was in increasing jeopardy. The 
accent was definitely on first line development now tbat the end of the war 
was coming into view .• On the necessity for operational training there could 
be no argument, but the very success of the basic training o_rganization 
overseas was to make it increasingly evident as time went on that there were 

• C.W.E./E/47. 
~ S. or S. Manpower Folder, May 1943 and L.P. (43) 115. 
J A.C. Con. 11 (43). 
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sufficient basi,;ally trained personnel to meet the capacity of the operational 
training organization. When the time came for training to suffer heavy 
manpower cuts, it would be in this direction that the sacrifice. would bave 
to be made. For this reason, training was intimately concerned with the 
manpower battle then bei11g waged at Cabinet level. The upshot of these 
discussions was that in spite of a manpower deficiency amounting to some 
I 00,000 men aod women the Air Staff were determined to proceed with their 
expansion plans. This meant an inevitable undermanning of all units, and 
although a call for stringent economies led to a saving of 30,000 personnel a 
ground deficiency of 18 per cent. was threatened by tJ1e end of 1943. 

In general the two main e!Iects of the manpower situation on training were 
that the operational Commands were seriously hindered in their training and 
operations, and that the problem of finding a sufficient number of personnel 
suitable for aircrew training out of the available allocation became increas~ 
ingly difficult.1 Jn July 1943. it had been planned to call up [rom the 
deferred list some I 3,000 candidates 1n August and September I 943, and 
16.500 for the period October to December 1943, for aircrew training. Since 
men on th.e deferred list counted against the manpower allocation there was 
difficulty in substituting other personnel if these intakes were not 
forthcoming. 

At the same time the Prime Minister was not satisfied with the manpower 
situation regarding the Royal Air Force, He considered that further reductions 
could be effected.2 However. a Cabinet committee formed to investigate the 
situation discovered nothing to the detriment of the Royal Air Force. More
over, they were impressed by the high cost in time and :resources in training the 
modem aircrew. The numbers under aircrew training were based upon the 
wastage estimated by the Training Progress department, and it was stated that 
of the total aircrew then being entered, 90 per cent. were absorbed in making 
good wastage and 10 per ceot. were for expansion. While it was true that 
requirements were assessed in relation to the future, the wastage allowance 
could not be reduced in view of the intensity of operations and the arrange
ments for operational tours. Also the aircrew wastage was related to aircraft 
wastage ; if the latter were to decrease, more squadrons would be formed with 
the result that crews were required for expansion instead of wastage. 

In August 1943 an attempL was also made by the Chief of Air Staff to 
obtain some relief from t.he burden of manJ?ower deficiency. On a visit 
to Canada he informed the CanadiaT}. Chief of Air Staff of the problem and 
asked if any help could be forthcoming, Investigations revealed tl)at in 
April 1943 the Canadian authorities had been notified that 5,640 more men 
would be required if all Royal Canadian Air Force · Article XV' units in 
the U.K. and elsewhere were to be l 00 per cent. Canadian. The position 
by August 1943 was that existing Canadian units were almost coml)letely 
manned by Canadians. There were, however, to be further expansions of 
Canadian operational units and the tendency had begun to drain Canadian 
Service manpower in order to extend the operational first line. This tendency 
was later to entail the winding up of tbe Canadian flying training organization 
and may be regarded as the firsr step in that direction. 
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CHAPTER 16 

THE REDUCTION OF TRAINING 

In July L943 a further revision of target forces became necessary owiog 
to the impact of the manpower shortage.1 The most important change 
from the training aspect was the decision to equ~p Bomber Command exclu
sively witb heavy born.bers. lt was not possible to compensate immediately 
for the loss incurred by this decision-although the effect was gradual as 
Wellington medium bombers continued to operate until early October. 
While the medium bombers were ilo be removed from the operational first 
line the Ministry of Aircraft Production estimate of Wellington production 
decreased by two hundred. l n view of the O.T.U. requirements this was 
a complication because Bomber Command were asking that there should 
be a more rapid modernisation of the marks of Wellington to be used in 
the O.T.U.s supporting the heavy bomber squadrons (i.e., Wellington Mark 
X's instead of Marks IC and UIC). On the other hand, the benefit derived 
by the operational training organization ca!l be gauged from the fact that 
by the end of 1943 the medium bomber OT.U.s had nearly 400 Welling• 
ton X's against an original estimate of 200. This would not have been 
possible if the first line had continued to use Wellingtons.; A furl.her 
aspect. of the new bomber policy was that once Bomber Command had gone 
over completeJy to heavies the heavy conversion unit commitmefll attained 
its foll importance. T he balance between training and operations in terms 
of heavy aircraft became critical. The C.A.S. in July 1943 made enquiries 
concerning the number of heavy bombers allocated Lo squadrons and train
ing units, and, it was shown that at the beginning of June 1942 the num
ber of heavy bombers in conversion uoit$ had been 137 c_ompared with 
327 in the squadrons-a proportion of 42 per cent. A year later, when the 
squadron strength bad more than trebled, the proportion was 47 per cent. 
but thereafter as the rate of expansion eased the proportion was estimated 
to decrease to about one-third. At the same time it was demonstrated 
that for a static force just over a quarter would be required to maintain it. 

First Proposal for the Contraction of Training 
From the foregoing picture of expansion it will have bee11 appreciated 

that the early conception of the task of the R.A.F. had · caused the laying 
down of training and aircraft production programmes of such a size that, 
despite manpower shortage the Air Staff were determined to proceed with 
expansion at a rate made possible by these elements: up to September 1943 
this had been made possible by economies and by the increasingly efficient 
use of available personnel. It is therefore true to say that it had not been 
necessary to make any sacrifices on the level of main policy. The necessary 
scale and tempo of preparations for an All-ied invasion of the Continent; 
plus .the political necessity 10 ma,ke a gesture in participating in the Pacjfic 
war, entailed a fir-st line development of such •proportions as to make policy 
sacrifices inevitable. There was also the question of operations in Bum1a· 

' S. of S. Folder, A.H .B. lD/7/5(0). 
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which were going to make beavy demands on the creation of an air trans
port force_ Altogether the pressure to make some important sacrifice was 
becoming so great that in September the C.A.S., purely in an e;cploratory 
way, asked tbe Air Staff to study the possibility of front line e.wansion 
at the expense of training. He envisaged a stage in th,e war in Europe 
when it would be strategically sound to accomplish. this, i.e., wben the long 
term objectives b,ad been reached and all available strength could be 
brought to bear agair)st the enemy. The extent of this cannibalisation 
would, of course, be conditioned by the need to mainlaJn the necessary 
force required for the war against Japan_ He pointed out that the overall 
manpower strength was onl y jut holding its own in 1943 and could hardly 
hope to do so in 1944 and that therefore this cannibalisation of the training 
machine, which could only be justified on strategical grounds, migbt probably 
be the sole alternative to the cessatlon -of expa nsion and l&ter the contrac
tion of the force. Any such pi:ocyss could not fail to be e;-.tremely intricate 
and would require most careful planning. 1 

Further impetus was given to tb.is trend by the progress of discussions 
during Septe.mber L943. At a meeting in the latter part of that month, 
attended by an American representative (Mr. Dona ld Nelson), the Minister 
of Labour outlined the existing manpower situation. He showed that 
Britain was maintaining an army on the Continental scale, a great Air 
Force and Navy, and a coo.siderable defence force together with an enor
mous supporting munitions production_' Commitments for an alJ.out flow 
to bring the war to a successful end in 1944 were such that a further decision 
had □ow to be faced . In order to bring the maximum strength to bear 
against the enemy it was obvious that rese.rves would have to be depleted. 
These reserves lay in the training organization. An assumption had to be 
made as to when the war was likely to end and, having done this, the ,flow 
of trainees in the pipeline had to be stopped and personnel diverted into lbe 
front Hoe quadrons to a proportionate degree. 

Revised Expansion Programme; Target Force ' J ' 

The final outcome of tbe combined i;,ressures of manpower and strategic 
commitment entailed, as a lready mentioned, the revision of Target Force 
'H ' and tha issue of a new expansion programme which became known as 
Target Force' J •. This programme reduced the number of squadrons to some 
520 but increased the number of aircraft in them. This was obviously 
intended primarily to save manpower overheads. but it was plain that since 
the training and the aircraft construction programmes permilled lhe mainten
ance of the rate of expansion tbere would be a furtber st1uggle to find the 
supporting manpower for the ground staff for this force. As the gap to be 
bridged between the supply of manpower available for the Services and their 
demands was thought to be as much as 700,000, it was obvious that some
thing drastic would have to be done. The planners were oow thinking 
seriously along the lines that tbe assessment of the numbers required in )944 
would be materially affected if, as the- result of the adoption of a firm assump
•tion regarding the date of the 1ermination of the war with Germany, it was 
decided that the front line could be expanded at the ex_pense of the training 

1 C.A.S. Arctiives, Sept. 1943. 
2 M.P.C. (43), 7th Meeting, 23 Sept. 1943_ 
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organizatioo . The effects of the various hypotheses in this connection were 
at this stage being actively explored. Thi new Target Force 'J ' had been 
ba_sed on expectations of aircraft supply and on the assumption that by 
June 1945 when the programme was due to achieve its peak, both Germany 
and Japan would sLiU be in the war. Tbis being so, aircrew bad still to 
be entered into training as they would be required 18 months later. Even 
if the war with Germany were over by June 1945 ~t was argued in sup• 
port of the Air Ministry's demands that it was unlikely that less air power 
would be needed for dealing with Japan than the force at which tl1e Air 
Ministry were aiming. Although wastage and therefore aircrew training re
quirements would be lower in respect of the Japanese war itself, a large 
force would be necessary in Europe, and considerable resources wo1\ld be 
needed for tiansport. It is apparent now, from the proceedings of Air Council 
meetings and high level discu sions, that tbe Air Council were extremely r~ 
luctant to cease the intake for aircrew training and lo Wind up the training 
organization. This would have been an irrevocable step, and the front line 
would have run down very rapidly in tbe (ace of operational wastage if both 
the German and Japanese wars had proceeded simultaneously. The Air 
Forces were particularly vulnerable owing to tbe length of the aircrew training 
periods in comparison with the otl1er two Services.' 

The manpower re..quirements of the R.A.F. during 1944 were based upon 
the hypothesis that the war in Europe would continue to be waged until at 
least the end of 1946. A calculated aircrew wastage of 72,700 submitted to 
the War Cabinet was based upon a full scale operational effort by all Com
mands at their fully expand_ed strengths during the whole of 1945-1946. On 
this assumption, these demands to meet the expansion were reasonable, but as 
the supply fell a long· way short of the demand, it was considered probable 
that the War abinet would be compelled to forecast a date by which the 
war in Europe would end, and that the War Cabinet would instruct the 
Service Ministries to re-submit their demands in the Hght of their forecast. 
Knowing as they did , that but a fraction of the Service demands could possibly 
be met, the Air Council had most carefully to consider their approach to 
the Cabinet on this vital question , The method by which demands were 
formulated was as follows: It rested with tbe A.M.S.O., subject to financial 
concurrence, to fix establishments and to calculate the wastage of aircrew 
personnel ; A.M.P. was responsible for ,deciding the numbers to be taken in 
for training and for calculati11g the wastage of ground personnel ; and .it 
rested with P.U.S. to determine civilian .i;equiremcntS, which. for tile first, 
time, were now included in the Royal Air Force manpower demand. 

Co-ordinafion of Aircrew Requirements in order to Disperse the Aircre'r 
Surplus 

At this period (October 1943), in Lbe preparation for the periodic manpower 
battles in the Cabinet. the preparation and analysis of the various components 
of ·Royal Air Force demands revealed an embarrassing surplus of trained 
aircrew personnel. The C.A.S:, expressed his concern al the surplus of crews 
in the home commands, particularly in Fighter Command where the strength 

1 A.C. Con. 14 (43) . 
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of pilots was nearly 1,000 more than the establishment maintained against 
possible future operations.1 He -appreciated the reasons for the snrp\us; 
namely that expansio11 had not gone exactly according to plan, that the actual 
wastage rates proved lower than those estimated and that the inflexibility of 
the training machine prevented immediate adjustments being made. The 
figures indicated, however, that the situation had got somewhat out of hand_ 

The objections to this over-large surplus were not only the insufficient 
use of valuable manpower, but that the situation would lead to the less 
experienced crews being given insufficie1H employment and experience of 
actual operations with a detrimental effect on their morale and discipline. 
The C.A.S. suggested that the trouble possibly lay in the £act that the Air 
Staff might not hav.e been given sufficient guidance on policy. It was agreed, 
generally speaking, that this was so. Remedial measures had. howevor, 
been taken prior to the C.A.S.'s minute. 

A meeting was held by A.M.S.O. on 31 August 1943 at which it was 
revealed that in the past the responsibility for watching the crew position 
and for co-ordinating action between the three Air Members concerned 
had not been clearly defined. Thus overseas crew reinforcements were deter
ruined by rhe A.M.S.O.'s Department, overseas postings were carried out by 
A.M .P. and the training flow was planned by A.M.T. It was agreed that 
a monthly meeting shoul~ be held to examine the crew position in each 
Command at Home and overseas. both in the light of current trends of crew 
production and in the light of future operational demands. This meeting 
was to be attended by A.M.S,O. , A .M.P. and A .M.T .. as well as by the 
Vice-Chief' or the Deputy Chief of Aic Staff who would be asked to advise 
on future operational requirements. Upon A.M.T. was placed the respon
sibihty fo r producing the figures lo be considered at the meetings. and for 
co-ordinating the preparation of all replies ou behalf of the C.A.S. to 
enquiries -on aircrew matters received from the Secretary of Stato. 

As regards the particular situation under review, i.e. that of the Fighter 
Command surplus, a meeting was held by the V.C.A.S. in September 1943 
at whicb measures were taken to reduce the situation to normal by early 
I 944. These measures included the temporary conversion of two fighter 
O_T.U s into 'Tactical Exercise Units ' in which some of the surplus could 
be held pending absorption into squadrons ; a reduction in the intake rate; 
an ex tension of the course at the remairung five O.T.U.s. and the release 
from squadrons of 7S operationally experienced pilots a month for six 
months for training as flying instructors and fighter controllers, This state 
of affairs encouraged A.M.T. to ask for 100 more pilots a month from 
Fighter Command for flying instructor training alone in order to put a stop 
to the current undesirable practice of 'creaming off• pupils from S.F.T.S. 
outputs to p rovide instructors. The most be could obtain. however, was 
75-- pilots a month. Jn Bomber Command the surplus was actually a planned 
build-up to ensure that squadrons had enough crews in hand to maintain 
operational effort during the winter period when O.'T.U. a nd H.C.U. outputs 
were sub-normal. Bomber Com[!land had suggested that to this end there 
should be 28 crews per squadron of 20 U .B. aircraft. The bulk of the surplus 
in Coastal Command was on types where there were large demands fo r 
()verseas reinforcements. This . review of methods of co-ordinating a ircrew 

' C.A.S./ A.M.P., 22 Oct. 1943. 
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planning resulted in closer collaboration with the Air Staff and in a more 
frequent review of wastage rates with a consequent saving in margins of 
aircrew personnel. 

It was at this time that the basis of calculation for the flow of aircrew 
wastage rates was raised in view of the fact that a surplus of aircrew was 
apparent. This was a very difficult problem as no one knew what wastage 
was likely to be in air battles which could only be dimly foreseen. The 
wastage rates were under constant review in the light of experience and 
were never fixed, and the reason for the existing surplus of pilots was that 
up to March 1943 the practice had been to include a number: of tolerances 
to meet unforeseen contingencies. By September 1943 it was decided that 
Commands should meet contingencies from savings, and that tolerances in 
planning were to be d ispensed with. 1 

The Continued Expansion o( the Training Organization 

Notwithsta,,ding the severity of the manpower restdctions which were 
increasingly being felt .in the autumn of 1943, and in S)?ite of the inconvenience 
of the run down of the overseas training o rganization. there occurred a 
paradoxical increase in the establishment of Flying Training Command. 
This was due to two factors: first, that the Expansion and Re-equipment 
Policy Committee held the view that the training commands were still ' the 
goose which laid the golden eggs' and without their valuable product the 
other Commands could not carry on; and secondly, that the substantial 
increase in Flying Training Command establishments was necessary because 
an A.C.R.C., 2½ J.T.W.s and 5 A.F.U.s remained to be formed under the 
current expansion scheme. A flying inst(uctors school and .the Elementary 
A.G.S. were to be expanded and there was an added commitment for glider 
training which involved the formation of several new units. 

Jt was considered vital to keep Flying T raining Command at a strength 
which would feed Bomber Command with trained material as the need 
for an a ll out bomber offensive would not allow a smaller baclring.2 Flying 
Training Command had in times past suffered heavy cuts and had made 
considerably heavier proportionate reductions than any of the other Com• 
mands. Jn fact establishment cuts had amounted to JO per cent. as com
pared with 7 per cent for Bomber, 3 per cent. for Fighter, and 1. 75 per cenl 
for Maintenance Con1m.ands. The position by mid-October 1943 was that 
there was a steady flow throl1gh the training machine up to the O.T.U.s and 
I-{.C.U.s when the weathet factor came in and formed a bottle•neck. 

Assumptions on the Date of fhe End of the War 
To October 1943 the Ministei: of Labour reported that by the end of the 

year the mobilization of the nation would be p,actically complete. The 
total intake from all sources in 1944 would not be suffic}ent to replace 
ordinary wastage, and there would actually be a defici t of 150,000 even if 
none were called up for the Services:' He stated that the situation in l 944 
presen ted a new problem. which could not be solved by proportionate cuts 
in the demands of the service and supply departments. but which required 

1 A.C. Con. 14 (43). 
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a fresh review of the uses to which the available manpower was to be put. 
He indicated that it would be necessary to make an assumption as to some 
approximate date up to wtiich the maxim.um provision bad to be made for 
the Forces. 

The question as to bow manpower in 1944 was to be used depended on 
what assumption was made about th.e duration of the war with Germany. 
There appeared to be two broad alternatives :~ 

(a) It could be assumed that the maximum effort had to be made in 
1944 and that Germany would be defeated at the end of that year. 
On this assumption there could be a great saving in rn@jtions and 
trained men as well as a substantial cut in the training and anci)Ja.ry 
organizations. 

(b) Alternatively, it could be said that manpower plans had to be based 
on the assumption that war with Gecmany would continue well 
beyond the end of 1944. In that event the fact would have to be 
faced that the Forces and munitions indostries had been built up to 
levels which it was irnpossibJe to maintain over a prolonged period. 
On this assumption planning would have to commence immediately 
for a pr?gressive reduction in the scale of the war effort. 

Whichever the alternative chosen, increasing .reliance would have to be placed 
on tbe United States effort. The choice between the two alternatives would 
determine the form which the assistance would take. ff the first alternative 
were chosen, the United Kingdom war effort would be unbalanced and United 
States help would be required to provide a larger proportion of the equip
ment of the Forces. If. on ·the other hand , the second course was chosen, 
additional help from the United States would have to come in the form of 
more fighting units and tJ1eir equipment. Manpower policy for 1944 had. 
therefore, to be based on either of these two alternatives. The Prime Minister 
inclined- toward the first alternative, and to this end he instituted measures 
to examine lbe implications of the adoption of this alternative to British 
plans. ' 

The Air Ministry, having been following the- policy that, notwithstanding 
manpower difficulties, a reduction in the striking power of the Royal Air 
Force was to be avoided, considered that this poJicy could no longer be 
continued. In anticipation of the position which was now dearly recog
nised, a meeting had been held in the Air Ministry in September 1943, one 
of the results of which was that a study was put in hand to ascertain what 
would be the effect on Royal Air Force requirements if the Europ~an war 
was assumed to end by autumn 1944. It was already clear that the adoption 
of some sucl1 assumption would enable an immediate and substantia l reduc
tion of training capacity to be made, thus transferring manpower to fill 
deficiencies in the front line. As many of the aircrew ti;ai.ning courses took 
as long as 18 months to complete, an alternative assumption that the European 
war would be over by early 1945 would have a similar effect but less 
immediately. lt was however, stressed that once executive action had been 
taken on this basis, the training machine could not be moved again from 
reverse to forward gear in time for action to be effective. · 
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In the meantime organization and administrative arrangements were being 
planned to deploy some 249 squadrons against Japan by July 1945 on the 
assumption that tbe European war would end in the autumn of 1944. 
It was clear tbat the Air Ministry demand for 158,000 (i.e. 142,000 for the 
service proper, and 16,000 for civilian staff) could not be tnet, and there
fore, pending the findings of the Cabinet Committees. tile Air Ministry 
reduced their demand to 107,000 for Service personnel. The main reasons 
for this were that revised rates of aircrew wastage had been approved and 
some of the tolerances in the training organization had been eliminated. 
A lthough this figure of 107,000 was required a lmost entirely to meet wastage. 
tbe necessary resources to provide for expansion could be found in outputs 
of the. training organization from previous manpower allocations, and from 
personnel released by the reduction in the training organization to the benefit 
of operational requirements. 

Inter-Service Manpower Oecisions : Fleet" A ir Arm Requirements 
T he consideration of Lhe Manpower problem before the Cabinet, was 

complicated by Naval demands which had steadily risen from 40.000 to 
67,000 on the score that they wished the Fleet Air Arm to participate in 
the element of insumnce whtch was made in Royal A ir Force plans on 
the assumption th.at the German war would continue until the autumt1 of 
1945. It was suggested by the Navy and agreed by the Ministerial Com
mittee that the Admiralty and Air Ministry should devise a plan whereby 
up to L7,000 men could be trained during 1944 for air duties in such a 
way thal they could be used in 1945 either in the Royal Air Force o r in 
the Fleet Air Arm. The argument was that if the basic ~ssumption was 
realised and Germany were defeated by the end of 1944. the needs of the 
Fleet Air Ann would be greater. If. on the other hand, war with Germa:ny 
continued into 1945, deployment against Japan would be delayed, and these 
men would be used more effectively in the Royal Air Force. The idea 
was that in this way a double insurance would be secured for a single 
prcmium.1 T he matter was not quite so simple as that, however, and the 
Secretary of State pointed out that the continuing expansion of the Royal 
Air Force was confined wholly to the heavy bomber squadrons. and that 
the allocation of 50,000 men was Lo meet operational wastage in 1945. 
Thus, if the war with Germany were to continue beyond 1945, the impact 
of Bomber Command upon tile enemy would be diminished at what would 
be a critical period unless wastage were made good by the supply of ajrcrews 
to the rugh and extremely specialised standards of Bomber Command. He 
questioned the abili ty of the Navy to produce this number of aircrews at 
short notice, and was certain that they could not be provided in the categories 
requ ired.' On the otber hand, in relation to the numbers of suitable men 
that could be provided for the Royal Air Force, the F leet Air Arm require
ment was very small. and the skilled ground personnel and crews could 
easily undergo the short course required to convert them to Navy require
ments. On completion of the war with Germany the Navy would be in a 
posi.tioo to select from the Royal Air Force the types of a ircrew they wanted 
who possessed the required qualifications and experience. The upshot was 
that it was decided that the Admiralty and the Air Ministry should settle 
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this matter direct. When the represenlatives accordingly met on 13 January 
1944 it transpired that the Admiralty did not want airqew at all but wanted 
skilled and semi-skilled maintenance ratings, and it was agreed that the 
whole of the 17,000 should be entered into the Royal Air Force for training 
but that when the Armistice was concluded, 3,000 of these would be made 
available immediately and 14,200 would be supplied within the following 
six mo)lths. 

The Decision to Reduce the Training Organiz!)tion 
At t\1e beginning of December 1943, the Cabinet -agreed with the recom

mendations of their Committees,' and the R9yal Air Force received out 
of tbeir reduced demand for 107,000 men and women. some 50,000 men 
and 20.000 women. 

In the face of this allocation there were three courses of action': -
(a) To proceed with the expansion programme, keeping the training 

Nganization going on the assumption that war with Germany would 
continue i ndefinitely. This would involve a deficiency of 37,000 
a t the end of 1944 or approximately three per cent. of establishrnen_t. 

(b) To cut tlie expansion programme or reduce prese.nt strength so as 
to eliminate this defiGiency without any contraction of the training 
organization. 

(c) To proceed with lhe expansion programme as planned (bringing aJJ 
units up to establishment during 1944) until the autumn of J 945, 
at the same time reducing the training organization so that by tbat 
date , the Ollmbers of aircrew completing their training would be 
no more than required for the Japanese war. 

The fi rs t two courses were ruled out as it was felt that there was little 
likelihood of the war with GermaJJy extending into 1946, and if the lraining 
o rganiza tion were retained at a level to meet German war wastage rates 
there would have · been a very large surplus built up. The tbird course 
offered a nine months insurance factor and at the same tin,e allowed for 
a conce<1led margin in that if the European war had ended before the end 
of 1944 there would have been a build up without wastage. When con
sidering these factors i t must be remembered that the effect of the red uctions 
would not be felt for 18 months but once this had started it would take 
a similar period fully to repair the effect of the cuts if this had been made 
necessary by the war going on beyond the end of 1944_ 

The Air Council deci.ded , therefore, to proceed with the front line expan
sion programrne as plan,ned, bringit1g all units up to establishment during 
1944, until the autumn of 1945, at the same time progressively reducing 
the training organization so that by that date the numbers of aircrew com
pleting their training would be no niore than required for the Japanese 
war. The 40 per cent. represeuted the difference between wastage rates for 
the European War and those for th.e Far Eastern war. '1 T·his deci sion meam 
that a good deal of preparatory negotiation was necessa ry with t•he Dominions. 
The question of lengthened courses and closing down schools on account of 
the existing surplus of aircrew which had now become manifest had already 
been b,roached with the Canadians. 

• W.P. (43) 164. 
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Tbe stage had thus been reached · that while still planning to achieve 
e.xpans}on tcheme 'J ' and thus maintaining ~he maximum offensive eJion 
during I 945, it was decided to scale down substan tially the manpower require
ments for the training organization during 1944-1945. The two main factors 
which enabled this decision to be effected w~re the reduced rate of aircrew 
production, -and the elimination of margins in the training organization. The 
rate of production of crews was calculated ,to meet revised replacement 
;;;quirernents on a new basis assuming that wastage rates in the future would 
be of the same order as they bad been during the year 19·43 d uring which 
increasing superiority had been achieved over the enemy's Air Forces. It 
was also assumed that, c,<;cept in Bomber Command, there would be a sub
stantial proportion o f crews available for a second operational tour. This 
was a reversal of previous policy which pro.vided a hidden margin. As 
regards the second factor it had been the policy in the pas,t. while expansion 
was still proceeding and before. the existing degree of air superiority had 
been attained, to allow marg ins of safety in the training organization. These 
margins took the forlJ! of ' pools' of aircrew personnel at all stages of 
training over and above the numbers of pupils a.ctually under training. They 
enabled sudden demands to be met and provided insurance against irregu
larities o f shipping a nd losses at sea. The combined effect of the two new 
decisions was that in future there would be no reserve in the training 
organization to meet intensive demands. There did , however, exist certain 
factors of safety which could be set off against the loss of flexibility.1 

The time had therefore come when. except for Bomber Command, 
expansion was virtually cotnpleted. A measure of superiority over the enemy 
in the air had been achieved and there was reason to hope that this measure 
of superiority would increase rather than diminish in the future. A consider
able reserve of aircrew existed in squadrons and O .T .U.s and this provided 
in itself an insurance against any sudden intensification of effort. In addition 
there had been a marked jmprovement in the regularity of shipping, and 
the success of the anti-U-boat campaign had co nsiderably reduced the risk 
of losses of ai rcrew during the sea passage. Although action had been 
initiated to reduce margins and eliminate pools of personnel in the training 
pipeline, there was still some rime to go -before the full benefit of the 
policy could be felt, since accumulated surpluses could only be absorbed 
over a period. In addition to this, planning was now proceeding on the 
basis that Germany would be defeated by the autumn of 1945. This assump
tion automatic:illy created further surpluses which again would have to be 
absorbed. The elimination of these margins in pools did not mean that 
training capacity was to be reduced below Lhe level ultimately required for 
the maintenance of the front line, but resulted in considerable savings in 
overheads and in a substaoti,aJ reducti1Jn. in aircrew intake requirements for 
the year 1944 . . For example, all P, N.B. a ircrew intakes were stopped in 
Nove mber 1943 in Order to absorsb a surplus existing in the aircrew reception 
centres and it was not proposed to resume P.N.B. intakes until April 1944. 
J.n short, a new phase had begun so far as tbe aircrew training organization 
was c.oncerned in that the Air Minjstry had planned to meet theoretical 
requirements only. The next programme planned to reduce still further 
during the autumn of 1945 the training organization so that it would meet 
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the theoretical requirements of t•he Japanese war and the policing of Europe. 
Once training capacity was closed down it could only be brought into befog 
again after a considerable lapse of time, and it was tbis consideration which 
weighed heavily in the future decisions which had to be taken when con
sic;lering the second phase of the war against Japan in relation to the estimated 
date of the defeat of Germany. 

In January 1944 the Cabinet Committee appointed by the Prime Minister 
to investigate the Royal Air Force manning situat.ion ~nade its report.1 From 
the training viewpoint its findings were of interest. There was some criticism 
of the use of tour-expired aircrew on instructional duties. The figure of 
5,000 crews in the home establishment was contrasted with the output of 
over 11,000 pilots from O.T.U.s in the United Kingdom. While making 
due allowance for overseas re-inforcements and the replacement of casualties. 
the committee observed that there remained a substantial ·residue to replace 
tour-expired aircrews. The Committee also made a serious objection to the 
numbers under training at home which it was stated were lo be 206,991 at 
the end of November 1943 out of a total of 822,195 personnel. They con
sidered that this number was.,too higb but realised the recent policy decisions 
would result in an increase in the front line of some 12 per cent. at the 
expense of training. The Committee also found that over 25 per cent. of 
the strength of the Roya-I Air Force in the United Kingdom was made up of 
personnel employed on duties connected with the servicing and repair of air
craft and equipment, and were impressed l:>y the strikingly tiigh cost in man
power of training and main-tajning an extremely specialized operational force. 

Steps to Reduce the Overseas Training Orgaoization 
Of tbe maoy reactions to the proposals before the Ministerial Committee 

on Manpower the one that necessitated urgent consideration was the run
down of tbe Empire Air Training Scbeme. Whatever the assumptions 
as to the date of the collapse of Germany it was necessary to begin measures 
to curtail the scheme, as this was lhe only way in which such a relatively 
small allotment of manpower io 1944 could be managed. If the assumption 
were that the \;\'ar in Germany would be over in the autumn of 1945 these 
aircrew intakes would start to be reduced in the spriog of 1944 ; if, however, 
the assumption were that the war would be over four months earlier, then 
it was considered by the Air Ministry that reductions would have to take 
place immediae1y (November 1943). 

On his visit to London at the end of October 1943, t]:le High Commissioner 
for Canada, Mr. Malcolm McDonald, had a general discussion on this 
subject at Air Ministry. The specific point under discussion with him 
concerned a relatively small (eduction of intakes (and therefore schools) due 
to an adjustment as a result of experience in the crew replacement rates. 
Mr. McDonald was, however, informed that these proposals might well prove 
to be only a preliminary to a wider programme for reductions later. When 
the High Commissioner discussed this matter with the Canadian Prime 
Minister, Mr. Mackenzie King, the latter fully understood the reasons for 
the reduction. and in (act welcomed them on some grounds. The Prime 
Minister pointed out, however, that this was bound to become public know
ledge sooner or later and that unless the matter were well handled it 
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might cause serious misunderstandings in the Uniled States. He recalled t~e 
situation which arose in tbe summer of L943 when Colonel Ralston 
announced reductions in Canada s home defence a.rmy. The significance 
of that announcement was completely misunderstood in the United States, 
and caused much criticism of Canada to the effect that she was .reducing 
her war effort at a time when the Americans were being asked to increase 
theirs. Even worse criticism might result , it was suggested. in the matter 
of reductions in Royal Air Force training -schools, .unless it were carefully 
explained to the Americans, especially in view of the effort entailed in the 
Japanese war. The Canadian Prime MinisLer suggested that the reasons 
for reducing the training effort should be most carefully explained both 
privately and later publicly. As the A.M.S.O. explained to ~he official 
Committee, an allotment of on1y 35,000 men to the Royal Air Force during 
1944 would compel the Air Ministry to ask Canada to make drastic 
reductions in the tra ining organization in that country, almost at once. 
This allowed but little time to take the steps suggested by the Canadian 
Prime Minister, and would entail political difficulties with both lhe Canadian 
and American authorities. On the other hand, it was pointed out that the 
full allotment of 50.000 would allow a breathing space of three or four 
months during which to prepare the ground . 

In order to plan. in detail, the training organizatioQ which was required 
in the light of the contemplated progressive reductions. it was necessary to 
decide on two matters. Firstly, the size, composition and distribution of the 
force which the training organization . would be _required to back from 
October 1945 onwards, and secondly the form and extent of the contribution 
which the Dominions and Allies would be willing Lo make after October 
1945.1 Decisions on these two points were the subject of a discussion 
between the Chiefs of Staff and the Governme·nts concerned. Pending these 
decisions, however. it was necessary to begin progressive reductions at once 
owing to the length of the training courses. 

Preliminary information on the size of the force required indicated that 
490 squadrons would be necessary, exclusive of those required for Dominion 
Home Defence. Sixty-three of these qoadrons were for the United King
dom, 207 squadrons were earmarked for the Japanese war, and Lhe remainder 
were required for policing Europe and for miscellaneous tasks. These 
plans could not be put into effect without discussing them with the Dominion 
Governments and partners in the training plan. The Dominions were proud 
of their training schemes -and, from some points of view, it was natural 
that they should regret the closing of their schools, especially as trus was 
likely to involve them in political difficulties of their own . Negotiations 
for reductions had to be managed with the greatest care, especially as it. 
could not be disguised that Britain was assuming that war with Germany
though not with Japan- would. be over by the autumn of 1945. The Prime 
Minister bad therefore been approached on these Jines and asked for per
mission to consult the Dominions. H e signified his agreement to this course 
at the beginning of February 1944, and steps to open the matter were taken. 
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Signing of Power/ Balfour Agreement, 1 Feb('uary 1944. 
The Under Secretary of State for Air. Captain Balfour, and the A.M.T. 

had in the meanwhile gone to Canada at the end of January to explain 
to the Canad.ian authorities tbe basis of the reduced aircrew training pro
grarruue. The result of this was the signjng of tbe Power/Balfour Agreemel1t 
of Ft:1bruary 19441 in which it was agreed, in view of the large re~erve of 
aircrew already trained or under instruction. to begin a gradual reduction 
of intakes to close a number of schools. At tbe same time tbe Air Ministry 
were anxious to spread . reductions in training evenly over the various Empire 
organizations-except Australia and New Zealand where h was assumed 
that their training cap(lcity would be planned to requirements in the South
West Pacific. 1n Ma•rch 1944, th.e Secretary ot State, through the Dominions 
Office, notified South Africa and Southern Rhodesia of the proposed re
ductions amounting to about 40 per cent. of their training orgMization. 

Early 1944 thus saw tbe beginning of the decline of the training organiza
tion with the invasjon of Europe still to come, lhe Japanese war raging 
unabated and operatioos in the Mediterranean still in full swing. This 
illustrates clearly the time lag there was between decision and execu tion, 
and bow those responsible for planning had to legislate for war conditions 
whjch would obtain up to a year and a half ahead. 

Provisional Bomber Expansion Programme 
Al the beg_inning of March a provisional programme to cover the perjod 

up to the end of 1945 was issued for planning purposes. This programme 
snowed probable expansion in the number of heavy bomber squadrons 
in Bomber Command from 69 in Marth 1944 to 118 irt September 1945. 
A few weeks later. h0wever, certain alterations in the estimated rare of 
effort and wastage reduced this programme to 99. squadrons iby September 
1945. 

T he main basis of this revision was that the reduced number of squadrons 
should operate at a higher intensity of effort. There was not, therefore, 
a corresponding loss in the number of operational sorlies wbich it would 
be possible to fly. In fact , so far as Lancasters were concerned- and this 
type was providing two-thirds of the heavy bow ber sorties, rising to 
three-quarters by the end of 1945- it was anticipated that tber_e would be 
a greater number of sor-ties flown during the following six months, although 
a decline tboreafter, due to higher rates of wastage anticipated under winter 
conditions, was cons1dered co be inevita·ble. The Haljfax effort in contrast 
showed a decline and it was estimated that the cumulative deficiency of 
sorties would amount to as much as 8,000 less by the t.hird quarter of 
1945. 

One of the factors. in thi s reduction 111 Bomber Command was the bottle
neck in the operational training organization . Up to this stage there was 
a , conges-tion ot crews .awaiting vacancies in the O.T .U.s, but thjs was not 
such an important consideration compared with the shortage of aircraft, 
particularly o[ L <\ncasters. This position revealed the growing efficiency 
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of Bomber Command and the increasingly good use they were making 
of the aircraft at their disposal. Of collrse, this result would not have been 
possible fo the face of the heavy losses which had been experienced in the 
earlier stages ot the wa,. The bottle-neck fn the O.T.U.s and H .C.U.s was 
rather a serious one, b.ut the trouble was that had the -size of the units 
been enlarged to any considerable extent, it would have only been at the 
expense of the operational squadrons as regards aircraft. The governing 
factor was aircraft availability in determining bow large a number of 
heavy bomber -squadrons could be supported by the new rates of effort 
and wastage. 
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CHAPT ER 17 

THE OUTCOME OF THE TRAINING REDUCTION, 
APRIL-SEPTEMBER 1944 

By April 1944 the Royal Air Force were confronted with important issues 
regarding the long-term planning policy. The position was dominated by 
rwo major uncertainties, the date when the European war would end and 
t11e strategy for the war in the Far East. It was considered possible that t he 
latter might be determined first, in which case it might be feasible to 
plan a further reduction in the training organization before the defea_t of 
Germany was in sight. ' The problem was that if training were allowed to 
run down before the end of the German war the size of the front-line 
force would, in the face of continued wastage rates, diminish very rapidly. 
But if too large a training organization were maintained then 'the supply 
of manpower for post-war civilian reconstruction plans would be jeopardised. 
The matter therefore required very careful consideration. Steps had already 
been taken to reduce training, in accordance wiUl the Air Council decision/ 
so that by October 1945 the output of trainees would be equal to the needs 
of the 490 squadron force , Agreement on this basis had a lready been 
reached by the A·.M.T. with the Canadian Government. The reduction 
planned amounted to 40 per cent. of the training output witfi the result 1hat 
there would have been a very steep declfoe jn the front-li ne strength had 
the German war continued beyond September 1945. The decline amounted 
to a reduction from some 530 squadrons in September 1945 to approximately 
360 in the last half of 1946. 

It was estimated that the Royal Ai.r Force would require about 395 
squadrons one year after Germany was defeated. This figure was regarded 
as fairly firm although the composition might vary. The War Cabinet then 
asked· for a revision of the combined Service-Munition programme." Owing 
to the time factor the Air Ministry could not awai1 the production and 
e~amination of this review. The whole basis of, the 490 squadron assump
tion was therefore challenged. It was found that the additional saving in 
British manpower from a reduction of training capacity, corresponding to 
a difference of 95 squadrons, was not appreclable as the reduction would 
affect a consider.able number of Canadian ground personnel who were 
manning the training organization, but only a small number of :Royal Air 
Force personnel. The figures for British personnel were: -

Second half of 1944 2,000 
First half of 1945 4,500 
Thereafter 2,000 for each six 

months, 

The additional savings in Canadian personnel were estimated to be con
siderable and of the possible order of 5,000 in 1944 and 15,000 in the 
first half of 1945. This reduction had been calculated by the Air Staff in 
order to avoid an undue diminution of the size of the Royal Air Force. 
They took jnto account the fa,ct that the majority of the Allied Air F orces 
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wou(d return to their own countries after the end of the German war. and 
the bulk of the reduction of 95 squadrons was to fall mainly upon Dominion 
and Allied squadrons. There was thus a reduction of only 24 Royal Air 
Force squadrons : the saving in ground personnel was predominantly 
Canadian, since the greater portion of ,the training organization was manned 
by the Royal Canadian Air Force, while -the saving in Royal Air Foi:ce 
manpower was largely confined to aircrew intake. 

Expansion limited to Bomber and Transport Squadrons 
Between the middle of April 1944 and \September 1945 the Royal Air 

Force was planned to expand in heavy bomber and transport squadrons only. 
Owing to the recent decision to increase the heavy bomber effort in Bomber 
Command, with the resulting increased wastage of aircraft, the rate of 
squadron expansion to which tbe Air Ministry had been working was 
retarded by 22 squadrons by the end of 1944. The Air Staff were anxious 
to increase the current target force by 15 transport squadrons to be fonned 
during the latter part of 1944. The requirement of ground personnel planned 
to meet the expansion of Bomber Command in the last half of 1944 was 
tberefo.re to be considerably reduced owing to the setback in Boml,er 
Command expansion, and this saving made it possible to meet the increase 
in transport squadrons. The Royal Air Force would therefore derive only 
a small advantage in 1944 from the additional manpower which would 
accrue f.rom reducing the ·training organization below the requirements of 
the 490 squadron force. The reduction in the training organization on the 
basis of 490 squadrons, being designed >to continue progressively to September 
1945, was calculated to give sufficient manpower to meet tbe requirements 
during 1945 and the AM.S.O. did not anticipate that a further reduction 
in the training organization would increase the theoretically small surplus 
which was expected to result. Fundamentally, what the Air Ministry fel t 
was needed then (April 1944) was me.re insurance. Existing plans on the 
490 squadron basis insured the Air Force against a too rapid run down up 
to October 1945 in the event of the continuation of the German war but 
not thereafter. In any case as aircrew took 12 to 18 months to train, 
the personnel for the 530 squadron front line strength in October 1945 
were already in, or were shortly .to enter, the training machine. The task 
which the Air Ministry had to accomplish was to reduce the training 
organization so that by October 1945 the output was sufficient for 490 
squadrons only. The C.A.S .. in summing up the opinion of the Air Council. 
said that the retention of training capacity planned for October 1945, far 
from being an insurance was, in fact. essential if the 360 squadron figure 
was to -be beld and not weakened further. 1 All that the Air Ministry asked 
was that no further reductions should be demanded at this time as, if events 
proved more favourable, reduction could take place very rapidly. 

The Dominion and Allied Contribution to the Japanese War 
The part which the Dominions were to play in the front line commitment 

against Japan had not, (by April 1944), taken clear shape, but in tb,e draft 
target force produced by the A.M.S.O.2 they figured largely, and the Air 
•Council agreed that the Dominions should be asked about their intentions 
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in this matter.' There was no doubt that serious issues were involved affect
ing the distribution of effort between the various parts of the Commonwealth 
and therefore the extent of the continuing burden to be borne by the people 
of Great Britain. There was a possibility that the Dominions might like 
to take a larger share than U1at suggested for them in the A.M.S.O.'s above 
mentioned target force, in which case the Air Ministry would bave been only 
too pleased to encourage them to contribute as much as they could. 

ft was assumed generally that Allied Air F orces would be repatriated at 
the end of the German war and they did not appear in the target force for 
J.apan except for a fow Frencb and Dutch squadrons, and Czech medium 
transport squadrons for Europe a nd Jines of communication. At the · 
same time there was ,the ,possi;bility that the Air Ministry mighl have to 
continue to provide the repatriated Air Forces with aircraft and with 
training facilities. This was an embarrassing situa tion . at the time because 
the Air Ministry were 1·elnctant to tell the Allied Air Forces of the assump
tions regarding the end of the- war with Germany and consequently, while 
reducing the Royal Air Force training organization, the Air Ministry were 
still providing Allied Air Forces with training backing on the basis of an 
indefinite continuance of t})e German war. Training backing for 44 A!Jied 
squadrons was being provided whereas only eleven AJlied squadrons figu.red 
in the 395 Squadron force. This matter became the subject of scrutiny and 
was later to result in the reduction in Allied training. 

The SurpJus of Aircrew Personnel 

A further and subsidiary reason for keeping the training organization up 
to standard was the problem of handling the large supplies of tour-expired 
aircrew that would be available for service on garrison duties in occupied 
territory and on lines of communication. Until the autumn of 1943 the 
input into the training organization had been on tbe basis that crews did 
one operational tour only. After a n Air Staff review of wastage rates, 
the input was planned on the basis that nobody in Bomber Command did 
a second operational tour but that 50 per cent. in Fighter Command and 
33½ per cent. in other commands d id a second tour. Tbis change of policy 
was Ocie of the few margins left to reduce the aircrew surplus and to save 
manpower. Actually, by early 1944 there had been an over-consumption 
of crews in Bomber Command owing to the very rapid tour expiry rate. 
This built up large nwnbers which the train ing organi.zation would have to 
handle, together witn the number~ of returning prisoners of war. 

By early 1944 the combined effect of the mounting Allied air superiority, 
the immense output from the training organization and the large numbers 
completing their operational tours, had caused an embarrassing situation for 
the Air Ministry.z There were more pilot/ navigator /bomb aimer volun teei:s 
on the deferred service list than could be absorbed, wbiie at the same time 
there was an accumulation of trainees throughout tile training organization. 
There was also the difficulty of finding employment for tour-expired air
crews. The most recent statement of a ircrew requirements, which took 
account, amongst other things, of the decision to reduce the size of the 

1 A.C. 23(44). 
1 A .C. 15(44) and A.M. File S.99180. 
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training organization, had shown thal it would not be possible to absoi-b 
all the candidates awaiting call-up for P.N.B. duties within a .reasonable 
space o( time. Indeed it was stated that unless s9me measures of diversion 
w.ere adopted, it woul.d not be possiblti to resume P .:N.B. intakes. until 
September )944. when the January 1943 recruits would be recalled after 
20 months' deferment. This position could not be <1cccepted, p,u:ticularly at a 
time when there were difficulties in filling vacancies for training in the non
P.N.B . aircrew categories. 

Revised C111ssification Procedure £or Aircrew Trainees 

Since August 1943, the (inal selection oE candidates for a particular air-
- crew category had been deferred until the recruits had been recalled and 

bad completed their initial course of ground training. It was then decided 
that in order to meet the situation, the same rule should be applied to all 
candidates entered before that date and not finally classified as P .N.B., 
whether they were still on deferred service o r u11der training. 0[ those per
sonnel who were then at the grading stage and not yet notified of tneir final 
c)assificatioJl, approximately one third were to be classified in non-P.N.B. 
categories. Of those candidates undertaking a Pre-Aircrew Trainiog course 
or on the deferred service list who had been provisionally selected as P.N.B .. 
approximately half had to be re-classified to the non-P. .B. category in 
order to meet the requirements of tbe service. In this way it was hoped 
to absorb by the end of 1944 aU P .N .B. candidates who had been oo the 
deferred list for nine months or more , as well as those then on the deferred 
list. Candidates were to be given the option of declining classification on 
the new basis and those who declined were to be released for service in the 
Army or Navy. The decision to re-classify was not to be applied to cadets 
who were taking tbe University Short Course or to members of tbe Uuiver
sity Air Squadrons. All these were to be dassified a P .N,B. lt was stated 
that the P.N.B . candidates who were diverted to a non-P.N.B. role would 
receive pay at the P.N.B. rates on successful completion of the I.T.W. 
course unti l they had completed training and qualified for sergeants rates in 
their own category. Steps were taken to ensure tbat this decision wa 
conveyed to al( cadets in as sympathetic a manner as possible. In addition, 
special instructions were issued to officers commanding t'be units concewed 
and a statement was also handed to every cadet personally. 1 The position 
was .admittedly most unsatisfactory from the individual point of view, but 
the war situation .bad caused a revision of requirements for the various 
aircrew categories. As a result, the recall of recruits for P.N.B. training had 
to be virtually suspended. Under the altered circumstances, the total period 
of deferment might well have exceeded twelve months, and even extended 
to as long as eighteen months. Apart from the feelings of individuals, it 
would certainly not have been in tlrn na tional interest that the most suitable 
type of young man should have no opportunity of service at a time when 
there were so many claims on the available supply of manpower. It was 
therefore necessary to introduce a new $ystem of classification to aircrew 
categories whlch enabled candidates to be recalled for training much sooner 
than was previously th.e case. 

1 S. or S. Folder, A.I-1.B. lD/7/l(a). 
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Training for the other categories (air gunners, wireless operators and flight 
engineers) was proceeding, and in order to ensure that the best possible use 
was made of the high quality material available, more extensive tests were 
introduced for making final selections to specific aircrew categories. As it 
was not possible to give al l these tests on interview at the aviation candidates 
selection boa1·ds it was arranged that final selection be deferred until recruits 
had been recalled and had completed an initial course of ground training 
during whicb the tests were taken. Recruits enlisted after 19 August 1943 
were advised of this procedure at the selection boards, and it was then 
applied retrospectively to all aircrew volunteers who had enlisted before 
that date. The new. procedure was that, during the first stage of grou.ild 
training, candidates underwent tests to assess their suitability for each aircrew
category_ The results were taken in.to consideration together witb individual 
preferences and the needs of the Service, for the appropriate classifications. 
Retention in -f:b,e limited P.N.B. category, as opposed to rn-allocation to one 
of the other categories therefore depended on the relative performance of 
the volunteer in tbe tesrs. There is no doubt that this new p(Ocedure, which 
was rendered necessary by events, was a blow to an extremely keeo and 
qualified section of the community. Nevertheless it is interesting to note 
that only three per cent of ihe l.'J'.W. population at that time (April 1944). 
who had entered as prospective P.N.B. trainees, declined to take the chance 
of becoming non-P.N .B. on re-classification, and some of them were not 
free agents as they bad been released from industry specifically for P.N.B. 
employment. 1 

Employment of Surplus Aircrew on Ground Duties 

The other aspect of the surplus aircrew -problem was that concerning 
tbe large number who bad completed tbeir operational tour but for whom 
no non-operation.al flyiog employment could be found between tours. It 
was necessary to take special n1easures for their classification and employ
ment since, while instructional and other non-operational employment was 
normally available for aU pilots and for nearly all navigators, a much 
smaller number of instructional posts were available for the other aircrew 
categories, particularly air gunners. 2 Hitherto such personnel had in the 
main been held supernumerary on ihe strength of commands; but the numbers 
had reached such proportions as to cause embarrassment to the commands. 
It was therefore clearly desirable both for geoeral manpower reasons and 
also ftoro the polnt of view of the individual to ensure that all such p~r• 
sonnel were properly employed. The first step was to set up a unit, similar 
to the Combined Re-selection Centre at Eastchurch at which all aircrew 
personnel, returning from overseas or comjog off operations and not 
immediately absorbed in vacancies in their own Commands, could be tested 
and classified for other employment. It was considered by the A.M.P. 
that it should be possible to find employment, in posts requiring aircrew 
experience, for all officers and for a large proportion of the other ranks. 
There was, however, a residue of airmen for whom employment would not 
be available. aod it was proposed that such personnel should be employed 

1 A.C. Con. 4(44). 
' A.C. 15(44). 
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on the duties of their trade. Those who had no trade were to receive 
instruction in one. At the same time all remained liable for further aircrew 
employment and wherever possible were kept in flying practice. They 
continued to receive the pay of their aircrew category. 

It was realised that this ipolicy would not be received willb enthusiasm 
by the personnel concerned but there was no alternative form of employ
ment. It was anticipated, however, that there might be certain opportunities, 
particularly after the second operational tour, of reducing the numbers such 
as by returning Dominion personnel to their respective countries and by 
releasing profos_sional men to civil life. This was the policy whose implemema
tion was the logical result of the success of the air war. 

The Cootinued SurpJus of Aircrew Personnel 

The evident and growing surplus of aircrew, and the swollen defe,:red 
service list, at a time when the manpower situation was steadily getting 
worse, brought the Royal Air Force under the severest pressure to abandon 
the margins of insurance in planning which they had hitherto maintained. 
This was not mere conservatism but was based on the knowledge of how 
hard it had been to create the training organization necessary to support 
\:xpansion plans and bow unwieldy that type of organization had .necessarily 
become in order to ensure the correct standard of training. Measures once 
taken to disperse hard won training assets could not speedily be revoked, 
and such was the size of the first line, that wastage which could not be 
rerlaced would soon bring about a drastic fi._rst line reduction. By the 
beginning of May. therefore, the stage had been reached in which the Air 
Council were being pressed strongly to lower their target to 395 squadrons 
(in spite of thei( reluctance to abandon their 490 squadrons basis) and. in 
which the part to be played by the Dominions assumed larger proportions.' 
In panicuJar, the part wbich the Canadians were to play in the front line 
came under discussion as the manpower stringency tempted the Air Council 
to consider asking the Caoadians to use perso·nnel saved by the reduction 
in tb,e training organization to swell their front line contribution. These 
considerations resulted in a request to the Canadian authorities to man with 
ground personnel forthwith an additional 10 squadrons and such other 
squadrons or units .as they might find applicable. This was to raise the 
number of Canadian squadrons to 54 in all. 

At the end of June 1944, the Secretary of State had drawn the attention 
of the Air Council to the monthly stock report which showed that surplus 
aircrew -personnel over tbe whole of the Royal Air Force as at 30 June l944 
was 10,800. He was concerned at this fi,gure a nd pressed the Air Staff 
to depart from the existing 490 squadron level and •plan for the 395 squadron 
force. It transpired that Royal Air Force expansion might in any event 
be restricted to the size which would •be reache<l at the end of 1944. Already 
the programme provided for a fall to 290 squadrons in the second balf of 
1946 if the war with Germany still continued, and the C.A.S. recommended 
that any further immediate cut in the training organization should be 
deferred till the end of September until a clearer view of the prospects of 
the end of the war with Germany could be taken. At this stage, aircrew 
categories requiring only s,hort-lerm training were still ·being .taken in. but 

' A.C. Con. 5(44). 
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none of the men recently called up were starting Jong-term aircrew training. 
This was the only source of economy that was now open to those who 
planned training ; it was obvious that it was not enough in the face of the 
existing surplus of aircrew, the generous establishment of crews in the 
commands and the lower wastage rates being experienced. 

A plan for disposing of surplus personnel was initiated. By August 1944 
it was becoming evident that with {he reduced rates of wa5'tage in the fighting 
in Normandy, the replacements required were half of those calculated. The 
squadrons were congested with aircrews and Flying Training Command was 
still more congested with pools of aircrew at different stages of training. 
The Commander-in-Chief, Flying Training Command, was concerned at 
ttie seriousness of the situation in his Command. No blame was a ttributable 
to the training organization for this evident over-iproduction of aircrew, 
which was due entirely to measures of insurance that had been taken, and 
happily proved unnecessary. Nevertheless, something had to be done ,to 
cut down the production of aircrew and the whole question of overseas 
training came under scrutiny. 

Revised Training PJan 

Jn consequence of these considerations the A.M.T. put forward important 
suggestions for reduoing the flow of aircrew. In bis minute, the A.M.T. 
said that the production of the new trainiog plan entailed some two· months 
work, and as the current E.A.T.S. Agreement expired on 31 March 1945, 
the Air Ministry must be prepared by October 1944 to enter into negotiations 
with the Dominions for the signing of a new agreeroent.1 As it ,was not 
possible to provide exact data on which to base a ·new plan, he considered 
i,t necessary for ,plans to proceed on the basis of assumption which should 
be as realistic as possfble. The current training plan was based on the 
bypotbesis that the German war would con.tinue -until the end of September 
1945 and that thereafter deployment to a theoretical 490 squadron force 
would take p lace. Jn :workiog out this training plan, the agreed Air Staff 
replacement rates were used throughout and allowance was made for 
absorption of all surpluses both in squadrons and in the training organization. 
Training courses were also .kept to a minimum so as to economise in m an
power, since it was appredated tha-t if the actual Japanese war force ,vere 
smaller, then the same tra ining capacity, operating at an inevitably reduced 
tempo would still produce ufficient numbers to match the Smaller force . 
The A.M.T. proposed that. in preparing the new trnini.ng plan, the following 
assumptions should be made : -

(a) The German war would be finished by the end of September 1945-

(b) The Royal Air Force would continue to expand up to the end of 
De.comber 1944, but not thereafter un less a favourable wastage rate 
allowed.2 

(c) The force existing at the end of September 1945 would be reduced 
over the ensuing six months. 

(d) Replacement rates ifor the European war would semain as then 
.planned, with agreed allowaoces for personnel undergoing second 
operational tours. 

' A.M.T. L.M./30;!3, 11 Aug. 1944. 
2 War Cabinet (100) Con. 3 Aug. 1944. 
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(e) Replacement rates for the active theatre of the Japanese war would 
be at revised rates to be agreed by tbe Air Staff. 

(f) Replacement rates on E:uropean police work wou,ld be based on 
30 ,per cent. of ·the orew establishment •per squadron per annum 
(i.e, a squadron with 28 crew establishment would require 8/9 
crews per aooum as replacement). 

(g) No margins were to ,be allowed for contingencies other than those 
which might arise should operational wastage fall below current 
rates . 

(h) On the cooclusioo of the German war stage, allowance was ,to be 
made for one-third of the known air .crew prisoners of war becom1ng 
available for employment during the Japanese war stage, after an 
interval of nine months for recuperation and refresher training. 

The training organization thus to be planned would be based on minimum 
lengths of courses which would be acceptable in eO)ergency only. Thus, a 
reduction in the target force would allow the Air Ministry to extend courses 
to the length which was acceptable on a long-term policy. The personnel 
already under training, allowing for ,recategorisations, were thought to be 
sufficient' to iueet requirements of squadrons up to September 1945. The 
revised plan showed to ,what extent it would be necessary to resume intakes 
to meet the requirements of the war after this date. The ca.Jculations would 
also show surpluses which would exist at each stage of trai-ning quarter by 
quarter were tbe Gerunan wa,r to end before the end of September ]945. 
Although the intention ,was to reduce training as i:apid ly as possible it was 
necessary to retain some margin in tbe event of the prolongation of the 
German wa.r. 

The Growth of the Transport Commitment : Its Effect on Bomber Expansion 

Although the main policy trend at this time was controlled by the man
power situation it is important to note the developments in Allied strategy 
which necessitated the growth of air transport and the consequent extension 
of transport and glider training. At the Allied meeting in Cairo in 
December 1943 it had been agreed that priority should go to the preparations 
for the invasion of Europe and the Mediterranean operations.' Plans for 
the future fell into two m!\in categories . . refen-ed to as Stages l and 2 which 
covered the German and Far Eastern wars respectively. The plans were 
naturally governed by the widely ditfotin.g ti.eeds of each theatre and neces
sitated two distinct programmes. The issue was complicated by the need 
to maintain the air effort against Germany on types of aircraft and under 
conditions very different to those required in the Far East. As the campaign 
in Burma progressed it was evident that supply by air was essential to success. 
Therefore tb demand for transport aircraft and crews grew steadily. At 
the start of the 1944 campaig,~ the transport squadrons under the comrol 
of the Supreme Commander •were .five British and five American. comprising 
144 aircraft. By the end of :March a sh,ortage of trained ai.rcrew for transport 
work wa revealed owing to the need to convert them to the special technique 
of the theatre. When planning was undertaken for an all-out offensive 
during the dry season of 1944-45 it entailed a greatly increased training 
commitment. 

1 C.A.S. Archives, .C.S. 423/C., 5 Dec. 1943. 
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At the end of June 1944 the Secreta.ry of tate eoquired as to the possi
bility of going ahead with the formation of bomber squadrons in adv nee 
of the planned programme without affecting the transpoi-t expansion.' The 
AM.T.'s Department stated in reply that the basic traioing or:ganization 
would produce sufficient crews to man the heavy bomber force irrespective 
of the casualty rate.~ This was because. in the case of these types. the 
limiting factor to expansion was aircraft production. while crew output was 
in phase with planning. Thus. given favourable casualty trends, crews and 
aircraft which had been provisioned to meet the anticipated heavy wastage 
were now available (or expansion. In addition, the basic training organiza
tion was in a position to produce sufficient crews for LS additional transport 
squadrons. On the other hand. the limiting factor both to the expansion 
of Bomber Command ahead of programme and the formation of additional 
transport squadrons was the supply of ground personnel. On paper it did 
not seem possible to have both bomber and transpoct expansion although 
some of the additional transport squadrons might be provided, while still 
expanding Bomber Command to the limit of aircraft availability. It was 
in any case not possible, io the opinion of A.M.T.'s Department, to curtail 
training capacity any further since tbe reductions which had already taken 
place only left sufficient capacjty to meet Japanese war requirements. This 
statement was based on the generally agreed assumption that, once the 
German war was over, th.e training tempo would decline, so that the organiza. 
tion normally required to support tb.e • 490 Squadron ' Force would then 
ooly support the '39S Squadron' Force. On the aircraft side, Bomber 
Command expansion bad been running fairly well to forecast, the latest 
a iming at some 85 heavy squadrons by the end of 1944. The increase in 
bomber expansion did not allow the formation of transport squadrons at 
the expected rate, since the intensity of the bomber effort had been greatly 
focreased . It is, however, interesting to note how the shortage of ground 
crews was now dominating all development. 

Continued Manpower Problems : Reduction in the Size of the Deferred 
Service List3 

In June 1944 the Prime Minister asked Sir John Anderson to reconvene 
the Ministerial Committee to consider the allocation of manpower fo,: the 
second half of 1944.4 The situation by Ju)y wa that two separate decisions 
had to be made. The first was to meet the imrnediate shortage of Army 
personnel in July a11d August 1944, and the second was to put forward 
demands which would be jo accord with plans drawn up for the end of the 
German war and the start of the Japanese war deployment. The original 
manpower demand for 1944 had been based on the indefin ite continuation of 
the German war and l1ad amounted to 142.000 personnel. It was then 
calculated !bat if the above demand were reduced to 80.000 expansion could 
continue until the autumn of 1945. .By this time the •training organization 
would have been reduced to a level adequate to support .front line expansion 

' S. or S./A.M .T. Target Force ' J' Folder, 23 June 1944. 
~ A.M.T./S. ors. (T.P.). I July 1944. 
1 Although manpower is of necess ity closely a llied ro training, detailed discussion or the 

problem has been avoided in this narrative o as not to obscure tile main i!sue. RefeC' A.H.B. 
Monograph, Mo1111ing. 

• M.721 /4, 15 June 1944. 
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and wastage equal to the requirements of the Japanese war. There were 
therefore three main factors to be considered :- 1 

(a) The assumption -that ,the war against Germany /Would end in 
September 1945. 

(b) The March expansion programme. 

(c) The contjnued reduction of the training organization planned in 
December 1943. 

After these questions had been examined by the A.M.T. in consultation 
with the A ir Staff and A.M.P. it was apparent that they related mainly to 
reductions in O.T.U. and H.C.U . capacity, lower squadron replacement rates 
after practical experience of ' Overlord ' and the possible transfer of surpluses 
of partly trained pupils from one category to meet requirements jn another. 
The effect of these changes was not expected to be .felt until early 1945 in 
the case of operational squadrons, a nd a few months later for the training 
organization generally. The Air Ministry welcomed this short term point 
of view. They were relieved of the necessity of considering long term policy, 
in particular the maintenance of the training organization after September 
1945, at a level considerably ibigher than that .required to support 490 
squadrons for the J,apanese War. It also offered a breathing space for the 
difficult questions of training policy under examination by the A.M.T. Tbe 
immediate consideration was Mle proposed increase of 22,000 in the Army 
intakes during July and August. partly at the expense of the Royal Air Force. 
The problem was the method of -obtaining the personnel for the Army. There 
was the altern.ative of either transferring to the Army mert already serving 
in the Air Force or of sending A.T.C. cadets who had ·been training 
with a view to entry in the Air Force. Both a lternatives were unacceptable 
and undoubtedly would have political and domes-tic ,repercussions. 

While the Cabinet Manpower Committee were examining the basis of 
short term recommendations in which figured a further reduction of 10,000 in 
R.A.F. manpower, tbe Minister of Labour showed his concern at the size of 
the deferred service list. By June 1944 there were 34,000 men on the deferred 
list, and the Ministry of Labour suggested that 10,000 could be released to tbe 
Army.~ The Air Ministry recognised tha1 at .the time they cou1d not resist 
the claims of the Army and they would have to give up some of the specially 
selected personnel on the deferred list, -about half of whom were A.T.C. cadets. 
They realised the consequence of the transfer of such keen personnel, trained 
in their own time and with the help of voluntary instructors of public bodies. 
Who had worked hard iu the belief: that, in fitting young men for aircrew, 
they were performing an urgent public service. 

At the beginning of July 1944 an analysis of the deferred list was com
pleted. It disclosed that of a total o[ 34,000 roen, some 19,000 were not 
immediately available for recall because they were specially deferred, under 
age, or for some other reason, · It was estima'led, however, that 30,000 of the 
34.000 would be ready for recall by the end of December 1944. The Air 
Ministry was prepared to nave 30,000 tested and classified witb the intention 
of keeping 20,000 most suitable for aircrew duties and making available 
to t.he Ministry of Labour the balance of 10,000. This testing was possible 

1 W.M. (43) J64th Conclusions. 
• M. P. (44) 2nd and 3rd Meetings, 26/28 June 1944. 
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at a uniform rate over six months. These measures meant that there would 
be availalble a <three months supply of aircrew material. There was some 
objection to the Ai.r Ministry proposals as it had been hoped to call up 
10,000 men for the Army .from the deferred list wjtbin two moo~hs, whereas 
under the Air Ministry scheme not more than 3,000 appeared likely to be 
available. It was ,pointed out that it was an 'essential point of the plao that 
tb,e men on the deferred list should be put through certain tests to which 
they would not normally have been subjected until after their call up. This 
process inevitiably took some time, but everything possible was done to 
expedite matters and to release 6,000 during July and August and the 
remainder during September and October. 

Re-allocation of Aircrew Personnel 
The cumulative effects of the shortfall of aircraft (particularly heavy 

bombers and American types), the low number of casual-ties incurred in 
North Africa, Sicily and Normandy-and the efficiency of the training 
organization-had resulted in a substantial surplus of aircrew. This was 
coupled with the general manpower shortage whose effects have been else
where described and these factors, together with the confusion whiob 
inevitably followed contemplation of the end of the German war and the 
start o( Stage 11 against Japan, made up a situation as complicated as any 
which had faced the Air Ministry.1 The immediate task which confronted 
the Air Ministry was how to deal with the problem created by existing and 
prospective surpluses of aircrew and how to relieve existing deficiencies in 
ground trades. The ajrcrew surpluses ex,isted at personnel reception centres 
and personnel despatch centres and also among trained aircrew in opera
tional commands and a-t holding and a-llocation unit<S such as the Ai·rcrew 
Allocation Centre, Brackla. 2 

During the preceding few months, a series of measures had been under
taken to employ surpl,us aircrew personnel, trained and under training, 
temporarily on ground duties. Thus. surplus personnel under training were 
being employed -as M.T. drivers and despatch riders, on clerical and other 
duties at ~ .A.F . units and, at t~e request of other Government Departments, 
on transport, first aid bui.Jding repairs and ag-ri.cultural work. Similarly a 
certain proportion of aircrew personnel passing through Brackla were posted 
temporarily to ground duties in their trades or to trade training. Extensions 
of courses had also been introduced in all training theatres. These measures 
were but palliatives, however. and real progress in solving the problem awaited 
decisions on such matters as the Second Stage T~rget Force in terms of 
crews and ground establishments by theatres, together with a programme 
for the contribution of ,the air forces to the Second Stage Ta,:get. Following 
these, a -revised programme wa·s a lso required for the contraction of the 
training organization. The aircrew training programme which was then being 
worked out by the training department did not take account of the further 
cut of 200,000 personnel which :had ju~t been proposed by the Prime 
Minister. There was also the necessity for ,planning the post war training 
organization; all this in face of the domdbilisation scheme which was based. 
not on unit requirements, but on age and length of service. It was obvious 

' S. ol' S. Folder, A.H.B. ID/7/!(b). 
1 A. C. 42(44): 
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1bat this would affect efficiency to a marked degree and that some com
pensating increase in the numbers of the ground organization would be 
required to allow for the dmp io efficiency. A fo-rtber consideration was 
the question of ' unscrambling ' the very substantial Dominion eJement from 
the RoyaJ Air Force unit,s. The ,return of the Dominions .personnel to their 
countries would result in more vacancies for surplus Royal Air Force aircrew 
per,sonnel 'but this was a complicated 'business to arrange without serious 
loss of efficiency. This question was tied up with high policy and the wishes 
of the Dominion concerned. 

The main Jines of policy which were decided were as follows :-

(a) All personnel still undergoing initial, elementary or service flying 
1raining, who were sutplus to aircrew requirements, would be 
diverted to ground employment after they had been cJ.assified at 
the end of their particular course. They were to be given the 
option of volunteering for combatant duties with the other services ; 
but would not, if this could be avoided, be transferred to the other 
ervices against their will. ln any case R.A.F. requirements were 

to be met before personnel were released to otl1er Services. 

(b) Jt was the aim that personnel who completed S.F .T.S. or equivalent 
training should complete tbe remaining stages of their training and 
that they should be employed on operational or other flying duties, 
provided they could be passed forward to such duties in a reasonable 
space of Lime. Any surplus in personnel reception centres which 
could not be passed forward in a reasonable time would be con
sidered for disposal. 

(c) Dominion aod Allied personnel were to be withdrawn as rapidly as 
possible from R.A.F. units under arr-angements to be agreed with 
the Dominion authorities. 

(d) Aircrew personnel surplus to their own category were to be re
trained as necessary in other aircrew categories where there might 
be deficiencies or where it was desired to improve the standard by 
the employment of a higher grade of personnel. 

(e) A certain number of qualified personnel were to be transferred to the 
Fleet Air Arm to meet oew requirements for fl,ying duties, and 
others were to be employed as glider pilots.'-

({) Jt was the aim, so far as possible, to employ any G.D. officers who 
could be made available, particularly any who bad been selected 
for permanent commissions, io ~bose ad ministrative posts, then filled 
by A. and S.D. officers, in which Genei:ll.l Puties experience was 
desirable. 

(g) To the extent. to which the above measures did not dispose of the 
· surplus, aircrew who had completed one operational tour were to 

be employed on ground duties, being re-trained in ground trades as 
necessat-Y. 

1 Deta.ils of the training and employment of the R.A.F. glider pilots are given in tbe 
A.H..B. monograph, Airbome Forces. 
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It was an over-riding principle throughout that personnel would not be held 
in pools for a n unreasonably Jong period. T his entailed the continuance of 
intakes of a ircrew for training at a level sufficient at least to meet the 
requ irements of the post-war air force. This was welcomed by the training 
authorities as it was most desirable to keep the training organization in being 
and to maintain the enthusiasm of the A.T.C. and other volunteers for aircrew 
duties. In summarising the situation, the Air Member for Personnel reported 
io tbe Air Council that, although it might be possible from the short term 
aspect to take steps to find temporary employment 0£ aircrew personnel on 
ground duties, he needed far more guidance than he possessed as to the size 
and distribution of the Second Stage Target Force, before he could make 
material progress in any re-allocation of manpower whioh involved re-training. 
From his point of view he was naturally a nxious that the output of the 
training organization should ibe reduced as soon as was possible to con(orm 
to Second Stage requirements, since -the longer t,hat the output continued at 
a higher rate, the more difficult it was to absorb and re.-train the surpluses 
on ground duties, and · the greater the risk of disciplinary and other trouble. 
T he difficulty 1n giving guidance oo the Stage TI and post-war needs was in 
the main due to the indefinite nature of the manpower al1ocation. Most 
plans at this time awaited Cabinet decisions on the release scheme for the 
Services. 

By the autumn of 1944, the growing surplus of aircrew over requirements 
had been checked by the various measures described, but it still remained 
far -in excess of requirements. Tbus, to meet the Stage II force which bad now 
been scaled down from 490 to 390 squadrons it was stated that, whereas 
the requirement was for 23,425, the actual stock position, exclusive of 
tlle Dominions, was 62,241 at the end of August 1944 and 56.460 at 
the end of ~he following month, in addition ·to a total of 23,000 on deferred 
service. By early December 1944, the A.M.T. had given an approx'imate 
estimate of the aircrew surplus as 25,000, a figu<re which subsequent 
investigations proved to be substa,ntiaJJy correct. There was however , 
some reluctance on · the ·part of h is staff to give an unqualified figure 
because tbe surplus figure at a ny given date was fortuitous, so many changes 
were taking place in traini ng that deductions could not be drawn from it 
without a detailed assessment of the factors involved. However, it was 
stated that a comparison of the total population of afrcrew under basic 
training on 31 October 1944, with tbe population theoretically required at 
that date to maintain the German war until 30 June 1945 and the .Japanese 
war (on tbe latest target force) thereafter, showed a surplus of some 25,000 
airorew under training in tbe pre-O.T.0. stage. The ab in.itio intakes 
to the Roya,J Ai:r force required for the Japanese War Stage a.mounted to 
some l ,750 aircrew per month,. so that if there were no further intal(es for 
the period November 1944 ta June 1945 inclusive, 14,000 of this surplus 
would theoretically be absorbed, leaving a residual surplus of 11,000 aircrew 
in basic trajning who could be disposed of. 1· 

The figures of the surplus thus revealed rnust not be viewed in isolation. 
lest wrong deductions should be made. H ad expected casualtjes been 
actually suffered, or the German war continued throughout the summer of 
1945 and the Japanese war not ended so abruptly then these surpluses m ight 

1 S. of S. Folder, A.B.D, J'D/7/ l(b). 
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easily have been turned speedily into deficiencies. Another aspect was that 
the cessation of wastage and the emptying of the training pipeline in them
selves would in any case have produced a large latent reserve. The only 
criticism which. can be levelled must be, not that surpluses existed, for they 
were inevitable, bot that the logically unanswerable and vital factor of the 
morale of the waiting thousands was not sufficiently taken into account. So 
far as the Air Ministry were concerned, the roost adequate measures were 
undoubtedly taken in theory to keep the waiting aircrew profitably employed. 
In fact this was not so. It may be that more energetic and vital leaders 
were needed. It may be tbat insufficient use was made of the potential 
of unemployed or mis-employed retired service officers. Whatever the 
reason, the populations of the various holding units led an aimless existence. 

Stage n : Training Requirements for the 390 Squadron Foree 
In September 1944 the War Cabinet bad forecast the end of the German 

war as 31 December 1944. 1 The effect of this was that aircraft pr:oduction 
would be reduced as from I January 1945 to the level required for a 390 
Squadron Force. The decision also left open the way for a further reduc
tion once the revised requirements and results of the negotiations for 
American aid for Stage TI were known. The immediate outcome of the 
first step was that, if the German war continued after December l944, there 
was likely to be a slow decline in the strength of operational squadrons 
from December 1944 to March 1945, and after March there would be a 
serious falling off in strength. The Air Staff view that some insurance 
should be allowed to delay this quick run-down in strength after March 
1945 was represented to the War Cabinet, who decided against the pro
posal : the Air Ministry were thus committed to the 390 Squadron basis as 
from l January 1945. It was likely moreover that the final requirements 
for aircraft for Stage II would be even less than those needed for the 390 
Squadron Force. Although the War Cabinet would not permit any insur
ance against the likelihood o( the German War continuLng into L945 they 
agreed to production plans which would allow aircraft to become available 
to maintain Royal Air Force stri.k:i.ng power unimpaired until March 1945. 
The Air Council therefore decided that aircrew training be regulated accord
ing to the aircraft available in the first six months of 1945 and thus meet 
the requirements of the 390 Squadron Force for the Japanese war. 2 

Duong 1944 the flying training organ.izatioo had been progressively reduced 
and by December 1944 was in the concluding stages of contraction to the 
level required for Stage II. The technical training organization. which had 
been curtailed in order to e-nable the maximum front-line expansion to be 
reached, had to be increased in order to make provision :-

(a) TQ meet the particular requirements of Stage II. 
(b) To replace overseas tour-expired men. 

(c) For the inliroducti.on of the leave scheme. 
(d') For t'be release of men in the hig-b priority classes. 
(e) To produ~e a sufficient number of tradesmen fit for overseas service. 

1 W.M. (44) 124th Con. 
2 A.C. Con. 10(44). 
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1n .short tile Royal Air Force had to prepare urgently for a rapid and 
efficient deployment against Japan as soon as the war in Europe was over. 
The total intake into the training organization which was required on this 
account was 50,000 meo who had to be fi.t for overseas service and in a 
late release category. This number was difficult to attain becau-se the Royal 
Air Force. in order to free the maximum amount for more active duties. 
accepted in the ground trades a high proportion of older men and those 
of lower medical grades. Therefore, allowing for releases at the end of 
Stage I. il was impossible to find men of sufficient medical standard to meet 
the training of 50,000. The best estimate that could be made was 35.000 
plus 9,000 surplus aircrew of which 4,000 would be available during the first 
half of 1945. 

Reduction to a 327 Squadron Force : Further Training Reductions 
At the beginning of 1945 the Ministry of Aircraft Production issued a 

revised production programme a.s a· -further attempt to release more labour 
for reconstruction purposes. ' The previous programme of October 1944 
was based on the assumption that the war in Europe would not continue 
beyond 30 June 1945 and that the Royal Air Force would then be reduced 
to 390 squadrons for Stage ll. However the new force was to be further 
reduced Lo 327 squadrons. The difference between the two programmes was 
not very great in respect of the total number of aircraft to be delivered but 
represented a considerable increase in the amouot of .labour whic}) could 
be rclea~ed. As a result of this decision aircrew outputs from basic training 
were, 'in theory, reduced to the level required to maintain the 327 squadron 
force a.tter l July 1945. This might have resulted in a deficiency if the 
German war had cont inued after that date, but in actual fact the position 
was not serious provided the Air Ministry did not consent to removing the 
planned basic training capacity from Canada. This they were being pressed 
to do by the Treasury as the Empire Training Scheme agreement was due to 
terminate at the end of March 1945. and after that date all training carried 
out in Canada had to be paid for in dollars. Although it would have been 
possible to substitute an equivalent training scheme elsewhere such arrange
.roe.n.ts would involve a gap tn outputs s1nd increase manpower requirements. 

Jn addition to the Canadian Schools it was hoped to reta in part of the 
Royal Air Force training oi:gatiization in Southern Rhodesia. Elsewhere, 
however, the output from the overseas basic training organization was rapidly 
fa lling off. Australia and New Zealand were concentrating on supplying the 
needs of their own Air Forces in the Pacific theatre and tbe despatch of 
pupils to Canada bad ceased in October 1944. Trainees in Canada were 
returning to Austra.lia and New Zealand on completion of training apart 
from a few needed to replace wastage in the 'Article XV' Squadrons with 
the R oyal Air F orce. In South Africa arrangements were made to disband 
all schools training Royal Air Force pupils.' 

The effect o[ the reorganization on the training schools was that the 
A.F~U.s were planned to close progressively from 1 January 1945 onwards 
and tbe H.C.U.s and O.T.U.s were to reduce their intakes to the Stage II 
level from l March 1945. The Air Ministry were anx ious about this run
down of training and would have preferred to plan on the basis of the German 

1 A.C. 1(45). 
0 A.C. Con. 11(44). 
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war ending by September instead of June, so that if it did continue that 
long there would be a margin of aircrew output to match the aircraft pro
duction programme. The position was that crews were available on the 
scale required up to the end of September without affecting tbe Stage U 
c,rew position provided that there was no increase in wastage rates. The 
situation therefore in January J 945 was that, on tbe one hand. the Air 
Ministry wished to retain sufficient of the training organization to guarantee 
the Air Forces against a sharp run-down in strength if the German war 
continued after June · 1945. Wtiilsl on the otber hand, under pressure of 
the Cabinet in favour of reconstruction. decisions had been taken which 
involved the inevitable run-down of the training organization, based on the 
firm assumption that the European war would be over by June 1945. Never
theless although. the aircrew position was satisfactory there was still anxiety 
regarding the high rate o[ wastage in Bomber Command. This was due not 
to losses but to the increased· effort which meant that the crews were com
pleting their operational tours in a shorter time. From the training view
point it made no difference whetber replacement was i1ecessary for casualties 
or for tour expiry, and the surplus gained as casualties decreased was offset 
by the greater turnover due to tour expiry. For this reason it was decided 
to review the length of operational tours. 1 

Examination o[ Length of Operational Tours 
The Commander-in-Chief Bomoer Command had already made recom

mendations for lengthening tours of bomber crews. The Air Council how
ever were cautious in their approach to the problem in that they did not 
wish to break faith with crews who were actually on operations. 2 At the 
same time the low rate of losses and wastage were causing an extraordinary 
increase in the tour expiry rate which had been based on the normal wastage 
hitherto encountered. It was proposed therefore with great support from 
the commands, including 2nd T A.F., to increase the bomber tour from 
30 to 36 sorties. 

The situation in Bomber Command was paradoxical in that training had 
been cut and aircrew put into reserve and yet it was necessary to lengtl1en 
the operational tours. Measures were therefore taken to extend the tour on 
a ' points ' system which differentiated between the easy targets in countries 
outside Germany and the more dangerous ones in that country. There had 
been some delay on the part of Bomber Cornmand in issuing the necessary 
scheme, aoc) there had been repercussions from Canada. The Canadian 
Government refused to lengthen the operational tour of Royal Canadian 
Air Force personnel serving .in Bomber Command. They regarded the pro
position as inconvenient and µol itically embauassing in that they did not 
consider that the Canadian p\lblic would understand the necessity for this 
step in view of the g~neral aircrew surpluses existing at the time. This refusal 
was understandable since the Canadian people were a long way from the 
battle and a General E lection was imminent. The C.-in-C. Bomber Command 
was in a difficult position. Jn a letter dated 12 March he suggested that 
the repercussions were not realised, pointing out tbat there were 1,757 Royal 

1 A.C. Con. 1(45). 
2 A.C. Con. 3(45), 
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Canadian Air Force persom1el in non-Royal Canadian Air Force squadrons 
alone, and to have giveo the Canadians spe ial treatment would have resulted 
in curtailtt1ent of operations. The position was a difficult one and had arisen 
because of the intense effort of the spring of 1945, The situation was eased 
by the Air Council decision to revert to the 30 sortie tour by the end of 
April 1945. 1 

Postponement o[ Training reduction 
It was very difficult to reach a compromise on the question of insurance 

margins in the event of prolongation of the German war as the -whole of 
the arrangements for the build-up and reorganization of the Air Forces for 
Stage II hinged on men being released from the training organizat ion. If 
the run down of the training organization were delayed the Air Ministry 
would have had to retain the men to take the full period of 88 weeks training 
fol: a -new batch, A,gaiost this, the basic intake matched , requirements for 
the Japanese war and was, in fact, lower than the previous standard. It 
was. therefore, agreed that a decision on the question of proceeding with 
the plaJJned reduction of tbe training organization should be postponed for 
four weeks! At the beginning of February tbe run down of the traioiog 
organization was stiU held up pending calculations as to the crew position 
in the event of various assumptions, based on the unpred i.ctable factor of 
wastage. The same uncertain ty about the end of the war in Europe 
cout.i.oued to perplex 1lbe Air Ministry. J- The position was particularly 
compJicated because, owing to the decJine in man-power, the p1ans for Stage U 
were dependent oo the liquidation of the organization for Stage I. There 
were t\¥0 sources from which personnel could be found, i.e. the training 
organization and tbe front line. From the political aspect the Royal Air 
Force were being urged to reduce trafoing and yet maintain the front line 
(or as long as possible. However the Air Ministry, conscioUI; of the complele 
de_pendence of the front line on training were inclined to preserve training 
at the expense of operational effort. The consequence was that, whilst 
trying to keep both organizations going, the 5 per cent. margin o[ deficiency 
had been exceeded and so the disbandment of front line squadrons began 
i,o the middle of March 1945. 

A further illustration of tbe reason why the Air Ministry wished to retain 
their training organization is provided by the events iu South-Bast Asia. 
By January 1945 the situation in central Burma urgently demanded more 
aircraft, primarily for transport purposes ; and futui:e plans also envisaged 
large scale airborne operations wbjcb. created a new commitment for 1,800 
glider pilots.4 Thus simultaneously with tbe general decline in air potential 
there were stiU certain aspects wb.ich req uired foll development up 10 lhe 
end of the war. The effects on other phases of the air organization ,v.::re 
tb.erefore acutely felt because the first line was already fully extended on all 
fronts . 

14729 

1 A .C. Con. 4(45 . 
' A .. Con.. 1(45). 
' A.C. Con. 5(45). 
• A.H.B. Monograph Airborne FoPces Chapter 11, A.P. 3231. 
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Final Assumptioos as to the '.End o( the War 
As a result of the Yalta cooference in February 1945 the probable date 

of tbe end of the war was estima-ted to be between June and December 1945. ' 
This new date led to the need to maintain the training establishments instead 
of reduciog them , divertio.g personnel to man new basic training units . and 
to support sach organizations as Transport Command a.ud Air Command 
South East Asia. The problem thus became whether to reduce operational 
effort or training and, aHer consideration. the Air Staff decided ro reduce 
first line strengths and increase the effort before interfering with the traiuing. 
Nevertheless by the beginning of April 1945 detailed reductions were being 
worked out in the A.M.T.'s Department! Instructions were issued to Bomber 
Command for the jmmediate closing of three and a half O.T.U.s and one 
H .C.U. As the 01.1tput from basic training bad been geared Lo the Stage IT 
force for some time, intakes into A.F.lJ .s had in any case commem.:ed 
reduction in April, with the consequent progressive reduction of O.T.U.s 
and H .C.U.s thereafter. The main result, as far as the orces were con
cerned, of tbe Prime Minister's new assumption that tbe war would end by 
30 June 1945 was that it would make little difference to their intakes during 
the first half of l945, but would result in eadier and greater releases of 
manpower during tbe second half of the year. 

By the middle of April the date for the war end had again been advanced 
by the Prime Minister and at a Cabinet meeting he stated that plans should 
be made on the assumption that the war in Europe would end by 31 May 
1945.~ The Air Ministry therefore set about the task of reducing the air 
forces to the Stage Il level. So far as the training organization was concerned 
the requiremeuts for crew replacement depended more oo the length of tour 
than on operational wastage. It was decided that during Stage H the Air 
Ministry should revert to tb.e system of a 12 to 18 months tour for everybody, 
making allowance for those cases where personnel had nearly completed their 
tour when the change of system was put into effect. Another qLJestion also 
arose as to whetber tbe existi.ng ruling should be continued whereby everyone 
.in training units was to complete the ir co urse of training even if their services 
were not required in the capacity for which they had been trained. A 
reversal of this ruling would cause a considerable reduodancy of personnel : 
nevertheless the Air Council decided that the reversal would have to be made 
in order to effect every possible saving of personnel in training. 

The Wac Ends 
Following the cessation of hostilities in Europe planning for the Japanese 

war continued on. the basis of it lasting a further 18 months. The main 
difficulty to be overcome was that caused by the previous decision to make 
provision against the German war , continuing to the end of 1945. The 
effecl of this decision was to retard both the reduction of flying training 
and the retraining programme for Stage II. Tn addition the Royal Air 
Force was required to t,:ans(er 20.000 men to the Army to meet their require
ments for Stage II. However by the end of May the flyin g training 
organization had been red uced to tbe level required to provide aircrew 
for Stage TI squadrons only. 

' A.C. 8(45). 
2 A.C. 13/45l. 
l W.P, (45) 250. 
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The whole situation was altered by the fall of the atom bomb leading 
to the collapse of Japan, and 011 lhe 27 August 1945 the Air Council decided 
that training be planned on a basis of 169 squadrons. Although the wars 
were over the problems facing the training organization were not. There 
still remained the task of reducing the force available by more than 50 per 
cent. whilst maintaining a balanced aud well tcained force capable of meeting 
all the demands of the post-war period. 
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Country of Graduation Pilots 

United Kingdom .. . ... . .. 2,992 

Canada .. . ... .. . .. . .. . 171 

Australia ... ... , .. · •· ... I 16 

New Zealand ... ... ... .. . 509 

South Afr ica ... ... ... . .. -
Southern Rhodesia ... ... ... 15 

India ... ... ... .. . . .. 36 

Middle East ... . .. ... ... 155 

U.S.A. ... ... ., . -. .. .. . 

Total O verseas ... ... ... .. . 1,002 

Total Home and Overseas ... ... I 3,994 

APPENDIX No. 2 

OUTPUT OF QUALIFIED AIRCREW* 
3 SEPTEMBER 1939-2 SEPTEMBER 1940 

Observers A ir Wireless 
and Bombers Operators 

Navigators (Air Gunner) 

771 - 3,286 

- - -
17 - -

165 - -
- - -
- - -

20 - 4 

- - -
- - -

202 I - 4 

973 I -
I 

3,290 

Air Flight 
Gunners Engineers Total 

781 - 7,830 

- - 171 

' 10 - 143 

208 - 882 

- - -
9 - 24 

- - 60 

6 - 161 

- - -

I 233 - 1,44 1 

I 1,014 - I 9,271 

Note:- • These figures refer to the number of personnel that qualified for the awarq of the appropriate aircrew brevet. That is, they successfully 
completed the Service Flying T~ining School (or its equivalent) course. 



OtJ'ri>iJT OP QUALIFIED AIRC~EW 
3 SEPTEMB~ 1940-2 SEPTEMBER 1941 

Observers Air Wireless Air Flight Country of Graduation Pilots and Operators Total 
avigators Bombers 

' (Air Guoner) Gunners Engineers 

United Kingdom ... . .. . .. 6,792 2, 158 - 6,122 2,198 154 17,424 

Canada ... ... . .. ... ... 5,473 1,422 - 7., 171 209 - 9,275 

Australia .. . ... ... ... ~ .. ' 618 400 - 545 116 - 1,679 

New Zealand ... . .. ... ... 1, 174 - - - - - 1, 174 

S0L1 th Africa ... ... ... .. . - 220 - 37 189 - 446 

Southern Rhodesia ... ... . .. 856 - - - - - 856 

India ... ... ... . .. . ... 118 21 - JO 4 - 153 

Middle East .. . .. . .. . .. . I 18 38 - - 46 - 202 

U.S.A. ... .. . .. . . .. . .. 352 20 - - - - 372 

Tor.al Overseas ... ... ... ... 8,709 2,121 

~ 
- 2,763 564 I - 14,157 

Total Home and Overseas ... ... 15,50 1 4,279 - 8,885 2,762 I 154 31,581 



OUTPUT OF QUALIFIED AIRCREW 
3 SEPTEMBER 1941- 2 SEPTEMBER 1942 

Observers Aic Wireless 
Air Flight 

Country of Graduation Pilots and Operators Total 
Navigatots Bombc:.rs Air G un ner) Gunners Engineers 

U nited Kingdom .. . ... •· • 4,006 3,1 13 - 7,009 3, 179 563 17,870 

Canada .. . ... .. . ... . .. 12,693 6,1 45 77 4,800 1,828 - 25,543 

Australia ... ... . .. . .. , .. 2,349 1,035 - 1,747 191 - 5,322 

New Zealand .. . ... ... . .. 1,334 - - - - - 1,334 

South Africa ... ... . .. . .. 1,377 1,924 - 475 21 - 3,797 
-

Southern Rhodesia .. . . .. ... 1,799 210 - - 356 - 2,365 

Ind ia ... ... •· · · ·• .. . 247 49 - ll I - 308 

Middle East ... ... ... . .. - - - - - - -
U.S.A. ... ... ... . .. . .. 4,505 J ,695 - 606 - - 6,806 

Totiil Overseas ... ... . .. . .. 24,304 11,058 77 7,639 2 ,397 - I 45 ,475 
.. 

T otal Home and Overseas ... . .. 28,310 14, f7l 77 I 14,648 I S 576 563 I 63,345 



OUTPUT OF QUALIFIED AIRCREW 
3 SEPTEMBER 1942- 2 SEPTEMBER 1943 

Observers Air Wireless-
A ir Flight 

Country of Graduation Pilots and Operators Total 
Navigators Bombers (Air Gunner) Gunners Engineers 

Un ited Kingdom '" ... ... 512 2,633 599 6,518 7,580 6,022 23,864 

Canada ... ... ... ... .. . 15,855 7,745 5,545 3,522 3,8 16 - 36,863 

Australia ... ... ... ... ... 3,890 1,956 - 2,472 l ,U9 - 9,457 

ew Zealand ... . .. ... ... 1,144 - - - - - 1,144 

South Africa ... ... ... ... 1,876 3,161 748 529 372 - 6,686 

Southern Rhodesia ... ... . .. 1,920 229 - - 399 - 2,548 

India ... ... .. . ... .. . 170 24 - 38 5 14 251 

Middle East , .. . .. .. , , .. - - - - - - -

U.S.A. ... .. . ... ... . .. 4,362 - - 56 - - 4,418 

Total Overseas .. . . .. ... . .. 29,217 13,115 6,293 j 6,617 5,731 14 60,987 

Total Home and Overseas ... .. . 29,729 I 15,748 6,892 I 13,115 I 13,3 11 6,036 84,85 1 
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Country or Graduation 

United Kingdom ... ... 
Canada . .. .. . ... ... 

Australia ... ... .. . ... 
New Zealand .... ' " ... 
Sout h Africa ... ... ... 

Southern Rhodesia .. . ... 
India ... ... ... ... 
Middle East ... ... ... 
U.S.A. ... , .. ... .. . 

Total Overseas , .. ... ... 
Total Home and Overseas ... 

Pi lots 

. .. 402 

.. . 13,386 

'" 2,821 

... 1,178 

. .. 2 651 

... 1,752 

.. . 232 

-... 
... 2,442 

... 24,462 

. .. 24,864 

Oun•uT Of QUALIHED AlRC.RBW 
3 SEPTEMBER 1943- 2 SEPTEMBER 1944 

I Observers Air Wireless Air F light and Operators Total 
Navigators Bombers (Air Gunner) Gunners .Engineers 

555 47 3,09:i I0,004 6,705 20,805 

10,714 7,333 4,526 6,837 207 43,003 

1,014 - 1,512 901 175 6,423 

- - - - - 1,178 

3,479 1,009 555 251 - 7,945 

244 - - 454 - 2,450 

- - 68 4 - 304 

- - - 913 - 613 

- - - - - 2,342 

15,451 8,342 6,66 1 9,060 382 64,358 

16,006 
I 

8,389 9,753 
I 

19,064 7,087 85,163 



OUTPUT OF QUALIFIED AIRCREW 
3 SEPTEMBER 1944----2 SEPTEMBER 1945 

-
Observers Air Wireless Air Flight Country of Graduation Pilots and Operators Total 
Navigators Bombers (Air Gunner) Gunners Engineers 

United Kingdom .. . .. . .. .. 598 643 83 1,169 4,503 4 ,441 11,437 

Canada ... .. . ... .. . .. . 6,691 5,833 2,718 3 ,477 3,010 1,706 23,435 

Australia .. . .. . ... ... .. . 1,204 1,507 159 882 929 194 4,875 

New Zealand · ... ... .. . .. . 779 - - - - - 779 

South Africa ... . .. . ... .. . 2,446 3,458 703 313 234 79 7,233 

Southern Rhodesia ... ... .. . 1,388 95 - - 381 - 1,864 

India .. . ... .. . ... .. . 153 - -- 54 3 - 210 

Middle East . .... ... .. . .. . - - - - 496 - 496 

U.S.A. ... ... ... ... .. . 2,012 - - - - - 2,012 

Total Overseas ... .. . ... .. . 14,673 10,893 I 3,580 4,726 5,053 1,979 40,904 

Total Home and Overseas .. . ... 15 ,271 
I 

11 ,536 
I 

3,663 5,895 9,556 6,420 52,341 



APPENDIX No. 3 

ANALYSIS, BY AIR FORCES, OF THE TOTAL OUTPUT OF QUALIFIED AIRCREW 

I 

i 
Location of Observers Air Wireless Air Flight I 

Output 
Nationality Pilots and Bombers Operators Gunners Engineers Total 

Navigators (Air Gunner) 

United Kingdom ... R.A.F. ... 15,287 9,869 728 27,190 28,243 17,885 99,202 
R.I.A.F. ... 15 4 1 6 2 - 28 

Total ... 15,302 9,873 729 27,196 28,245 17,885 99,230 , 

Canada .. . R.A.F. .. . 22,068 15,778 7,58 1 755 2,096 - 48,278 
R.C.A.F. .. . 25,918 12,855 6,659 12,744 12,9 17 1,913 73 ,006 
R.A.A.F . ... 4,045 1,643 799 2,875 244 - 9,606 
R.N.Z.A.F. 2,220 1,583 634 2,122 443 - 7,002 
R.I.A..F. ... 18 - - - - - 18 

Total ... 54,269 31,859 15,673 18,496 15,700 1,913 137,910 

Australia .. . . .. R.A.A.F. . .. . 10,998 5,929 159 7,158 3,286 369 27,899 

New Zealand .. . ... R.N.Z.A.F. 6,118 165 - - 208 - 6,491 

South Africa ... ... 

I 
R.A.F. ... 4,227 10,170 2,404 - 445 - 17,246 
S.A.A.F . ... 4,123 2,072 . 56 1,909 622 79 8,861 

Tola! .. . 8,350 12,242 2,460 1,909 1,067 79 26,107 

Southern Rhodesia .. . R.A.F. ... 7,216 717 -- - · 1,591 - 9,524 
R.A.A.F . ... 514 61 - 8 - · 583 

Total ... 7,730 778 - - 1,599 - 10,107 

India ... ... ... R.A.F. . .. 165 21 - - - 14 200 
R.I.A.F. ... 791 93 - 185 17 - 1,086 

Total ... 956 114 - 185 17 14 1,286 
. 

Middle East R.A.F. 273 1,116 1,472 .. . . .. ... 38 - - -

U.S.A . . .. ... . .. R.A.F. ... 13,673 1,715 - 662 -- - 16,050 

Grand Total ... . .. R.A.F. ... 62,909 38,308 10,713 28,607 33,536 17,899 191,972 
R.C.A.F. .. . 25,918 12,855 6,659 12,744 12,917 1,9 13 73,006 
R.A.A.F . ... 15,557 7,633 95 8 10,033 3,538 369 38,088 
R .N .Z.A.F. 8,338 1,748 634 2,122 651 - · 13,493 
S.A.A.F . .. . 4,123 2,072 56 1,909 622 79 8,861 

I R.l.A.F. ... 824 97 1 191 19 - 1,132 

I 
Total 117,669 62,713 19,021 55,606 5} ,283 20,260 326,552 

Explanatory Notes : 
I. The figures for R.A.F. personnel include the following approximate numbers of foreign aircrew personnel trained for Allied Air Forces serving with 

the R.A.F. :- . 
Belgian ... 
Czechoslovakian . .. 
Danish 
Dutch 
French 
Greek 
Polish 
Yugoslavian 

550 ") 
9~~ ~(The majority trained in Canada) 

mJ 
2,000 (Trained in Cana.da and the U.K.) 

50 (Trained in S. Africa and. S. Rhodesia) 
4,400 (The majority trained in the U.K.) 

200 (Trained in S. Africa and S. Rhodesia) 

8,750 

2 The figure, for R.A.F. personnel trained in Canada include 3,792 Fleet Air Arm personpel. 
3. The figures for U.S.A. include 598 American volunteers who were trained in the Refresher Schools in U.S.A. and .served in the R.A.F. 
4. The figures for Wir::less Operators /Air Gunner) trained in the United Kingdom include 2,109 who were awarded their wireless operator brevets in the 
. United Kingdom and subsequently received gunnery training in the Middle East. 

279- 80 
(14_729) 
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APPENDIX o. 4 · 

FLYTNG TRAINING SCHOOLS IN OPERATL0N ON 3 SEPTEMBER 1939 

Elementary F lying Training Schools 

Service Flying Training Schools 

Bombing and Gunnery Schools 

Air Observer Navigation Schools· 

Operational Training Units 

Wireless Schools .. . 

TOTAL .. . 

United Kingdom 

19 

15 

7 

JO 

2 

3 

56 

Nate.-Schools training flying instructors and staff pilots are not included. 

Middle Bast 
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FLYING TRAINING SCHOOLS JN OPERATION ON 3 SEPTEMBER 1940 

I United Canada Australia New S. Africa · Kingdom Zealand 

Initial Training Wings ... . .. ... . .. ... ···- 5 2 2 1 1 

Elementary Flying Training Schools ... ... . .. ., . 17 8 6 3 2 

Service Flying Training Schools ... ... ... . .. 12 2 l 2 I 

Bombing and Gunnery Schools . .. ... ... . .. 7 l - - -

Air Observer Navigation and Bombing and Gunnery Schools - - - - I ' 

Air Observer Navigation Schools ... ... .. . . .. 5 - - - -
Air Observer Schools ... ... ... .. . ... .. . - 3 1 - -
Operational Training Units ... ... .. . ... . .. 17 - - - -
Wireless Schools ... ... .. . ... ... . .. 3 2 - - -

Wireless Operator (Air Gunner) Schools ... ... ;-, . - - I - -
General Reconnaissance Schools ... ... ... . .. 1 - - - -
Technical Training Schools ... ... .. . ... . .. - 1 - - -

TOTAL .,. .,. ... . .. .. . 67 19 II 6 5 

S. Rhodesia Middle Total East 

1 - 12 

2 - 38 

l I 20 

- - 8 

- - 1 

- - 5 

- - 4 

- - 17 

- - 5 

- - I 

- - I 

- - t 
I 

4 l 113 
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Initial Training Wings ... ... 

Elementary Flying Training Schools 

Service Flying Training Schools ... 
Bombing and Gunnery Schools ... 

Air Observer Navigator and Bombing 
and Gunnery Schools ... ... 

Air Observer Navigation Schools ... 

Air Observer Schools (and A.N.S.s) 

Air Gunners Schools ... ... 

Wireless Operator (Air Gunner) 
Schools ... ... ... .. . 

Wireless Schools (and Signals Schools) 

Operational Training Units ... 
Technical Training Schools ... 

Ground Reconnaissance Schools ... 

British Flying Training Schools .. . 

" Arnold " Schools ... .. . . .. 
" Towers " Schools ... ... .. . 

Pan American Airways School ... 
TOTAL .. . . .. 

---

FL YJNG TRAINING SCHOOLS IN ()PERA TION ON 3 SEPTEMBER 1941 

United Canada Au stralia New South Southern Middle 
U.S .A. India TOTAL Kingdom Zealand Africa Rhodesi a East 

15 5 5 l I I - - 1 29 

Jl8 24 JO 4 5 4 - - 2 67 

12 22 5 3 2 4 1 - 1 50 

I 7 2 - - - - - - 10 

- - - - 5 1 - - - 6 

I - - - - - - - - 1 

6 11 4 - · - - - - - 21 

5 - - - - - - - - 5 

- - 2 - - - - - - 2 

3 4 - - - - - - - 7 

39 - - - - - - - - 39 

- 1 - - - - - - - 1 

- - - - 1 - - - - 1 

- - - - - - - 6 - 6 

- - - - - - - 11 - 11 

- - - - - - - 4 - 4 

- - - - - - - 1 - 1 . 

100 
I 

74 23 8 14 10 1 22 4 261 



Initia l Training Wings . .. . .. 
E lementary Flying Training Schools 
Service Flying Training Schools . . . 
Bombing and Gunnery Schools .. . 
Air Observer Navigalion and Bombing 

and Gunnery Schools .. .. . . . 
Air Observer Schools (and A. .S .s) 
General Reconnaissance and Ail' 

Navigation Schools .. . . . . 
General Reconnaissance Schools . .. 

iv Air Gunners Schools .. . . . . 
oo Advanced Flying Units (Pilot) .. . 
-"" Advanced Flying Units (Observer) .. . 

Wireless Schools (and Signals Schools) 
W ireless Operato1· (Air Gunner) 

Schools . .. . . . ... 
Operational Train ing Units 
Heavy Conversion U nits •.. 
Technical Training Schools 
British Flying Training Schools ... 
" Arnold '' Schools .. , 
" Towers ' Schools . . . .. . 
Pan American Airways School 

TOTAL 

' FLYING TRAiNING SCHOOLS IN OPERATION ON 3 SEPTEMBER 1942 

United 
Kingdom 

15 
17 
2 

8 
8 
8 
3 

49 
4 
l 

I IS 

Canada 

7 
19 
26 
10 

13 

4 

6 

87 

Australia 

5 
6 
5 
3 

4 

3 

26 

New 
Zealand 

1 
3 
1 

6 

South 
Africa 

1 
7 
7 

7 

23 

Southern 
Rhodesia 

I 
4 
4 

10 

Middle 
East 

5 

5 

U.S.A . 

6 
I I 
5 
1 

23 

India 

J 
2 
1 

2 

8 

TOTAL 

31 
58 
47 
13 

8 
17 

J 
2 
9 
8 
8 
7 

3 
62 

4 
2 
6 

II 
5 
1 

303 
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Initial Training Wings ... 
Elementary Flying Train-

ing Schools ... 
Service Flying Training 

Schools ... ... 
Bombing and Gunnery 

Schools .. . ... 
Air Observer Navigation 

and Bombing and Gun-
nery Schools . .. ... 

General Reconnaissance 
and Air Navigation 
Schools ... ... 

General R econnaissance 
Schools ... ... 

Air Observers Schools 
(and A.N.S.s) ... 

Air Gunners Schools 
Wireless Schools (and 

Signals Schools) ... 
Wireless Operator (Air 

Gunner) Schools ... 
Advanced Flying Units 

(Pilot) . .. ... ... 
Advanced Flying Units 

(Observer) ... . . . 
Operational Training 

Units ... ... ... 
Heavy Conversion Units 
Technical Training 

Schools ... ... 
British Flying Training 

Schools ... . .. 

TOTAL ... 

United 
Kingdom 

23 

17 

2 

-

-

-

-

-
10 

7 

-
10 

9 

57 
17 

1 

-

153 

FLYING. TRAINING SCHOOLS IN OPERATION ON 3 SEPTEMBER 1943 

Canada Australia New South Southern Middle U .S.A. Bahamas India TOTAL Zealand Africa Rhodesia East 

7 5 1 1 I - - - 1 39 

21 6 3 7 4 - - - 2 60 

29 5 2 7 4 - - - I 50 

II 3 - - - - - - - 14 

- - - 7 1 - - - - 8 

- - - - - - - - I 1 

1 - - 1 - - - - - 2 

11 4 - - - - - - 1 16 
- - - - - - - - - 10 

3 - - - - - - - - 10 

- 3 - - - - - - - 3 

- - - - - - - - - 10 

- - - - - - - - - 9 

7 - - 2 - 6 - 1 2 75 
- - - - - - - - I 18 

2 - - - - - - - - 3 

- - - - - - 5 - - 5 

92 26 6 25 10 6 I 5 1 9 333 



FLYTNG TRAINING SCHOOLS fN OPERATION ON 3 SEPTEMBER 1944 

United 
Canada Australia New South Southern Middle 

U.S.A. .Bahamas India TOTAL Kingdom Zealand Africa Rhodesia East 

Initial Training Wings ... 
Elementary Flying Train-

6 4 4 I I l - - - I 18 
iag Schools 

Traini;{g 
16 9 5 3 6 4 - - - 2 45 Service Flying 

Schools .. . ... 2 23 5 2 G 4 - - - I 43 Bombing and Gunnery 
Schools ··- - 11 I - - - - - - - 12 Aic Observer Navlgatici'~ 
and Bombing and Gun- . 
nery Schools ... - - - - 7 I - - - - 8 Air Observer Schools ... - II 3 - - - - - - - 14 Air Gunners Schools 7 - - - - - I - - 1 9 Air Gunners Tnitial Train-
ing Schools .,. - - - - - - 1 - - - I Advanced Flying Units 
(Observer) ... ... 9 - - - - - - - - - 9 Advanced F lyi ng Units 
(Pilot) ... . .. 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 General Reconnaissance 
Schools ... .. , - I - - l - - - - - 2 General Reconnaissance 
and Air Navigation 
School ... .. , - - - - - - - - - I I Wireless Schools (and 
Signals Schools) ... 7 3 - - - - - - - - 10 Wireless Operator (Air 
Gunner) Schools ... - - 2 - - - - - - - 2 Tecbnica[ Training 
Schools -· · .. . I 2 - - - - - - - - 3 Operational Training 
Units ... .. . .. . 49 7 - - 2 9 - I 1 69 Heavy Conversion Units 19 - - - - - l - - 3 13 British Flying Training 
Schools ... .. . - - - - - - - 4 - - 4 

TOTAL ... 127 71 20 6 -23 JO 12 4 1 10 284 
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Initia l Tra ini ng Wings ... 
Elementary Flying Train-

ing Schools 
Service Flying Training 

Schools ... ... 
Bombing and Gunnery 

Schools 
Air Observer Navigation 

and Bombing and Gun-
nery Schools ... 

Air Observer Schools 
(and A.N.S.) ... 

Air Gunners 'Schools 
Air Gunners Initial 

Training Schools .. . 
General Reconnaissance 

Schools ... ... 
General Reconnaissance 

and Air Navigation 
Schools ... .. . 

Advanced Flying Units 
(Observer) ... 

Advanced Flying Units 
(Pilot) ... ... 

Wireless Schools (and 
Signals Schools) .. . 

Wireless Operator (Air 
Gunner) Schools 

Schools of Technical 
Training .. . 

Operational Training 
Units ... ... 

Heavy Conversion Units 
British Flying Training 

Schools ... ... 

TOTAL ... 

United 
Kingdom 

5 

14 

2 

-

-

-

6 

-

-

-

7 

9 

7 

--
I 

43 
15 

-

109 I 

FLYING TRAINtNG SCHOOLS IN OPERATION ON 8 MAY 1945 

Canada Australia New South Southern Middle U.S.A. Bahamas India TOTAL . Zealand Africa Rhodesia East 
-----

I 2 1 I I - - - I 12 

3 2 3 2 3 - - - 2 29 

G 2 2 2 4 - - - I 19 

2 2 - - - - - - - 4 

- - - 2 1 - - - - - 3 

I 1 - - - - - - - 2 
- - - - - 1 - - I s · 

- - - - - I - - - 1 

- - - I - - - - - 1 

- - - - - - - - 1 1 

- - - - - - - - - 7 

- -- - - - - - - - 9 

I - - - -- - - - - 8 

- I - - - - - - - I 

- - - - - - - -- - 1 

G - - 2 - 9 -- 1 I 62 
- - - -- -- 1 - -- 2 18 

- - · - - - 4 - - 4 

I I I 
---

20 10 6 . 10 9 12 4 I 9 190 






